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U.S. Department of Justice 

Professional Responsibility Advisory Office 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

September 30, 2011 

RE: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request 09-019 (Remand of07-015) 

I write on behalf of the Professional Responsibility Advisory Office (PRAO) to respond 
to your October 10, 2007 Freedom oflnformation Act request for, among other things, "an 
electronic copy of each manual or handbook issued by PRAO since January 1, 2005." PRAO 
initially responded to your request on February 5, 2008 and informed you of two items 
responsive to your fourth request, an internal Office Manual and an internal New Attorney 
Notebook. The Office Manual was withheld in full pursuant to Exemption 2. The New Attorney 
Notebook was withheld in full pursuant to FOIA Exemptions 2, 5 and 7(e). 

You appealed PRAO's response to the Office oflnformation and Policy (OIP) on 
February 9, 2008. On August 17, 2009, OIP remanded your request for "Manuals or Handbooks 
Issued by PRAO since January 1, 2005" for further processing of responsive records. After 
consideration of guidance provided by OIP, PRAO is releasing portions ofthe Office Manual and 
New Attorney Notebook as described below. 

PRAO's Office Manual 

The PRAO Office Manual is distributed only to PRAO employees, does not affect a 
member of the public, and consists solely of internal personnel policies and procedures. After 
further review of the PRAO Office Manual and consistent with guidance from OIP, enclosed are 
2 pages that are appropriate for release in full. 

The remainder of the manual, consisting of approximately ninety-five pages, is withheld 
in full pursuant to Exemption 2 ofFOIA as records "related solely to the internal personnel rules 
and practices of an agency." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(2). Additionally, portions of the withheld 
materials are protected by Exemption 5 of the FOIA as inter-agency or intra-agency 
communications "which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in 
litigation with the agency," 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), and by Exemption 6 as information about 
individuals the disclosure of which "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). 



PRAO's New Attorney Notebook 

After further review ofPRAO's New Attorney Notebook and consideration of guidance 
from OIP, enclosed are approximately 198 pages that are appropriate for release in full. Also 
enclosed are 3 pages of materials with redactions made pursuant to Exemption 5. 

The remainder of the manual, consisting of approximately 675 pages, is withheld in full 
pursuant to Exemption 5 of the FOIA. Additionally, portions of these materials are subject to 
Exemption 7(e) ofthe FOIA as law enforcement information that "would disclose techniques and 
procedures for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for 
law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected 
to risk circumvention ofthe law." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(e). 

If you are not satisfied with this response to your request you may administratively appeal 
by writing to the Director, Office of Information and Policy, United States Department of Justice, 
Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20530 within sixty days from the 
date of this letter. Both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of 
Information Act Appeal." 

Professional Responsibility Advisory Office 



U.S. Department of Justice 

Professional Responsibility Advisory Office 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

October 17, 2014 

RE: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request PRAO 12-034 (Remand of 
PRAO 09-019) 

I write on behalf of the Professional Responsibility Advisory Office (PRAO) to respond 
to your October 10, 2007 Freedom of Information Act request for, among other things, "an 
electronic copy of each manual or handbook issued by PRAO since January 1, 2005." On 
September 30, 2011, PRAO released 2 pages in full from the Office Manual, approximately 198 
pages in full from PRAO's internal New Attorney Notebook, and 3 pages of materials consisting 
of the redacted New Attorney Notebook table of contents. 

On October 13, 2011 you appealed PRAO's September 30, 2011 response to the 
Department of Justice Office oflnformation and Policy (OIP), limiting your appeal to the table 
of contents for the two manuals identified as responsive to your initial request. By letter dated 
September 18, 2012, OIP informed you that the PRAO Office Manual did not have a table of 
contents and remanded the New Attorney Notebook table of contents request to PRAO for 
further processing. 

Please find enclosed 3 pages consisting of the table of contents for the New Attorney 
Notebook. 

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories oflaw enforcement 
and national security records from the requirements of the FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c) (2006 & 
Supp. IV (2010). This response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of 
the FOIA. This is a standard notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be 
taken as an indication that excluded records do, or do not, exist. 

If you are not satisfied with my response to this request, you may administratively appeal 
by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy, United States Department of Justice, 



Suite 11050, 1425 New York A venue, NW, Washington, DC 20530-0001, or you may submit an 
appeal through the Office oflnformation Policy's eFOIA portal at 
http://www.justice.gov/oip/efoia-portal.html. Your appeal must be received within sixty days 
from the date of this letter. If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope 
should be clearly marked "Freedom oflnformation Act Appeal." 

Professional Responsibility Advisory Office 
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INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the Professional Responsibility Advisory Office' of the United States 
Department of Justice, 

In 1994, the Department recognized the need for a program dedicated to resolving 
professional responsibility issues faced by Department attorneys and Assistant United States 
Attorneys. As a result, on April 19, 1999, the Department officially established the 
Professional Responsibility Advisory Office (PRAO) as an independent component within the 
Department of Justice. 

The mission of the PRAO Is to ensure prompt, wnsistent advice to Department 
attorneys and Assistant United States Attorneys with respect to professional responsibility 
and choice-of-law Issues. PRAO complies with the rules of professional conduct that impose 
on lawyers and their staff a duty to preserve and protect confidential information. 
Information regarding any ethical advice given shall not be disclosed to any person outside 
of this office. 

PRAO is a service component. Employees are expected to carry out their assigned 
duties in a professional and responsible manner. The success of PRAO Is dependent upon 
Individual performance, team work and customer satisfaction. 

The PRAO Office Manual is intended to serve as a source of information on the 
functions of PRAO, and other administrative matters. Additional Information on Department 
of Justice policies can be found at http:f(www.usdoj.gov/jmd/os/empobdorlent.htm. 

' PRAO frequently receives receives calls and e-malls Intended for the Office of 
Professional Responsibility {OPR}. PRAO and OPR are two separate components. OPR has 
jurisdiction to investigate allegations of misconduct by Oepartment of Justice attorneys, 
investigators and law enforcement personnel that relate to the exercise of an attorney's 
authority to investigate, litigate or provide legal advice. other allegations of misconduct by 
Department attorneys that do not fBI I within the junsdiction of OPR are Investigated by the 
Office of the Inspector General {DIG). DIG is required to notify OPR of the existence and 
results of any DIG 1nvest1gation that refleds upon the professional ethics, competence or 
mtegrity of a Department attorney. In such cases, OPR is directed to take appropriate 
action. In addition to reporting its findings and conclusions in individual investigations, OPR 
is also charged w1th providing advice to the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General 
concerning the need for changes in policies and procedures which become evident during 
the course of OPR's investigations. 
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U. S. Department of Justice 
Professional Responsibility Advisory Office 

Mission & Functions 

The mission of the PRAO is to ensure prompt, con.sistelll advice to Department attomeys and 
Assistant United States Attorneys with respect to professional responsibility and choice-of-law 
issues. 

Tire major functions of PRAO are to: 

* Provide defmitive advi:e to government attomeys and the leadership at the Department on 
issues relating to professional responsibility. 

* Assemble and maintain the codes of ethics, including, inter alia, aU relevant interpretative 
decisions and bar opinions of the District of Columbia and every state and territory, and other 
reference materials, and serve as a cemral repository for briefs and pleadings as cases arise. 

* Provide coordination with the litigating components of the Departmem to defend 
Departmont attomeys and Assistant United States Attorneys in any disciplinary or other hearing 
where it is alleged that they failed to meet their ethical obligations. 

* Serve as liaison with the state and federal bar associatiollS in matters related to the 
implementation and interpretation of28 U.S.C. 530B (the Bthi!;al Standards for Attorneys fur the 
Government Act) and any amendments and revisions to the various state ethics codes. 

*Coordinate with other Department components to conduct training fur Department attorneys 
and client agencies to provide them with the tools to make informed judgments about the 
circumstances that require their compliance with 28 U.S.C. 530B (the Ethical Standards for 
Attorneys for the Government Act) or that otherwise implicate professional respollSibility 
concerns. 

* Perfonn such other duties and assigrunents as determined from time to time by the Attorney 
Gelleral or the Deputy Attorney General 
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Page 1S9 TITLE 23--JUPWIJ\RY AND JTJDIClAL PROOEPTJRE uaoc 

(.M~O~ Pub. L. JQIJ-{IIl0, title VI, !628l(a), Nov, 18, 
1988, 102 S\~1- 4868.) 

""''-"'"0"" 1" TOXT 
Soc\iono 001 ••• OOi or thO Foreton Smlee Mt or 

1000, ""'"'d to in ,.,.,_ (!J and (2). "' ol .. olflod to ,.o

tlon• 1081 Mid'"''· '"'"'"''"'"' or Tltlo 2:l, Fo,.lgn Ro
la\io"" """ 1ntoroOUt'>O. 

U30B. Eth!oal otandardo lo< att;orneyo fo• tbo 
Government 

(a) An attorney for the Govornmont ohall ho 
eubject to State laWB and rulee, and local Fed· 
oral court rules, governing attorneye in each 
State wbo.o eucb attorney ongagoo in tba< at
t<>rnoy'e dut!oe, to tho '""'e o~l""-1 and ln tM 
onme manner as other attornoyo in that Stoto 

(b) The Attorney General oh.U make and 
amen~ ruloe of the Department of Juotice to ae
oure compliance with thlo s•ct!on 

(c) A• uood in thl• •ectlon. the term "attornoy 
for the Government" lncludOB any attorney de· 
""rlbed in section TI .2(a) of ~art 17 of title 2B of 
th• Code of F•~eral Regulations and also in
cludes any tndepondent counoel, or <mployee of 
oocb a couneel, ~opo!nt.d un~or ch~Dter 40. 
(Added Pub. L. 10~277, dlv. A, §10l(b) (tltlo Vlll, 
§8Dl(al). Oct. 21. 1998, 112 Stat_ 2631---&l, 2681-113.) 

E''""'"'" DAT• 
NO. L. lll0-271, mv. A, j10J(0) [t"'O VU!. §OOl{OlJ, 00<. 

21, 1008, 112 Stat_ 21<81---10, ,..,_,._ providod that· ""Tho 
•meHOmonco '"""' hy '"" """'" (onoo<Jn• thLo ,,,. 
tlon] ''"" tako ol1oot 100 doyo altar tho d&to oftho on
""'"'"' of <hlO M< [OO<- 21, 1008) anO 8MH apply Ooe
Ln• lh•t oor<Lon of nooal yoor "" th<t follow' U>at 
takLn• ol1oot, o.nd Ln o&Oh '""'"'din• fioco.l yo.r." 

I JJ.300. Autltot1<y to """ avaU..b!e fund. 
(&) IN C•NERAI,.-El•oopt to th% O~tont pro

Vided otherwl>o by law, the actlvltle> of the De· 
va.rtment of Juotice (inolQding any bure~u. of
floe, board, dlv!eion, oomm!Mlon, 6Ubdlvls!on, 
unit, or other component thOro<>f) may, ln the 
reOl!onab!e dlocretlon of the Attorney G€neral, 
be oarrled out through any mean•. lnoludin•-

(1) through the Department'• own oeraonnel, 
~ctlng within, from, or throwr~ thO Oep.ort
mont lteelf; 

(2) by •ending or rooeivim detail• of vereon
nel to other Oranche6 or ag<noieo of tbe Fed
oral <;>ovornment, on a rO!rnO<l<oablO, pal"tlolly
reimbursable, or nonreimburnable basi.; 

(S) through relmburnable agreement• wlth 
other Fed.ral agone! .. for wor~, malo"•"· or 
equipment, 

(4) througb contracto, granto, or cooporatlve 
agroomonto with non-Federal part!"'; and 

(51 •• provided in subseotlon (b), in "otlon 
!;ll4, and !n any otlter provision of law conBlst
ont horowlth. including, without llmltatlon, 
ooctlon 102(b) of Publlo Law 102--<390 (106 Stat. 
liilll), "'Jncorpot•atod by soctlon SJEi{d) of Pub
lic Low 104--132 (110 Stat. 1315). 
(b) PERMITTED USES-

(1) GENE><A~ P&fi.MlTTED U""-".-Funds ava!l
able to the Attorney G.-enoral (i.e., all fundB 
available to oarry out the actlvltieo d'"'crlbe~ 
ln oub.<;oction (a)) may be used. without llmlta
tlon. for tho followtm: 

(A) Tho purohaoe, leaee, mainten""ce, and 
operotlon of va,.enger motor vehicles, or po-

llce-type motor veh!Cl" for law enforcement 
purpo.o.,, without toga~'() 10 gonoral pO-tohaao 
p<lco llmltatlon for tho thon-clll"r<!nt /local 
year. 

IB) Tho puroh"'o of inBul"1\IIoo lo.r motor 
vehloloB, boat•, and alroralt operated In off!· 
clol G-overnment buslne"' in foreign coun
tt1 ... 

(OJ Servleos of experto and conoultonto, ln
cludln~ private couneel, "" authorl""d by 
oection 31119 of title o. and at rateB of pay for 
lndMdualo not to exceed the maximum 
dally rate POY~ble ftom tlmo to time under 
oectlon 0332 of title>-

IDI Offiolal Ncoptlon and Np< .. outatlon 
exponoos (1 •- official expenoes of a •oclal 
nature intended in whole or !n predominant 
part to ,-romote goo~wlll \ow...,a tho Dep.ort.
mon\ or its miO•lon•. but OJ<cludlug exponoeo 
of publ1o tour• of factlltle• of the Depart
ment of Juotlce), in acoo!"da<~ce with ~le

tr!butions an~ proco<:luroe o•taMOM<:I, ~n~ 
rules losuod, by tho Attorney General, and 
oxponoos ol pu0l1c tours of facll1t!OB of the 
DOP""trnont of JUl!t!ce. 

(B) TJnforeocou omergoncif:l! of • confiden
tial character, to be expended under the di· 
reot!on of thO Attorney Gono""l and ae-
countod for oolOly on tM certificate of the 
Attorney GeneraL 

(F) Mioe<llaneoue and emergency oxpenso• 
autharl""d ar app.roved by the Attorney C>en· 
oral, the Deputy Attorney General, the A BOo· 
elate Attorney Goneral. or thO AoO!s'•n' A•
torney Gonerallor Admlnlotratlon. 

(G) In accordance with procedor'"' eatab
l!ohed and ruleo '""-'~ Oy thO A\tornoy Gen
eral-

(!) attendance at mootlngo and seminars: 
(!1) conroronceo a.nd training; >Uld 
(lUI advancoe of publlo moneys under 

oeotlon 3324 of title 31: Pnnmled, That trav
ol advanoeo of ouch moneys to law enforoe
ment peroonnel engaged in unden;ovor ao
tlv!ty •hll be eono!derod to Oo publlc 
monoy for purpose• of oootlon 3.121 of title 

"' (H) Contracting with tndlvldt>alo for por-
sonal ,.rvtc•• abroa~. oxoopt that such indi
viduals ohall not bo roga!"dod " employef:l! of 
the United S\~toe for tho purpooo of any law 
admlnlet"o~ bY tho Offlco of Peroonnol 
Mauagcmont. 

(l) P'-Ymont oflntorpreto"' and tranolntoro 
who aro not citlzeno of the United Btatee, in 
accordance with vrocodu!'es eet.abl!obe<:l an~ 
ruloo!,.Qed by th• Attorney General. 

(J) Expense• or allowance• for uniform• ae 
autho,zed by BOction !001 oi title 5, but 
without rog"'d to the general pureha" price 
l!mitation for tho then-current !local yeru:. 

(F;) ElXP<lUOOS of-
(i) p<lmary and .. oondary •chool!ng lor 

dependent. of pernonnel Btatlonod outelde 
the United Stat" at cost not in exce"" oi 
tho,. authorl•o<:l by thO Department of Do
fe""o for the '"'""' ""'"· whon it lo doter
mined by the Attorney G€neral that 
schoole avallabloln tho loeau•y ""' unablB 
to provtd• adequotoly for the education of 
ouch depondonto: and 
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§76.39 

176.~9 Comp,.....Uw or octtlcment after 
Deci•lon ond Order of o Jud~. 

(a) The United States Attorney hav· 
ing jurl>diction over the ca•e moy. ot 
any ume before the Attorney General 
'"uc'S an order. compromise. modify. 
or remlt. with Of without conditions. 
ony dvH penalty Imposed under this 
section. 

(b) Any compromise or settlement 
must be in writing 

176.40 Recordo to bo public. 
All documents contained In the 

records of formal proceedings for lm· 
po>ing a penalty under this I"'" may 
be Inspected and copiod. unless ordered 
sealed by the Judge 

\76.41 &<pungomont uf reeordo. 
(a) The Attorney General shall CX· 

punge all official Deportm<>nt re<ords 
created pun;uant co this poet upon ap· 
plication of a re>pondent at any time 
after the expiration of three (l) )'<ars 
fr<>m the date of the fino! ordor of as
sessment if· 

{I) The respondont has not previously 
been asoesse<l a civil penolty und•r this 
oection' 

(Z) Th~ respondent h~s J>Oid the pen
alty' 

(3) Th~ respondent has complied with 
any conditions lmpo>ed by the Attor
ney Generol. 

(4) The respondent has not been con
victed of a fec\eral or state offense re
lating to a contro!lod substance as de
fined in secUon 102 of the Controlled 
Substances Act (21 U S.C. 80Z); and 

(!) The rospondent "<lrees to submtt 
to a deus cest. and such te>t >huws the 
IndiVIdual to be drug free. 

(b) A non-public record of a dispo>l
tlon under this part shall be cetained 
by the D<partment solely for the pur
p<>Se of determining In otJY subsequent 
proceeding whether the perscm quali
fies foro chdl penalty or e"Pungm>•nl 
und•r this pa!"t. 

{c) If a "'"""dIs expunged under thiS 
port. the IndiVidual for whom •uch an 
expungoment was made •hall not be 
held guilty of perjury. fals• swearl"<l• 
or making a false •tatemem by reason 
of hls failure to recit• or acknowledge 
a procoeding under this part or the re
•ulto thereof In response to an inquiry 
made ol him for any purpose. 

28 CFR Cl\. I (7-1-()6 Edffion) 

§ 78.42 Llmllotlono. 
No action under thl• port >hall be en· 

tcrtalned unle"' commenced within 
five (5) yeacs from the <!ate on which 
the violation oocur...,d. 

PART 77-ETHICAL STANDARDS 
FOR ATTORN~YS FOR THE GOV· 
ERNMENT 

Soc. 
77\ Purpo" ond outho<ity. 
n.a Oehnltlon•. 
)U Applkotlon of" U.S C. 53<JB. 
!7.4 Guldanoe. 
1) S No p;lvot< ""''"d'"' 

AUTHORlTY " U S C. "OR 

Sou"C'-" ON" No '""-"·" fR ""'·Apr. 

'"· ""· ""'"" "'"""''" """"'· 
§ 77.1 l'urpo .. and authority, 

(a) The Department of Justice Is 
oommltted to ensuring that it> atiOo"· 
noys perform th•ir duties In accord
ance with the highest ethical stand
ards. The purposo of this part is to Im
plement 28 USC S30B and to provide 
guidance to attorney• concemlng the 
r<qui,..ments Imposed on Dcpactment 
attorney> by 23 U.S.C. !lOB 

(b) Section 530B ,..qui,..< D<partment 
attorney• to comply with state and 
local federal court rules of professional 
resp<>nSlbH!ty. but •hould not be con
strued In ~ny way to olter federal sub· 
stantive. procedural. or evldentlory 
law or to Interfere with the Attorney 
General"s authority to ...-.<! Depart· 
ment ottorn•y• into any court In th~ 
United States. 

(c) Section S30B Imposes on Depart
ment attorneys the ,.,.,. rules of pro· 
fessional rosponslbiUty that apply to 
non-DeJ>Ortment attorneys. but should 
nut be construed to Impose greater bur
dens on Department attomoys than 
those on non-DeJ>Ortment attomoys or 
to alter rule> of pr<>fesslonal re>ponS!
billty that exp,..,.sly exempt govern
ment attorneys from their application. 

{d) The regulation> .. t forth In this 
part seek to provide guidance to D<
portment attorney• !n determining the 
,-ules with wlllch >uOh attorneys should 
comply. 

"' 



Deportment c/ Justic:& 

177.2 Donnltlono. 
As uS<d in thiS pa«. the follO'A'ing 

terms shall have the following mean
ings. unless the context lndlcotes oth
erwise; 

(a) The phra"" """"'"Y for the ffO"'rn
ment means the Attorney General; the 
Deputy Attorney General: the Solicitor 
General. the A>Sist<>nt Attorneys Gen
eral for, and any a«orney employed in, 
the Antitrust Division, Civil Division, 
Civil Right. Division, Criminal Divi
sion, Environment and Natural Re
wur.;es Division, and To~ Division: the 
Chief Coun..,l for the DEA and any at
torney employed In that office: the 
Chief Counsel for Al'F and any attor
ney employed In that office; the Gen
eral Counsel of the F61 and ony ottor
ney empluyed in that offico or in the 
(Ott ice of General Counsel) of the fBI: 
any attorney employed in, or head of, 
any other legol office In a Department 
of Juscke agency: •~Y Unitod State• 
Attorney; any Assistant U~!ted States 
Attorney; any Special Assistant to the 
Attorney General or Spoc!ol Attorney 
duly appointed pursuant tc 23 USC 
115, any Special Assistant United 
SU>tes Attorney duly appointed pucsu
ant to 23 USc_ 543 who i• author!""" 
to conduct criminal or civil law en
forcement invescigatlon• or pro
ceedings on behalf of the United 
States, and any other attorney em
ployed by the Department of Justice 
who h authori<ed to conduct criminal 
or ciVil law enforcemont proco<>ding• 
on behalf of tho United States. Tho 
phrase ~tt:om<y for tho l!'"'"""'"'nt also 
Includes any Independent counsel, or 
employee of such counsel. appointed 
urtder chapter 4(1 of title 23. United 
S<ateo Code. The phrase atrom<y for- til< 
govemmont d<>es not include attorneys 
employed •• investigators or other l•w 
enfoN:ement agents by the Department 
of Justice who are not authorized to 
repcesent the United States in criminal 
or civil low enforcement litigation or 
to suporvl&e such proc"""ings_ 

(b) The term c•.e me•ns any pro
ceeding over which a state or federal 
oou<t hasjurl&di<tion. Including cdmi
nal prosecutions and clv!! actions. This 
term also Includes grand Jury Inves
tigations and related procoed!ngs (such 
as motions to quash grand jury •ub
p<>enas and motioru; to compel test!-
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mony), applications for "'arch wa<· 
raniS, illld application> for olenronic 
surveillance. 

{cl The phrase eM/ law enforcement 
lnvestllfa<lon means an Investigation of 
possible civil violations of. or clolms 
under. federal law that may form the 
basis for • civil law enfor<ement pro
ceeding. 

(d) The phrase eM! law •nforc<m<nt 
pro"""d1111J means a c!Vll action or pro· 
ceeding before any court or other tri
bunol brought by the Department of 
Justice und•r tho authority of the 
United State• to enfore<o federal lawo 
or regulations. on<i Includes pro
ceedings related to the enforc•ment of 
an administrative oubpoona or sum
mons or civil investigative demand 

(e) The terms canduc< and activity 
means any aci p-orformed by a Depart· 
ment atwmoy that implicates a rule 
governing attorneys. as that term Is 
defined In paragraph (h) of this section. 

If) The phrase Department atromey/s/ 
" synonymous with the phra"' 
"ottorney(s) for the government as 
defined In thl• section 

(g) The term person me•ns any indi
vidual ur orgoni<Otion. 

(h) The phrase state law> and rule> 
ami local federal court rul.s go,.,-ning at
to,--,ys means rul•< enacted or adopted 
by any Su.te or Territory of the United 
States or the District of Columbia or 
by any fo<loral court, thac prescribe 
othlcal conduct for anorneys and that 
would subject an attorney. whether or 
not a Department ottomey. to pr<>fes
slonal discipline, such as a c<>de of pro
fessional r•sponSibil!ty. The phraoo 
does not include; 

(1) Any statute. rule, or r<gulation 
which ~oe• not govern ethical conduct, 
such as rules of procedure. evidence, or 
•ubstantive law. whethel' or not such 
rule Is lnc\u~ In • CQde of pr<>fes
slonal resp-on•ibillty for attorneys: 

(2) Any scatuw. rule, or regulation 
that purports to govern the conduct of 
any class of persons other than attor
neys. such as rulos that gov<rn th" cort
duct of all litigants and Jud~, as well 
as octorneys: oc 

(3) A statute. rule, or regulation re· 
qulrlng licensure or membership In a 
particular •tate bar 

(i) The phrase S<ato of JJcon;u,.. m••n< 
the DIStrict of Columbia or any State 

"' 
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Of Terr!too"y where a D<partment at
torney I• duly Hcons<!d and authorized 
to practice as an attomey. ThiS term 
sha!! bo COM"ued in the some monner 
as it has been construod pu<>uant to 
the p'ov!s!ons ofPuO L 00-132,"' Stat 
1D40. 10-44 (1979), and Sec. iOl of th• De
partments of Commerce, Justice and 
State, the Judlciacy, and Related 
l<gency Appropriations A<t, !999, Pub 
L. lOHn. 

U) (l) The phra"" WIJel~ such ar<omey 
ong"lJJ's In that arnmrey'• a"""' Jdenu
fles which rules uf ethical conduct a 
Department attm-ney should comply 
with, and means. wlth respO<t to pa<
tlmlar conduct: 

(i) lf there Is a cose pendtng. Lbo 
rules of ethical co<tduct adopted by the 
local federal court or .tate rourc before 
which the case is pending, or 

(il) If there is nu case pending. the 
rules of ethloal conduct that would be 
applied by the ottomey'• >tate of l!cen· 
suro. 

(II A Department attomcy does not 
"engageU In that attorney'• duties'" in 
any stat., In which the attorney's ron
duct Is not substontlal and continuous_ 
such as a Jurisdiction In which an at
torney takes a deposition (reloted to a 
case pending In arK"hor couH) or dl· 
reets a contact to be made by an inves· 
tlgatlvo agent, or responds to an in
quiry by an Investigative agent Nor 
does the phrase include any jurlsdlc· 
tion that would not ordinarily apply 
Its rules of ethlcol conduct lo par
ticular conduct or acttvlty by the at
torney 

(k) The ph,ase to the same exten< and 
In the "'"'' mann<r "' other attomey.5 
means that Department attornoys 
•hall only be subje<t to low• ond rules 
of ethicol conduct governing attorneys 
In the same manner as such rul., apply 
to non·Depa"ment attorney>. The 
phrase doos not, however, purport to 
el!m!note or otherwiSe al<e' state or 
federal laws and rulos and federal court 
rulos that e~pressly e~clude •orne or all 
government attomeys from porticular 
l!mitatio"" or prohibitions. 

(O«l" No ""-"· 0< FR "'"· Apr '0. ""'· 
'' omondod Dy Ordoc No- """-""''· " fR 
4020, Jan."- Wll3 

28 CFR Ch. I U-1-06 Edllion) 

177-" Applicatkrn of28 u.S.C. ~SOB. 
In all criminal investigations and 

pm;.ecutions. tn all ctvd investigations 
and litigation (affirmative and defen
sive). and In all civil law enfon:emenl 
invostlgations ~ncl proceedings, attor
neys for the govemment shall conform 
<heir conduct and activities to the 
•tat• rules and laW>. and federal local 
court rules. governing attomeyo In 
each State wh<re •uch attorney en
gages In thot attorney's duties, to the 
same e~tent and in the same manner., 
other attorneys in that State, as th.,e 
term• ar• doflned in § nz of this part. 

I 77.4 Guidaoco. 
(a) R"les of <he court befor-e which a 

coso Is pending A govomment attorney 
shall, in all casos. comply with the 
r<JlO' of othical conduct of the court be
foro which a particular case is pending. 

(b) Inconsistent rul"" who!~ there Is a 
pen<l!ngca>e. {!)If the rule of the attor
ney'• .tace of licen•u"' would pmhtblt 
an action that is permissible Wlder the 
rules of the court before which a caso IS 
pending, the attorney should conSider: 

(!) Wh<ther tho attorney's state of 1!
censure would apply the rule of \he 
court before whi<h the case is pending. 
rather than the rule of th• state of ll· 
censure: 

(!!) Whether the local fede,al court 
rulo preempts contra.y state rules: and 

{iii) Whethe' opp!icotion of "ad!· 
tiona! choice-of-law principles directs 
the ottomey to comply wlth a par
ticular rule. 

(2) In the P'OC€SS of con•idering \he 
factors described in parag,aph (b)(ll of 
this section. the attorney is encour
aged to oon•ult with a supervioor or 
Professional R•spons!b!llty Offlo.r to 
determine the best course of conduct. 

{c) c:holc. af rulos w!J<re the<e Is nc 
pending"""'· (II Where no oose I• pend
ing. the attorney should generally 
comply with the ethical rules of the at
torney's stote of llconsure, unless ap
plication of traditional clloice-of-law 
principles directs the attorney to com· 
ply with the ethical rule of another ju
risdiction or court. such as the ethical 
rule adopoed by the court in whi<h the 
case is likely to be b"'oght. 

(II In the proOB<• of oonS!derlng the 
factors described In paragraph (c){l) of 
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this section, the altot""Y Is encour
aged to consult with a supervisor or 
Professional Responsibility O!flcer to 
determine the best course of wnduct 

(d) Ru/05 that imP<"" ., lrrocMcllaWo 
mnfllc< If. after con<Jdorouon of itadl
tlonal cholce·of-law principles. the at· 
torney concludes that multiple rules 
may apply to P"rtlculor conOu<t and 
that such n.oles lmp.,.e irreconc>t.ble 
obligaUM• on the attorney, the attor
ney should consult with a supervisor or 
Profos•lonal Re>ponslbillty Officer to 
determine the best courSe of oondtttl. 

(e) Sup<rvl.>ory a"o.rneys. Each attor-
ney, Including supervisory attomeys, 
must O>Seos his or her ethtcal obliga
tion; with respect to particular con
duct Department atwmoys shall not 
dicoct any a(torney to engage In con
duct tha1: violates section 530B. A su
pervisor or other Department attomey 
who. i~ good faith, gives advice or 
guidonce to another Deport<no'>L ~tt.or
ney about tho other attorney's ethical 
obligations should not be deemed to 
violate these ru!os. 

(0 Invos<lgallvo A{l<nrs. A Depanment 
attorney shall not direct an Investiga
tive agent acting under the attorney·, 
superviSion to angago ln conduct under 
c!rcumscances that would violate the 
attorney's obligations under section 
!J<JB. A Department attorney who in 
good faith provides legal advlco or 
guidance upon request to an investiga
tive agent should not be deemed to vio
late these rules. 

1?7.0 Noprivaioromedio._ 

The principles •et forth herein. and 
internal offlce pr<>eedures odopted pur
suant hereto. are lntondod solely foe 
rhe guidance of attorneys for the gov
ernment. They""' not intended oo. do 
not, and may not be railed upon to""
ato a right or benafi[. subscantlve or 
procedural, enforceable at law by a 
party to litigation with the United 
States. Including criminal defendants. 
targets or subjects of cnminal inves
tigations, wltnes..,s In criminal or civil 
cases (Including civil law enforx:ement 
proceedings). or plaintiffs or d•fend
ants In clv!l inve>tlgatlons or litiga
tion: or any o<her person, whether or 
not a party to !ltlgatlon with the 
Unlted Statos. or their counsel: ~nd 
>hall not b, a basi• for dism>SS!ng 
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ctimlnal or civil ch~rges or pro
ceedings or for excluding tel~vant evi
dence in ~ny Judicial or administrative 
proceeding. Nor are any limitations 
placed on otherwise lawful lltlgatlve 
pr<lrogatives of the Department of Jus
tice as a result ofthls port. 

PART 79--cLAIMS UNDER THE RA· 
DIATION EXPOSURE COMPENSA· 
liON ACT 

Subpart A-Geneoal 

S•<. 
"1 Purpa.• 
" I G'""ai d•ftnitlon•. 
"·' Corop<n.,hio cia!m c•"•"""' und.,

''"' A<t. 
10 < Dot,.mlnotlon of oloim• ond officl•v0<.< "I Roqul<emen'" for ro•dioal <io<umcnto

Uon. "'ntompo•on•ou• "'""''· ond 
"'"" ""'ord• or <iooumon" 

Sub,.a<l B-liiglb~il'f Crii<!Oo lor Ck:rlm• 
RelcHng to Leukemia 

19 " Soopo of •ubpo;t, 
"il Donnitiono 
"-" Critorio for oliglbility for''""" .-.lat· 

'"" w i'"komla 
"-" Proof of phy•ioai '"'''""'for tho ooq· 

ui•itc "'""" oud proof of P'"'U<ipatlon 
on•«e during a p.,-iod of atmo•p..,ric nu
<ioor t"ting. 

"·" Proof of inlti•' '"f>¢'""' P"''' " "ll' 

" "·" Proof of o'"" of !ouk•m" more than 
two yoon; oftor n..c '"''"""' 

" " Proof ofmodioal condition 

Sub]>OII c-Ellglblity Criteria k>r Claims lie· 
toting to Cert<>ln Spectfled ~seoses 
Conkacted Affar ixpo&l!le In on A~ 
feete<l Are<o ("Downw~dor;") 

"·" ""''' of'""""'' "·" Doflnl<ioru;, 
"22 Cdtodo for oiigiblil<y for el"m' "'i><· 

'"-' to ""'in 'P"ihod """" oon
<ooc<od •f<or "PO'""' '" an aff"tod .,.,. 
("dow"wlndm"l 

" 11 Proof of phyolcal """"" for Oh• n>q
uioi" porlod. 

10 24 Proof of lnitiol or""''"""""" ofw 
"'' Z<l foe""""" und" !10 22{0){1). 

79 15 Proof of on"'t ofioukomia "' ioo" two 
yoon; oncr fim "'""'""· ond P"'"' of 
o"'" of a , .. olflad comp•n•oblo di"'"" 
mur< <h•~ ""' y .. ,., '"'" fi"t .. P"'""· 

" " p.,..,r of ,.,..,Hoot <Ondi<iOfi 
"·" indl<•<ion of,,,.''"."" of ho .. tltio 

B or <irrho•i• 
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Page 1 

[The following memorandum describes the development and present scope of the 
Attorney General's role in representing the United States and its agencies in 
litigation. It discusses the policy reasons for the centrali~ation of litigation 
authority in the Department of Justice, and analyzas the Attorney General's 
relationship with client agencies. It also touches on the Attorney General's 
authority to settle and comp~omise cases, and on his authority over litigation in 
international courts. It concludes that, aboent clear legislative directives to 
the cont~ary, the Attorney General has plenary authority and responsibility over 
all litigation to which the United States or one of its agencies is a party, and 
that his discretion is circumscribed only by the ~resident's constitutional duty 
to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully e><eouted. ") 

MEMORANDUM OPINION FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

You have asked this Office to outline the role and responsibilities of the 
Attorney General in ~epresenting the United States in litigation in which the 
United stataa, or a federal agency or department, is a party. In particular, you 
asked that we consider the Attorney General's authority and responsibility to make 
decisions with respect to litigation, even if those decision• may conflict with 
the views, desires, or legal analyses of other departments or agencies of the 
Unit"'d states, including those which may be "clients" in the particular 
litigation. Litigation involving ~gencies which have been granted e~press 
exclusive author1ty by Congress to conduct their own litigation iS not wi~hin the 
scope of ~his memorandum. {FNl) Rather, ~he focus of this memorandum is litigation 
involving •4a those agencies whose litigating authority is clearly subject to the 
Attorney General's di~ection, or whose statutory grants of authority are ambiguous 
or insufficient to remove them from the Attorney General's supervision. 

we conclude that, absent clear legislative directives to the contrary, the 
Atto~ney General has full plen~ry authority over all litigation, civil and 
criminal, to which the United States, its agencies, or departments, are parties. 
Such autho~ity is rooted historically in our common law and tradition, see 
Confiscation Cases, 7~ U.S. (7 Wall.) 454, ~58-59 llS6BI; The Gray Jacket, n U.S. 
(5 1-lall.) 370 llSOG) and, since 1B70, has been given a statutory basis. See 5 
ll.S.C. § 3106. and 2a !I.S.C. §5 516, 519. See generally United States v. San 
Jacinto Tin Co., 125 U.S. 273 (1888). The Attorney General's plenary ~uthority is 
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circumscribed only by ~he duty imposed on the President under Ar~icle II, § 3 of 
the Constitution to •take care that the Laws be faithfully <>><ecuted." 

I. Historical oevelopment of the Role of the Attorney General 

Plenary power over the legal affairs of the United States was vested in the 
Attorney General when the Office of the Attorney General of the United States was 
first created by the Judiciary Act of 1789. Act of September 24, 1789, ch. 20, § 

35, 1 Stat. 92. (li"N<l) 

The Attorney General's statutory authority to conduct litigation to which the 
United States, ito departments, or agencies, is a party ~as ~ore fully developed 
Oy congress in 1970, in the earne legislation that provided for the creation of the 
Department of Justice. !'.ct of June n, 1670, oh. 150, H Stat. 162. Prior to !670, 
however, the Attorney General's authority in litigation matters involving the 
United States had been recognized by the Supreme Court. In The Gray Jacket, 72 
u.s. (5 Wall.) 370 (1660), the court held that no counsel would be heard for the 
United States in opposition to the views of the Attorney General. In the 
Confiscation Cases, 74 u.s. (7 wall.) 454 lle666), the court concluded that' 

Whether tested, therefore, by the requirements of the Judiciary Act, or by the 
usage of the government, or by the decisions of this •49 court, it is clear that 
all such suits, so far as the interests of the United States are concerned, are 
subject to the direction, and within the control of, the Attorney-General. 
74 U.S. (7 Nall.l at 456·59. 

The 1670 Act established the Department of Justice and designated the Attorney 
General as its chief legal officer. The Act p~ovided that certain specified 
"solicitors" performing legal functions with.\n the various agencies "'shall be 
transferred f~om the Departments ~ith which they are now associated to the 
Department of Justice, •. and shall exercise their functions under the 
supervision and control of the heati of the Department of Justice.• (§ 3, 16 s~at. 
162,) [FN3) The Act also authori~ed the ~ttorney General to designate any officer 
of the Depart~ent of Justice, including himself, to conduct and argue any case in 
which the government is interested, in any court of the United States, whenever he 
deems it nec.,ssary for the interest of the United States. (5 5, 16" Stat. 162.) In 
addition, the Act gave the Attorney General supervisory authority over the conduct 
and proceeding• of the various a~torneyo for the United States in the respective 
judicial districts, "and also of all other attorneys and counsel(l)ors employed in 
any cases or business in which the United States may be concerned.' {§ lG, 16 
Stat. 164.1 And finally, the Act forbade the Secretaries of the Executive 
Dep~rtrnents to employ other attorneys or outside counsel at government expense, 
but 'shall call upon the Department of Justice ... , and no counsel or attorney 
fees ohall hereafter be allowed to any person .. ,, besides the respective district 
attorneys ... , for services in ouch capacity to the united States, ... W11Us 

hereafter authorized by law, and then only on the certificate of the 
Attorney-Generel that such services could not be pH!ormed by the 
~ttorney-General, ... or the officers of the Department of Justice.• (§ 17, 16 
Stat, 164.) 16 Stat. 162. 
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The initial motivation for this legislation was the ~esire to centralize the 
conduct an~ supervision of all litigation in which the government was involved, as 
well as to eliminate the need for highly pai~ outsi~e counsel when 
government-trained attorneys could perfo~ the same function. Other objectives of 
the legislation that were advanced in the congressional debates were to ensure the 
presentation of uniform positions with respect to the laws of the united States 
("a unity of ~ecision, a unity of jurispn~dence in the exE!cutive law of the 
united States"), [FN4] and to provide the Attorney General with authority over 
lower court proceedings involving the united States, so that litigation would he 
better han~led on appeal, an~ before the Supreme Court. See Cong. Olohe, 41st 
cong., 2d Sess., Pt. IV, 3035-39, 3065-66 (1870). See generally Sell, The Attorney 
General, The Federal Government's C~iet Lawyer and Chief Litigator, or One Among 
Many?, 46 Fordham L.Rev. 1049 11~78); Key, The Legal work of the Federal 
Government, 25 Va.L.Rev. 165 (1938). 

•so T~e Supreme Court considered this legislation in United States v. san 
Jacinto Tin Co., 125 U.S. 273 (18881 and concluded that the Attorney General was 
"un~ouhtedly the officer who has charge of t~e institution and con~uct of the 
pleas of the United States, and of the litigation which is necessary to establish 
the rights of the government." I d. at 279. Emphashing the centralizing function 
of the Department of Justice and the Attorney General, the Court reasoned that the 
power to control government litigation must lie somewhere--that there must exist 
some officer with authority to decide when the United States ehoul~ sue, and to 
oversee the execution of sue~ a decision--and t~at the Attorney General was 
designated such appropriate officer, in the Judiciary Act of 178~, by reference to 
the historical practice in England. IFNS] 125 U.S. at 278-90. In U21, the Court 
added that t~e Attorney General's aut~ority to conduct such litigation could be 
affecte~ only by clear legislative direction to the contrary. Kern River Co. v. 
united States, 257 u.s. 147, 155 (1921). see also 2l Op.Att'y Oen. HS (1895). 
(The Secretary of the Navy was not warranted in employing counsel in a foreign 
country to institute suit in behalf of the United States, but should have r~ferred 
the matter to the Department of Justice, "which is charged with the duty of 
determining when the united States shall sue, for what it shall sue, and that such 
suits shall be brought in appropriate cases." id. at 198.) 

LOwer courts reached similar conclusions with respect to subsequent 
recodifications of the 1870 legislation. The court of Claims summarized the 
legislation in the followingJmanner' 

These provisions are too comprehensive an~ too specific to leave any doubt 
that Congress intended to gather into the Department of Justice, under the 
supervision and control of the Attorney-General, all the litigation an~ all the 
law business in which the United States are interested, and which previously had 
been scattered among different public officers, ~apartments, and branches of the 
Government, and to break up the practice of frequently employing unofficial 
attorneys in the public service. 
Parry v. United States, 28 Ct.Cl. 493, 491 (19~3). Speaking for the second Circuit 
Court of Appeals, Judge Learned Han~ emphasized the centralizing function of the 
Attorney General's role as chief litigator for the United States and the necessity 
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that that role be committed exclusively to the Attorney General, 
The government hae provided legal officers, presumably competent, charged with 

the duty of protecting its rights in its *51 courts .... Congress, having eo 
provided for the prosecution of civil suits, can scarcely be supposed to have 
contemplated a possible duplication in legal personnel. The coat of this is one 
consideration, but (ar more important is the centering of responsibility for the 
conduct of public litigation. The Attorney General has powers of •general 
superintendence and direction' over district attorneys (titl~ 5, u.s.code, ~ 317 
(5 USCA § n 7)), and may directly intervene to "conduct and ar<;jue any case in any 
~ourt of the Unit~d States" (title 5, U.S.Code, § :30~ [5 USCA !i 309]) .... Thus he 
may displace district attorneye in their own suits, dismies or compromise them, 
institute those which they decline to preee. No such system is capable of 
operation unless his powers are exclusive, or if the Departments may institute 
suits ~hich he cannot control. His powers must be coextensive with his dutiee. 
Sutherland v. International Insurance Co., 43 F.<d ~6~, 970 (2d Cir.1930), cert. 
denied, 282 U.S. 890 (1930) (emphasis added). 

In 1933, as part of a crus~de to consolidate as much of the government's 
businees as necessary to increase operating efficiency. Preeident Roosevelt issued 
an executi~ order to supplement the existin9 legislative mandate of centralized 
liti9ation authority. Executive Order No. 6166 {~une 10, 1933), which requires all 
claims by or against the United States to be litigated by, and under the 
supervision of, the Department of Justice, is still in effect. The order provides 
in pertinent part: 

Claims by or against the United States. 

The functions of prosecuting in the courts of the United States claims and 
demands by, and of~enses against, the Government of the United States and of 
defending claims and demands against the Government, and of supervising the work 
of United States attorneys, marshalo, and clerks in connection therewith, now 
exercised by any agency or officer, are transferred to the Departffi@nt of Justice. 

~s to any case referred to the Department o~ ~ustice tor prosecution or 
defense in the courts, the function of decision whether and in what manner to 
prosecute, or to defend, or to compromise, or to appeal, or to abandon prosecution 
or defense, now exercised by any agency or officer, is transferred to the 
Department of Justice. 
Reprinted in 5 U.S.C. i 901 note (1~70). 

II. Present Statutory aasee of the Attorney General's ~uthority 

These attempts to centralize the litigating function and authority of the 
federal government in the Department of Juetice, with the Attorney General at its 
helm, •52 are now codified in 5 u.s.c. j 3106 and 2B u.s.c. §§ 515-516. Section 
3106 of Title 5 forbids the employment of outside counsel by executive agencies 
for litigation involving the United States unless Congress has provided otherwise, 
requiring instead that the matter be referred to the Department of ~ustice. (FN6] 
Although we have found no case law interpreting this provision, the language of § 
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3100 appears to limit the prohibition of payment to outside counsel for 
litigation, and litigation-related matters. Ko~ever, in view of the centralization 
and uniformity purposes underlying the 1670 Act and its progeny, we believe that, 
absent statutory authority to the contrary, the prohibition should be broadly 
interpreted to preclude payments to non-agency or non-~ustice Department attorney• 
for (legal) advisory functions as well. see Scalia, Assistant Attorney General. 
Office of Legal COunsel, Letter to Hoffman, General Counsel, Department of Defense 
(Mar. 26, 1975). (FN7] see also Boyle v. United States, 109 F.2d Jg9, 402 
(Ct.Cl.B62) (<Jlloting from a 1957 letter by the C0111ptroller General, "(I)n tile 
absence of urgent and compelling reasons, a Government agency may not procure from 
an independent contractor s~rvices normally susceptible of being performed by 
Government employees.") . Nevertheless, the Attorney General may employ outside 
counsel to psrform legal duties under his direction. Sections 515 and 543 of Title 
26 [FNS] authori~e the Attorney General to comrnisoion "special attorneys' to 
assist muted States Attorney•. or to "conduct any kind of legal proceeding, civil 
or criminal, ... which United States attorneys are authorized by law to 
conduct. . " 

~53 Sections 515-51~ of Title 28 codify the law growing out o~ the 1670 Act 
which consolidated the power to conduct litigation involving tile United States in 
til~ Department of ~ustice, and granted tile Attorney General supervisory authority 
over such litigation. Tile principal provisions granting such authority are ~§ 516 
and 519. Section 516 provides that 

[e]~cept as otherwise autllorized by law. the conduct of litigation in whicll 
the United States. an agency, or officer thereof is a party, or is interested, and 
securing evidence therefor, is reoerved to off1cers of the Department of ~uotice. 
under the direction of the Attorney General. 
Section SH provides that 

(e]~cept as otllerwise autllorized by law. the Attorney General shall supervise 
all litigation to which the United States, an agency, or officer th~reof is a 
party, and shall direct all Unit@d States attorneys, assistant United State• 
attorneys, and special attorneys appointed under section 54J o! this title in tile 
discharge of tlleir respective duties. 

How~ver, as with the previous legielatiife and executive efforts designed to 
centralize tile litigating functions of the United Stateo, tlleee provisions have 
been undercut by exception• autllorized by congress which grant agencies or 
department• litigating authority independent of tile Department of ~ustice. See 
Bell. The Attorney General: The Federal Government's Chief Lawyer and Chief 
Litigator, or One Among Many?, 46 Fordham L.Rev. 1049 (1978); Memorandum to tile 
Attorney General, from William D. Ruckelshaus {Mar. 5, 1970); ~ey, The Legal Work 
of tile Federal Government, 25 Va.L.Rev. J.6> (19JS). [FN9] As of 1978, oome 31 
E~ecutive Branch and independent agencies ware autllorized to conduct at least some 
of their own litigation. Bell, supra, at 1057. Although this memorandum does not 
address tllose caeeo in whicll agencies have been granted independent litigating 
authority, the lines between the Attorney General'• authority and tllat which has 
been delegated to the agencies have at times been dra~n ambiguously, and in tlloee 
cases, the Attorney General frequently asserts his historic authority over the 
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litigation proceedings. 

•54 III. supervisory Authority in the Context of ~ointly Conducted 
L-itigation 

A. Policy considerations 

Mge 6 

The policy conoiderations which support the centralization of federal litigating 
authority in the Department of Justice, under the supervision of the Attorney 
General. are many. In addition to the •unHy of decision, unHy of jurisprudence" 
goals that were articulated in the lS70 congressional debates, the centralization 
of authority and supervioion over federal litigation in the Department of Juotice 
meets several other objectives' (1) the coordination of lower court proceedings, 
which enhances the ability of government lawyers to select test caoes presenting 
the government's positions in the heat possible light; (Z) the facilitation of 
presidential supervision, through the Attorney General, over Executive aranch 
policies that are implicated in litigation; (l) the allowance for greater 
objectivity in the filing and handling of c~ses by attorneys who ~re not 
themselves the affected litigants; and (4) the increased effectiveness in the 
handling of appeals and Supreme Court litigation which results from centralized 
control over lower court proceedings. see generally Memorandum to the Attorney 
General from Willi~m D. Ruckelshaus, Re' Encroachments upon the Authority of the 
Attorney General to Supervise and Control the Government's L1tigation (Mar. 5, 
1~70)- See also sarmon, Office of Legal Counsel, Memorandum for the Associate 
Attorney General (Dec. 11, 1~80). 

Centralization of federal litigating authority in the Department of Justice, 
under the supervision of the Attorney General, is vitally necessary to ensure the 
Attorney General's proper diacharge of his duty to oversee the legal affairs of 
the United States ~ith ~hich Congress has entrusted him. Centralization ensures 
that the Attorney General is properly informed of the legal involvements of each 
of the agencies for which he is responsible; supervisory authority permit a him to 
act on that kn~ledge. In this way, the Attorney General is better able to 
coordinate the legal involvements of each "client" agency with those of other 
"client• agenci<>s, ao well as with the broader legal interesu of the United 
States overall. Yet, while the "client" agencieo may he involved, to varying 
degrees. in carrying out the litigation responsibilities necessary to assiBt the 
Attorney General in representing the agency's particular interuta, it is 
essential that the Attorney General not relinquioh his supervisory authority over 
the agency• a litigation functions, for the Attorney General alone is obligated to 
represent the broader interests of the E~ecutive. It is this responsibility to 
ensure that the interests of the United Statea as a whole, as articulated by the 
Executive, are given a paramount position over potentially conflicting interests 
between subordinate segments of the government of the united St~tes which uniquely 
justifies the role of the Attorney General as the chief litigator for the United 
States. Only the Attorney General has the overall peupective to perform this 
function. 
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Never~heless, iO must be stressed that in exercising supervisory authority over 
the conduct of agency li~igation, the Attorney General will- generally defer to the 
~55 pol-icy judgments of the clien~ agency. This deference reflects a recognition 
of the agency's considerable expertise in the substantive area with which it is 
primaril-y concerned. Strictly speaking, •pol-icy• judgments are confined to ~hose 
substan~ive areas in which the agency has developed a special- expertise and in 
which the agency is vested by law with the flexibility and discretion to make 
policy judgments. However, it is increasingly the case that policy concerns are 
implicated in decisions dealing with litigation strategy, and in such cases, the 
Attorney General will accommodate the agency's policy judgments Oo the gre~test 
ex~ent possibl-e without compromising the law, or broader national pol-icy 
considerations. 

It is in the context of these dual representation functions--in which there 
e><J.sts inhHent potential for conflic~ between "cHents•--that questions of 
representation arise. Circumstances frequently develop in which the Attorney 
General and client agencies disagree as to the proper course of the 
litigation--including straugy, legal judgments, settlemeno negotiations, and 
policy judgments which impact on the litigation. SUch circumstances frequently 
present the question whether the Attorney General shoul-d continue to represent the 
client. 

The eimple answer is yes. The Attorney General has not only the statutory 
authoriOy to represent the agencies over whose litigation he exercises supervisory 
auOhority, but, indeed, the duty to do so, "(e]xcept as otherwise authori•ed by 
law." 2S U.S.C. U 516, 519. The Attorney General's ;Outhority and duty to 
represent these agencies are described more particularly by the specific 
legislation which sets forth his and the ag~ncies• respec~ive litigation 
responsibilities, and occasionally, in "Memoranda of Understanding• entered into 
by the Attorney General end specific agencies apportioning such responsibili~ies. 
Nevertheless, unlike the private attorney, the Attorney General does not have the 
option of withdrawing altogether from the representation of client agencies. as 
long as interests of the United States for which he is held responsible are at 
stake. 

However, recognition of the very real difficulties which are posed in the 
context of litigation jointly conducted by the Attorney Gen~ral and •client• 
agencies--particularly in view of the agencies• greater staffing resou~ea, more 
intimate familiarity ~ith the subject matter of the litigation, gr~ater visibility 
to the public as a litigant, and more involvement in the day-to-day administration 
of field offices--tends to suggest that a more practical understanding of the 
Attorney Gsneral•a authority and duty to represent clien~ agencies may be needed. 
Distinguishing policy judgments from legal judgments in litigation matters--the 
former being primarily the province of the agencies and the latter being reserved 
to the A~torney General--helps to provide not only a more reasonable and efficient 
use of government resources, but a workable framework for resolving most disputes 
that may result in representation crises. Nevertheless, because of his unique 
responsibilities in representing government-wide interests as well as those of 
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pani~ular "client" ~gencies. the final judgment concerning the best interests of 
the United State• muet be reserved to the Attorney ~eneral. 

B. Legislative E~ceptione to the Attorney General's Authority 

Although Congress has over the years responded, in varying degrees. to the 
multitude of pressures exerted by agencies seeking independent litigating 
authority, •56 the courts have continued to give. greater weight to the strong 
poHcy objectives which recommend centralization. As a result, the "'otherwJ.se 
authorized by law" language creating the exception to tbe Attorney General's 
authority in 28 U.S.C. §§ 516 and 519 has been narrowly ~onstrued to permit 
litigation by agencies only when statutes e~licitly provide for such authority. 
See Marshall v. Gibson's Products, Inc., Sa4 F.2d 068, 676 n. 11 (5th Cir.197a); 
ICC v. Southern Railway, 543 F.2d 534, 535-36 {5th c~r.lY76); In re Grand J~ry 
Subpoena of Pe.rs~co, 5<2 F.2d 41, 54 (:ld Cir.l975); FTC v. Guignon, 390 F.2d 3:13 
{Sth Cir.l96a); united States v. Tonry, 4J3 F.Supp. 620 ·{E.D.La.l9?7). 

Although the legislative history of Sections 516 and 519 is relatively 
sparse--in fact. the "history" is contained almost entirely in the •Historical and 
Revision Notes• prepared by the revisers of Title 5 in 1Y66--the courts• strict 
interpretation of these provisions is supported not only by the historical 
antecedents of th~se statutes and the policy considerations discussed above, but 
also by the Reviser's Notes to the 1966 amendments. [FN10] The revisers state, 
w1th respect to both Sections 516 and 519, that the sections were revised to 
express the effect of e:><isting law, which does permit agency heads. "with the 
"pprova1 of; congress, [to employ] atto:meys to advise them in the conduct of their 
official duties .... • 28 U.S.C. ~ 516 note {emphasis added). The revisers further 
state that "(t]he words •sxcept as otherwise authorized by law,' are added to 
pro\'ide for existing and future exceptions (e.g., section 1037 of title 10) . " ! 516 
note; 28 U.S.C. § 519 note. Thus the rev.\sera have indi'cat~d that existing and 

future grants of litigating authority that are at least as express as the language 
contained in 10 U.S.C. § 1037 are to be e~cepted from the Attorney General's broad 
grant ofO authority under§§ 516 and 519 of Title 28. Section 1037 of Title 10 
perrnJ.ts the. Secretaries of the various military departments to •employ [private] 
counsel" for the "r<!presentation• of persona subject to the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice "before the judicial tribunals and administrative agenciea• of; 

foreign nations. While nothing in the legislative history of § 1037 indicates a 
congressional intent to create an exception to the predecessors of ~S 516 and 519, 
Congress made clear in 1966 that the operative language, "the SocrHary concerned 
may employ counsel ... incident to the representation before .. , judicial 
tribunals" was sufficient to trigger the exception. [FNH) see. H.R.Rep. No. 1863, 
84th Cong., 2d Seas. (1%6); S.Rep. No. 2544, 84th Cong., 2d Sess. (1956). See 
generally Office of Legal Counsel, Memorandum to Peter R. Taft {Aug. 21, 1976) 

In order to come within the •as otherwise authorized by law" exception to the 
Attorney General's autbority articulated in 2a U.S.C. ii 516 and 519, it ie 
necessary that Congress use language authorizing agencies to employ outside •57 
counsel {or to use their own attorneys) to represent them in court. See, e.g .. 49 
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U.S.C. § 16(11) (Interstate Commerce Commission); 16 U.S.C. § 62Sm(<:) (Fe<leral 
Power Commission); 12 u.s. c. § 1464(d) (1) IFe<leral Home Loan Bank Board); 29 
U.S.C. ~ 154(a) (National Labor Relations Boar<!); (FNl<ll 5 U.S.C. i 7l05(h) (Supp. 
IV 1980) (Federal Labor Relations Authority). (FN13] However, even agenciea to 
which Congress haa granted independent litigating authority may be prohibited from 
conducting their own litigation in the Supreme Court. see, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 

2000e-4 (b) (2) (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission) ; 5 U .S.C. § 7105 (h) (Supp. 
IV 1no) (Federal l.al>or Relations Authority). (FN14] More ambiguous language, 
which, for example, authorizes an agency to "sue and be sued,' {'">115] "bring a 
civil action," or "invoke the aid of a court,' has been considered by some courts 
to be insufficient to confer independent litigating authority. See, e.g., ICC v. 
Southern RaUway. 543 F.2d 5l4 {5th Cir.l~76); •58FTC v. Cuignon, 390 F.<ld J<3 
{8th Cir.l968). See generally Harmon, Office of Legal counsel, Memorandum for the 
Associate Attorney General (Dec. 11, 1~60); Meador, Office for Improvements in the 
Administration of Jusdce, Draft Memorandum {May 21, H7~); Office of t.egal 
Counsel, Relationship of Proposed Amendments to the Administrative Procedure Act 
... to the Department of Justice Policy of Opposition to Litigation ~ower Outside 
of the Department (Apr. 29, 197~) 1 Memorandum to the Attorney General from William 
D. Ruckelshaus, supra; but see SEC v. Robert Collier~ Co., 76 F.2d 9:H (<!d 
Ci.r.l935) 

Other language which doea grant agency attorneye authority to litigate, hut 
provides that such authority shall be exercised under the direction and control of 
the Attorney oe»eral, provides the framework for "Memoranda of understanding• 
(MOUs) between the agencies and the Department of ~uatice, which a~portion the 
litigation ~esponaibilit~es between the Department and the agencies. See, e.g,, 29 
U.S.C. § 204(b} (Fair Labor Standards 1\ct); the Age Discrimination Employment Act 
of 1967, Pub.L. No. 90-<lO<l, a1 Stat. 00<!. [PN16J These memoranda usually specify 
both the categories of cases in which agency counsel may appear and the nature of 
the Attorney Gen~ral's continuing control and supervision over such cases. We 
believe that the sharing of litigation responsibilities under MOlls is proper, as 
long as the 'Attorney oeneral retain• uHimate authority over the litigation. 
Moveover, the rationale underlying these arrangement• is an eminently sensible 
one. The efficiency and expertiae objectives in government litigation are thereby 
ma~imized, without sacrificing the Attorney General's statutory role as chief 
government litigator, and the responsibilities and prerOgatives ~hich attach 
thereto. 

Nevertheless, as a practical matter, MQUs do c~romise the Attorney General's 
control, if not authority, over the conduct of agency litigation. Agencies eager 
to control their own litigation may proceed to negotiate settlement agreements, 
send out "no action" letters, depose witnesses, and otherwise represent the 
agency's position to the public without consultation or assistance from the 
Attorney General, leaving the Attorney General with a fait accompli and a 
potential equitable barrier to his subsequent aasertion of control over the 
litigation. {FN17) Such occurrence• effectively undermine the Attorney General's 
•5S ability to perform the dual litigating functions with which he is charged. 
Recognizing that the efficiency and e~ertise objectives in govern~ent litigation 
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necessitate the sharing of litigation responsibilities in moot cases, care ehould 
be taken to make explicit in theee arrangements the Attorney General's overriding 
authority in directing the litigation. While the Attorney General may delegate 
some litigat1ng authority under the MQ\Js, he may not delegate the ultimate 
responsibility which is by law veeted exclusively in the Attorney General. See 
Barmon, Office of Legal Counsel, Memorandum for the Associate Attorney General 
(Dec. 11, l~SO) . Thus, the Attorney General should make clear to the client agency 
his willingness to support the Assistant Attorney General and lin~ attorneys in 
the enforcement of his prerogatives under the MOU. [FNlB] 

IV. Settlement and Compromise Authority 

Included within thiS broad grant of plenary power over governm~nt litigation is 
the power to compromise and settle litigation over which the Attorney General 
exercises supervisory authority. This power "to compromise any case ovsr \Ohich he 
has jurisdiction upon such terms as he may Mem fit" is "in part inherent in [the 
Attorney General'e] of!ice and in part derived from statutes and decisions." 38 
Op. Att'y Gen. 124 (1934). Thie authority was the subject of President Roosevelt's 
Executive Order No. 6166, [.June 10, 1933), reprinted in 5 U.S.<::. ~ 901 note 
{1976), which provided that ". the function of decision whether . , . to 
compromise ... appeal ... [or] abandon prosecution or defense, now e><ercised by 
any agency or officer [of the United states], is transferred to the Department of 
.Justice.• see infra at 7-B. With respect to the power to compromise, Attorney 
General Cummings observed that 

it is a power, \Ohether attaching to the office or conferred by statute or 
Executive order. to be exercised with wise discretion and resorted to only to 
promote the Government's best interest or to prevent flagrant injustice, but that 
it ie broad and plenary may be asserted with equal assurance, and it attaches, of 
course, immediately upon the receipt of a case in the D~partment of JUstice, 
carrying with it both civil and criminal featureo, ;t both exist, and any other 
matter germane to the case which the Attorney General may find it necesoary or 
proper to consider h~fore he invokes the aid of the courts; nor does it end with 
the entry of judgment, but embraces execution {United states v. ~orris, 10 Wheat. 
246). •60 JS Op. Att 'Y Gen. 96, 102 (1934). !FN19) In these opinions, Attorney 
General Cummings concluded that the Attorney General's authority to settle cases 
extended even beyond that which would have been available to the agency charged 
with administering the underlying law. [FN20] 

Executive Order No. 6155, together with Sections 516 and 519 of Title 28 of the 
U.S. Cod~ (and their predecessor provieions), have been interpreted consistently 
by th~ courts to vest the Attorney General with virtually absolute discretion ta 
determine whether to compromise or abandon claims made in litigation on behalf of 
the United States. See New York v. New Jersey, 256 U.S. 296, 308 (192!); United 
States v. Newport News Shipbuilding & Ory Dock Co., 571 F.2d 1283 (4th cir.), 
cert. denied, 439 u.s. 875 {1978); Smith v. United States, 375 F.2d 243 {5th Cir.) 
, cert. denied, Ja9 u.s. 841 {1957) 1 Halbach v. Markham, 105 F.supp. 475, 479-51 
{D.N . .J .1952), aff 'd, 207 F. <ld SOl (3d Cir .1953) . In deciding to settle or abandon 
a claim, or not to prosecute at all, the Attorney General is not re5tricted to 
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considerations only of litigative probabilities, but rather may make a decision, 
in hia discretion, on the basis of national policies espoused by the Executive. 
Smith v. United States, supra. The only limitations placed on the Attorney 
General's settlement authority are those which pertain to his litigating authority 
generally--i.e., explicit statements by Congress circumscribing his settlement 
authority, [FNn] see, e.g., a U.S. C.§ 1329 (19761 (prohibiting settlement of 
suits and proceedings brought under Title II of the Immigration Act without 
consent of the court in which the suit or proceeding is pending], and the duty 
imposed on the neaident by Article II, § 3 ot the Cons~Hution to "take Care that 
the Laws be faithfully e><ecuted .... " See generally Office of I.egal Counsel, 
Memorandum for Sanford Sagalktn (Sept. <, 1980); Office of Legal Counsel, 
Memorandum to ~ames~- Moorman {Oct. 00, 197~), To guide the Attorney ~eneral in 
the e><ercise of his settlement discretion, the 1934 opinions of Attorney ~eneral 
Cumminge proposed a •promote the ~overnment's best interest, or .. prevent 
flagrant injustice" standard. see 38 Op. Att'y ~en. at 102. 

•61 v. Litigation in International Courts 

Similarly, the Attorney General's authority over litigation invOlving the united 
States before the International Court of ~uatice (ICJI is plenary. Although the 
Attorney General's supervisory authority hao been challenged only once since the 
1956 codification of the broad grant of authority contained in 28 U.$.C, ~§ 516 
and 519, that challenge was resolved by reference to the broad scope of the 
statutory provioions as well as Department of Justice regulations contained in 
Title <6 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 

In the connection with the litigation between the United States and !ran in 
1980, a dispute ~~ose bet~~en the Department of Stat~ and the Depa~tment of 
Justice concerning the Attorney General's authority to represent the United states 
before the ICJ. The Legal Adviser expressed the view that the State Department, by 
virtue of its premier role in united States foreign policy and international 
relations, had been historically charged ~ith the responsibility for international 
affairs involving the United States, ~ncluding legal matters. In responss, 
Attorney General Civiletti cited the unambiguous language of §§ 516 and 519, and 
noted the absence of both statutory law and <orrnal opinions which would "otherwise 
authorize" the Department of State to conduct l.itigatiOn independent of the 
Attorney General's supervision. Attorney oeneral's letter to the Legal Adviser, 
Department of State (Apr. n, 1n01. (FN«l In addition. 28 C.F.R. ~ 0.46 (1960) 
(FN~3] makes clear that the Attorney General's litigation authority is not limited 
to domestic matters, but rather includes litigation •in foreign courts, special 
proceedings, and similar civil matters not otherwise assigned." see generally D. 
Deener, The Dnited states Attorneys Qeneral and International r.aw (1957]. [FN24] 

VI. Conclusion 

In short, the Attorney General, ao the chiet litigation officer for the United 
States, bas broad plenary authority over all litigation in ~hich the United 
Stateo, •02 or its federal agencies or departments, are involved. This authority 
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is wideranging, embracing all aspects of litigation, including subpoena 
enforcement, settlement authority, and prosecutorial ~iscretion. The reservation 
of these powers to the Attorney General is grounded in our common law tradition, 
Acts of Congress {principally, 5 U.s.c. § Jl06, and 28 U.S.C. §§ 516 and 519), 
various e~ecutive orders, and a long line of Supreme Court prece~ent. These powers 
can be eroded only by other Acts of Congress, and the Executive's constitutional 
command to faithfully e~ecute the laws. 

Implicit in this broad grant of authority is the recognition that the Attorney 
General muQt serve the interests of the "client• agency as well as the broader 
interests of the united States as a whole in carrying out his professional duties. 
The Attorney General is obligated to administer and enforce the Constitution of 
the united State" and the will of Congress as expressed in the public laws, as 
w@ll as the more •private" legal interests of the "client• agency. It is because 
of this diversity of functions that situations may arise where the Attorney 
General is faced with conflicting demands, e.g., where a "client• agency d@sires 
to circumvent the law, or dissociate itself from legal or policy judgments to 
whicl> the Executive euhscrihee; where a "cli<mt• agency attempts to litigate 
against another agency or department of the federal government; or where a 
"client• agency desires a legal result that will benefit the narrow area of law 
administered by the agency, without. regard to the broader interests of the United 
States government as a whole. In such caees, the Attorney General's obligation to 
represent and advocate the "client" agency's position must yidd to a higher 
obligation to take care that the la~s be executed faithfully. In every case, the 
Attorney General must satisfy himself that this conetitutional duty, delegated 
from the E~ecutive, hae not been compromised in any way, and that the legal 
positions advocated by him do not adversely affect the intereets of the United 
states. 

Aseistant Attorney General 

Office of Legal counsel 

FNl Circumstances in ~hich the Attorney General lacks supervisory authority over 
litigation on behalf of the united States include• (1) Litigation in united States 
courts where the Attorney General hae no authority to determine who shall 
represent the United States, such as the United States Tax Court (26 U.S.C. § ?452 
specifies that the United states shall be represented by the Chief Couneel for the 
Internal Revenue service or his delegate) and the United States Court of Military 
Appeals (10 U.S.C. § 8?0 specifies that the United States shall be represented by 
the Judge Advocate General or his delegate): (:I) Litigation involving independent 
regulatory agencies which have been given the exprees statutory authority to 
conduct tl>eir own litigation ueing agency attorneys, e.g., the National Labor 
Relations Board {29 U.S.C. § 1S4IaJ); tl>e Federal vower Commission (16 U.S.C. § 

925m{c) power transferred to Federal Energy Regulatory Cornmiseion (42 U.S.C. 5 
7l72{a) (2) IAJ (Supp. IV 1980)); the Interstate commerce commission (49 u.s.c. § 
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16(11) (Supp. IV H$0)); ana Ill LHigation involving Executive Branch agencies 
which have been granted independent litigatins authority by Congre_ss, e.g., the 
Secretary of Labor is authori~ed to appoint attorneys to represent the Secretary 
or the Benefits Review Board in actions under the Longshoremen's and Harbor 
wor~ers' Compensation Act, except in the Supreme Court, under 33 u.s.c. ~ 92La. 

There are also circumstances in which certain agencies have assumed, 
notwithstanding their lack of express statutory authority, full responsibility for 
their own trial and appellate litigation, so far without objection from the 
~ttorney General. These agencies, such as tha Tennessee Valley Authority and the 
Federal Deposit Insurance corporation, have not been required to submit to-the 
Attorney General's supervisory authority, apparently for historical reasons, some 
of which relate to their financial independence as government corporations. See 
Daniel J. Meador, Assistant Attorney General, Office for Improvements in the 
Administration of Justice, Draft Memorandum to the Attorney General and the 
Assistant Attorneys Cleneral Re' Government Relitigation Policies (May n, 1979); 
Memorandum to the Attorney General from William D. Ruckelohaus (Mar. 5, 1~70). The 
operative statuteo in these two cases, 16 U.S. C. i SJ1c(h), 631>< ITVA) an<l 12 
U.S. C.~ 161'/(g) (FDIC). merely ghe the agencies the authority to sue and be 
sued--not to liti9ate independently of the Department of Justice. Presumably, the 
Attorney General may reassert his Quperviaory authority at any time. 

FN2 section 35 of the Judiciary Act provided in pertinent part that, 
[T)here shall .. be appointed a meet person, learned in the law, to act ao 

attorney-general for the United States, who shall be sworn or affirmed to a 
faithful execution of his office; whose duty it shall ba to prosecute and conduct 
all suits in the Supreme Court in which the United States shall be concerned, and 
to give hia advice and opinion upon questions of law when required by the 
President of the United States, or when requested hy the heado of any of the 
departmento, touching any matters that may concern their departments •.•. 
"District attorneys," now known as •united States Attorneys, • were to be appointed 
to conduct litigation in the lower courto of the United States but were not placed 
under the Attorney General's authority until 1661. Act of Aug. 2, 1661, ch. 37, 12 
Stat. 265. From 16~0 until 1661, the •district attorneys• were supervised by the 
Depart,ment of tbe Treasury. Act of May 15, 1620, ch. 107, 3 Stat. 592. 

FN3 Prior to the Act, Congress had provided for the existence of "solicitors" in 
the v~rious dep~rtments ~nd agencies, who were responsible for the legal affaire 
of their respective departments. see generally Key, The Legal Work of the Federal 
Government, 25 Va.L.Rev. 165 (1938). 

~H Cong. Cllobe, tat Cong., 2d Sese., Pt. tv, 3035, 3036 (1870). 

FNS This reference is to the origin of the office of Attorney General, which was 
first created in the Judiciary Act of 1?69, and derived its function from the role 
of the Attorney General in England. The Court stated' 

The judiciary act of 1?89 ... which first created the office of Attorney 
General, without any very accurate definition of his powers, in using the ~rds 
t11at "there shall also be appointed a 01eet person, learned in the law, to act as 
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Attorney Genera< for the United States." 1 Stat. 93. c. 21, ~ 35, must have had 
reference to the similar office with the same designation existing under the 
English law. And though it has been said that there is no common law of the United 
States, it is still quite true that when acts of congress use words which are 
familiar in the law of England, they are suppoeed to be used with reference to 
their meaning in that law. 
125 u.s. at 280. 

FN6 5 U S.C. § 3106 provides in pertinent part that: 
(e]xcept as otherwise authorized by law, the head of an Executive department 

or military department may not amploy an attorney or counsel for the conduct of 
litigation in which the United States, an agency, or employee thereof is a party, 
or is interested, or for the securing of evidence therefor, but shall refer the 
matter to the Department of Justice. 

FN7 Although the Scalia letter was ~ritten in response to an inquiry regarding the 
use of outside counsel by an agency ;n connection with the investigation or 
prosecution of administrative claims, the principles eKPressed therein are broadly 
app1icable: 

In prohibiting the use of outside counsel by the several departments, Congress 
concentrated all the Government's law business in tha Department of Justice--not 
only litigation, but aleo advieory functione. This was thought to be nec~ssary in 
order to prov1de for uniform legal interpretation• throughout the Executive 
branch .... Congress later departed from the princ1ple that all legal activities of 
the Government were to be carried out by the Department of Juatice1 subsequent 
legislation, authorizing and funding agency legal staff e. permitted legal matters 
not involving litigation to be handled in the various agencies. Those changes were 
taken into account when Congress, in 1966, codified the various provisions o~ the 
law going back to the Department of JUstice ~ct of 1870. See, e.g., Historical and 
Revision Notee to 5 U.S.C. 3106 and 28 U.S. C. 5l6. There ia, howev@r, no 
indication of a Congr@asional intent ~o relax the prohibition against engagement 
of outside counsel by agenciee other than the Department of Justice. This 
principle remains in effect with respect to both litigation reeerved to the 
Department of Justice and nonlitigative matters handled within the several 
agencies. 
Letter at 4·5 (footnotes and citations omitted) (emphasis added). 

FNS 28 U.S.C. ~ S15(a), provides in pertinent part that, 
(tJhe Attorney General or any other officer of the Department of JUstice, or 

any attorney specially appointed by the Attorney General under law, may, when 
specifically directed by the Attorney General, conduct any kind of legal 
proceeding, civil or criminal ... which Unitad States attorney• are authorized by 
law to conduct, ~hether or not he is a resident o~ the district in which the 
proceeding is brought. 
28 U.S.C. i 543 provides' 

(a) The ~ttorney General may appoint attorneys to asaist United States 
attorneys ~hen the public interest so requires. 

lb) Each attorney appointed under this section is subject to removal by the 
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Attorn~y General. 

FN9 Congress has thus far maintained virtually unimpaired the Attorney General's 
control over the initiation of criminal proceedings. see, e.g., 15 U.S. C. § 77t(bl 
{SEC); 16 U.S. C. ~ 625m(a) (FPC). The preservation of such authority in the 
Attorney General is, we believe, sound constitut1onal policy, in view of the 
Executive'• constitutional mandate to take care that the laws be e~ecuted 
faithfully. Such a responsibility carrie• with it the vindication of publ1c rights 
through the institution of criminal proceedings against those who violate the laws 
which the Executive administers. As the E~ecutive•s chief legal officer, the 
Attorney General is singularly suited to carry out this responsibility. 

Similarly, the Attorney General's authority to conduCt cases in the Supreme 
Court has remained undiluted. section 518 of Title 2B, w~ich reserves the conduct 
and argument in the Supreme Court of suiu and appeals "in which the llnited States 
is interested" to the Attornsy General and Solicitor General, does not contemplate 
e~isting or future statutory authorizations to the agencies, as do §§ 516 and 51~
However. § 518 does p@:mtit the Attorney General to "direct othe>:wise. • in 
particular casea. 

FNIO 28 !J.S.C. §§ SIS-5:l6 (1976), Pub.L. NO. 89·554, § 4(C), 80 Stat. 613 is the 
most recent codification of the provisions contained in the 1870 Act creating the 
Department of .Just>ce. Prior to 1966, th@se provisions were codified in Title 5. 

Fllll 10 u.s.c. !i 1037 was adopted in 1956, prior to the 1966 adoption ot 28 
!J.S.C. §§ 516 and 519. and provide• in pertinent part' 

(a) under regulations to be prescribed by him, the Secretary concerned m~y 
employ counsel, and pay counsel fees, court coste, bail, and other expenses 
incident to the representation, before the judic1al tribun~la and administrative 
agencies of any foreign nation, of persons subject to the !Jniforrn Code of Military 
Justice. 

FN12 T~ese statutes provide ae ~ollows, 
I.C.C.--49 u.s.c. § 16(11), 

The Commission may employ such attorneys as it finds necessary for proper 
legal aid and service ot the Commission ... or for proper representation of the 
public interests in investigations made by it ... or to appear for or represent 
the Commission in any case in court. 
V.P.C.--16 U.$.C. § ~25m(c)--language substantially similar to that provided for 
I. C.C. 

Federal Home Loan Bank Boerd--12 !J.S.C. 1464ldl (l) 
The Eoard shall have power to enforce this section and rules and regulations 

made hereunder. In the enforcement of any provision of this section or rules and 
regulations made hereunder ... the Board is authorized to act in ito own name a0d 
through its own attorneys ... . 
National Labor Relations Board--2~ u.s. c. § l54(al, 

Attorneys appointed under this section may, at the direction of the Board, 
appear for and represent the Board in any case in court. 
(Emphases added.) Ot course, these authorizations must be read within the context 
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of the whole statuto~y sche~e of which they are apart--in some instances these 
agencies are ~epresented by the Department of Justice. 

FN13 Language simile~ to that contained in the statutes cited inn. 12, supra was 
recently held by the District Cou~t fo~ the District of Columbia to confer 
independent litigating authority on the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA), 
including the litigation of p~oceedings unde~ the Freedom of Information Act, 5 
U.S.C. S 552. See AFGE v. Gordon, C.A. No. B1-1737 (D.D.C. Oct. 23, 1981). The 
statute construed by the court as granting the FLRA independent litigating 
authority. 5 U.S. C. § 7105{h) (Supp. IV 19801, provides' 

Except as provided in section 516 of title <6, relating to litigation before 
the Supreme Court, attorney• designated by the Authority may appear for the 
Authority and represent the Authority in any civil action brought in connection 
with any function carried out by the Authority pursuant to this title or as 
otherwise authorized by law. 

The Appellate Section of the Civil Division has recommended that the Department 
of ~ustice not appeal this decision. Nevertheless, the Department has maintained 
vigorously in the past, and will continue to maintain, that broad grants of 
independent l~tigating authority, similar to those discussed above, do not 
encompass caoes arising under administrative statutes that apply government-wide. 
This view is supported by th" strong policy imperaeives of "unity in the 
e><eoutive law of the United States," infra at s, as well as some legislative 
history. See H.R.Conf.Rep. No. 539, 95th Cong., lot Sess. 72 (1977), reporting on 
the Department of Energy Organi~ation Act. Pub.L. No. 95·91, 91 Stat. 505, which 
eotablished the Federal Energy Resulatory Commission. 

FNH 4< U.S.C. ~ 2000e-4ib)(2) provides' 
Attorney• appointed under this section may, at the direction of the 

Commission, appear for and rspresent the Commission in any case in court, provided 
that the Attorney Genera> shall conduct all litigation to which the commloGion is 
a party in the Supreme Court pursuant to this £ubchapter. 
5 U.S.C. § 710S{h) (Supp. IV 1960) pr<>videso 

Except a• provided in section 518 of title 28, relatins to litigation before 
the Supreme Court, attorneys designated by the Authority may appear for the 
Authority and represent the Authority in any civil action brought in connection 
with any function carried out by the Authority pursuant to this title or as 
otherwise authorized by law. 
{Emphases added. 

FN15 The Office of Lesal Counsel vie"s "sue and be sued" J.anguage as merely 
designating the agency as a •jural entity• which may sue o~ be sued in its own 
name, and not as removins the agency's representation from the domain of the 
Department of Justice pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §§ 516 and 519. see Meador, Pratt 
Memoranda~ Reo Government Relitigation Policies, supra. at 19, n. 51, citins an 
interview with H. Miles Foy III, Department of Justice, Office of Legal counsel. 

FN16 29 u.s.c. i 204(b) permits Department of Labor attorneys to "appear for and 
represent" the Administrators of the FLSA and MlEA •in any litigation, • but 
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subjec~s all such litigation ·~o the direction and control of the Attorney 
General." The Secretary of r.abor and the Attorney General have entered into a 
series of understandings which provide that Department of Labor attorneys will 
ordinarily handle all appellate litiga~ion pursuant ~o the Acts, but permit the 
Attorney General to take part in the conduct of such caoeo as he deems to be in 
the best interest of the United States. 

Pase 17 

PN17 We do not mean to suggest that agencies acting beyond the scope of their 
litiga~ing au~hority in set~ling claims legally bind the United States; rather, we 
refer only to the confusion. ill will, and lack of conf;dence that would accrue to 
the agency in its public relations should the A~torney General reverse the 
agency's actions, as well as the practical difficulties inherent in such a 
reversal. sae Dresser Indus., Inc. v. united States, 596 F.2d 1231, 1236 (5th 
ch.1979), cert. denied, 4H u.s. 1044 11980), 

It is well es~abl;shed that the federal government will not be bound by a 
contract or agreement entered into by one of its agents unless such agent is 
acting within the limits of his actual authority .... As the Supreme COurt stated 
in [Federal crop Ins. Corp. v. Merrill, 3l2 U.S. laO 11947) l' Whatever the form 
in which the Government functions, anyone entering in~o an arrangement with the 
Government takes the risk of having accurately ascertained that he who purports to 
act for the Government stays within the bounds of his authority. The scope of this 
authority may be e~plictly defined by Congress or be limited by delegated 
legislation, properly exercised through the rulemaking power. And this is so even 
though the agent himself may have been unaware of the limitations upon his 
authori~y. 332 u.s. at 384. 

FNl8 Additio~al litigating authority, ind@pandent of the Attorney General, was 
granted to certain agencies by the Hobbs Act, n u.s. c. §§ 2342, 2J4S (1976 ~ 

Supp. IV 1~80). The Hobbs Act grants specifiad agencies authorlty to intervene in 
appellate proceedings •of their own motion and as of right," even though the 
Attorney General "is responsible for and has control of the interests of the 
Government" in the proceedings. Notwithotanding the Attorney General's overal.l 
authority, he "may not dispose of or discontinue the proceeding" over the 
objection of the intervening agency, and the agency "may prosecute, defend, or 
continua the proceeding unaffected by the action or inaction of the Attorney 
General." 

PN19 As early as 1831, Attorney General Taney observed thato 
An attorney conducting a suit tor a party has, in the absence of that party. a 

right to discontinue it whenever, in his judgment, the interest of his client 
requires it to be done. If he abuses this po~er, he is liable to the client whom 
he injures .... 

An attorney of the United States, except in so far as his powers may be 
restrained by particular acts of Congress, has the same authority and control over 
the suits which ha is conducting. 7he public interest and the principles of 
justice require that he oh01.old have this power.. {S)ince he cannot consult his 
client !the united States), the sanction of the court is regarded as sufficient 
evidence that he exercised the power honestly and discretely. 
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2 Op. Att'y Gen. 482, 486-87. Attorney Gene~al Cummings cited this opinion 
approvingly. 38 Op. Att'y Gen. at 99. 

Page 1a 

PN20 The opinions tound in J8 Qp. Att'y Gen. at 94, 98, 124·discuss the Attorney 
General's authority to compromise income tax cases in the absence of bona fide 
disputed questions of fact. Attorney Gener~l Cummings concluded t~t he did 
poaseas the authority to settle such cases, even though the Secretary had no 
statutory authority to compromise income tax cases in thoee circumstances. 

FN21 With respect to actions brought under the Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 u.s.c. § 

§ 2671-2680 (1976), for e><ample, ~he Attorney Cleneul or his designee nO\ol has the 
authority to arbitrate, compromise, or settle claims brought under the Act after 
January 17, 1967, 28 U.$.C. § 2677 {1976); prior to the 1%6 amendments, court 
approval was required before the Attorney General was permitted to effect a 
settlement. Congress also prescribed a procedure in the 1966 amendments which 
granted agencies authority to settle claims under $25,000 without prior written 
approval by the Attorney General of that specific settlement arrangement, aa long 
as the arrangement wae made in a~cordance with general regulations prescribed by 
the Attorney General. 28 U.S. C. § 20?2 lln6l. 

FN22 At President Carter's reques~. Attorney General Civile~ti personally 
conducted the Iran litigation before the lCJ, asaiated by the Legal Adviser to the 
State D<>partment, wh001 the Attorney General commissioned as a "Special Assistant," 
pursuant to 28 u.s.c. § 515. 

FN23 28 c.~ R. § 0.46 (1980) provides' 
The Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Civil Division shall, in 

addition to litigation coming within the scope of § 0.45, direct all other civil 
litigation inclYding claims by or against the onited States, its agencies or 
office~•. in domestic or foreign courts, special proceedings, and similar civil 
matters not o~herwise assigned, and shall employ foreign counsel to repreoent 
before foreign criminal courts, commissions or administrative agencies officials 
of the Department of Justice and all o~her law enforcement officers of the United 
States who are charged with violations of foreign law as a result of acts which 
they performed in the course and scope of their Governmen~ service. 

FN24 Deener diocuoeea the historical role of the Attorney General in providing 
legal advice on questions of international law and conclude•• 

The Judiciary Act ot 178~ did not specifically c~rge the Attorney General 
with the duty of giving legal advice on questions of international law. On the 
other hand, the act did not restrict the "questions of law" that could be referred 
to the Attorney General to those involving domestic matters only. Actually, almost 
from ~he very beginning, the President and the department heade submitted 
questions involving the law of nations to the chief law officer, and succeeding 
Presiden~o and cabinet otficers have continued to submit such questions as a 
matter of established practice. Congress apparently recognized ~his practical 
interpretation of the statutes defining the Attorney General's duties. At any 
rate, Congress has never deemed it necessary to change the statutes in this 
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respect. 
Deener, supra, at 10·11 (footnotes omined). 

6 U.S. Op. OH. Legal Counsel 47, H62 WL 170670 (O.L.C.I 

END OF DOCOM~NT 
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CONTACT RULES 

STATE-BY-STATE 

October 2007 
(INCLUDES RULES THAT BECOME 
EFFECTIVE THROUGH JANUARY 1, 

2008) 
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ALABAMA 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

I. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

COMMENT 

This Rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other 
and a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with the other party is 
permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, the right of a party 
to a controversy 1/v'ith a government agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

In the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the matter in representation with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf 
of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in connection with that 
matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability or whose 
statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. If an agent or employee of 
the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that 
counsel to a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(d). 

This rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. 

COMPARJSON WITH FORMER ALABAMA CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
This Rule is substantially identical to DR 7-104(A)(1) . 

----------~~--~-
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ALASKA 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel. 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party or person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless 
the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. (SCO 1123 
effective July !5, 1993) 

ALASKA COMMENT 

See Rule 1.2(c) regarding conununications when limited representation is provided. 

COMMENT 

This rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between hvo organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may commwricate directly with each other 
and a lawyer having independent justification for comnnmication with the other party is 
permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, the right of a party 
to a controversy with a goverrunent agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

In the case of an organization, this rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the matter in representation with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf 
of the organization. If an agent or employee of the organization is represented in the matter by his 
or her own counsel, the consent of that counsel to a communication will be sufficient for 
purposes ofthis Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(Q. 

This rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question . 



ARIZONA 

ER 4.2. Conununication with Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not conunnnicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 



ARKANSAS 

RULE 4.2. COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL. 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the 

representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the 

matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lay,yer or is authorized to do so by law. 

COMMENT: 

[!)This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person who 
has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the comnnmication relates. 

[3]The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 

[4] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controvers-y between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[S]Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities oflawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When commw1icating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 

(6]A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 



may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 

[7) In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or bas authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Ru1e 3.4(f). 
lncommunicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 

[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule I.O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. • 

[9]In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
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CALIFORNIA 

Ru1e 2-100. Corrununication With a Represented Party 

I. (A) While representing a client, a member shall not communicate directly or indirectly about 
the subject of the representation with a party the member knows to be represented by another 
lawyer in the matter, unless the member has the consent of the other lawyer. 

(B) For purposes of this rule, a "party" includes: 

(1) An officer, director, or managing agent of a corporation or association, and a partner or 
managing agent of a partnership; or 

(2) An association member or an employee of an association, corporation, or partnership, if the 
subject of the communication is any act or omission of such person in connection with the matter 
which may be binding upon or imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal 
liability or whose statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. 

(C) This rule shall not prohibit: 

(I) Corrununications with a public officer, board, committee, or body; or 

(2) Communications initiated by a party seeking advice or representation from an independent 
lawyer ofthe party's choice; or 

(3) Communications othenvise authorized by law. 

Discussion: 

Rule 2-l 00 is intended to control communications between a member and persons the member 
knows to be represented by counsel unless a statutory scheme or case law wiU override the rule. 
There are a number of express statutory schemes which authorize communications between a 
member and person who would otherwise be subject to this rule. These statutes protect a variety 
of other rights such as the right of employees to organize and to engage in collective bargaining, 
employee health and safety, or e(jual employment opportunity. Other applicable law also includes 
the authority of government prosecutors and investigators to conduct criminal investigations, as 
limited by the relevant decisional law. 

Rule 2-100 is not intended to prevent the parties themselves from communicating with respect to 
the subject matter of the representation, and nothing in the rule prevents a member from advising 
the client that such conununication can be made. Moreover, the rule does not prohibit a member 
who is also a party to a legal matter from directly or indirectly communicating on his or her own 
behalf with a represented party. Such a member has independent rights as a party which should 
not be abrogated because of his or her professional status. To prevent any possible abuse in such 
situations, the counsel for the opposing party may advise that party (I) about the risks and 
benefits of communications with a lawyer-party, and (2) not to accept or engage in 
communications with the lawyer-party. 



Rule 2-100 also addresses the situation in which member A is contacted by an opposing party 
who is represented and, because of dissatisfaction with that party's counsel, seeks A's 
independent advice. Since A is employed by the opposition, the member cannot give independent 
advice. 

As used in paragraph (A), "the subject of the representation," "matter," and "party" are not 
limited to a litigation context. 

Paragraph (B) is intended to apply only to persons employed at the time of the communication. 
(See Triple A Machine Shop, Inc. v. State of California (1989) 213 Cal.App.3d 131 [261 
Cal.Rptr. 493].) 

Subparagraph (C)(2) is intended to permit a member to communicate with a party seeking to hire 
new counsel or to obtain a second opinion, A member contacted by such a party continues to be 
bound by other Rules of Professional Conduct. (See, e.g., rules 1-400 and 3-310.) (Amended by 
order of Supreme Court, operative September 14, 1992.) 
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COLORADO 

Rule 4,2 Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

COMMENT 

This Rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other 
and a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with the other party is 
permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, the right of a party 
to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

In the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the matter in representation with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf 
of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in connection with that 
matter may be imputed to the organization for the purposes of civil or criminal liability or whose 
statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. !fan agent or employee of 
the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that 
counsel to a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). 

This rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. 

Committee Comment 

This rule is proposed as adopted by the ABA, and is essentially the same as DR 7-104(A) of the 
Code. 



Colorado Effective January l, 2008 

RULE 4.2, COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

COMMENT 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper ftmctioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lav;yer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 
[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
conununication. A lawyer must inunediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
conunencing communication, the lawyer learns that person is one with whom communication is 
not permitted by this Rule, 
[4] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives ofthe 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person, such as a contractually-based right or obligation to 
give notice, is permitted to do so. 
[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lav.-yer must comply with this Rule in addition to 

honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a commnnication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rnle, 
[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
llljUry. 



(7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits conununications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for conununication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
conununication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In 
conununicating with a current or foimer constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
[8] The prohibition on conununications with a represented person only applies in circwnstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule I .O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
[9]1n the event the person with whom the lawyer conununicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's conununications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
[9A] A prose party to whom limited representation has been provided in accordance with 
C.R.C.P. ll(b) or C.R.C.P. 3 I !(b), and Rule 1.2, is considered to be unrepresented for purposes 
of this Rule unless the lawyer has knowledge to the contrary. 
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Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shaU not communicate about the subject of representation with 
a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, WJiess the lawyer has 
the consent of the other lawyer" or is authorized by law to do so. 

(P.B. 1978-1997, Rule 4.2.) 

COMMENTARY 

This Rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communication with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other 
and a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with the other party is 
permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, the right of a party 
to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

In the cases of an organization, this Rule prohibits communication~ by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the matter in representation with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf 
of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in connection with that 
matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of a civil or criminal liability or whose 
statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization, !fan agent or employee of 
the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that 
counsel to a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. (Compare Rule 3.4 (6)). 

This Rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by co1msel concerning the matter in question. 
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Rule 4.2. Communication With Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 



District of Columbia 

Rule 4.2 ·Communication Between Lawyer and Person Represented by Counsel 

(a) During the course of representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate or cause 
another to communicate about the subject of the representation with a person known to be 
represented by another la~>.yer in the matter, unless the lav.yer has the prior consent ofthe lawyer 
representing such other person or is authorized by law or a court order to do so. 
(b) During the course of representing a client, a la~>.yer may communicate about the 
subject of the representation with a nonparty employee of an organization without obtaining the 
consent of that organization's lawyer. If the organization is an adverse party, however, prior to 
communicating with any such nonparty employee, a lawyer must disclose to such employee both 
the lawyer's identity and the fact that the lawyer represents a party that is adverse to the 
employee's employer. 
(c) For purposes of this rule, the term "party" or "person" includes any person or 
organization, including an employee of an organization, who has the authority to bind an 
organization as to the representation to which the communication relates. 
(d) This rule does not prohibit communication by a lavvycr with government officials 
who have the authority to redress the grievances of the lawyer's client, whether or not those 
grievances or the lawyer's conununications relate to matters that are the subject of the 
representation, provided that in the event of such communications the disclosures specified in (b) 
are made to the govenuncnt official to whom the conununication is 1nade. 

COMMENT 

[I] This rule covers any person, whether or not a party to a fonnal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. 
[2) This rule does not prohibit communication with a person or party, or an employee or 
agent of an organization, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the 
existence of a controversy between two organizations does not prohibit a lawyer for either from 
communicating with representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a 
matter may communicate directly with each other and a !av.yer having independent justification 
for communicating with the other party is pennittcd to do so. In addition, a lawyer is not 
prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is legally entitled to 
make, provided that the client communication is not solely for the purpose of evading 
restrictions imposed on the lawyer by this rule. 
[3] In the case of an organization, and other than as noted in Comment [5), this rule 
prohibits communication by a lawyer for one party concerning the matter in representation with 
persons having the power to bind the organization as to the particular representation to which the 
communication relates. If an agent or employee of the organization with authority to make 
binding decisions regarding the representation is represented in the matter by separate counsel, 
the consent by that agent's or employee's counsel to a conununication will be sufficient for 
purposes of this rule. 
[4) The rule does not prohibit a lawyer from conununicating with employees of an 
organization who have the authority to bind the organization with respect to the matters 



underlying the representation if they do not also have authority to make binding decisions 
regarding the representation itself. A la"")'er may therefore communicate with such persons 
without first notifYing the organization's la"")'er. See D.C. Bar Legal Ethics Committee Opinion 
No. 129. But before commllllicating with such a "nonparty employee," the la"")'er must disclose 
to the employee the la"")'er's identity and the fact that the la"")'er represents a party with a claim 
against the employer. It is preferable that this disclosure be made in writing. The notification 
requirements of Rule 4.2(b) apply to contacts with government employees who do not have the 
authority to make binding decisions regarding the representation. 
[5] Because this rule is primarily focused on protecting represented persons unschooled 
in the Jaw from direct communications from counsel for an adverse person, consent of the 
organization's lawyer is not required where a la"")'et seeks to communicate with in-house 
counsel of an organization. If individual in-house collllsel is represented separately from the 
organization, however. consent of that individual's personal counsel is required before 
communicating with that individual in-house colUlsel. 
[6] Consent of the organization's lawyer is not required where a la~r seeks to 
communicate with a former constituent of an organization. In making such contact, however, the 
lawyer may not seck to obtain information that is otherwise protected. 
(7] This rule also docs not preclude communication with a represented person who is 
seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the matter. 
[8] This rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A la"")'er must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing commllllication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this rule. 
[9] This rule doe~ not apply to the situation in which a lawyer contacts employees of an 
organization for the purpose of obtaining information generally avuilable to the public, or 
obtainable under the Freedom of Information Act, even if the information in question is related 
to the representution. For example, a la"")'er for a plaintiff who has filed suit ugainst an 
organization represented by a la"")'er may telephone the organization to request a copy of a press 
release regarding the representation, without disclosing the lawyer's identity, obtaining the 
consent of the organization's lawyer, or otherv;ise acting as paragraphs (a) and (b) of this rule 
require. ' 
[1 OJ Paragraph (d) recognizes that speciul considerations come into play when a lawyer 
is seeking to redress grievances involving the government. It permits communications with 
those in government having the authority to redress such grievances (but not with any other 
government perso!Ulel) without the prior consent of the lawyer representing the government in 
such cuses. However, a lawyer muking such a commllllication without the prior consent of the 
la"")'er representing the government must make the kinds of disclosures that are required by 
paragraph (b) in the case of commllllications with non-party employees. 
[11] Paragraph (d) does not permit a lawyer to bypass colUlsel representing the 
government on every issue that muy arise in the course of disputes with the government. It is 
intended to provide la"")'ers access to decision makers in government with respect to genuine 
grievances, such as to present the view that the government's basic policy position with respect 
to a dispute is faulty, or that govenunent personnel are conducting themselves improperly with 
respect to aspects of the dispute. It is not intended to provide direct access on routine disputes 
such us ordinary discovery disputes, extensions of time or other scheduling matters, or similar 



routine aspects of the resolution of disputes. 
[12] ntis rule is not intended to enlarge or restrict the law enforcement activities of the 
United States or the District of Columbia which are authorized and permissible under the 
Constitution and law of the United States or the District of Columbia. The "authorized by law" 
proviso to Rule 4.2(a) is intended to permit government conduct that is valid under this law. The 
proviso is not intended to freeze any particular substantive law, but is meant to accommodate 
substantive law as it may develop over time. 
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RULE 4-4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

(a) In re~senting a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the 
representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, 
unless the lavryer has the consent of the other lawyer. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an attorney 
may, without such prior consent, communicate with another's client in order to meet the 
requirements of any court rule, statute or contract requiring notice or service of process directly 
on an adverse party, in which event the communication shall be strictly restricted to that required 
by the court rule, statute or contract, and a copy shall be provided to the adverse party's attorney. 

(b) An otherwise unrepresented person to whom limited representation is being provided or has 
been provided in accordance with Rule Regulating The Florida Bar 4-1.2 is considered to be 
W1Iepresented for purposes of this rule unless the opposing lawyer knows of, or has been 
provided with, a written notice of appearance under which, or a written notice of the time period 
during which, the opposing lavryer is to communicate with the limited representation Iavryer as to 
the subject matter within the limited scope of the representation. 

Comment 
T11is rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person who has 
chosen to be represented by a luvryer in a matter against possible overreaching by other lavryers 
who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship, and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

This rule applies to communications with uny person who is represented by counsel concerning 
the matter to which the communication relates. 

The rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the communication. 
A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after commencing 
communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication is not 
permitted by this rule. 

This rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or agent of 
such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a 
controversy between a govenunent agency and a private party, or between 2 organizations, does 
not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlavryer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Nor does this rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise fepresenting a client in the 
matter. A !avryer may not make a communication prohibited by this rule through the acts of 
another. See rule 4-8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make, provided that the client is not used to indirectly violate the Rules of 
Professional Conduct. Also, a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with 
the other party is permitted to do so. Permitted communications include, for example, the right of 



a party to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

In the case of a represented organization, this rule prohibits communications with a constituent of 
the organization who supervises, directs, or regularly consults with the organization's lawyer 
concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with respect to the matter or 
whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to the organization for 
purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is not required for 
communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is represented in 
the matter by the agent's or employee's own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this rule. Compare rule 4-3.4(f). In 
communication with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See rule 4-4.4. 

The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation: but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See terminology. Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented by 
counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to rule 4-4.3 



GEORGIA 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

(a) A lawyer who is representing a client in a matter shall not communicate about the subject of 
the representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the 
matter, unless the lawyer bas the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by 
constitutional law or statute. 

(b) Attorneys for the State and Federal Government shall be subject to this Rule in the same 
manner as other attorneys in this State. 

The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment. 

Comment 

[1] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the repres"entation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government entity and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each 
other and a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for communicating 
with a represented person is permitted to do so. Communications authorized by la\V include, for 
example, the right of a party to a controversy with a government entity to speak with government 
officials about the matter. 

[2] Communications authorized by Jaw also include constitutionally permissible investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, 
prior to tho commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings, when there is 
applicable judicial precedent that either has found the activity permissible under this Rule or has 
found this Rule inapplicable. However, the Rule imposes ethical restrictions that go beyond those 
imposed by constitutional provisions. 

[3] This Rule applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a formal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. 

[4A] In the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a la;vyer for another 
person or entity concerning the matter in representation with persons having a managerial 
responsibility on behalf of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in 
connection with that matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal 
liability or whose statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. If an 
agent or employee of the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the 
consent by that counsel to a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare 
Rule 3.4(f): Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel. 
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[4B) In administering this Rule it should be anticipated that in many instances, prior to the 
beginning of the interview, the interviewing lawyer will not possess sufficient information to 
determine whether or not the relationship of the interviewee to the entity is sufficiently close to 
place the person in the "represented" category. In those situations the good faith of the lawyer in 
undertaking the interview should be considered. Evidence of good faith includes an immediate 
and candid statement of the interest of the person on whose behalf the interview is being taken, a 
full explanation of why that person's position is adverse to the interests of the entity with which 
the interviewee is associated, the exploration of the relationship issue at the outset of the 
interview and the cessation ofthe interview immediately upon detennination that the interview is 
improper. 

[5] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies, however, in 
circumstances where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be 
discussed. This means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but 
such actual knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Terminology. Such an 
inference may arise in circumstances where there is substantial reason to believe that the person 
with whom communication is sought is represented in the matter to be discussed. Thus, a lawyer 
cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by ignoring the obvious. 

[6] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3: Dealing with 
Unrepresented Person. 

[7] The anti-contact rule serves important public interests which preserve the proper functioning 
of the judicial system and the administration of justice by a) protecting against misuse of the 
imbalance oflega[ skill between a lawyer and layperson; b) safe-guarding the client-attorney 
relationship from interference by adverse counsel; c) ensuring that all valid claims and defenses 
are raised in response to inquiry from adverse counsel; d) reducing the likelihood that clients will 
disclose privileged or other information that might harm their interests; and e) maint;Uning the 
lawyers ability to monitor the case and effectively represent the client. 

[8] This Rule is not intended to affect communications between parties to an action entered into 
independent of and not at the request or direction of counsel. 
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RULE 4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

rn representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation with a 
person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the 
consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 
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RULE 4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, illlless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by Jaw or a cout1 order. 

*Conunentary 

[I) This Rule contributes to the proper fi.mctioning of the legal system by pwtecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-la\V)'cr 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2) This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates, 

[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately tenninate commmlication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 

[4] This Rule does not prohibit Co!IUlmnication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or belvveen two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a 
represented person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a 
client in the matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through 
the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each 
other, and a lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the 
client is legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal 
authorization for communicating with a represented person is pennitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications autl10rized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 

-representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
pennissible under this Rule. 
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[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication v.ith a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
Ill jury. 

(7) In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits conununications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer 
is not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization 
is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule, Compare Rule 3.4(f), In 
communicating with a current or fanner constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4, 
Conunent [2]. 

[8] The prohibition on conununications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer bus actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circwnstances. See Rule I.O(f). lhus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer conununicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's conununications are subject to Rule 4,3, 

*(Conunentary to Rule 4.2 amended 3-17-05) 
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HAW All 

Rule 4.2. COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

COMMENT: 

[I] This rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from conununicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each 
other and a lawyer having independent justification or legal authority for commllllicating with a 
represented person is permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for 
example, the right of a party to a controversy with a government agency to speak with 
government officials about the matter. 

[2] Communications authorized by law also include constitutionally permissible investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, 
prior to the conunencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings, where there is 
applicable judicial precedent that either has found the activity pennissible under this Rule or has 
found this Rule inapplicable. However, the Rule imposes ethical restrictions that go beyond those 
imposed by constitutional provisions. 

[3] This Rule also applies to communications with any person whether or not a party to a formal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. 

[4]1n the case of an organization, this rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for another 
person or entity concerning the matter in representation with persons having a managerial 
responsibility on behalf of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in 
connection with that matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal 
liability or whose statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. If an 

. agent or employee of the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the 
consent by that counsel to a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this rule. Compare 
HRPC 3.4(h). 

[5] The prohibition on communications vvith a represented person only applies, however, in 
circwnstances where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be 
discussed. This means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but 
such actual knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Terminology. Such an 
inference may arise in circumstances where there is substantial reason to believe that the person 
with whom communication is sought is represented in the matter to be discussed. Thus, a lawyer 
cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 



r [6] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to HRPC 4.3. 

Hawai'i Code Comparison 

This rule is substantially identical to DR 7-104(A)(l). 

(Amended May 7, 2001, effective July I, 2001.) 
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ILLINOIS 

Rule 4.2. Comrnwrication With Person Represented by Counsel 

During the course of representing a client a lawyer shall not communicate or cause another to 
communicate on the subject of the representation with a party the lawyer knows to be represented 
by another lawyer in that matter unless the ftrst lawyer has obtained the prior consent of the 
lawyer representing such other party or as may otherwise be authorized by law. 

Adopted February 8, 1990, effective August I, 1990. 



(~ INDIANA 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

I. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the ]a,.,-yer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law or a court order. 

Amended Sep. 30,2004, effective Jan. 1, 2005. 

Comment 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the pers(lll is one with whom communication 

(~· is not permitted by this Rule. 
\ 

[4] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otheiWise representing a client in the 
matter. A lav;yer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter ntay communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make, Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the goverrnnent. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. \Vhen communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused, The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 



[6) A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would othervvise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
lllJUI")'. 

[7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a fanner constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In 
communicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 

[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule l.O(f). Thus, the lawyer carmot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not knov.n to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 

Adopted Sep. 30, 2004, effective Jan. J, 2005. 
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RULE 32:4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Conunent 

[i] This rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person who 
has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the clientlawyer 
relationship, and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 
[2] This rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 
[3] The rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this rule. 
[4] This rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this rule through the acts of 
another. See rule 32:8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a laVvyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 
[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this rule. 
[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a corrununication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 



(- [7] In the case of a represented organization, this rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs, or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a fonner constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
commWlication will be sufficient for purposes of this rule. Compare rule 32:3.4(£). In 
commWlicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights ofthe organization. See rule 32:4.4. 
[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See rule 32:1.0(£). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

d!i;', 
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{9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by coilllsel in the matter, the lawyer's commWlications are subject to rule 32:4.3. [Court Order 
April20, 2005, effective July I, 2005] 



Kansas 

4.2 Transactions with Persons other than Clients: Communication with Person 
Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lav.yer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

[1] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounseiled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 
[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 
[4) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters ontside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties tc a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lav,yer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with 
the other party is permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, 
the right of a party to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials 
about the matter. 
[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a commUnication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
r;ermissible under this Rule. 
[6) A lawyer who is uncertain whether a cornmnnication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would other.dse be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 



communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain injury. 
[7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respe<:t to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(1). In 
communicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact rep-esented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule J .O(g). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 



(' KENTUCKY 

SCR 3.130(4.2) Communication With Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawy!lr shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

HISTORY: Amended by Order 89-1, eff. 1-l-90 

COMMENTARY 

Supreme Court 
1989 
[I) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other 
and a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with the other party is 
permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, the right of a party 
to a controversy with a govenunent agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

[2] !n the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the.malter in representation with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf 
of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in connection with that 
matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability or whose 
statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. Prior to communication 
with a nonmanagerial employee or agent of an organization, the lawyer should disclose the 
lawyer's identity and the fact that the lawyer represents a party with a claim against the 
organization. See Rule 4.3. If an agent or employee of the organization is represented in tl1e 
matter by his or her O\Vll counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication will be 
sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(t). 

[3] This rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. 

[4] A person's continued representation after the conclusion of a proceeding or matter is not 
necessarily presumed. The passage of time may be reasonable ground to believe that a person is 
no longer represented by a lawyer, and the Rule is not intended to prohibit all direct contact in 
such circumstances. 



LOUISIANA 

RULE 4.2. COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not col)llllunicate about the subject of the representation 
with: 

(a) a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

(b) a person the lawyer knows is presently a director, officer, employee, member, shareholder or 
other constituent of a represented organization and 

(I) who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the organization's lawyer concerning the 
matter; 
(2) who has the autbority to obligate tl1e organization with respect to the matter; or 
(3) whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to the organization for 
purposes of civil or criminal liability. 

Reenacted Jan. 20, 2004, effective March 1, 2004. 



( MAINE 

Rule 3.6 (f) Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

Communicating With Adverse Party. 

During the course of representation of a client, a la~~<yer shall not communicate or cause another 
to communicate on the subject of the representation with a party the lawyer knows to be 
represented by another lawyer in that matter unless the lawyer has the prior consent of the lawyer 
representing such other party or is authorized by law to do so. An otherwise unrepresented party 
to whom limited representation is being provided or has been provided in accordance with Rule 
3.4(i) is considered to be unrepresented for purposes of this rule, except to the extent the limited 
representation attomey provides other counsel written notice of a time period within which other 
counsel shall commwJicate only with the limited representation attorney. 



( MARYLAND 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c), in representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate 
about the subject of the representation with a person who the lawyer knows is represented in the 
matter by another lawyer unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by 
law or court order to do so. 

(b) If the person represented by another lawyer is an organization, the prohibition extends to each 
of the organization's (1) current officers, directors, and managing agents and (2) current agents or 
employees who supervise, direct, or regularly commtmicate with the organization's lawyers 
concerning the matter or whose acts or omissions in the matter may bind the organization for 
civil or criminal liability. The lawyer may not communicate with a current agent or employee of 
the organization unless the lawyer first has made inquiry to ensure that the agent or employee is 
not an individual with whom communication is prohibited by this paragraph and has disclosed to 
the individual the lawyer's identity and the fact that the lawyer represents a client who has an 
interest adverse to the organization. 

(c) A lawyer may communicate with a government official about matters that are the subject of 
the representation if the government official has the authority to redress the grievances of the 
lavv")'er's client and the lawyer first makes the disclosures specified in paragraph (b). 

Committee oOJte: The use of the word "person" for "party" in paragraph (a) is not intended to 
enlarge or restrict the extent of permissible law enforcement activities of government lawyers 
under applicable judicial precedent. 

COMMENT 

[l]TI1is Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those laVv)'ers with the lawyer-client 
relationship, and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 
[2] This Rule does not prohibit communication witb a person, or an employee or agent of the 
person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a 
controversy between two organizations does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating 
with nonlawyer representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter 
may communicate directly with each other and a lawyer having independent justification or legal 
authorization for communicating with a represented perSon is permitted to do so. 
[3] Communications authorized by law include communications in the course of investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, 
before the commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings if there is applicable 
judicial precedent holding either that the activity is permissible or that the Rule does not apply to 
the activity. The tenn "civil enforcement proceedings" includes administrative enforcement 
proceedings. Ex:cept to the extent applicable judicial precedent holds otherwise, a govenunent 



lawyer who communicates with a represented criminal defendant must comply with this Rule. 
[4] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is pennissible 
may seek a court order in exceptional circumstances. For example, when a represented criminal 
defendant expresses a desire to speak to the prosecutor without the knowledge of the defendant's 
lawyer, the prosecutor may seek a court order appointing substitute counsel to represent the 
defendant with respect to the communication. 
[5] This Rule applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a fonnal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract, or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. The Rule applies even though the represented person 
initiates or consents to the communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication 
with a person if, after commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with 
whom communication is not pennitted by this Rule. 
[6] I fan agent or employee of a represented person that is an organization is represented in ilie 
matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication will be 
sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4 (f). In communicating with a current agent 
or employee of an organization, a lawyer must not seek to obtain information that the lawyer 
knows or reasonably should know is subject to an evidentiary or oilier privilege of the 
organization. Regarding communications with former employees, see Rule 4.4(b}. 
[7] The prohibition on communications with a represented person applies only if the lawyer has 
actual knowledge that the person in fact is represented in the matter to be discussed. Actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. The lawyer cannot evade the requirement of 
obtaining the consent of counsel by ignoring the obvious. 
[8] Rule 4.3 applies to a communication by a lawyer with a person not known to be represented 
by counsel. 
[9] Paragraph (c) recognizes that special considerations come into play when a lawyer is seeking 
to redress grievances involving the government. Subject to certain conditions, it permits 
communications with those in government having the authority to redress the grievances (but not 
with any other government personnel) without the prior consent of the lawyer representing the 
govenunent in the matter. Paragraph (c) does not, however, permit a lawyer to bypass counsel 
representing the government on every issue that may arise in the course of disputes with the 
government. Rather, the paragraph provides lawyers with access to decision makers in 
government with respect to genuine grievances, such as to present the view that the government's 
basic policy position with respect to a dispute is faulty or that government personnel are 
conducting themselves improperly with respect to aspects of the dispute, It does not provide 
direct access on routine disputes, such as ordinary discovery disputes or extensions of time. 

Model Rules Comparison.- This Rule substantially retains Maryland language as it existed prior 
to the Ethics 2000 Amendments to the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct except for 
dividing Rule 4,2(b) into Rule 4.2(b) and (c) with no change in wording. 



( MASSACHUSETTS 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by Jaw to do so. 

Comment 

[I] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a·separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each 
other and a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for communicating 
with a represented person is permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for 
example, the right of a party to a controversy with a government agency to speak with 
government officials about the matter. Counsel could also prepare and send written default 
notices and written demands required by such laws as Chapter 93A of the General Laws. 

[2] Communications authorized by law also include constitutionally permissible investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, 
prior to the commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings, when there is 
applicable judicial precedent that either has found the activity permissible under this Rule or has 
found this Rule inapplicable. However, the Rule imposes ethical restrictions that go beyond those 
imposed by constitutional provisions. 

[3] This rule applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a formal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. See the definition of ''person" in Rule 9.l(h). 

[4] In the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for another 
person or entity concerning the matter in representation only with those agents or employees who 
exercise managerial responsibility in the matter, who are alleged to have committed the wrongful 
acts at issue in the litigation, or who have authority on behalf of the organization to make 
decisions about the course of the litigation. If an agent or employee of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). 

[5} The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies, however, in 
circumstances where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be 
discussed. This means that the lawyer has knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See the definition of"knowledge" in Rule 
9.l(t). Such an inference may arise in circumstances where there is substantial reason to believe 
that the person with whom communication is sought is represented in the matter to be discussed. 
Thus, a lawyer cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by dosing eyes 
to the obvious. 
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[6) In the event the person \\lith whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 

[7] Nothing in this rule prohibits a lawyer from seeking and acting in accordance with a court 
order permitting communication with a person known to be represented by counseL 

Corresponding ABA Model Rule, Identical to Model Rule 4.2. 

Corresponding Fonner Massachusetts Rule. DR 7-104 (A) (I). 

Cross-reference: See definition of"person" in Rule 9.1. 



(- MICIDGAN 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WilH PARTY PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 
[2 ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS] 

ALTERNATIVE (A): 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the 
representation with a party whom the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer 
in the matter by another lawyer, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or 
is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a 
party who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible 
overreaching by other lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those 
lawyers with the client-lawyer relationship, and the uncounselled disclosure of 
information relating to the representation. 
[2] This Rule applies to communications with any party who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented party initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a party if, 
after commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the party is one with whom 
communication is not permitted by this Rule. 
[4) This rRule does not prohibit communication with a represented party, or an employee 
or agent of such a party, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, 
the existence of a controversy between a govenunent agency and a private party, or 
between two organizations, does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating 
with nonlawyer representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this 
Rule preclude communication with a represented party who is seeking advice from a 
lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the matter. A lawyer may not make a 
communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a). 
Also, Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a lawyer is not 
prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is legally 
entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization 
for communicating with the other a represented party is permitted to do so. 
[5] CommWJications authorized by law may include, for example, the right of a party to a 
controversy with a government agency to speak with goverrunent officials about the 
matter communications by a lawyer on behalf of a client who is exercising a 
constitutional or other legal right to cornmw1icate with the goverrunent. Communications 
authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers representing 
governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with 
the accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in 
addition to honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a 
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communication does not violate a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to 
establish that the communication is pennlssible under this Rule. 
[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented party is 
pennissible may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional 
circumstances to authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this 
Rule, for example, where communication with a party represented by counsel is 
necessary to avoid reasonably certain injury. 
[7]ln the case of a represented organization, this rRule prohibits communications by a 
la\'.yer for one party concerning the matter in representation with persons having a 
managerial responsibility on behalf of the organization, and with any other person whose 
act or omission in connection with that matter may be imputed to the organization for 
purposed of civil or criminal liability or whose statement may constitute an admission on 
the part of the organization. If an agent or employee of the organization is represented 
in the matter by separate counsel, the consent by that counsel to a conununication will be 
sufficient for purposes of this rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). with a constituent of the 
organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the organization's lawyer 
concerning the matter, who has authority to obligate the organization with respect to the 
matter, or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to the 
organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's 
lawyer is not required for conununication with a former constituent unless that fonner 
constituent supervises, directs or regularly consults with the organization's lawyer 
concerning the matter; has authority to obligate the organization with respect to the 
matter; has a continuing relationship with the fonner employer as a director or member 
of the corporate-control group; has participated in the litigation or was otherwise 
exposed to privileged or confidential infonnation concerning the organization or the case 
during the tenn of employment; or has performed acts or made omissions in coill\ection 
with the matter that may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal 
liability.lf a constituent of the organization is represented in the matter by his or her 
own counsel, fue consent by that counsel to a communication will be sufficient for 
purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In communicating with a current or fonner 
constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use methods of obtaining evidence that 
violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
This rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. 
[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented party only applies in 
circwnstances where the lawyer knows that the party is in fact represented in the matter 
to be discussed. This means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the 
representation, but such actual knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See 
Rule l.O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of 
counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
[9] In the event the party with whom the lawyer conununicates is not known to be 
represented by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's conununications are subject to Rule 
4.3. 
[10] By virtue of its exemption of conununications authorized by law, this rule permits a 
prosecutor or a government lawyer engaged in a criminal or civil law enfortement 
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investigation to communicate with, or direct investigative agents to communicate with, a 
represented person prior to the represented person being arrested, indicted, charged, or 
named as a defendant in a criminal or civil law enforcement proceeding against the 
represented person. A civil law enforcement investigation is one conducted under the 
government's police or regulatory power to enforce the law. Once a represented person 
has been arrested, indicted, charged, or named as a defendant in a criminal or civil law 
enforcement proceeding, however, prosecutors and government lawyers must comply 
with this Rule. A represented person's waiver of the constitutional right to counsel does 
not exempt the prosecutor from the duty to comply with this Rule. 
Staff Conunent: The proposed rule is substantially similar to the current rule. The 
words "or a court order" are added to the phrase "unless the lawyer ... is authorized to 
do so by law .... "In the new Model Rule, the term "party" is replaced with "person." 
The new proposed MRPC does not adopt that change, however, because the State Bar 
Representative Assembly voted to retain the current language. "Party" is also used in the 
Comment, where appropriate. The Representative Assembly also voted to add a "law 
enforcement" clarification, which is included as Comment [!OJ. (Comment (10] is 
identical to the comment adopted by the State of Tennessee.) 

ALTERNATIVE(B): 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the 
representation with a party whom the lawyer kno\VS to be represented by another lawyer 
in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do 
so by law or a court order. This Rule does not apply to otherwise lawful investigative 
actions of lawyers employed by the government who are engaged in investigating and/or 
prosecuting violations of civil or criminal law. 

Comment 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a 
party who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible 
overreaching by other lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those 
lawyers with the client-lawyer relationship, and the uncounse!led disclosure of 
information relating to the representation. 
[2] Unless the law enforcement exception is applicable, !This Rule applies to 
communications with any party who is represented by counsel concerning the matter to 
which the communication relates. 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented party initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately tenninate communication with a party if, 
after commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the party is one with whom 
communication is not pennitted by this Rule. 
[4] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented party, or an employee 
or agent of such a party, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, 
the existence of a controversy betweeri a government agency and a private party, or 
between two organizations, does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating 
with nonlawyer representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this 



Rule preclude communicatioll with a represented party who is seeking advice from a 
lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the matter. A lawyer may not make a 
communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a). 
Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a lawyer is not 
prohibited from advising a ellen! concerning a communication that the client is legally 
entitled to make. Also, a lawyer. having independent justification or legal authorization 
for conununicating with. a represented party is permitted to do so. 
[5] Conununications authorized by Jaw may include communications by a lawyer on 
behalf of a client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate 
with the goverrnnent. Communications authorized by law may also include investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative 
agents, prior to the commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When 
communicating with the accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply 
with this Rule in addition to honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact 
that a communication does not violate a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient 
to establish that the communication is permissible under this Rule. 
[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented party is 
permissible may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional 
circumstances to authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this 
Rule, for example, where communication with a party represented by counsel is 
necessary to avoid reasonably certain injury. 
(7) In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter, who has authority to obligate the 
organization with respect to the matter, or whose act or omission in connection with the 
matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. 
Consent of the organization's lawyer is not required for communication with a fanner 
constituent unless that fanner constituent supervises, directs or regularly consults with 
the organization's lawyer concerning the matter; has authority to obligate the 
organization with respect to the matter; has a continuing relationship with the fanner 
employer as a director or member of the corporate-control group; has participated in the 
litigation or was otherwise exposed to privileged or confidential information concerning 
the organization or the case during the tenn of employment; or has performed acts or 
made omissions in connection with the matter that may be imputed to the organization for 
purposes of civil or criminal liability. If a constituent of the organization is represented 
in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication 
will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f).In communicating with 
a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use methods of 
obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
(8] The prohibition on communications with a represented party only applies in 
circumstances where the lawyer knows that the party is in fact represented in the matter 
to be discussed. This means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the 
representation, but such actual knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See 
Rule l.O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of 
counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
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(9] In the event the party with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be 
represented by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 
4.3. 
[10] By virtue of its exemption of communications authorized by law, this role pennits a 
prosecutor or a government lawyer engaged in a criminal or civil law enforcement 
investigation to communicate with, or direct investigative agents to communicate with, a 
represented person prior to the represented person being arrested, indicted, charged, or 
named as a defendant in a criminal or civil law enforcement proceeding against the 
represented person. A civil law enforcement investigation is one conducted under the 
government's police or regulatory power to enforce the law. Once a represented person 
has been arrested, indicted, charged, or named as a defendant in a criminal or civil law 
enforcement proceeding, however, prosecutors and government lawyers must comply 
with this Rule. A represented person's waiver ofthe constitutional right to counsel does 
not exempt the prosecutor from the duty to comply with this Rule. 
Staff Comment: The proposed rule is similar to the current rule. The words "or a 
court order" are added to the phrase "unless the lawyer ... is authorized to do so by law 
.... "In the new Model Rule, the tenn "party" is replaced with "person." The new 
proposed MRPC does not adopt that change, however, because the State Bar 
Representative Assembly voted to retain the current language. "Party" is also used in the 
Comment, where appropriate. The Representative Assembly also voted to add a "law 
enforcement" clarification. An express exception for otherwise lawful investigative 
actions of lawyers employed by the government, who are engaged in investigating or 
prosecuting violations of civil or criminal law, is included in the body of the rule. 
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RULE 4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

1. [1] This rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately tem1inate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer leams that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this rule. 

[4] This rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a la\V)'er for either from communicating with nonla\V)'CI representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is pcnnitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities ofla\V)'ers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this rule. 

[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is pennissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
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authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
lnJUJY. 

[7] In the case of a represented organization, this rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in cmmection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminalliability. The term "constituent" is defined in 
Comment [I] to Rule 1.13. Consent of the organization's lawyer is not required for 
communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is represented in 
the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication will be 
sufficient for purposes of this rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In collllllunicating with a current or 
former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use methods of obtaining evidence that 
violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 

[8] The prohibition on co!lllllunications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule l.O(g). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer conummicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's co!lllllunications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
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MISSISSIPPI RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 

Effective July 1, 1987 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

Comment 

This Rule does not prohibit communication with a party, or an employee or agent of a party, 
concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence of a controversy 
between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, does not 
prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other 
and a lawyer having independent justification for communicating with the other party is 
permitted to do so. Communications authorized by law include, for example, the right of a party 
to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials about the matter. 

In the case of an organization, this rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the mauer in representation with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf 
of the organization, and with any other person whose act or omission in connection with that 
matter may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability or whose 
statement may constitute an admission on the part of the organization. If an agent or employee of 
the organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that 
counsel to a conununication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). 

This Rule also covers any person, whether or not a party to a fom1al proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. 

Code Comparison 

This Rule is substantially identical to DR 7-104(A)(l). 



Missouri 

RULE 4-4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lavvyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lavvyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

COMMENT 

[I] Rule 4-4.2 contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lavvyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship, and the uncounselled disclosure ofinfonnation relating to the representation. 

[2] Rule 4-4.2 applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] Rule 4-4.2 applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately tenninate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not pennitted by this Rule 4-4.2. 

[4] Rule 4-4.2 does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule 4-4.2 preclude communication with a 
represented person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a 
client in the matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule 4-4.2 
through the acts of another. See Rule 4-8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with 
each other, and a lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication 
that the client is legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal 
authorization for commnnicating with a represented person is pennitted to do so. 

[5] Communications anthorized by law may include communications by a lavvyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the goverrunent. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing goverrunental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a goverrunent lavvyer must comply with this Rule 4-4.2 in addition 
to honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. Tbe fact that a communication does not 
violate a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule 4-4.2. A goverrunent lavvyer engaged in a criminal or civil law 
enforcement matter, or a person acting under the lawyer's direction, may communicate with a 
person known by the government lawyer to be represented by a lawyer in the matter if the 



communication occurs after the represented person has been arrested, charged in a criminal case, 
or named as a defendant in a civil law enforcement proceeding brought by the govem.mental 
agency that seeks to engage in the communication, and the communication is: 

(I) made to protect against a risk of death or bodily harm that the 
government lawyer reasonably believes may occur; or 

(2) initiated by the represented person, either directly or through an 
intermediary, if prior to the communication the represented person has 
given a V.Titten or recorded voluntary and informed waiver of cotmSel 
for that communication. 

[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication v.ilh a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would othernise be prohibited by this Rule 4-4.2. 

[7] In the case of a represented organization, Rule 4-4.2 prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs, or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
commnnication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule 4-4.2. Compare Rule 4-3.4(£). In 
commnnicating with a cuuent or fom1er constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4-4.4. 

[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the mutter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule 4-l.O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9]1n the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's corrunnnicalions are subject to Rule 4-4.3. 

(Adopted September 28, I993, eff July I, 1995, Rev. July I, 2007) 
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RULE 4.2. Communication With Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 
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RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION V-.TITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

COMMENT 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper ftmctioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the la\vyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 

[4] This Rule docs not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate withthe govenunent. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a govenunent lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 

[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
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authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
InjUry. 

(7)ln the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a fanner constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In 
communicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization See Rule 4.4. 

[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circulnstances. See Rule l.O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not knoVIll to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
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Rule 4.2. Communication With Person Represented by Counsel. 

In representing a client. a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 

with a person the lav .. yer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 

lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Model Rule Comparison-2006 

Rule 4.2 (formerly Supreme Court Rule 182) is the same as ABA Model Rule 4.2. While the 

text of the two rules is identical, the rules are applied differently in two respects. First, Nevada 

has adopted the managing-speaking agent test to determine which constituents of an organization 

are covered by the no-contact rule. Palmer v. Pioneer Inn Assocs., Ltd., 118 Nev. 943, 59 P.3d 

1237 (2002). The conunents to the Model Rule adopt a different test. Model Rules of Prof! 

Conduct R. 4.2 cmt.7 (2004). Second, Nevada has interpreted the Rule to prohibit a lawyer who 

is representing himself from contacting a represented person in the matter. In re Discipline of 

Schaefer, 117 Nev. 496,25 P.3d 191, as modified, 31 P.3d 365 (2001). The comments to the 

Model Rule suggest that it may not prohibit contact when the lawyer represents himself. See 

Model Rules of Prof] Conduct R. 4.2 cmt. 4 (2004) ("Parties to a matter may conununicate 

directly with each other .... "); Pinsky v. Statewide Grievance Conunittee, 578 A.2d 1075 

(Conn. 1990) (holding that Connecticut rule based on Model Rule 4.2 does not prohibit contact 

when lawyer represents himself). But see Runsvold v. ldaho State Bar, 925 P.2d II J 8 (Idaho 

1 996) (holding that Idaho rule based on Model Rule 4.2 applies when lawyer represents himself). 



(~ NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Rule 4.2. Communication With Person Represented by Cotmsel 

In representing a client. a la"")'er shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the la"")'er knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
la"")'er has the consent of the other laV>yer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. An 
otherwise unrepresented party to whom limited representation is. being provided or has been 
provided in accordance with Rule 1.2(f)(l) is considered to be unrepresented for purposes of this 
Rule, except to the extent the limited representation la"")'er provides other counsel written notice 
of a time period within which other counsel shall communicate only with the limited 
representation lawyer. 

------------- ------ -------- -----



NEW JERSEY 

RPC 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lav.yer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lav.yer knows, or by the exercise of reasonable diligence should know, to be 
represented by another lawyer in the matter, including members of an organization's litigation 
control group as defined by RPC 1.13, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer, or is 
authorized by law or court order to do so, or unless the sole purpose of the communication is to 
ascertain whether the person is in fact represented. Reasonable diligence shall include, but not be 
limited to, a specific inquiry of the person as to whether that person is represented by counsel. 
Nothing in this rule shall, however, preclude a lav.yer from counseling or representing a member 
or fonner member of an organization's litigation control group whD seeks independent legal 
advice. 

Note: Adopted September 10, 1984, to be effective immediately; amended June 28, 1996, to be 
effective September I, 1996; amended November 17, 2003 to be effective January I, 2004. 

Official Comment by Supreme Court (November 17, 2003) 

1. Concerning organizations, RPC 4.2 addresses the issue of who is represented under the rule by 
precluding a lav.yer from communicating with members of the organization's litigation control 
group. The term "litigation control group" is not intended to limit application of the rule to 
matters in litigation. As the Report of the Special Committee on RPC 4.2 states, " ... the 'matter' 
has been defined as a 'matter whether or not in litigation.'" The primary determinant of 
membership in the litigation control group is the person's role in determining the organization's 
legal position. See Michaels v. Woodland, 988 F.Supp. 468, 472 (D.N.J. 1997). 

In the criminal context, the rule ordinarily applies only after adversarial proceedings have begun 
by arrest, complaint, or indictment on the charges that are the subject of the communication. See 
Stale v. Bisaccia, 319 NJ. Super. I, 22-23 (App. Div. 1999). 

Concerning communication with governmental officials, the New Jersey Supreme Court 
Commission on the Rules of Professional Conduct agrees with the American Bar Association's 
Commission comments, which state: 

Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to comm\Ulicate with a governmental 
official. For example, the constitutional right to petition and the public policy of ensuring a 
citizen's right of access to government decision makers, may permit a lav.yer representing a 
private party in a controversy with the goverrunent to communicate about the matter with 
goverrunent officials who have authority to take or recommend action in the matter._ 



r- NEWMEXICO 

RULE 16-402. COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lav.')'er has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. Except for persons 
having a managerial responsibility on behalf of the organization, an attorney is not prohibited 
from eomnnmicating directly with employees of a corporation, partnership or other entity about 
the subject matter of the representation even though the corporation, partnership or entity itself is 
represented by counseL 



NEW YORK 

DR 7-104 [§1200.35] Commllllicating with Represented and Unrepresented Parties 

A. During the course of the representation of a client a l·av;yer shall not: 

I. Communicate or cause another to communicate on the subject of the representation with a 
party the lawyer knows to be represented by a lawyer in that matter unless the lav;yer has the 
prior consent of the lav..yer representing such other party or is authorized by law to do so. 

2. Give advice to a party who is not represented by a lav;yer, other than the advice to secure 
co\lllsel, if the interests of such party are or have a reasonable possibility of being in conflict with 
the interests of the lawyer's client. 

B. Not withstanding the prohibitions of DR 7-104 [1200.35] (A), and unless prohibited by law, a 
lawyer may cause a client to COntmllllicate with a represented party, if that party is legally 
competent, and counsel the client with respect to those communications, provided the lawyer 
gives reasonable advance notice to the represented party's CO\lllsel that such communications will 
be taking place. 

·-··-------------· 
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NORTH CAROLINA 

Rule 4.2 Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

I. (a) During the representation of a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of 
the representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the 
matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a 
court order. It is not a violation of this rule for a lawyer to encourage his or her client to discuss 
the subject of the representation with the opposing party in a good-faith attempt to resolve the controversy. 

(b) Notwithstanding section (a) above, in representing a client who has a dispute with a 
government agency or body, a lawyer may communicate about the subject of the representation 
with the elected officials who have authority over such government agency or body even if the 
lawyer knows that the government agency or body is represented by another lawyer in the matter, 
but such communicatioils may only occur under the following circumstances: 

(I) in writing, if a copy of the writing is promptly delivered to opposing cmmsel; 

(2) orally, upon adequate notice to opposing counsel; or 

(3) in the course of official proceedings. 

Comment 

[1] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncmmselled disclosnre of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer who does not have a client relative to a particular matter 
from consulting with a person or entity who, though represented concerning the matter, seeks 
another opinion as to his or her legal situation. A lawyer from whom such an opinion is sought 
should, but is not required to, inform the first lawyer of his or her participation and advice. 

[3) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal 
authorization for communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[4] A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another. 
See Rule 8.4(a). However, parties to a matter may comm).lnicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client or, in the case of a government lawyer, 
investigatory personnel, concerning a communication that the client, or such investigatory 

-----~---- ~ 



personnel, is legally entitled to make. The Rule is not intended to discourage good faith efforts by 
individual parties to resolve their differences. Nor does the Rule prohibit a lawyer from 
encouraging a client to communicate with the opposing party with a view toward the resolution 
of the dispute. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
When a government agency or body is represented with regard to a particular matter, a lawyer 
may communicate with the elected goverrunent officials who have authority over that agency 
under the circumstances set forth in paragraph (b). 

[6] Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities oflawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 

[7] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherv>ise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
corrununication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain injury. 

{8] This Rule applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a formal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. The Rule applies even though the represented person 
initiates or consents to the communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication 
with a person if, after commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with 
whom communication is not permitted by this Rule. 

[9]ln the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or consults with the organization's lawyer 
concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with respect to the matter or 
whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to the organization for 
purposes of civil or criminal liability. It also prohibits communications with any constituent of 
the organization, regardless of position or level of authority, who is participating or participated 
substantially in the legal representution of the organization in a particular matter. Consent of the 
organization's lawyer is not required for communication vvith a fonner constituent unless the 
former constituent participated substantially in the legal representation of the organization in the 
matter. I fan employee or agent of the organization is represented in the matter by his or her OVYTI 
counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication would be sufficient for purposes of this 
Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In communicating with a current or former constituent of an 
organization, a lawyer must not use methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of 
the organization. See Rule 4.4, Comment [2]. 
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[10] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule J.O(g). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[II] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not kno\1<n to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 

History Note: Statutory Authority G. 84-23 

Adopted July 24, 1997; Amended March I, 2003. 

ETHICS OPINION NOTES 

CPR 2. An attorney generally does not need the consent of the adverse party to talk to witnesses. 

CPR 138. An attorney representing a party may not send copies of motions to another party he 
knows has counseL 

Rl'C 15. An attorney may interview a person with adverse interest who is unrepresented and 
make a demand or propose a settlement. 

Rl'C 30. A district attorney may not communicate or cause another to communicate with a 
represented defendant without the defense lawyer's consent. 

Rl'C 39. An attorney may not communicate settlement demands directly to an insurance 
company which has employed counsel to represent its insured unless that lawyer consents. 

Rl'C 61. A defense attorney may interview a child who is the prosecuting witness in a 
molestation case without the knowledge or consent of the district attorney. 

RPC 67. An attorney generally may interview a rank and ftle employee of an adverse corporate 
party without the knowledge or consent of the corporate party or its counsel. 

Rl'C 81. A lawyer may interview an unrepresented former employee of an adverse corporate 
party without the permission of the corporation's lawyer. (But see 97 FEO 2) 

RPC 87. A la1vyer wishing to interview a witness who is not a party, but who is represented by 
counsel, must obtain the consent of the witness' lawyer. 

RPC 93. Opinion concerns several situations in which an attorney who represents a criminal 
defendant wishes to interview other individuals who are represented by attorneys who will not 
agree to permit the attorney to interview their clients. 

----·--·-'---



RPC 110. An attorney employed by an insurer to defend in the name of the defendant pursuant to 
underinsured motorist coverage may not communicate with that individual without the consent of 
another attorney employed to represent that individual by her liability insurer. 

RPC 128. A lawyer may not communicate with an adverse corporate party's house counsel, who 
appears in the case as a corporate milllager, without the consent of the corporation's independent 
counsel. 

RPC 132. A lawyer for a party adverse to the government may freely communicate with 
government officials concerning the matter until notified that the govenrrnent is represented in 
the matter. 

RPC 162. A lawyer may not communicate with the opposing party's nonparty treating physiciilll 
about the physiciilll's treatment of the opposing party unless the opposing party consents. 

RPC 180. A lawyer may not passively listen while the opposing party's nonparty treating 
physiciilll comments on his or her treatment of the opposing party unless the opposing party 
consents. 

RPC 184. The lawyer for opposing party may communicate directly with the pathologist who 
performed an autopsy on plaintiffs decedent without the consent of the personal representative of 
the decedent's estate. 

RPC 193. The attorney for the plaintiffs in a personal injury action arising out of a motor vehicle 
accident may interview the unrepresented defendant even though the uninsured motorist insurer, 
which had elected to defend the claim in the name of the defendant, is represented by an attorney 
in the matter. 

RPC 202. An attorney may communicate in writing with the members of an elected body which 
is represented by a lawyer in a matter if the purpose of the communication is to reqnest that the 
matter be placed on the public meeting agenda of the elected body and a copy of the written 
communication is given to the attorney for the elected body. 

RPC 219. A lawyer may commnnicate with a cnstodian of public records, pursuant to the North 
Carolina Public Records Act, for the purpose of making a reqnest to examine public records 
related to the representation although the custodian is an adverse party whose lawyer does not 
consent to the communication. 

RPC 224. Employer's lawyer may not engage in direct communications with the treating 
physician for an employee with a workers' compensation claim. 

RPC 233. A deputy attorney general attorney who represents the state on the appeal of a death 
sentence should send to the defense lawyer a copy of a letter the deputy attorney general received 
from the defendant. 

~·--~~. --·-·---·--· 
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IU'C 249. A lawyer may not communicate with a child who is represented by a guardian ad litem 
and an attorney advocate unless the lawyer obtains the consent of the attorney advocate. 

97 FEO 2. A lawyer may interview an unrepresented former employee of an adverse represented 
organization about the subject of the representation unless the former employee participated 
substantially in the legal representation of the organization in the matter. 

97 FEO 10. A prosecutor may instruct a law enforcement officer to send an undercover officer 
into the prison cell of a represented criminal defendant to observe the defendant's 
communications with other inmates in the cell. 

99 FEO 10. Opinion rules that a government lav..yer working on a fraud investigation may 
instmct an investigator to interview employees of the target organization provided the 
investigator does not interview an employee who participates in the legal representation of the 
organization or an officer or manager of the organization who has the authority to speak for and 
bind the organization.( See also comment [9] to Rule 4.2) 

2002 FED 8. Opinion rules that a lawyer who is appointed the guardian ad litem for a minor 
plaintiff in a tort action and is represented in this capacity by legal counsel, must be treated by 
opposing counsel as a represented party and, therefore, direct contact with the guardian :ld litem, 
without consent of counsel, is prohibited. 

2004 FED 4 - Opinion rules that a laY..)'er may ask questions of a deponent that were 
recommended by another lawyer, although the deponent is the defendant in the other lawyer's 
case, provided notice of the deposition is given to the deponent's lawyer. 

CASE NOTES 

This rule does not prevent a person in custody tfom making inculpatory statements upon waiver 
of the right to counsel. State v. Romero, 56 N.C. App. 48,286 S.E.2d 903, disc. rev. denied, 
306 N.C. 391, 294 S.E.2d 218 (1982). 

Interview of Plaintiff's Physician by Defense Attorneys. -Defense attorneys may not interview a 
plaintiff's treating physician privately without the plaintiff's express consent. Defendant must 
use the statutorily recognized methods of discovery set out in§ IA-1, Rule 26 of the Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Crist v. Moffatt, 326 N.C. 326, 389 S.E.2d 41 (1990). 

Applied in State v. Thompson, 332 N.C. 204,420 S.E.2d 395 (1992). 

Quoted in McCallum v. CSX Transp ., I11c., 149 F.R.D. 104 (M.D.N.C. 1993 

-~~--



NORTH DAKOTA 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

[1] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the lawyer-client 
relationship, and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 

· another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[3] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the govenunent. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the conununication is 
permissible under this Rule. 

[4] A la\Y)'er who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication "'ith a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 

[5] This Rule also applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a fonnal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract, or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. 



[6] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs, or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or who has authority to obligate the organization 
with respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be 
imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. If a constituent of the 
organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that cOunsel to 
a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). The 
prohibition of this Rule does not apply to contact with an unrepresented fonner constituent of the 
represented organization (although Rule 4.3 does then apply); however, the lawyer making the 
contact must take care not to seek to induce the former constituent to reveal information that may 
be protected by the privilege attached to lawyer-client communications to the extent of the 

· person's contacts, while a constituent, with her or his former employer's coWJsel. 

(7] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies, however, in 
circwnstanees where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be 
discussed. This means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but 
such actual knowledge may be inferred from the circwnstances. See Rule l.O(g). Thus, a lawyer 
cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[8] This Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately tenninate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 

[9]ln the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by cowJsel in the matter, the laW)er'S communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 

Reference: Minutes of the Professional Conduct Subconunittee of the Attorney Standards 
Committee on 09/20/85 and 10/18/85; Minutes of the Joint Committee on Attorney Standards 
Meeting of 12/12/97, 06/08/04, 04/08/05, 06/14/05. 



OHIO 

RULE 4.2: COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

[1] This rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person who 
has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers witl1 the client-lawyer 
relationship, and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this rule. 

[4] This rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a conslitntional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 

· Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this rule. 

[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this rule, for example, where 



communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
lllJUry, 

[7] In the case of a represented organization, this role prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs, or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 

. respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this rule. In communicating with a current or 
former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use methods of obtaining evidence that 
violate the legal rights of the organization. 

[8] The prohibition on communications with a represented person applies only in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule l.O(g). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lav¥yer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 

Comparison to former Ohio Code of Professional Responsibility 

Rule 4.2 is analogous to DR 7-104(A)(l), with the addition of!anguage that allows an otherwise 
prohibited communication with a represented person to be made pursuant to court order. Also see 
Advisory Opinions 96-1 and 2005-3 from the Board of Commissioners on Grievances and 
Discipline. 

Comparison to ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

Rule 4.2 is identical to Model Rule 4.2. 
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RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order to do 

" Comment 

[I) This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the rmcounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 
[2) This Rule applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a formal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract or negotiation or transaction, who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 
[3) The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 
[4) This Rule docs not prohibit conununication with a represented person, party or an employee 
or agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the 
existence of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two 
organizations, does not prohibit a lawyer for either from conununicating with non-lav,yer 
representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclnde 
communication with a represented person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not 
otherwise representing a client in the matter. A lawyer may not make a conununication 
prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a).Also, Parties to a matter may 
conununicate directly with each other, and a lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client 
concerning a conununication that the client is legally entitled to make. and a Also, a lawyer 
having independent justification or legal authorization for communicating with a represented 
person is permitted to do so. Conununications authorized by law include, for example, the right 
of a party to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials about 
the matter. 
[5] CommunicatiollS authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include constitutionally permissible investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, 
prior to the commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. , when there is 
applicable judicial precedent that either has found the activity permissible under this Rule or has 
found this Rule inapplicable. When communicating with the accused in a criminal matter, a 
government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to honoring the constitutional right.'l 
of the accused. The fact that a conununication does not violate a state or federal constitutional 
right is insufficient to establish that the CO!lllllunication is permissible under this Rule. 



[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 
[7] In the case of an represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or by a lawyer for another person or entity concerning the matter in 
representation vvith persons having managerial responsibility on behalf of the organization, and 
with any other person whose act or omission in connection vvith the that matter may be imputed 
to the organization for purposes of civil or crimina! liability. or whose statement may constitute 
an admission on the part of the organization. Consent of the organization's lawyer is not required 
for communication with a fonner constituent. If a constituent an agent or employee of the 
organization is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to 
a communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(£). In 
communicating with a current or fonner constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
(8]The prohibition on of communications with a represented person only applies, however, in 
circmnstances where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be 
discussed. This means that the a la'>\')'er has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; 
but such actual knowledge may be inferred from the circwnstances. See Rule 1.0(£). Sec 
Terminology. Thus, the a lawyer cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of 
counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's conununications are subject to Rule 4.3. 



OKLAHOMA Effedive January 1, 2008 

RULE 4.2 COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the 
representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the 
matter, unless the lawyer bas the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by 
law or a court order. 

Comment 

[ 1] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounsclled disclos\lre of information relating to the representation. 
[2] This Rule applies to communications W!th any person who ls represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
commwrication. A lawyer must immediately tenninate commWJication with a person if, after 
commencing commumcation, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 
[4] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outs1de the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohiblt a lawyer for Mher fi·Oin communicating with non-lawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A la>>yer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not proh1b1ted from advismg a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is penuitted to do so. 
[5] Commtmications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal nght to communicate with the govenunent. 
Ccmnnunications authorized by law may ~lso include investigative activities oflawyers 
.representing govenunental entities, directly or through im'estigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When commtmieating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a govenunent lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The tact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 
[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communicatwn with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a conmmnication that would otherv.-ise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by coWJsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 



[7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohi_bits connmmications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervtses, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in cmmection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal Iiabtlity. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a fanner constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule_ Compare Rule 3.4(f). In 
communicating with a current or fanner constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
[8]The prohtbition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule 1.0(£). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
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OREGON 

DR 7104. Communicating with a Person Represented by Counsel 

(A) During the CO\IfSe of the lawyer's representation of a client, a lawyer shall not: 

(I) corrununicate or cause another to communicate on the subject of the representation, or on 
directly related subjects with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by a lawyer on that . 
subject, or on directly related subjects, unless: 

(a) the lawyer has the prior consent of a lawyer representing such other person; 

(b) the lawyer is authorized by law to do so; or 

(c) a written agreement requires a vvritten notice or demand to be sent to such other person, in 
which case a copy of such notice or demand shall also be sent to such other person's lawyer. 
This prohibition includes a lawyer representing the lawyer's own interests. 

(B) Give advice to a person who is not represented by a lawyer, other than the advice to secure 
counsel, if the interests of such person are or have a reasonable possibility of being in conf1ict 
with the interests of the lawyer's client. 
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Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Cotmsel. 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment: 

(I) This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client.[awyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

(2) This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the COilllllunication relates. 

(3) The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 

(4) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy bet>veen a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from conununicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherv,ise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a COilllllunication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, a"nd a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

(5) Comrnrmications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include constitutionally petmissible investigative 
activities of lawyers representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, 
prior to the commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating 
with the accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in 
addition to honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does 
not violate a state or federal constitutional right is insnfficient to establish that the 
communication is permissible under this Rule. 

(6) A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 



comrnWiication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 

(7) In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits comrnWiications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lav.yer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lav.yer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own co\lllSel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(t). In 
conrmWiicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lav.yer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 

(8) The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. 1bis 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule l.O(t). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

(9) In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
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PUERTO RICO 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a chen!, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation Wtth a 
party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the 
consent of the other lawyer or is authnnzed by law to dow. 
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RHODE ISLAND 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by Counsel. 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 



r SOUTH CAROLINA 

RULE 4.2: COMI\.1UNICA TION WITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

1. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lav,.Jler in the matter unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure ofinfonnation relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The Rule applies even though to represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom cormnunication 
is not pennitted by this Rule. 

[4) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represCnted person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter without consent from or notice to the original lawyer. A lawyer may not make a 
communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a 
matter may communicate directly with each other, and a la\\yer is not prohibited from advising a 
client concerning a communication that the client is legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer 
having independent justification or legal authorization for communicating with a represented 
person is permitted to do so including giving a second professional opinion without consent from 
or notice to the original lawyer. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities oflawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. \Vhen communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 
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[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is pennissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 

[7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3A(f). In 

. communicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4, 
Comment [2]. 

(g] The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circmnstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the cin;umstances. Sec Rule l.O(g). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

(9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by coume] in the matter, the lawyer's communications arc subject to Rule 4.3. 
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SOUTH DAKOTA 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented by CounseL 

I. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

COMMENT: 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
conununication. A lawyer must immediately tenninate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 

[4) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from COmmWlicating with nonlavvyer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice fmm a lawyer who is not othenvise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communiC<~tion prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a conununication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
conununicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer ou behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitntional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal mattef, a gove=ent lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 

[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circwnstances to 



authorize a corrununication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
corrunwllcation with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
lllJury. 

[7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. !fa constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
commwllcation will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(!). In 
communicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 

[8] The prohibition on conunwllcations with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. Sec Rule 1.0(!). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer conununicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's conununications are subject to Rule 4.3. 



r, TENNESSEE 

Rule 4.2. COMMUNICATION WITH A PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

I. COMMENTS 
[1] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship, and the uncounseled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2) This Rule applies to communications with any person, whether or not a party to a formal 
adjudicative proceeding, contract, or negotiation, who is represented by counsel concerning the 
matter to which the communication relates. The Rule applies even though the represented person 
initiates or consents to the conununication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication 
with a person if, after commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the communication is 
not permitted by this Rule. 

[3] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a lawyer for 
another person or entity concerning the matter in representation with a member of the governing 
board, an officer or managerial agent or employee, or an agent or employee who supervises or 
directs the organization's lawyer concerning the matter, has authority to contractually obligate 
the organization with respect to the matter, or otherwise participates substantially in the 
determination of the organization's position in the matter. 

[4] If an agent or employee of an organization is represented in the matter by his or her ovm 
counsel, consent by that counsel will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Consent of the 
organization's lawyer is not required for communication with a former agent or employee. See 
Rule 4.4 regarding the laVI)'er's duty not to violate the organization's legal rights by inquiring 
about information protected by the organization's attorney-client privilege or as work-product of 
the organization's lawyer. In communicating with a current or former agent or employee of an 
organization, a lawyer shall not solicit or assist in the breach of any duty of confidentiality owed 
by tbe agent to the organization. See RPC 4.4. 

[5] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the subject matter of the representation. For 
example, the existence of a controversy between a goverrunent agency and a private party, or 
between two private parties, does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with 
nonlawyer representatives of the other regarding a separate matter, such as additional or different 

· unlawful conduct not within the subject matter of the representation. Nor does this Rule preclude 
a lawyer from communicating with a person who seeks a second opinion about a matter in which 
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the person is represented by another lawyer. Also, parties to a matter may communicate directly 
with each other. 

[6] Communications with represented persons may be authorized by specific constitutional or 
statutory provisions, by rules governing the conduct of proceedings, by applicable judicial 
precedent, or by court order. Communications authorized by laW, for example, may include 
communications by a lawyer on behalf of a client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal 
right to communicate with a governmental official having the power to redress the client's 
gnevances. 

[7] By virtue of its exemption of communications authorized by law, this Rule permits a 
prosecutor or a government lawyer engaged in a criminal or chi! law enforcement investigation 
to communicate with or difect investigative agents to communicate with a represented person 
prior to the represented person being arrested, indicted, charged, or named as a defendant in a 
criminal or civil law enforcement proceeding against the represented-person. A civil law 

· enforcement investigation is one conducted under the government's police or regulatory power to 
enforce the law. Once a represented person has been arrested, indicted, charged, or named as a 
defendant in a criminal or civil law enforcement proceeding, however, prosecutors and 
government lawyers must comply with this Rule. A represented person's waiver of the 
constitutional right to counsel does not exempt the prosecutor from the duty to comply with this 
Rule. 

[8] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 
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4.02 Communication with One Represented by Counsel 

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate or cause or encourage another 
to communicate about the subject of the representation with a person, organization or 
entity of government the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer regarding that 
subject, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to 
do so. 

(b) In representing a client a lawyer shall not communicate or caUse another to 
communicate about the subject of representation with a person or organization a lawyer 
knows to be employed or retained for the purpose of conferring with or advising another 
lawyer about the subject of the representation, unless the lawyer has the consent of the 
other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

(c) For the purpose of this rule, organization or entity of government includes: (I) those 
persons presently having a managerial responsibility with an organization or entity of 
government that relates to the subject of the representation, or (2) those persons presently 
employed by such organization or entity and whose act or omission in connection with 
the subject of representation may make the organization or entity of government 
vicariously liable for such act or omission. 

(d) When a person, organization, or entity of government tl1at is represented by a lawyer 
in a matter seeks advice regarding that matter from another lawyer, the second lawyer is 
not prohibited by paragraph (a) from giving such advice without notifying or seeking 
consent of the first lawyer. 

Comment: 

\. Paragraph (a) of this Rule is directed at efforts to circumvent the lawyer-client 
relationship existing between other persons, organizations or entities of government and 
their respective counseL It prohibits communications that in form are between a lawyers 
client and another person, organization or entity of government represented by counsel 
where, because of the lawyers involvement in devising and controlling their content, such 
communications in substance are bel\veen the lawyer and the represented person, 
organization or entity of government. 

2. Paragraph (a) does not, however, prohibit communication between a lawyers client and 
persons, organizations, or entities of goverrunent represented by counsel, as long as the 
lawyer does not cause or encourage the communication without the consent of the lawyer 
for the other party. Consent may be implied as well as expressed, as, for example, where 
the communication occurs in the form of a private placement memorandum or similar 
document that obviously is intended for multiple recipients and that normally is furnished 
directly to persons, even if known to be represented by counseL Similarly, that paragraph 
does not impose a duty on a lawyer to affirmatively discourage communication between 
the lawyers client and other represented persons, organizations or entities of government. 
Furthermore, it does not prohibit client communications concerning matters outside the 



subject of the representation with any such person, organization, or entity of government. 
Finally, it does not prohibit a lawyer from fumishing a second opinion in a matter to one 
requesting such opinion, nor from discussing employment in the matter if requested to do 
so. But see Rule 7.02. 

3. Paragraph (b) of this Rule provides that unless authorized by law, experts employed or 
retained by a lawyer for a particular matter should not be contacted by opposing counsel 
regarding that matter without the consent of the lawyer who retained them. However, 
certain goverrunental agents or employees such as police may be contacted due to their 
obligations to the public at large. 

4. In the case of an organization or entity of goverrunent, this Rule prohibits 
communications by a lawyer for one party concerning the subject of the representation 
with persons having a managerial responsibility on behalf of the organization that relates 
to the subject of the representation and with those persons presently employed by such 
organization or entity whose act or omission may make the organization or entity 
vicariously liable for the matter at issue, without the consent of the lawyer for the 
organization or entity of government involved. This Rule is based on the presumption that 
such persons are so closely identified with the interests of the organization or entity of 
government that its lawyers will represent them as well. If, however, such an agent or 
employee is represented in the matter by his or her OV>/11 counsel that presumption is 
inapplicable. In such cases, the consent by that counsel to communicate will be sufficient 
for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.04(f). Moreover, this Rule does not prohibit a 
lawyer from contacting a former employee of a represented organization or entity of a 
government, nor from contacting a person presently employed by such an organization or 
entity whose conduct is not a matter at issue but who might possess knowledge 
concerning the matter at issue. 



UTAH 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Persons Represented by Counsel. 

I. (a) General Rule. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of 
the representation with a person the lav;yer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, 
unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer. Notwithstanding the foregoing, an attorney 
may, without such prior consent, communicate with another's client if authorized to do so by any 
law, rule, or court order, in whicheventthecommunication shall be strictly restricted to that allowed 
by the law, rule or court order, or as authorized by paragraphs (b),©, (d) or (e) of this Rule. 

(b) Rules Relating to Unbundling of Legal Services. A lawyer may consider a person whose 
representation by counsel in a matter does not encompass all aspects of the matter to be 
unrepresented for purposes of this Rule and Rule 4.3. unless that person's counsel has provided 
written notice to the lawyer of those aspects of the matter or the time limitation for which the person 
is represented. Only as to such aspects and time is the person considered to be represented by 
cormseL 

© Rules Relating to Government Lawyers Engaged in Civil or Criminal Law Enforcement. A 
government lawyer engaged in a criminal or civil law enforcement matter, or a person acting under 
the lawyer's direction in the matter, may communicate with a person knovm to be represented by a 
lawyer if: 

(c)(!) the communication is in the course of, and limited to, an investigation of a different matter 
unrelated to the representation or any ongoing, unlal'.ful conduct; or 

( c )(2) the communication is made to protect against an imminent risk of death or serious bodily harm 
or substantial property damage that the govenunent lawyer reasonably believes may occur and the 
commrmication is limited to those matters necessary to protect against the imminent risk; or 

(c)(3) the communication is made at the time of the arrest of the represented person and after that 
person is advised of the right to remain silent and the right to counsel and voluntarily and knowingly 
waives these rights; or 

(c)( 4) the communication is initiated by the represented person, directly or through an intermediary, 
if prior to the communication the represented person has given a written or recorded voluntary and 
informed waiver of counsel, including the right to have substitute counsel, fur that communication 

(d) Organizations as Represented Persons. 

(d)( I) When the represented person is an organization, an individual is represented by counsel for 
the organization if the individual is not separately represented with respect to the subject matter of 
the communication, and 

(d)(I){A) with respect to a communication by a government lawyer in a civil or criminal law 
enforcement matter, is known by the government lawyer to be a current member of the control group 
of the represented organization; or 
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(d)(l)(B) with respect to a communication by a lawyer in any other matter, is known by the lawyer 
to be 

(d)(! )(B)(l) a current member of the control group of the represented organization; or 

(d)(l)(B)(ii) a representative of the organization whose acts or omissions in the matter may be 
imputed to the organization under applicable law; or 

(d)(l)(B)(iii) a representative of the organization whose statements under applicable rules of 
evidence would have the effect of binding the organization with respect to proof of the matter. 

(d){2) The term" control group" means the following persons: (A) the chief executive officer, chief 
operating officer, chief financial officer, and the chief legal officer of the organization; and (B) to 
the extent not encompassed by Subsection (A), the chair of the organization's governing body, 
president, treasurer, secretary and a vice" president or vice-chair who is in charge of a principal 
business unit, division or fw1ction (such as sales, administration or finance) or performs a major 
policy-making function for the organization; and© any other current employee or official who is 
knovm to be participating as a principal decision maker in the determination of the organization' s 
legal position in the matter. 

(d)(3)This Rule does not apply to conununications with goverrunentparties, employees or officials 
unless litigation about the subject of the representation is pending or inuninent. Communications 
with elected officials on policy matters are pem1issible when litigation is pending or imminent after 
disclosure of the representation to the official. 

(e) Limitations on Communications. When conununicating with a represented person pursuant to 
this Rule, no lawyer may 

( e )(1) inquire about privileged conununications between the person and counsel or about information 
regarding litigation strategy or legal arguments of counsel or seek to induce the person to forgo 
representation or disregard the advice of the person' s counsel; or 

(e)(2) engage in negotiations of a plea agreement, settlement, statutory or non-statutory inununity 
agreement or other disposition of actual or potential criminal charges or civil enforcement claims 
or sentences or penalties with respect to the matter in which the person is represented by counsel 
unless such negotiations are permitted by law, rule or court order. 

Conunent 

[1] Rule 4.2 of the Utah Rules ofProfessional Conduct deviates substantially from ABA Model Rule 
4.2 by the addition of paragraphs (b),©, (d) and (e). Paragraphs©, (d) and (e) are substantially the 
same as the former Utah Rules 4.2(b), ©and (d), adopted in 1999, as are most of the corresponding 
conunents that address these three paragraphs of this Rule. There is also a variation from the Model 
Rule in paragraph (a), where the body of judicially created rules are added as a source to which the 
lawyer may look for general exceptions to the prohibition of conununication with persons 
represented by counsel. (Because of these major differences, the comments to this Rule do not 
correspond numerically to the conunents in ABA Model Rule 4.2. 



( · [2] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person who 
has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other lawyers 
who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer relationship 
and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[3] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel concerning 
the matter to which the corrununication relates. 

[ 4] This Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the corrununication. 
A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, afler commencing 
corrununication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whomcorrununication is not permitted 
by this Rule. 

[5] This Rule does not prohibit corrununication with a represented person or an employee or agent 
of such a person where the subject of the communication is outside the scope of the representation. 
For example, the existence of a controversy between a government agency and a privateparty, 
between two organizations, between individuals or between an organization and an individual does 
not prohibit a lawyer for either from corrununicating with nonlawyer representatives of the other 
regarding a separate matter. Nor does the Rule prohibit goverrunent lawyers from communicating 
with a represented person about a matter that does not pertain to the subject matter of the 
representation but is related to the investigation, undercover or overt, of ongoing unlawful conduct. 
Moreover, this Rule does not prohibit a lawyer from communicating with a person to determine if 
the person in fact is represented by counsel concerning the subject matter that the lawyer wishes to 
discuss with that person. 

[6] This Rule does not preclude communication with a represented person who is seeking a second 
opinion from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the matter. A lawyer may not 
make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties 
to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a lawyer is not prohibited from advising 
a client concerning a conmmnication that the client is legally entitled to make. 

[7] A lawyer may communicate v.ith a person who is known to be represented by counsel in the 
matter to which the communication relates only if the communicating lawyer obtains the consent of 
the represented person's lawyer, or if the corrununication is otherwise permitted by paragraphs (a), 
(b) or©. Paragraph (a) permits a lawyer to communicate with a person known to be represented by 
counsel in a matter without first securing the consent of the represented person' s lawyer if the 
corrununicating lawyer is authorized to do so by law, rule or court order. Paragraph (b) recognizes 
that the scope of representation of a person by counsel may, under Rule 1.2, be limited by mutual 
agreement. Because a lawyer for another party cannot know which of Rule 4.2 or 4.3 applies under 
these circumstances, the lawyer who has undertaken a limited representation must assume the 
responsibility for informing another party" s lawyer of the limitations. This ensures that such a limited 
representation will not improperly or unfairly induce an adversary's lawyer to avoid contacting the 
person on those aspects of a matter for which the person is not represented by counsel. Note that this 
responsibility on the lawyer undertaking limited-scope representation also relates to the ability of 
another party's lawyer to make certain ex parte contacts without violating Rule 4.3. Utah Rule of 
Professional Conduct 4.2(b) and related sections of this Comment are part of the additions to the 
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jury tampering, murder, assault, or intimidation of witnesses, bail jumping, or unlawful flight to 
avoid prose<:ution. Also, permitted are undercover activities directed at ongoing criminal activity, 
even if it is related to past crimillal activity for which the person is represented by counsel. 

[14] Under subparagraph (c)(2), a government lawyer may engage in limited communications to 
protect against an imminent risk of serious bodily harm or substantial property damage. The 
imminence and gravity of the risk will be determined from the totality of the circumstances. 
Generally, a risk would be imminent if it is likely to occur before the government lawyer could 
obtain court approval or take other reasonable measures. An imminent risk of substantial property 
damage might exist if there is a bomb threat directed at a public building. The Rule also makes clear 
that a government attorney may communicate directly with a represented party " at the time of arrest 
of the represented party" without the consent of the party' s counsel, provided that the represented 
party has been fully informed of his or her constitutional rights at that time and has waived them. A 
government lawyer must be very careful to follow Rule 4.2(d) and would have a significant burden 
to establish that the waiver of right to counsel was knowing and voluntary. The better practice would 
include a written or recorded waiver. Nothing in this Rule, however, prevents law enforcement 
officers, even if acting under the general supervision of a government lawyer, from questioning a 
represented person. The actions of the officers will not be imputed to the government la1NJerunless 
the conversation has been" scripted" by the government lawyer. 

[15) If government la1NJers have any concerns about the applicability of any of the provisio!11l of 
paragraph © or are confronted with other situations in which conununications with represented 
persons may be warranted, they may seek court approval for the ex parte conununication. 

(16] Any lav,yer desiring to engage in a communication with a represented person that is not 
otherwise permitted under this Rule must apply in good faith to a court of competent jurisdiction, 
either ex parte or upon notice, for an order authorizing the communication. This means, depending 
on the context: (1) a district judge or magistrate judge of a United States District Court; (2) a judge 
or commissioner of a court of genera! jurisdiction of a state having jurisdiction over the matter to 
which the conununication relates; or (3) a military judge. 

[17] In determining whether a conununication is appropriate a la1NJer may want to consider factors 
such as: (I) whether the communication with the represented person is intended to gain information 
that is relevant to the matter for which the communication is sought; (2) whether the' communication 
is unreasonable or oppressive; (3) whether the purpose of the communication is not primarily to 
harass the represented person; and (4) whether good cause exists for not requesting the consent of 
the person's counsel prior to the communication. The la1NJer should consider requesting the court 
to make a written record of the application, including the grounds for the application, the scope of 
the authorized conununications, and the action of the judicial officer, absent exigent circumstances. 

[ 18] Organizational clients are entitled to the protections of this Rule. Paragraph (d) specifies which 
individuals will be deemed for purposes of this Rule to be represented by the lawyer who is 
representing the organization in a matter. Included within the control group of an organizational 
client, for example, would be the designated high level officials identified in subparagraph(d)(2). 
Whether an officer performs a major policy function is to be determined by reference to the 
organization's business as a whole. Therefore, a vice-president who has policy making functions in 
connection with only a unit or division would not be a major policy maker for that reason alone, 
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ABA Model Rules clarifYing that a lawyer may lllldertake limited representation of a client under 
the provisions of Rule 1.2. Paragraph© specifies the circwnstances in which government lawyers 
engaged in criminal and civil law enforcement matters may communicate with persons known to be 
represented by a lawyer in such matters without first securing consent of that lawyer. 

[8] A communication with a represented person is authorized by paragraph (a) if permitted by law, 
rule or court order. This recognizes constitutional and statutory authority as well as the well
established role of the state judiciary in regulating the practice of the legal profession. Direct 
communications are also pennitted if they are made pursuant to discovery procedures or judicial or 
administrative process ill accordance with the orders or rules of the court or other tribunal before 
which a matter is pending. 

[9] A communication is authorized under paragraph (a) if the lawyer is assisting the client to exercise 
a constitutional right to petition the government for redress of grievances in a policy dispute with 
the government and if the lawyer notifies the government's lawyer in advance of the intended 
communication. This would include, forexample, acornmunication by a lawyer vvith a governmental 
official with authority to take or recommend action in the matter, provided that the sole purpose of 
the lawyer's communication is to address a policy issue, including the possibility of resolving a 
disagreement about a policy position taken by the government. If, on the other hand, the matter does 
not relate solely to a policy issue, the communicating lawyer must comply with this Rule. 

[10] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not knovm to be represented by 
counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communication is subject to Rule 4.3. 

[II] Paragraph© of this Rule makes clear that this Rule does not prohibit all communications with 
represented persons by state or federal government lawyers (including law enforcement agents and 
cooperating witnesses acting at their direction) when the communications occur during the course 
of civil or criminal law enforcement. The exemptions for government lawyers contained in paragraph 
©of this Rule recognize the unique responsibilities of government lawyers to enforce public law. 
Nevertheless, where the lawyer is representing the government in any other role or litigation (such 
as a contract or tort claim, for example) the same rules apply to government lawyers as are applicable 
to lawyers for private parties. 

[12] A "civil law enforcement proceeding" means a civil action or proceeding before any court or 
other tribunal brought by the governmental agency that seeks to engage in the communication under 
relevant statutory or regulatory provisions, or under the government's police or regulatory powers 
to enforce the law. Civil law enforcement proceedings do not include proceedings related to the 
enforcement of an administrative subpoena or summons or a civil investigative demand; nor do they 
include enforcement actions brought by an agency other than the one that seeks to make the 
communication. 

[ 13] Under paragraph © of this Rule, communications are permitted in a number of circumstances. 
For instance, subparagraph (c)(!) permits the investigation of a different matter unrelated to the 
representation or any ongoing unlawful conduct. (Unlawful conduct involves criminal activity and 
conduct subject to a civil law enforcement proceeding.) Such violations include, but are not limited 
to, conduct that is intended to evade the administration of justice including in the proceeding in 
which the represented person is a defendant, such as obstruction of justice, subornation of perjury, 



unless that unit or division represents a substantial part of the organization's total business. A staff 
member who gives advice on policy but does not have authority, alone or in combin,ation with others, 
to make policy does not perform a major policy making function. 

[19] Also included in the control group are other current employees known to be "participating as 
principal decision makers" in the determination of the organization' s legal position in the proceeding 
or investigation of the matter. In this context, "employee'' could also encompass former employees 
who return to the company's payroll or are specifically retained for compensation by the organization 
to participate as principal decision makers for a particular matter. In general, however, a lawyer may, 
consistent with this Rule, interview a former employee of an organization without consent of the 
organization's lawyer. 

[20] In a criminal or civi!law enforcement matter involving a represented organization, government 
lawyers may, without consent of the organization' s lawyer, communicate with any officer, 
employee, or director of the organization who is not a member of the control group. In all other 
matters involving organizational clients, however, the protection of this Rule is extended to two 
additional groups of individuals: individuals whose acts might be imputed to the organization for 
the purpose of subjecting the organization to civil or criminal liability and individuals whose 
statements might be binding upon the organization. A lawyer permitted by this Rule to communicate 
with an officer, employee, or director of an organization must abide by the limitations set forth in 
paragraph (e). 

[21] This Rule does prohibit comm\lllications with any person who is known by the lawyer making 
the communication to be represented by counsel in the matter to which the communication relates. 
A person is "knovm" to be represented when the lawyer has actual knowledge of the representation. 
Knowledge is a question of fact to be resolved by reference to the totality of the circumstances, 
including reference to any 'IVfitten notice of the representation. See Rule l.O(f) Written notice to a 
lawyer is relevant, but not conclusive, on the issue ofknowledge. Lawyers should ensure tl1at 'IVfitten 
notice of representation is distributed to all attorneys working on a matter. 

[22] Paragraph (e) is intended to regulate a lawyer's communications with a represented person, 
which might otherwise be permitted under the Rule, by prohibiting any lawyer from taking unfair 
advantage of the absence of the represented person' s counsel. The prohibition contained in 
paragraph (e) is limited to inquiries concerning privileged communications and lawful defense 
strategies. The Rule does not prohibit inquiry into unlawful litigation strategies or conununications 
involving, for example, perjury or obstruction of justice. 

[23] The prohibition of paragraph (e) against the communicating lawyer' s negotiating with the 
represented person with respect to certain issues does not apply ifnegotiations are authorized by law, 
rule or court order. For example, a court of competent jurisdiction could authorize a lawyer to engage 
in direct negotiations with a represented person. Government lawyers may engage in such 
negotiations if a represented person who has been arrested, charged in a criminal case, or named as 
a defendant in a civil law enforcement proceeding initiates communications with the government 
lawyer and the communication is otherwise consistent with requirement of subparagraph (c)(4). 



VERMONT 

Rule 4.2. Communication with Person Represented l)y CoWJsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
VY"ith a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 



Virginia 

RULE 4.2 Communication With Persons Represented By Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject ofthe 
representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the 
matter, unless the lawyer bas the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do 

'"· 
Comment 

[1-2] ABA Model Rule Conunents not adopted. 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
conununication. A la11vyer must inunediately terminate conununication with a person if, after 
commencing conununication. the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom conununication 
is not permitted by this Rule. A lawyer is permitted to communicate with a person represented by 
counsel without obtaining the consent of the lawyer currently representing that person, if that 
person is seeking a "second opinion" or replacement counsel. 
[4] This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of a represented person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the 
existence of a controversy between an organization and a private party, or between two 
organizations, does not prohibit a lawyer for either from conununicating with nonlawyer 
representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Also, parties to a matter may 
communicate directly with each other and a lawyer having independent justification or legal 
authorization for communicating with the other party is permitted to do so. 
[5]ln circumstances where applicable judicial precedent has approved investigative contacts in 
pre-indictment, noncustodial circumstances, and they are not prohibited by any provision of the 
United States Constitution or the Virginia Constitution, they should be considered to be 
authorized by law within the meaning of the Rule. Similarly, communications in civil matters 
may be considered authorized by law if they have been approved by judicial precedent. 
[6] ABA Model Rule Conunent not adopted. 
[7] In the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits conununications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the matter in representation with persons in the organization's "control group" as 
defined in Upjohn v. Unired Srares, 449 U.S. 383 (1981) or persons who may be regarded as the 
"alter ego" of the organization. The "control group" test prohibits ex parte conununications with 
any employee of an organization who, because of their status or position, have the authority to 
bind the corporation. Such employees may only be contacted with the consent of the 
organization's counsel, through formal discovery or as authorized by law. An officer or director 
of an organization is likely a member of that organization's "control group." The prohibition 
does not apply to former employees or agents of the organization, and an attorney may 
communicate ex parte with such former employee or agent even if he or she was a member of the 
organization's "control group." If an agent or employee of the organization is represented in the 
matter by separate counsel, the consent by that counsel to a conununication will be sufficient for 
purposes of this Rule. 
[8] This Rule covers any person, whether or not a party to a formal proceeding, who is 



represented by counsel concerning the matter in question. Neither the need to protect 
uncounse!led persons against being taken advantage of by opposing counsel nor the importance 
of preserving the client-attorney relationship is limited to those circumstances where the 
represented person is a party to an a(ljudicative or other formal proceeding. The interests sought 
to be protected by the Rule may equally well be involved when litigation is merely under 
consideration, even though it has not actually been instituted, and the persons who are potentially 
parties to the litigation have retained counsel with respect to the matter in dispute. 
[9] Concerns regarding the need to protect uncounselled persons against the wiles of opposing 
counsel and preserving the attorney-client relationship may also be involved where a person is a 
target of a criminal investigation, knows this, and has retained counsel to receive advice with 
respect to the investigation. The same concerns may be involved where a "third-party" witness 
furnishes testimony in an investigation or proceeding, and although not a formal party, has 
decided to retain counsd to receive advice with respect thereto. Such concerns are equally 
applicable in a non-adjudicatory context, such as a commercial transaction involving a sale, a 
lease or some other form of contract. 

Virginia Code Comparison 

1l1is Rule is substantially the same as DR 7-103(A)(l), except for the change of"party" to 
"person" to emphasize that the prohibition on certain communications with a represented person 
applies outside the litigation context. 

Committee Commentary 

The Committee believed that substituting "person" for "party" more accurately reflected the 
intent of the Rule, as shown in the last sentence ofthe Corrunent, and was preferable to the 
apparent limitation of DR 7-1 03(A)(l) which referred to "[c]ommunicat[ion] on the subject of 
the representation with a party .... "The following revision to Comment [3] was made to 
include the language of Comment [3] from the ABA rule regarding the prohibition against 
communicating with a represented party even when the represented person or the lawyer initiates 
the contact. 

The amendments effective April13, 2007, added Comment [3]. 



WASHINGTON 

RPC RULE 4.2 COMMVNICA TION \VITH PERSON REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

Comment 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 

[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, after 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not pennitted by this Rule. 

[4]11Jis Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlav,yer representatives of the 
other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Ru1e preclude communication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
communicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 

(5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the government. 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative agents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused. The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
pennissible under this Rule. 

[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is pennissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Ru1e, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 



[7] [Washington revision] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits 
communications with a constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regulru:ly 
consults with the organization'S lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the 
organization with respect to the matter. Consent of the organization's lawyer is not required for 
communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is represented in 
the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that counsel to a communication will he 

. sufficient for purposes of this Rule. In communicating with a current or former constituent of an 
organization, a lawyer must not use methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of 
the organization. See Rule 4.4. 

(8] The prohibition on corrununication with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact ofthc representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule l.O(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 

[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. Additional 
Washington Comments (10- II) 

(10] Comment [7] to Model Rule 4.2 was revised to conform to Washington law. The ph:rase "or 
whose act or omission in co!lllection with the matter may be imputed to the organization for 
purposes of civil or criminal liability" and the reference to Model Rule 3.4(f) was deleted. 
Whether and how lawyers may corrununicate with employees of an adverse party is governed by 
Wright v. Group Health Hospital, 103 Wn.2d 192,691 P.2d 564 (1984). See also Washington 
Comment [5] to Rule 3.4. 

(II] An otherwise unrepresented person to whom limited representation is being provided or has 
·been provided in accordance with Rule 1.2(c) is considered to be unrepresented for purposes of 
this Rule unless the opposing lawyer knows of, or has been provided with, a written notice of 
appearance under which, or a written notice of time period during which, he or she is to 
communicate only with the limited representation lawyer as to the subject matter within the 
llmited scope of the representation. (The provisions of this Corrunent were taken from former 
Washington RPC 4.2(b)). 

[Amended effective September 1, 2006.] 



(' WEST VIRGINIA 

Rule 4.2. Communication with person represented by counsel. 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not commtm.icatc about the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 



Wisconsin 

SCR 20:4.2 Communication With Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the 
laVvyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

ABA Comment 

[I] This Rule contributes to the proper functioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a lawyer in a matter against possible overreaching by other 
lawyers who are participating in the matter, interference by those lawyers with the client-lawyer 
relationship and the uncounselled disclosure of information relating to the representation. 
[2] This Rule applies to communications with any person villo is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates, 
[3] The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or consents to the 
communication. A lawyer must immediately terminate communication with a person if, <lfter 
commencing communication, the lawyer learns that the person is one with whom communication 
is not permitted by this Rule. 
[4) This Rule does not prohibit communication with a represented person. or an employee or 
agent of such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the existence 
of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two organizations, 
does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer representatives of the 
other reg11rding a separate matter. Nor does thi~ Rule preclude commtmication with a represented 
person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not otherwise representing a client in the 
matter. A lawyer may not make a communication prohibited by this Rule through the acts of 
another. See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may communicate directly with each other, and a 
lawyer is not prohibited from advising a client concerning a communication that the client is 
legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having independent justification or legal authorization for 
conunrmicating with a represented person is permitted to do so. 
[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client who is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the goverrunent 
Communications authorized by law may also include investigative activities of lawyers 
representing governmental entities, directly or through investigative ugents, prior to the 
commencement of criminal or civil enforcement proceedings. When communicating with the 
accused in a criminal matter, a government lav.-yer must comply with this Rule in addition to 
honoring the constitutional rights of the accused, The fact that a communication does not violate 
a state or federal constitutional right is insufficient to establish that the communication is 
permissible under this Rule. 
[6] A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication with a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circwnstances to 
authorize a communication that would otherVvise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, where 
communication with a person represented by counsel is necessary to avoid reasonably certain 
injury. 



[7] In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits comm\Ulications with a 
constituent of the organization who supervises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's lawyer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization with 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with the matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. Consent of the organization's lawyer is 
not required for communication with a former constituent. If a constituent of the organization is 
represented in the matter by his or her own co\Ulsel, the consent by that counsel to a 
communication will be sufficient for purposes of this Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). In 
commwlicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not use 
methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 4.4. 
[8] The prohibition on commWJications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. This 
means that the lawyer has actual knowledge of the fact of the representation; but such actual 
knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule LO(f). Thus, the lawyer cannot 
evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the obvious. 
[9] In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications are subject to Rule 4.3. 



WYOMING 

Rule 4.2 Communication with person represented by counsel. 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation 
with a person or entity the lawyer knows to he represented by another lav.yer in the matter, unless 
the lavvyer has the consent of the other lav.yer or is authorized to do so by law or a court order. 

1. Comment. -

This Rule contributes to the proper fimctioning of the legal system by protecting a person 
who has chosen to be represented by a la\\yer in a matter against possible overreaching by 

[1) other lawyers who arc participating in the matter, interference by those la11vyers with the 
client-lawyer relationship and the uncounselied disclosure of infom1ation relating to the 
represenJ;ation. 

[l] This Rule applies to communications with any person, who is represented by counsel 
concerning the matter to which the communication relates. 

The Rule applies even though the represented person initiates or C<Jnsents to the 

3 
communication. Regardless of who conuncnces the conununication, a lawyer must 

[ ] immediately terminate communication with a person if the lawyer learns that the person is 
one with whom communication is not pcmJitted by this Rule. 

This Rule does not prohibit Communication with a represented person, or an employee or 
agent or'Such a person, concerning matters outside the representation. For example, the 
existence of a controversy between a government agency and a private party, or between two 
organizations, does not prohibit a lawyer for either from communicating with nonlawyer 
representatives of the other regarding a separate matter. Nor does this Rule preclude 

14
] communication with a represented person who is seeking advice from a lawyer who is not 

otherwise representing a client in the matter. A lawyer may not make a communication 
prohibited by this Rule through the acts of another_ See Rule 8.4(a). Parties to a matter may 
commul!:icate directly with each other, and a la;vyer is not prohibited from advising a client 
concerning a communication that the client is legally entitled to make. Also, a lawyer having 
independent justification or legal authorization for conununicating with a represented person 
is pennitted to do so. 

[5] Communications authorized by law may include communications by a lawyer on behalf of a 
client w~o is exercising a constitutional or other legal right to communicate with the 



govermnent. Communications authorized by law may also include constitutionally 
permissible investigative activities of lav,-yers representing governmental entities, directly or 
through investigative agents. When communicating with the accused in a criminal matter, a 
govemment lawyer must comply with this Rule in addition to honoring the constitutional 
rights of the accused. See also, Rule 4.4 (Respect for the Rights of Third Persons). 

A lawyer who is uncertain whether a communication 1-Vith a represented person is permissible 
may seek a court order. A lawyer may also seek a court order in exceptional circumstances to 

[6] authorize a communication that would otherwise be prohibited by this Rule, for example, 
where communication with a person represented by C01.msel is necessary to avoid reasonably 
certain injury. 

In the case of a represented organization, this Rule prohibits communications with a 
constituent of the organization who super;vises, directs or regularly consults with the 
organization's la\~yer concerning the matter or has authority to obligate the organization witl1 
respect to the matter or whose act or omission in connection with that the matter may be 

[7] imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability. If a constituent of the 
organizatioll is represented in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent by that 
counsel to a conununication will be sufllcient for purpo~es of tills Rule. Compare Rule 3.4(f). 
In communicating with a current or former constituent of an organization, a lawyer must not 
use methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights of the organization. See Rule 
4.4, Comment [2]. 

The prohibition on communications with a represented person only applies in circumstances 
where the lawyer knows that the person is in fact represented in the matter to be discussed. 

S] This means that the lawye~ has actual knowl~ge of the fact of the representa:ion; but such 
[ actual knowledge may be mferred from the circumstances. See Rule LO(g). Thus, the lawyer 

cannot evade the requirement of obtaining the consent of counsel by closing eyes to the 
obvious.· 

[9]In the event the person with whom the lawyer communicates is not known to be represented 
by counsel in the matter, the lawyer's communications arc subject to Rule 4.3. 
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Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA), who 
represented government in matter in which cnminal 
charges were brought against corporation and its 
principals, appealed from order of the United States 
District Court for the Northern Di>trict of 
California, Vaughn R. Walker, J., which stated that 
she had violated California Rules of Professional 
Conduct by engaging in commWJications with 
corporation's bookkeeper, who was represented by 
corporation's attorney. Separately, government 
petitioned for writ of mandamus to prevent use of 
jury instruction iruended to remedy ethical violation 
by AUSA. The Court of Appeals, Politz, Circuli 
Judge, sitting by designation, held that: (1) order 
constituted a sanction of AUSA, and thus was 
appealable, and (2) AUSA's commWJications during 
investigation with bookkeeper, who initiated contact 
and asserted that corporation and its attorney were 
attempting to prevent her from testifYing truthfully, 
did not violate ethical rules. 

Reversed, and petition for writ of mandamus 
dismissed as moot. 
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Appeals from the United States District Coun for 
the Northern District of California and Petition for 
Writ of Mandamw; Vaughn R. Walker, District 
Judge, Presiding. D.C. No. CR-97-00217-VRW. 

Before: POLJTz,FN1REINHARDT, and 
HAWKINS, Cirenit Judges. 

FNI. Honorable Henry A. Politz, Senior 
United States Circuit Judge for the Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting by 
designation. 

POLITZ, Circuit Judge: 
AUSA Robin Harris appeals the decision of the 
Unitod States District Court for the Northern 
District of California that she violated Rule 2-100 
of the California Rules of Profes.sional Conduct. 
The United States petitions this court for a writ of 
mandamus to prevem the district coun from giving 
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a jwy instruction intended to remedy wha! !be trial 
court viewed as Harris' Rule 2-100 violation. For 
the reasons assigned. we hold that Harris did not 
commit an ethical violatioo. Accordingly, there is 
no longer any basis for a remedial jury instruction 
and the petition for mandamus is moo!. 

BACKGROUND 

San Luis Gonzaga Construction, Inc. (SLGC) is a 
cmporation wholly-<)Wned by Virgilio Talao. In 
February 1!)%, several SLGC employees filed a 
complaint with the United States Department of 
Labor, Wage and Hour Division alleging that SLGC 
did not pay the prevailing wage, required them to 
kickback a portion of their wages, and made false 
statements to the govemment regarding the wages 
earned and hours worked by the employees. A 
similar complaint was filed with the Laborers' 
ContraCt Administration Trust FUnd Board of 
Adjustment. 

On June 27, 1996, the Asian Law Caucus initiated a 
qui tam action against SLGC, Virgilio Talao, and 
Geratdina Talao,FN2 based on the same facts as 
alleged in the employees' comp!aints.FN' On 
OC!ober 14, 1996, the CTimina1 division of the 
Unitod States Al!Omey's office, acting on a referral 
from the civil division, initiated a criminal 
investigation of SLGC and the Talaos relating to 
these charges. SLGC and the Talaos were 
represented in all of these matters by auomey 
Christopher Brose. 

FN2. Gerardina Talao is the 
secretary/treasurer of SLGC and the wife 
of Virgilio Talao. 

FN3. The United States eventually 
inWrvened in the qui tam aelion on August 
29,1997. 

The prosecutor assigned to the criminal action was 
Assistant United Stares Al!Omey Robin Harris. In 
early 1997, Brose initiated discussions with 
government attorneys, including AUSA Harris, 
regarding the possibility of settling the pending civil 

and criminal investigations ofSLGC and the Talaos. 

On April 21, 1997, Department of Labor Special 
Agent Alfredo Nodal served a subpoena pn SLOC's 
bookkeeper, Lim ferrer, directing her to W.tity 
before the grand jury on April 30, 1997. When 
Virgilio Talao learned of the subpoena be inslnleled 
Brose to be present for Ferrer's testimony. On 
April 29, 1997, Brose telephoned Ferrer and 
arranged to meet with her the uMt day, prior to her 
grand jury appearance. 

Later that same day, however, Ferrer repaired to the 
federal building and asked to see Harris. Becauoe 
Harris was not available, Ferrer spoke to her 
inuned!ate *1136 supervisor, AUSA Sandra Totem. 
Ferrer asked to have the date of her grand jury 
appearance changed because she did not want Brose 
to be present before or during her grand jury 
testimony. She explained that she would feel 
pressured to give fulse testimony if Brose were 
present She said she had received a telephone call 
from Talao in which he told her to "stick with the 
story" she had told while testifYing in one of the 
related administrative actions. Teters told Ferrer 
that she would have to restity the following day, but 
informed her that Brose would not be present 
during her testimony as al!Omeys are not pennitted 
to acc:ompany wimesses before a grand jwy. 

On April 30, Ferrer met with Brose as scheduled to 
discuss her impending grand jury appearance. 
They made plans to continue their discussion at the 
federal buildiog immediarely prior thereto. Before 
Brose arrived at the federal building later that day, 
however, Ferrer encountered AUSA Harris and SA 
Nodal in the hallway outside the grand jwy 
courtroom. Nodal introduced Ferrer to Harris. 
Ferrer then told Harris and Nodal that she did not 
wish to be represented by Brose. Ferrer agreed 1o 
discuss the matter further, and Harris and Nodal 
took her to a witness room. 

ferrer told Harris and Nodal that she was not and 
did not want to be represented by Brose. Harris 
then informed Ferrer of her right to be represented 
by an attorney, but Ferrer declined representation. 
When asked why she did not want Brose to act as 
her attorney, Ferrer stated that she wished to tell the 
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truth and that she did not believe she could do so if 
she had to testify in his presence. She also said that 
the Talaos had bew. pressuriiJg her to testify 
untruthfully. Ferrer gave Harris and Nodal 
information about the rates paid by SLGC, her 
preparation of corporate payroll records, and the 
pos.ible destruction of corporate documents. 
During the interview, Brose knock•d on the door 
and demanded to speak with Ferrer. Ferrer was 
informed of Brose's presence and desire to speak 
with her, but she said she did not wish to speak with 
him. 

Uncertain whether she should continue the 
interview, Harris sought guidance from her 
superiors. The chief of the criminal division, 
AUSA Joel Levin, opined that Brose wos 
wrongfully tampering with a witness and instructed 
Harris to continue the interview outside Brose's 
presence. During the remainder of the interview, 
Ferrer gave further instances of wrongdoing by her 
employers and explainod how they concealed the 
truth from investigators and Brose. She stated that 
Virgilio Thlao had told her to tell untruths to the 
grand jury and that she believed Brose had been 
directed there by Talao to intimidate her and to 
keep her from telling the truth. A few minutes later 
she recounted these facts in her grand jury 
testimony. 

On July 16, 1991, the grand jury returned a 
20-count indictment against the Talaos and SLGC. 
In February 1998, the Talaos and SLGC filed a 
Joint Motion to Dismiss the indictment asserting 
that the contact between Harris and Ferrer had 
violated California's ethical rule against ex parte 
contacts with represented plllt.ies rn• and SLGC's 
constitutional rights. The court denied the motion, 
but found a violation of Rule 2-l 00 and stated that 
it would refer AUSA Harris' conduct to the State 
Bar of California. The court also declared that if 
the case went to trial it would inform the jury of 
Harris' misconduct and instruct them to take it into 
account in assessing Ferre~s credibility. Later, the 
court concluded that Harris had acted in good faith 
and determined not to refer the maner to the state 

'"· 

FN4. Rule 2-100 provides: 
[w)hile representing a c1ieot, a member 
shall not communicate directly or 
indirectly about tile subject maner of the 
representation with a pony the member 
knows to be represented by another lawyer 
in the matter, unless the member has the 
consent of the other lawyer. 
Notwithstanding this provision, however, ~ 
conununications otherwise authorized by 
law" are permitted. Rule 2-lOO(C){)). 

•1137 Harris appeals the finding that sbe acted 
unethically and violated Rule 2-100. The 
government filed a petition for a writ of mandamus 
to prevent the district court from giving its proposed 
remedial instruction at trial. The two matters were 
consolidated for consideration. 

ANALYSIS 

Jurisdktlon Over Harris' Appeal 

SLGC and the Talaos insist that the district court's 
fmding that Harris violated Rule 2-100 does not 
constitute a sanction against her and therefore does 
not provide a basis for appeal. In making this 
assertion, they rely on the decision in Wei>'sman v. 
Quail Lodge, Inc .. FN$ substantially employing the 
reasoning in Wi/liams v, United State•. m• 

FN5. 179 F.3d 1194 (9th Cir. 1999). 

FN6. 156 F.3d 86 (lst Cir.l998). 

In Williams, a bankruptcy judge levied monetary 
sanctions against the government and two attorneys. 
In his published fmdings of fuel supporting the 
sanctions, the judge characterized the attorneys' 
conduct as obstructionist and unjustified, referring 
to the testimony of one as "pur" baloney,n and 
ranked the othets "performance and credibility at 
about the same level." I'N7 The ballkruptcy judge 
later vacated the sanction against one anomey and 
the sanction against the other was annulled on 
ap~l to the district court. Neither court, 
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however, rescinded or vacated the factual fmdings 
or the harsh language used to describe the conduct 
of the two attorneys. 

FN7./dat88. 

The attorneys c011tended 011 appeal that the 
bankruptcy court's fmdings of fact "l>csmirclt[ed] 
!heir professional reputations to such an extent that 
they opera!e[d] as a de fucro sanction." FN! The 
Williams court diS!!greed, noting that "not every 
criticism by a judge that offendll a lawyer'• 
set~.~ibilities is a sancti011." rn• The court declined 
to draw a line between routine judicial commentary 
and commentary that is inordinately injurious to a 
lawyer's reputation, holding that words alone may 
constitute a sanction only if expressly identified as 
such. The coo!! recognized that this formalistic 
approach might exact a considerable price from 
some attorneys without affording them a means of 
redress, but chose to follow it in ordor to avoid 
line-drawing which it believed might prove 
exceedingly difficult and apt to chill judicial candor. 

FNK. Id. at%. 

FN9.id 

In Weissm~n, the district court sanctioned an 
attorney for what it considered to be "a serious lack 
of profossionalism and good judgment" FN!O The 
attorney had Intervened in a class action without 
Information to substantiate that his o!ient was a 
class member, and then failed to appear at a hearing 
at which his objections were addressed. The 
district judge found counsel's objections " 
groundless, contrived, and misplaced" and also 
noted that he had demonstrated a pattern of such 
behavior in other cases.FN 11 The court issued an 
order restricting counsel's ability to file objectioos 
to proposed class action settlement agreements In 
ADA cases in that district. 

FNJO. WeiSsman, l79F.Jdat !!96. 

FNll./d 

The attorney appealed both the district court's order 
and the dispmging remarks therein, This court 
~versed the order insofur as it restricted couasel's 
ability 10 file objwtions for fuilure of notice and an 
opportunity to be heard, but concluded that we did 
not have jurisdiction to bear the appeal of the trial 
court's criticism. We adopted the reasoning in 
W/11/a/M and held that "words al011e will constitute 
a sanction only 'if they are expre$$ly identified as a 
reprimand.'" !'Nil 

fNI2.Idatl200. 

[l] Wels.<man and Williams, however, do not 
determine our jurisdiction in this case. Those cases 
addressed only instances in which mere judicial 
oriticism constitutes•Jl38 an appealable sanction. 
The district court In the present case, however, did 
more than use "words alone" or render ''routine 
judicial commentary." Rather, the district court 
made a fmding l!lld ~ached a legal conclusion that 
Harris knowingly and wilfully violated a specific 
rule of ethical conduct. Such a finding, per se, 
constitutes a sanction.FNil The district court's 
disposition bears a greater resemblance to a 
reprimand than to a comment merely critical of 
inappropriate attorney behavior. A reprimand 
generally carries with it a degree of formaliry.I'N 14 

The requisite formality in this case is apparent from 
the fact that the trial court found a violation of a 
particular ethical rule, as opposed to generally 
expressing its disapproval of a lawyer's behavior. 
Fmther, the district court's conclusion that Harris 
violated Rule 2-100 carries consequences similar to 
the consequences of a reprimand. If the court's 
fonnal fmding is pennined to stand, it is likely to 
stigmatize Harris among ber colleagues and 
potentially could have a serious detrimental effect 
on her career. In addition, sbe rnigbt be subjected 
to further disciplinary action by the California Bar. 
We have no reluctance in concluding that the 
district cout1'< fmding of an ethical violation by 
Harris is an appealable silllction. 

fNl3. Gregory F. Joseph, Sanctions: The 
Federal Law of Litigation AbuseBUSE 
260 (3rd Ed.2000) (recognizing that ~ 
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[a]mong th~ most lenient sa~~ctions that a 
court may impose is ... to make a fonnal 
finding of a violation not coupled with any 
additional sa~~ction"). 

FNI4. Fed.,.al Labor Unian 2JJ93 ~. 

Am.,.lcan Can Co .. 2& NJ.Super. 306, 100 
A.2d 693, 695 (1953) ("Reprimand 
means to reprove severely; ... to censure 
fonnally" (citations omitted)). Indeed, the 
Weissman a11d Williams courts required 
express identification of reprimands in 
order to signifY when mere words carried 
the requisite fonnality. 

Our conclusion on the issue of jurisdiction in this 
case does not implicate the difficulties that 
Wei>Jman a11d Williams sought to avoid. We do 
not invite appellate review of every lillwelcorne 
word uttered or wrirtM b)' the district courts. 
Indeed, a fonnal finding of a violation eliminates 
the need for difficult line drawing in much the same 
way as a court's explicit pronouncement that its 
words are intended as a sanction. In addition, we 
have no reason to believe that our fmding of 
jurisdiction herein will come at th0 expense of 
judicial candor. As the Williams court noted, 
wtcertainty over the verbiage that would constitute 
sanctions might cause judges to temper their 
criticisms in a way that could interfere with their 
abili!)l to administer their courtrooms appropriate!~. 
We think it is unlikely, however, that judges will 
l>e similarly unsure about the meaning and effect of 
fonnal findings like the one against Harris. 

Rule 2-100 Violation 

[2][3][4] In detennining the applicability of Rule 
2-100, we must be mindful of the fundamental 
reasons behind the venerable rule in legal ethics 
prohibiting «< p~rte contacts with represented 
parties. The rule exists in order to " 'preserv[e] ... 
the attomey-tlient relationship and the proper 
functioning of the administration of justice.' " FNl> 
It is a rule governing attorney conduct and the 
duties of attorneys, a~~d does not create a right in a 
party not to he contacted by opposing counseJ.FNIO 
Its objective is to establish ethical standards that 

foster the internal integri!)l of a11d public oonfidmce 
in the judicial system.FN 17 

FNI5. Mills Land ond WQter Co. v. 
Golden West Refining Co.. 186 
Cal.App.3d 116, 230 Cal.Rptr. 461, 468 
('19&6), quoting MillOn ~- State Bw. 71 
Cal.2d 525, 78 Cai.Rptr. 649, 654, 455 
P.2d 753 (1969). 

FN16. United Stales v. Lapez. 4 F.3d 
1455, 1462 (9th Cir.l993) (holding that 
criminal defendant did not have a right not 
to be contacted, and oonsequently could 
not waive applicati011 of§ 2-100). 

FN17. Jeffry v. Pounds. 67 Ca!.App.3d 6, 
136 Cal.Rptr. 373, 376 (19n); Millsberg 
v. State Bar, 6 Cal.3d 65, 98 Cal.Rptr. 
223, 490 P.2d 543, 549 ( 1971). 

Preliminarily, we should point out that the parties 
dispute the applicability of Rule 2-100 to 
pre-indichnen!, non-custodial communications by 
federal prosecutors and investigators with 
represented parties.*ll39 Wbile it is true that this 
court has found Rule 2·100 not applicable to such 
communications in particular cases,''l<ti we have 
declined to announce a categorical rule excusing all 
such communications from ethical inquiry. FNI 9 
In UnUed States v. Lopez. we held that "beginning 
at the latest upon the moment of indichnen!, a 
prosecuting allomey has a dury under ethical rules 
like Rule 2-100 to refrain from communicating witb 
represented defendants." FNlO We also observed 
!bat "courts have been divided over whether the rule 
applies even in a pre-indictment setting" FNZ! and 
cited, among other coses, the Second Circuits 
decision in United Slale."l v. Hammad.mn 

FNIS. United States v. Powe. 9 F.3d 68, 
69-70 (9th Cir.l993) (\llldertover 
investigative cOIJtacts); United Stales v. 
Kenny, 645 F.2d !323, 1339 (9th Cir.!9SI) 

(phone call recorded b)' govemmetJt 
infonna~~t), 
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FNI9. Pow., 9 F.3d at 69-70 C'We need 
not decide the reach of Kenny .... '1; Kenny. 
645 F.1d a! 1339 ("\oVhile the preseDt case 

provides DO opportunity for us to say ju.st 
wheD the ethiCllllille might be crossed, we 
do not believe it has been crossed here.") 
(citation omitted). 

FN20. 4 F.3d 1455, 1461 (9th Cir.l993) 
(emphasis added). 

FN21. Jd. at 1460 n. 2. 

FN22. 858 F.ld 834 (2d Cir.l988). Lopez, 
4 F.3d at 1460 n. 2. 

In Hammad the court rejected the argument that an 
ethiClll rule analogous to Rule 2-100 was " 
coextensive with the sixth ameadment" and 
therefore remained "illoperntive Uiltil the onset of 
adversarial proceedillgs," to.. indictment.I'Nll 
Obsel"o'illg that the timillg of indicbnent "lies 
substantially withill the connol of the prosecutor," 
the court e~plained that under an ethical rule that 
was dependent on indictment, "a government 
attorney could manipulate grand jury pro<:eedings to 
avoid its encumbrances." F"NZ4 Ratber tban 
announcillg a bright-lille rule, tbe court preferred to 
apply the ethical rule through "cas<>"by-case 
adjudication,'" i'N2S policing clear misconduct 
while keeping in mind that prosecutors are " 
authorized by law" to employ legitimate 
investigative techniques in conducting or 
supel"o'ising criminal investigations. I'm~ 

FN23. 858 F .1d at 838. 

FN24.ld. at 839. 

FN25. !d. at 840. 

FN26. !d. at 839. 

[5] The district court relied on H""""~d in 
concluding that ethical concerns were raised by the 
communiClltions between Ferrer and the 
government here. While we disagree with the 
district judge's ultimate conclusion as to whether a 

viol:rtion occulTed, his reliance on Hammad was 
well-founded. We find the Second Cir<:uifs 
approach to be the proper one. Here, alth011gb :rt 
the time of the communicatioos no indicbneots had 
yet been issued, the govenuoent and SLGC had 
dearly taken adversarial positions. The 
Department of Labor was conducting its civil 
investigation of SLGC's wage pra<:lices. The Asian 
Law Caucus had filed its qui tam action. On behalf 
of SLGC, attorney Brose bad illitiated settlement 
talks with the government regarding both its civil 
and criminal investigations. Under these 
cir<:umstances, involvillg fully defmed adver:~~~rial 

mles, impending grand juty proceedings, and 
awareness OD the part of tbe respODSible 
government actOJS of SLGC's ongoing legal 
representation, Rule 2-100 governed AUSA Harris's 
pre-indictment, Don-custodial communications with 
Ferrer. 

At this point a brief historical reference appem in 
order. During the early part of the decade of the 
1990's, intense discussions were had between slate 
judicial authorities and the Department of Ju.tice 
over a position taken by the DOl in a written 
communication popularly referred to as the ~ 

Thornburgh Memorandum." In essence, that 
memorandum created serious problems by excusing 
federal attorney• from compliance with state ethic• 
rules. The conflict that developed was dissipated 
•u40 when the Congress adopted wh:rt is now 28 
U.S.C. § 530B, and made st:rte ethics rules 
applicable to government attorneys. i'N27 

FN27. 28 U.S.C. § 530B(a) now provides 
in pertinent part that "[a]n attorney for the 
Governmeat shall be subject to Slate laws 
and rules, and local federal court rules, 
governing al!Omeys in each State where 
sucb attorney engages in that attorney's 
duties, to the same extent and in the same 
manner"" other attorneys in that State." 

[6][7] Under the circumstances of tbis case, we 
conclude that Rule 2-100 did not prohibit Harris's 
conduct. Despite the apparent conundrum created 
by ferrer's dual role .. employee/party and witness, 
FmB the interests in the internal integrity of and 
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public confidence in the judicial system weigh 
heavily in favor of the conclusion that Harris' 
conduct was at all times ethical. We deem manifest 
that when an employee.lpart)l of a defendant 
corpo;ation initiates communications witlt an 
attorney for the govenunent for !he purpose of 
disclosing that corporate officers liTe anempting -to 
suborn petjury and obstruct justice, Rule 2-100 
does not bar discussions between the employee and 
the attorney. Indeed, under these circumstances, an 
automatic, uncritical application of Rule 2-100 
would effectively defeat its goal of protecting the 
administration of justice. It decidedly would not 
add meaningfully to !he protection of !he 
attorney-client relationship if subornation of 
perjury, or the attempt thereof, is imminent or 
probable. 

FN28. Mills Land, 230 Cal.Rptr. at 466 
(describing the problem as an "iruolublo 
dilemma"). 

Few, if any, unethical acts by counsel are more 
heinous than subornation of perjury. !t would be 
an anomaly to allow the subornation of perjury to 
be cloaked by an ethical rule, partioularly one 
manife~dy concerned with the administration of 
justice. As commentators have ooted with regard 
to the crime-fraud exception to the attorney-client 
privilege, "[s]ince the policy of the privilege is that 
of promoting the administration of justice, it wonld 
be a perversion of the privilege to extend it to the 
client who seeks advice to aid him in carrying out 
the illegal or fraudulent scheme." >'N:!9 In a similar 
vein, it would be a perversion of the rule against a 
parte contacts to extend it to protect corporate 
officers who would suborn perjury by their 
employees. 

FN29. McConnick on Evidence § 95, 350 
(Strong, ed.l992). 

{8][9] Appellees maintain !hat application of Rule 
2-100 is necessary here in order to protect the 
ottomey-client relationship between the corporation 
and its counsel. We are keenly aware that assuring 
the proper functioniDg of the attorney-client 

relationship is an important rationale behind the 
nde. Again, however, like the attorney-client 
privilege, the prohibition against a parte contacts 
protects that relationship at the expense of ''the full 
and free discovezy of the trutb." FNJO For that 
reason, the attorney-client privilege "applies only 
where necessary to achieve its purpose.~ FNlt 
When a cOlj)Orate eroployeelwilness comes forward 
to disclose attempts by the corporation's officers to 
coer<:e her to give false testimony, the prohibition 
again.<! ex parte contacts does little to support an 
appropriate attorney-client relationship. Once the 
employee makes known her desire to give trutllfltl 
information about potential criminal activity she has 
wilnessed, a clear conflict of interest exists between 
the employee and the corporation.FN" Under 
these circumstances,•IJ41 corporate counsel 
cannot continue ro represent botb the employee and 
the corporation, Indeed, Brose made clear In his 
testimony at the evidentiary hearing before the 
district court that if Ferret had approached him with 
information adverse to the interests of the 
corporation he would have advised her that she 
should retain her own lawyer. Under these 
circumstances, because the corporation and the 
employee cannot share an attorney, ex pa11e 
contacts with the employee CBilDOt be deemed to, iu 
liiiY way, affect the attorney-client relationship 
between the corporation and its counsel. In this 
setting, the corporation's interes~ therefore, cloarly 
does not provide the basis for application of the 
rule. The trial court erred in otherwise concluding. 

FN30. Wei/ v. lnveslmenlllnd/cators, 
Research & M~nagemmt, Inc., 641 F.2d 
18, 24 (9th Cir.l98l), 

FNJL Fisher v. United States, 425 U.S. 
391. 403, 96 s.a. 1569, 48 L.Ed.2d 39 
(1976). 

FNJ2. California Rules of Professional 
Conduct 3-310; Wood· v. Georgia, 4SO 
u.s. 261, 211, 101 s.c~ 1097, 67 L.Ed.2d 
220 (!981) ("{iJt is inherently wrong [for 
an attorney) to represent both the employer 
and the employee if the employee's interest 
may, l!IId the public interest wil~ be 
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advanced by the employee's disclosure of 
his employer's criminal conduct.") 
{quoting In re Abram•, 56 N.J. 271, 276, 
266 A.2d 275 (1970)); United Stales v. 
RMl Compaey. 467 F.Supp. 915, 922 
(W.D.P•.l979) {''the representation of a 
defendant in a criminal case and of a 
government witness who is also the 
defendan(s employee could give (the 
appearance of impropriety] and is 
sufficient in itself to disqualifY counsel 
from further representation of the witnesses 
"). 

[10] The fact that we approve AUSA Harris's 
conduct does not mean that we suggest that attorney 
Brose in fact committed any act of subornation of 
peljury. Ferrer felt pressured when Virgilio Talao 
told her by phone to "stick to her story,H and she 
believed that she would feel pressured to give false 
testimony if Talao's attorney were present. Harris 
acted appropriately on the basis of the 
repre.<entations volunteered to her office by Ferrer. 
We strongly emphasize, however, that a witness's 
assertion that she is afraid of testifYing in an 
attorney's presence does not, without more, suggest 
that the attorney has engaged in any ethical or legal 
violation. Indeed, it is not unknown for corporate 
employees involved in alleged wrongdoing to 
attempt to gain favor with U.S. Attomeys by 
claiming that corporate officials or corporate 
counsel directed them to act unlawfully. Clients 
are sometimes willing to throw lawyers to tho 
wolves when they believe that doing so will let them 
avoid prosecution or a longer prison sentence. 
Claims of lawyer misconduct mado under such 
ciTCIUllltances should l>e viewed with a most critical 
eye. 

[11] We should note that the U.S. Attorney here did 
the right thing in advising Ferrer that she bad a right 
to be represented hy an attorney and giving her the 
opporrunity to contact substitute counsel. When a 
person who has been represented by instillllional 
counsel perceives a conflict in that representation 
and approaches a prosecutor or investigator, the 
prosecutor or investigator should do as Harris did 
here: advise the person of his right to obtain 
substitute counsel. Furthennore, we do not mean 

to suggest that govenunent officials have a li«nse 
to approach an employee and initiate 
communications whenever there is a pos.sible 
conflict of interest between. the employee and the 
corporation for whom the employee works. lD this 
case, Ferrer initiated the communications with the 
U.S. Attorney's office, and Harris responded 
properly by clarifYing her ethical duties and 
advising Ferrer of her right to counsel. it is these 
circumstances and acts that make the district court's 
finding of an ethical violation improper in this case. 

CONCLUSION 

Concluding that Harris committed no ethical 
violation, it follows !bat no remedial instruction i.s 
necessary or proper. For this rea.~on, the 
governments mandamus petition is moot and need 
not l>e considered. The sanction against Harris is 
REVERSED, and the government's petition for writ 
of mandamus is DISMISSED AS MOOT. 

C.A.9 {Cal.),2000. 
U.S. v. Talao 
222 F.3d l !33, 2000 Daily Journal D.A.R. 9365, 00 
Cal. Daily Op. Serv. 7080, 6 Wage & Hour Cas.2d 
{BNA) 502 
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United States Court of Appeals,Second Circuit. 
UNITED STATES of AmeriCII, Appellant, 

" Eid HAMMAD, a/k/a Eddie Hammad, and Taiseer 
Hanunad, Defendants-Appellees. 

No. 882, Docket 87-1513. 

Argued March 24, !988. 
Decided May 12, 1988. 
Revised Sept. 23, 1988. 

As Amended Nov. 29, 1988. 

Defendant charged with Medicaid and mail fraud 
and obstruction of justice moved to suppress 
evidence. The United States District Court for the 
Eastern District of New York, Israel Leo Glasser, J., 
granted maion to suppress, 678 F.Supp. 397, and 
appeal was taken. The Court of Appeals reversed, 
&46 F.2d 854. In revised opinion, the Court of 
Appeals, Irving R. Kaufinon, Circuit Judge, held 
that: (1) prosecutor violated disciplinary rule 
prohibiting lawyer li"om communicating with party 
he knows to be represented by counsel, but (2) 
suppression of recordings and videotapes of 
C@nversations b-etween defendant and govornment 
informant was inappropriate. 

Reversed. 

West Headnotes 

[l] Attorney aud Client 45 C=32(12) 

45 Anorney and Client 
451 The Office ofAnorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabimies 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Most Cited Cases 

Page l 

Disciplinary rule prohibiting lawyer from 
communicating with party represented by co=l 
applies to criminal prosecutions. ABA Code of 
Prof.Resp., DR 7-104(A)(l). 

[2) Attorney and Client 45 C=J2{l2) 

45 Atlomey and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45I(B) Privileges, Disabilities, am Liabilides 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(l2) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Conununications with Witneas, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent Most Cited Cases 
Disciplinary rule prohibiting lawyer from 
conununicating with party represented by counsel 
applies to investigarory stages of criminal 
prosecution prior to attachment of Sixth 
Amendment protections. ABA Code of Prof.Resp., 
DR 7·104(A)(l); u.s.c.A. Const.Amend. 6. 

[3] Attorney and Client 45 ~32(12) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and LiabiUties 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(l2) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Most Cited Cases 
Under disciplinary rule prohibiting lawyer from 
communicating with party represented by coWlSel, 
prosecutor is "authorized by law" to employ 
legitimate investigative tecirniques in conducting or 
supervising criminal investiga~ons, and use of 
infonnants to gather evidence against suspect will 
frequently fall within ambit of such authorization. 
ABA Code ofProf.Resp., DR 7-104(A)(I). 

[4] Attorney aud Clleut45 ~32(12) 

45 Attorney and Client 
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451 The Office of Attorney 
45I(B) Privileges, Disabilities. and Liabilities 

4Sk32 Regulation of Professional 
Conduct, in Genenl 

45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 
Communications with Wttness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Moot Cited Cases 
Prosecutor violated dilciplina<y rule prohibiting 
lawyer from communicating with JlllriY represented 
by counsel when be, during arson investigation, 
cause<l informant to approach defendant to elicit 
incriminating statements and to show defendant 
counterfeit grand jucy subpoena bearing purported 
seal of dillrict court and fulsc signature of clerk. 
ABA Code ofProf.Resp., DR 7-104(AXI). 

[5] Attorney and Client 45 €::=32(11) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

4SI(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(!2) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Moot Cited Cases 
Use of irofbnnants by government pr0$ecutors in 
preindictmenl and noncustodial situation, absent 
egregious misconduct, will generally fall within " 
authorized by law" exception to disciplinary rule 
prohibiting lawyer from communicating with party 
represented by counsel and will not be subject to 
sanctions. ABA Code of Prof.Resp., DR 
7-104(A)(J). 

[6] Criminal Law 110 €=394.1(2) 

110 Criminal Law 
IIOXVII Evidence 

1 I OXVII(J) Competency in General 
110k394 Evidence Wrongfully Obtained 

110k394.1 In General 
110k394.1(2) k. Wrongful Mode of 

Procurement. Most Cited Cases 
In light of underlying putposes of Code of 
Professional Responsibility ond exclusion.uy rule, 
suppression may be ordered m dislrict coun's 
discretion when prosecutor violates disciplinary rule 
prohibiting lawyer from communicating with JlllriY 

Page2 

he knows to be represented by counsel. ABA Code 
of Prof.Resp., DR 7-104(AXI ). 

[7] Criminal Law 110 €=394.1(2) 

11 0 Criminall..aw 
I I OXVII Evidence 

I JOXVII(I} Competeney in General 
1 J0k394 Evidence Wrongfully Obtained 

110k394.1 In General 
ll0k394.1(2) k. Wrongful Mode of 

Procurement. Most Cited Cases 
Suppression of videotapes and conversations 
between defendant 011d goV«<IIlent infonnont was 
inappropriate, although prosecutor violated 
disciplinary mle prohibiting lawyer from 
communicating with pmy he knows to be 
represented by COiliiSel when he caused informant to 
approach defendatlt, given prior uncertainty 
regarding applicability of mle to criminal cases. 
ABA Code ofProf.Resp., DR 7-104(A)(l). 

'835 Sean P. OSbea, Asst. U.S. Atty., E.D.N.Y. 
(Andrew J. Maloney, U.S. Atty., Jolm Gleeson, 
Asst U.S. Atty., Brooklyn, N.Y., of counsel), for 
appellant U.S. 
Richard A. Greenberg, New York City (Robert Hill 
Schwartz, New York City, of COilllsel), for 
def\mdant-appellee Taiseer Hammad. 
Harvey L. Greenberg, New York City (Washor, 
Greenberg & Washor, New York City, of counsel), 
for defendant·appellee Eid Harnmod. 

Defore KAUFMAN, CARDAMONE and PIERCE, 
Circuit J<tdges. 
The opinion filed May 12, 1988 at 846 P.2d 854 
(2nd Cir.) is revised as follows. 

IRVING R. KAUfMAN, CircuitJud~; 
On November 30, 1985, the Hammad Department 
Store in Brookl)'II, New York, caught f.re under 
circumstances suggesting anon. The Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Fireanns was assigned to 
investigate in conjunction with the United States 
Attorney for the Eastern District ofNew York_ 

During the course of his investigation, .., Assistant 
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United States Attorney (" AUSA n) diwovered !hat 
!he store's owners, Taiseer ond Eld Hammad, had 
been audited by !he New YOlk State Department ol 
Social Services for Medicaid fraud. The audit 
revealed that the Hammad brothers had bilked 
Medicaid out of $400,000; they claimed 
reimbursement for special orthopedic footwear but 
supplied customers with ordinary, non-therapeUtic 
shoes. Consequently, !he Department revoked the 
Hammads' eligibility for Medicaid reimbursement 
and demanded return of !he $400,000 ove.payment. 
The Hammads challenged the Department's 
determination and submitted invoices purporting to 
document their sales of orthopedic shoes. The 
invoices were received from Wallace Goldstein of 
the Crystal Shoe Company, a supplier to the 
Hammads' store. 

On September 22, 1986, however, Goldstein 
infol111ed the AUSA that he had provided the 
Hammads with false invoices. Government 
investigators, therefore, suspected the frre had been 
intended to destroy actual sales records, thereby 
concealing the fraudulent Medicaid claims. 
Goldstein agreed to cooperate with the 
govemment's investigruion. Accordingly, the 
prosecutor directed Goldstein to arrange and record 
a meeting with the Hammads. 

Some three wo.ks later, on October 9, Goldstein 
telephoned the Hammads. He spoke briefly with 
Eid, who referred him to *836 Taiscer. Goldstein 
falsely told Taiseer be had been subpoenaed to 
appear before the grand jury investigating the 
Harnmads' Medicaid fraud. He added !hat the 
grand jury had requested records of Crystal's sales 
to the Hammad Department Store to compare them 
with the invoices the Hammads had submitted. 
Taiseer did not deny defrauding Medicaid, but 
instead urged Goldstein to conceal the fraud by 
lying to the grand jury and by rofusing to produce 
Crystal's true sales records. He also questioned 
Goldstein regarding the contents of his subpoena, 
which did not actually exist. Goldstein responded 
that he did not have the subpoena in his po.session. 
He agreed to inquire further. One hour later, 
presumably after speaking with the AUSA, 
Goldstein telephoned Taiseer again and descri~d 
the fictitious subpoena. 

Goldstein at1d Hammad saw eacb otber five daJ"' 
later. The meeting was recorded and vidootaped. 
Goldstein showed Hammad a sham subpoena 
supplied by the prooewtor. The subpoena 
instructed Goldstein to appear before the grand jury 
and to provide any records reflecting shoe sales 
from Crystal to the Hanunad Department Store. 
Hammad apparently acx:epted the subpoena as 
genuine be<:ause he spent much of the remainder of 
the meeting devising strategies for Goldstein to 
avoid compliance. The two held no further 
meetings. ' 

On Aprill5, 1987, after considering the recordings, 
videotapes and otber evidence, the grand jury 
returned a forty-five count indictment against tbe 
Hammad brothers, including thirty-eight coWJts of 
mail fraud for filing false Medicaid invoices. Eid 
was also indicted for arson and for fraudulently 
attempting to collect frre ins\lfance. Taiseer faced 
the additional charge of obstructing justice for 
attempting to influence Goldstein's grand jury 
testimony. The case was assigned to Judge Glasser 
of !he Eastern District of New York. 

Before trial, Taiseer Hammad moved to suppress 
the recordings and videotapes, alleging tbe 
prosecutor had violated DR 7-104(A)(l) of tbe 
American Bar A"ociation's Code of Professional 
Responsibility. The rule prohibits a lawyer from 
commWiicating with a "partyn he knows to be 
represented by counsel regarding the subject matter 
of that representation. In short, Taiseer alleged that 
tbe prosecutor-through his "alter ego" 
Goldstein-had violated ethical obligatioos by 
communicating directly with him after learning that 
he had retained counsel. 

A hearing was convened on September 17, 1987, to 
consider the suppres-sion motion and, specifically, 
to ascertain wbetber the prosecutor knew, ot the 
time, that Taiseer had counsel. In support of his 
motion, Hammad submitted affidavits from his 
attorney, Richard Greenberg, and his prior counsel, 
George Weinbaum. Weinbaum also teslified at the 
hearing. 

In essence, Weinbaum testified that, from August 
1985 to June 1987, he represented Taiseer Hammad 
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in all aspects of his Modicaid dispute. Specifically, 
Weinbawn recounted telephoning the AUSA in July 
1986 and infonning him that he ~represented 

Taiseer Hammad and !he Hammad department store. 
" He did not comply with a request fur written 
conf1m1ation of his relationship with Taiseer, but 
did not suggest any change in his status as 
Hanunad's attorney. 

The govennnent vigorously disputed Hammad'• 
assertion that the prosecutor bad violated ethical 
standards by aulhorizing Goldstein to approach the 
defendant. It argued that DR 7-104(AXJ) was 
irrelevant to criminal investigations. Alternatively, 
it claimed the rule did not apply to investigations 
prior to the commencement of adversarial 
proceedings against a defendanl In addition, the 
govennnent denied t:ha~ at !he time he directed 
Goldstein to approach Taiseer, the prosecutor knew 
Taiseer was represented by counsel. The 
government argued that the AUSA reasonably 
believed Weinbaum ceased representing Taiseer on 
September 15, 1986. ThllS, tho argument proceeds, 
Taiseer had no attorney when he met wilh 
Goldstein. The *837 government, however, failed 
to present any evidence to support its factual 
contentions or to rebut Weinbaum's assenion that he 
continued to represent Tai.seer. It rested on its 
legal contention that DR 7-104(AX1) did not apply. 

In an order dated September 21, 1987, Judge 
Glasser granted Taiscer's motion to suppress the 
recordings and videotapes. 678 F.Supp. 397 
(E.D.N.Y.l987). The government, he found, 'Was 
clearly aware, by at least as early as September 9, 
1986, that [Taiseer] bad retained counsel in 
connection with this case'' 678 F.Supp. at 399. 
He also determined that Goldstein was !he 
prosecutor's ualter ego" during his discussions wilh 
Harmnad. Accordingly, the conn held that the 
prosecutor had violated DR 7-104(AXI) and 
suppressed the recordings and videotapes secured 
as a result of the violation. 

The government moved for reconsideration on 
September 28, 1987, and belatedly proffered the 
AUSA's affidavit responding to TaiseeJ"'s factual 
assertions. The district court denied 
reconsideration without considering the affidavit. 

""' 

This appeal ensued, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3731. 

The government challenges Judge Glasser's 
application of lhi.s ethical precept in suppressing !he 
recordings and videotapes of Taiseer Hammad's 
convenations with Wallace Goldstein. The 
government repeats !he arguments it presented at 
the suppre.~sion hearing. Spsclflcally, it argues that 
!he Assistant United SlateS Attorney could not have 
violated DR 7-104(A)(l) because the provision is 
inapplicable to criminal investigations under any 
circumstances, or, alternatively, that DR 
7-104{AXI) becomes operative only after sirth 
amendment rights have attached. The govemmem 
also contests the dls!rict courfs finding !bat lbe 
prosecutor knew Weinbawn represented Hammad 
when he dispatched Goldstein and that Goldstein 
was hi• "alter ego." Finally, the government urg<is 
that suppression is not available to remedy an 
ethical violation. 

We decline to hold, as the government suggests, 
either that DR 7-!04(A)(l) is limited in application 
to civil disputes or that it is coeldensive with !he 
sixth amendment. Nor has !he government 
provided an adequate basis for reversing the able 
district judge's determination, after !he suppre,ion 
hearing, that the prosecutor knew Hammad had 
legal representation or !hat Goldstein was his "alter 
ego." We are mindful, however, that suppression 
of evidence is an extreme remedy !hat may impede 
legitimate investigatory activities. Accordingly, we 
fmd, in !his case, !hal suppression of the recordings 
and videotapes constituted an abuse of the district 
court's discretion. 

Rule DR 7-104(A)(l) of the American Bar 
Association's Model Code of Professional 
RespOll.!ibility governs relations between attorneys 
and adverse parties !hey know are represented by 
coun•ellt provides: 
A. During !he course of his representation of a 
clienta lawyer sball not 
1. Communicate or cau•e another to communicate 
on the subject of the representation with a party he 
knows to be represented by a lawyer in that matter 
unless he has the prior consent of the lawyer 
representing such other party or is authorized by 
law w do so. 
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Model Code of Professional Responsibility DR 
7-104(A)(l), AccordiDgly, lawyers are constrained 
to communicate indirectly wilh adverse parties 
through opposing counsel. 

This restriction is not statutorily mandawel. The 
federal court.! enfbrce profussional respOIJsibility 
standards pursuant to their general snpervlsory 
authority over members of the bar. in Re Snyder. 
472 U.S. 634, 645 n. 6, lOS S.Ct. 2874, 2881 n. 6, 
86 L.Ed.2d 504 (1985). In addition, the Eaotem 
District of New York, where this actiOIJ arose, bao 
adopted the Code of Professional Responsibility 
through Loc.al Rule 2 of its Genernl Rules. 

(l] This circuit conclusively established lhe 
applicability of DR 7-104(A)(l) to crimiDal 
prosecutions in *838United States v. Jami/, 707 
F.2d 638 (2d Cir.l983). In Jamil. we held that " 
DR 7-l04(A)(l) may be found ro apply in crimiDal 
cases, ... to government attorneys ... ]ond] Ia 
non-allomey government law enforcement officers 
when they act as the alter ego of government 
proseartors." 707 F.2d at 645 (cimtions omitted). 
Even those courts restricting the rule's ambit have 
suggested that, in appropriate circumstances, DR 
7-104(A)(I) would apply to criminal prosecutions. 
See, e.g., United StaleoJ v. Kenny, 645 F.2d 1323, 
1339 (9th Cir.), cert. demed, 452 U.S. 920, 101 
S.Ct. 3059, 69 L.Ed.2d 425 (1981); United Stales 
v. Lemona!ds, 485 F.2d 941, 954-56 (D.C.Cir.l973) 
• cer/. denied, 415 u.s. 989, 94 s.cr. 1586, 39 
L.Ed.2d 885 {1984); United State• v. Massiah. 307 
F.2d 62, 65-66 {2d Cir.J962), rev'd on other 
gr01Jnds, 377 U.S. 20t, 84 S.Ct. !!99, 12 L.Ed.2d 
246 · (1964). Thus, the government's contention that 
DR 7-l04(A)(1) is "inapplicable to criminal 
investigations" is mismken. 

[2] The applicability of DR 7-l04(A)(l) to the 
investigatory stages of a crimina! prosecution 
presents a closer question. The government asserts 
the rule is coextensive with the sixlh amendment, 
and hence, that it remains inoperative until the onset 
of adversarial proceedings. The appellee responds 
that several courts have enforced DR 7·104(A)(l) 
prior to anachment of sixth amendment protections. 
We ftnd no principled basis in lhc rule to constrain 
its reach as the govenunent proposes; indeed, even 
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a recent district court de<:ision declining to apply 
DR 7-104(A)(l) to the investigatory stages of a 
prosecution conceded, "'Those courts that have 
found DR 7-104{A)(l) inapplicable Ia the 
iDvestigatory stage of a criminal prosecution have 
not clearly stated the bases for those decisiOllS.~ 

Unit•d States u Guerrerlo, 615 F.Supp. 1430, 1436 
(S.D.N.Y.l987). Nonetheless, we urge reslnlint in 
applying the rule to criminal investigatioru; to avoid 
handcntnng law enforcement officers in their efforts 
to develop evidence. 

The government relies subslalltially on dicta from 
United Stat"' v. V<l<quez; 615 F.2d 16, 17 {2d 
Cir.l982) (per rnrlam ), where we suggested that 
DR 7-l04(A)(U• applicability to a criminal 
investigation "is doubtful." More recently, 
however, in Jami( we observed that the question 
remained open "whether DR 7-H14{A)(l) would 
have been violated in this context. ... " 707 F.2d at 
646. And we have intimated that similar practices, 
such as prearraigruoent interviews outside the 
presence of defense counsel, may contravene DR 
1-l04(A)(l) although they pass coostitutional 
muster. United States v. Foley, 735 F2d 45, 48 
{2d Cir.l9S4), cerl. denied, 469 U.S. ll6l, 105 
s.cr. 915, 83 L.Ed.2d 928 (1985). 

In addition, contrary ta lhe government's assertions, 
at least two district courts in !his circuit have 
concluded that the rule applies irrespective of the 
sixlh amendment. In United States v. Sam Gocdy, 
Inc., 506 F.Supp. 380, 393-94 (E.D.N.Y,l98l), the 
court initially rejected defendant's slxth amendment 
claims but, in subsequent proceedings, United 
States v. Sam Gocdy. Inc, SIS F.Supp. !223, 
1224-25 n. 3 (E.D.N.Y.l981), app~al dismisaed, 
675 F.2d 17 {2d Cir.l982), found it "unethical for 
the government to 'wire' an infonnant and send 
him to one of the defendants' offices in an attempt 
to elicit incriminatiDg statements after that 
defendants ottomey hod presented himself to the 
prosecutor and told him to deal wilh his client only 
through him (the attorney)." (emphasis in original). 
Thus, the trial judge expressly <IJ<tended the rule 
beyond tbe confines of the sixth amendment. 

Thereafter, iD the lower court's )ami/ decision, 
Judge WeinsteiD of the Eastern District of New 
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York eothaustively considered th~ govermnent's 
contention that DR 7·Hl4(AXI) is coo>ctensive with 
the sixth amendment He noted that several cooru 
have hinted at this ''unity'' and lreated the 
Disciplinary Rule as little more than an appendage 
to the constitutional provision, without independent 
Import in this context United Slate< v. Jamil. 546 
F.Supp. 646, 655·58 (E.D.N.Y.J982), rev'd *831J 
on Othu groundr, 7()7 F.2d 638 (2d Cir.l983). 
See. e.g., Kenny. 645 F.2d at 1339; Lemonalch, 485 
F.2d at 954·56. Such trealment, however, makes 
the rule superfluous, and "is neither apparent nor 
compelling." 546 F.Supp. at 657. The sixth 
amendment and the disciplinary rule serve separate, 
albeit congruent purposes. 

The Constitution defmes only the "minimal historic 
safeguards" which defendaniS must receive rather 
than the outer bounds of those we may afford them. 
McNabb v. United States. 318 U.S. 332, 340, 63 
S.Cr. 608, 612, 87 L.Ed. 819 (1943). In other 
wOTds, the Constitution prescribes a floor below 
which protections may not fall, ratber than a ceiling 
beyond which they may not rise. The Model Code 
of Professional Responsibility, 011 the other hand, 
encompasses the attorney's duty ~to maintain the 
highest standards of ethical conduct" Preomble, 
Model Code of Professional Re•ponsibility (1981). 
The Code is designed to safeguard the integrity of 
the profession and pre.serve public confidence in 
our system of justice. It not OJlly delineates an 
attorney's duties to the oourt, but defines his 
relationship with his client and adverse parties. 
Hence, the Code secures protectiollS not 
contemplated by the Constitution. 

Moreover, we resist binding the Code's applicability 
to the moment of indictment. The timing of an 
indictment's return lies substantiolly within the 
control of the prosecutor. Therefore, were we to 
construe the rule as dependent npon indicaneo~ a 
govermnent attorney could manipulate grand jury 
proceedings to avoid its encumbrances. 

The government contends that a broad reading of 
DR 7·W4(A)(l) would impede legitimate 
investigatory practices. In particular, the 
govermnent fears career criminals with permanent " 
house counsel'" could inununize tbemselves from 

'"''' 

infiltration by infOJmaniS. See United Stlllt$ v. 
Fltteror, 710 F.2d 132&, 1333 (8th Cir.), cq£ 

denied, 464 U.S. 852, 104 S.Ct 165, 78 L.Ed.2d 
150 (1983); Vruquu, 67S F.2d at 17; Guerrerlo, 
675 F.Supp. at 1436. We share this concern and 
would not intetpret the disciplinary rule as 
precluding undercover investigations. Our task, 
accordingly, is imposing adequate safeguards 
without crippling law enforcement. 

The principal question presented to us herein is: to 
what extent does DR 7·104(AXIJ restrict the use of 
informaniS by government prosecutors prior to 
indicrment, but after a suspoct has relllined OOUG.Sel 
in connection with tbe subject matter of a criminal 
investigation? In an attempt to avoid hampering 
Iegl;imate criminal investigations by government 
prosecutors, Judge Glasser resolved tbis dilemma 
by limiting the rule's applicability "to instances in 
which a suspect has retained oounsel specifically for 
representation in conjunction with !he criminal 
matter in which he is held susp<ct, and the 
government has knowledge of that fact." Hammad, 
678 F.Supp. at 401. Thus, he reasoned, tbe ru1o 
exempts the vast majority of cases where suspeciS 
are m1llware they are boing investigated. 

[3] White it may bo true that this limitation will not 
unduly hamper the government's ability to conduct 
effective criminal investigations in a majority of 
instaDces, we nevertheless believe that it 1.r Wlduly 
restrictive in that small but persistent number ol 
cases where a career criminal has retained "house 
oounsel" to represent him In connection with an 
ongoing fraud or criminal enterprise. This Court 
has re.:ognized that prosecutors have a 
responsibility to perform investigative as well "' 
courtroom-related duties in criminal matters, se~J. 
e.g.. Barbera v. Smith. 836 F.2d 96, !i9 (2d 
Cir.l987). As we see i~ under DR 7·104(AXI), a 
prosecutor is "authorized by law" to employ 
legitimate investigative teclmiques in conducting or 
supervising criminal investigations, and the use of 
informants to galber evidence a:gainst a suspect will 
frequently fall within the ambit of such 
authorization. 

[4] Notwithstanding tbis holding, however, we 
recognize that in some instances a government 
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prosocutor may oventep tho already broad powers 
of his office, and in so doing, violate the ethical 
precepts of DR 7-104(A}(l). In the present case, 
the proseartor issued a subpoena for !he infonnan~ 
not to secure his attendance before !he grand jury, 
but to create a pretense that might help !he 
informant elicit admissions from a represented 
suspect Though we have no occasion 10 consider 
the use of this technique in relation to Wllepresented 
suspects, see United Stoles v. Martino, 825 F.2d 
754 (3d Cir. 19S7), we believe !hat use of !he 
technique under the circumstan~s of !his case 
connibuted 10 !he inf0111Ul11t's becoming !hat alter 
ego of the prosecntor. Consequently, the informant 
was engaging in communications proscriDed by DR 
7-104(A)(l).FN1 See Mossiah, 307 F.:id 62, 66 
(2d Cir.l962), rev'd on otMr grounds, 377 U.S. 
201, S4 S.Ct. !!99, 12 L.Ed.2d 246 (1964). 
Therefore, we agree with Judge Glasser that the 
prosecution violated the disciplinary rule in this 
case. 

FNI. See also ABA Standards Relating to 
the Administration of Criminal Justice, 
Standard J-3.l(d) (''It is unprofessional 
conduct for a prosecutor to secure the 
attendance of persons for interviews by uso 
of any communication which has the 
appearance or color of a subpoena or 
similar judicial process unless the 
prosecutor is authorized by law to do so."). 

[5] Notwithstanding requests for a bright-line rule, 
we decline to list all possible situations that may 
violate DR 7-104(A}(l). This delineation is best 
accomplished by case-by-case adjudication, 
particularly when ethical standards are involved. 
As our holding above makes clear, however, the use 
of informants by govenunent prosecutors in a 
preindictmenl, non-custodial situation, absent the 
type of misconduct that occurred in this case, will 
generally fall within the "authori.ed by law" 
exception to DR 7-l04(A)(l) and therefore will not 
be subject to sanctions. 

[6] On appeal, the government also claims that even 
if there was a violation of the disciplinary rule, 
exclusion is inappropriate to remedy nn ethical 
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breach. We have not heretofore decided whether 
suppression is wammted for a DR 7-104(A)(l) 
violation. See. e.g .. Jamll. 707 F.2d at 646. We 
now hold tha~ in light of the underlying purposes of 
the Professional Resj)OllSibility Code and the 
exclusionary rule, suppression may be ordered in 
the district court's discretion. 

The exclusionary role mandetes suppression of 
evidence garnered in contravention of a defendants 
constirutional rights and protectioos. See Mapp v. 
Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 81 S.Ct. 16&4, 6 L.Ed.2d 1081 
(1961). The rule is funs intended to: deter 
improper conduct by law enforcement officials, 
United Stales v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897, !04 S.Ct. 
3405, 82 L.Ed.2d 677 (19&4); Slone v. Pawe/1, 428 
U.S. 465, 96 S.Ct. 3037, 49 L.Ed2d 1067 (1976); 
Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. l, SS S.Ct. 1868, 20 
L.Ed.2d 889 (!968); Elkins v. United Stllles, 364 
U.S. 206, 80 S.Ct. 1437, 4 L.Ed2d 1669 (1960); 
preserve judicial integrity by insulating the courts 
from tainted evidence, United StatiJS v. Payner, 447 
U.S. 727, 100 S.Ct. 2439, 65 L.Ed.2d 468 (1980); 
Elkins, 364 U.S. 20{;, 80 S.Ct. 1437, 4 L.Ed.2d 
1669; 0/mo/ead v. United Sillies, 277 U.S. 438, 
469, 48 S.Ct. 564, 569, 72 L.Ed. 944 (1928) 
(Holmes, J., dissenting); 011d maintain popular trust 
in the integrity of the judicial process, Unil•d States 
v. Calandro, 414 U.S. 338, 357, 94 S.Ct. 613, 624, 
38 L.Ed.2d 56! (1974) (Brennan, J., dissenting). 
Anything short of exclusion, tho Supreme Coun 
reas011ed, would be ~worthless and futile" in 
securing the rule's goals. Mopp, 367 U.S. at 652, 
81 S.Ct. at 1690. 

These same needs arise outside the context of 
constitutional violations. ''The principles governing 
the admissibility of evidence in federal criminal 
trials have not been restricted ... to those derived 
solely from the Constitution." McNabb v. United 
Sillies, 318 U.S. at 341, 63 S.Ct. at 613. Hence, 
the exclusionary rule has application to 
governmental mi•conduct which '841 falls short of 
a constitutional transgression. 

Some statutes require exclusion by their own terms. 
For example, the government is precluded from 
introducing into evidence any wire or orn! 
communication intercep!W contrary to authorized 
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p~ures. 18 U.S.C. § 2515. Other stahlte.s have 
been interpreted to penni! exclusion when 
contravention of the statute interferes with a 
substantial rigbt, such as prompt execution of a 
warrant. See Commonwealth v. Cromer, 365 Mass. 
519, 313 N.E.2d 557 (1974); W. LaFave and J. 
Israel, Criminal Procedure, § 3.1, p. 146. Indeed, 
suppression may even be otdered for violations of 
administrative regulations. See Unired Stores v. 
Cocere•. 440 U.S. 741, 99 S.Ct. 1465, 59 L.Ed.2d 
733 (1979). In the instant case, we consider the 
exclusionary rule's applicability to yet another 
category of non-constitutional 
lrarulgressions·breacbes of ethical precepts enforced 
pursuant to the federal courts' supervisory authority. 

For half a century, the Supreme Court has 
recognized that "civilized conduct of criminal trials" 
demands federal courts be imbued with sufficient 
discretion to ensure fair proceedings. Nardone v. 
United Stoles, 308 U.S. 33~, 342, 60 S.Ct. 266, 
268, 84 L.Ed.2d 307 (1939). Thus, as Justice 
Frankfurter observed, ~[j]udlc!al supervision of the 
administration of criminal justice in the federal 
courts implies the duty of establishing and 
maintaining civilized standards of procedure and 
evidence." McNabb, 318 U.S. at 340, 63 S.Ct. at 
612. Such standards constirute an exercise of the 
courts' supervisory authority. McNabb, 318 U.S. at 
341, 63 S.Ct. at 613. 

Specifically, the Supreme Court has expressly 
authorized fedeml oolUU to exercise their " 
supervisory power in some cil):umstance.s to 
exclude evidence tlken from the defendant by ' 
willful disobedience of low,' " Payner, 447 U.S. at 
735 n. 7, 100 S.Ct. at 2446 n. 7, quoting McNabb, 
318 U.S. at 345, 63 S.Ct. at 615 (emphasis in 
original), or "when the defendrul! asserts a violation 
of his own rights,H Payner. 447 U.S. at 734-35, I 00 
S.Ct. at 2445·46. Other circuits have expressly 
included suppression among the panoply of 
remedies available to district judges for violotions 
of DR 7-104(A)(l). United Stmes v. Killitu1, 639 
F.2d 206 (5th Cir.), em. denied, 451 U.S. 1021, 
101 S.Ct. 3014, 69 L.Ed2d 394 (198!); Un~ed 
States v. Durham, 415 F.2d 208 (7th Cir.l973); 
Umted States v. Thomru, 474 F.2d 110 (10th Cir.), 
cert. denied, 412 U.S. 932, 93 S.Ct. 2758, 37 

. "0'-
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L.Ed.2d 160 (1973). 

In Thomru, the Tenth Circuit excluded a defendanes 
written statement obtained by a :nate law 
enforcement agent without the knowledge or 
consent of defense counsel. Specifically, the court 
held that ~one<) a criminal defendant has either 
retainod an attorney or hod an at!Orney appointed 
for him by the court, any statement obtained by 
interview from such defendant may 1101 be offered 
in evidence for any purpose unless the accused's 
attorney was notified of the interview .... H T11omos, 
474 F2d at 112 (emphasis added). Thus, the Tenth 
Circuit aot only permitted, but actually required 
suppression of evidence violotive of the ethical 
canon. 

Shortly thereafter, in Durham, the Seventh Circuit 
reached a similar conclmion, citing "ethical 
questions" concerning statements tak<Q ~m the 
absence of retallled counsel known to be 
representing the defendant on this criminal charge." 
475 F.2d at 211. And more recently, in Ki/1/~~n, 
the Fifth Circuit opined that "[s]uppression of the 
statements would probably have been the 
appropriate sanction in this case, were it not for the 
refusal of the government to me those staternents.H 
639F.2dat210. 

Moreover, at leost one district coon in this circuit 
has relied upon this !iDe of anolysio, <ll<pressing 
willlllgoess to exclude evidence garnered in 
contravention of the Rule. United Stales v. Howard, 
426 F.Supp. 1067 (W.D.N.Y.l977). Thus, after 
finding a constitutional basis to suppress the 
defendanrs statements, the coun alternatively 
refused to "allow this conte•ted evldence to be 
admitted at trial ... because the government failed to 
advise tkfendant's counsel of the continued 
lllterrogation *842 and refused to heed counser• 
directive thru interrogation should not proceed in 
bis absence." Howard, 426 F.Sopp. at 1072. 

The government argues that other clnmits have 
refused to suppress evidence for disciplinary rule 
violations. See, ag, United States v. Sutton, 801 
F.2d 1346 (D.C.Cir.l986); Unired SMtes v. Dobbs, 
711 F.2d 84 (8th Cir.l983); Lemonaki•, 485 F.2d 
941 (D.C.Cir.l973), These cases, however, are 
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inapposite because the courts never resolved the 
exclusion i"ue. Rather, they held DR 7-l04(AXIJ 
was not violated, and, thus, the remedy questioo 
never arose. 

Accordingly, we reject the govemmenfs effort to 
remove suppressioo from the arsenal of remedies 
available to district judges confronted with ethical 
violations. We have conftdence that district coons 
will exercise their discretion cautiously and with 
clear cognizance thot suppression imposes • barrier 
between the fmder of fact and the discovery ol 
truth. See EWNJ, 364 U.S. at 216,, 80 S.Ct. at 
1443-44. 

[7] Judge Glasser apparently assumed, as the 
Thomas court implied, that suppression is a 
necessary consequence of a DR 7-104(A)(l) 
violation. Exclusion, however, is not required in 
every case. Here, the government should not have 
its case prejudiced by suppression of its evidence 
when the law was previously unsettled in this area. 
Therefore, in light of the prior uncertainty regarding 
the reach of DR 7-104(A)(l), an exclusionary 
remedy is inappn)pl'iate iu this case, 

Accordingly, we fmd the district court abused its 
diserctiou m supprc..,ing tho recordings and 
videotapes, and its decision is reversed. 

C.A.2 (N.Y.),l988. 
U.S. v. Hammad 
858 F.2d 834 
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United States District Court,M.D. Florida, 
Orlando Division .. 

In re DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS Governed 
by Rule 2.04(d), M D.Fia.Rules, REGARDING 
John DOE, an Assistant United Statea Attorney. 

N<>. 92-122 MISC-J-16. 

Feb. 26, 1993. 

Disciplinacy proceedings were commenced. A 
three-judge pone! of the District Court held that 
local rule of professional conduct governing 
communication with person represented by counsel 

· doe.s not apply to n011custodial communications 
with corporate employ- during criminal 
!nvestigations, including grand jury investigations, 
that have not l>ecome fonnal proceedings Initiated 
by making of arrest, filing of complaint, or return of 
Indictment. 

Discipllnary rep<>rt rejected. 

West Headnotes 

fl] Attorney and Client 45 C=J2(12) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponen~ Mo•t Cited Cases 
For looal rule of professional conduct governing 
communication with person represented by counsel 
to apply to communications with CO!porate 

. employ~, it must be known that corporate 
employee involved is managerial person or there 
must be significant likelihood that la"'Yer initiating 
communication may seek to use employee's 
statement against corporation m subsequent 

Page I 

prooeedU.gs. Wesrs I'.S.A. Bar Rule 4-4.2; 
U.S.Dist.Ct.Rules M.D.Fla., Rule 2.1l4(c). 

[2] Attorney and Client 45 C=J2(12) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45I(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(l2) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Conuounicatious with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opp<>neot Most Cited Cases 
Local rule of professional conduct governing 
conuounicatioo witb persoo represented by counsel 
does not apply to uoooustodial communicatiOJIS 
with corporate employees during criminal 
investigatiOJIS (including grand jury U.vestigations) 
that have not become formal proceedings initiated 
by making of arrest, filing of complaint, or return of 
indictmen~ even though prosecutor knows that 
CO!porale counsel is acting in matter for corporation 
and ernployoe to be interviewed may have 
infomlation that could be used against CO!poration. 
West's F.S.A. Bar Rule 4-4.2; U.S.Dist.Ct.Rules 
MD.Fla .• Rule 2.04(c). 

[3] Attorney and Client 45 C=J2(2) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
4Sk32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
4Sk32(2) k. Standards, Canons, or 

Codes of Conduct Most Cited Cases 
L<lcal rule of professional conduct berrowing and 
adopting !'lorida Rules of Professional Conduct is 
not adoption also of opinions of Ethics Committee 
of Florida Bar or even the decisions of the Supreme 
Court of Florida interpreting those rules; while 
those opinions are highly persuasive, district conrt 
must retain right to interpret and apply rules in 
federal setting, which reoponsibility and authority 
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may not be abdicated to state system. 
U.S.DistO.Rul~ M.D.Fla., Rule 2.04(c). 

Before MOORE, Chief Judge, and HODGES and 
SCHLESINGER, District Judges. 

OPINION 

Under Rule 2.04(d)(2) of the rules of this court, 
whenever a grievance committee of the court 
reports that there is a probable cause to believe that 
a member of the bar has been guilty of 
unprofessiooal or unethical conduct, the Chief 
JUdge is obliged to coru;titute a three judge court to 
hear and detetmine the matter. This is Sllclt a case 
and we sit as a three-judge court. We have 
decided, however, on the basis of the committee 
report alone, FNt that no further proceedings are 
warranted. Yet, because the issue presented is one 
that is likely to recUJ in this district as it has 
elsewhere, we write to explain oUJ decision for the 
benefit and future guidance of the Middle District 
bar. 

FNL The rule contemplates that, 
ordinarily, when the grievance committee 
makes a finding and report of probable 
cause, an order to show cause is entered 
and a confidential evidentiary hearing is 
conducted after the accused member of the 
bar is given an opportunity to respond to 
that order. 

Rule 2.04(c), M.D.Fla.Rules, provides that "the 
professional conduct of all members of the bar of 
this court ... shall be governed by the Model Rules 
of Professional Conduct of the American Bar 
Association as modified and adopted by the 
Supreme Coutt of Florida to govern the 
prof~sional behavior of the membere of The 
Florida Bar." The ABA Model Rule involved in 
this case is Rule 4.2, modified and adopted in 
Florida as Rule 4-4.2. See Rulru Regulating The 
Florida Bar, 494 So.2d 977, t065 (Fia.l986}. The 
Florida rule provides: 
4-4.2. Communication wilh person represented by 
counsel. In representing a client, a lawyer shall not 

Page2 

communicate about the subject of the repr~eotation 
with a [party] penon the lawyer knows to be 
represented by another lawyer in the matter, unle" 
the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer [or is 
authorized by law to do so]. 

*267 The bracketed language appears in the ABA 
Model Rules but not in the Florida rules. Thus, in 
Florida, "party" was changed to "person," and the 
phrase ~or is authorized by law to do so" was 
daleted. 

The issue presented is whether Rule 4-42 is 
violated by an A.'l•i•IADt United State• Attorney who 
(a) interviews or causes an agent to interview the 
employees of a corporation which is (b) the subject 
of an on-going grand jury Investigation and Is (c) 
represented by counsel concerning the subject of 
that investigation but (d) such counsel is not given 
notice and has not consented to the interview of the 
corporate employees. 

The facts, as reported by the grievance comminee, 
are these. During the course of a grand jury 
investigation of the activities of a corporation, FN2 
an A•sistant United States Attorney directed federal 
law enforcement agents to interview a secretary 
employed by that corporation. The corporation 
was then represented by counsel employed with 
respect to the subject of the investigation and thi• 
fact was known to the Assistant United States 
Attorney. The corporation'• lawyer was oot 
notified of the impending Interview and did not 
consent to it. When telephoned by the agents, the 
secretary agreed to the interview and invited the 
agents to her home. On arrival the agents asked the 
secretary whether or not she had an attorney. 
When she responded in the negative, the agents 
informed her that she had a right to have an attorney 
present, including the attorney for her corpo.rate 
employer if she so desired. She declined and 
proceeded to answer the agents' questions {which 
related to certain computer codes used in her work). 
The interview wa• completed In about ten minmes. 

FN2. Tho anonymity of all persons will be 
presen'ed given the nature of the 
proceeding and the explicit provision for 
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confidentiality C011tained in Rule 2.04(d), 
M.D,Fia.Rules. 

Later, a bookkeeper employed by the corporation 
was also approached by the agents under directi011 
of the Assistant United States Attorney, again 
without !he knowledge or consent of corporate 
counsel. When questiOlled by the agents !he 
bookkeeper infonned !hem that she did not wish to 
be interviewed and that was the end of the 
conversation. 

The comment following Florida Rule 4-4.2 
contains, in pertinent part, the following passage 
(494 So.2d at1065-JOM): 
!n the case of an organization, !his rule prohibits 
communications by a lawyer for one party 
concerning the matter in representation with persons 
having a managerial responsibility on behalf of the 
organization and with any other person whose act or 

. omission in connecti011 with that matter may be 
imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or 
criminal liability or whose statement may constilllle 
an admission on !he part of the organization. If an 
agent or employee of the organization is represented 
in the matter by his or her own counsel, the consent 
by that counsel to a communication will 1>o 
sufficient for purposes of this rule. Compare rule 
4-3.4(1). This rule also covers any person, whether 
or not a party lo a formal proceeding, who is 
represented by counsel c011cerning the matter in 
question. 

[l] Here, one of the defenses urged before the 
grievance committee by the AssJStant United States 
Attorney was that the subjects of the interviews-the 
secretary and the bookkeeper-were not managerial 
employees nor wete their statements likely to be 
imputed to the corporation or to constitute an 
admission on the part of the corporation. The 
grievance committee concluded, however, and we 
think rightly so, that the ultimate legal effect or 
admissibility of statements taken from employees is 
not the appropriate standard by which to measure 
the propriety of a prosecutor's contact with 
corporate employees. To predicate application of 
Rule 4-4.2 on what a colll1 ultimately rules on these 
issues-a ruling which may well depend in pan on 

'"'' 

oilier facts no! known at the time of the 
communication in question-would create an 
unworkable standard by wbicb attorneys would be 
required to govern their ronduct We think instead, 
in keeping with tho comment following Rule 4-4.2, 
that the rule should apply when it is known !hat the 
corporate employee involved is a managerial person 
or there is any significant likelihood thai the lawyer 
initiating the cooununication•21i8 may seek to use 
the employee's statement against the corporation in 
subsequent proceedings. 

[2) That brings us, then, to the broader question of 
whether Rule 4-4.2 has any application at all to 
government lawyers conducting (or directing) 
non-custodial interviews of corporate employees 
during the investigative process before the initiation 
of criminal proceedings but at a time when the 
prosecutor knows that corporate counsel is acting !n 
the matter for the corporation and the employee to 
l>o interviewed may have infonnation that could be 
used against the corporation.FNl 

FN3, The grievance committee concluded 
in this instance that because the employees 
were approached for infol11111tion reloting 
to their work, any statements by them 
arguably could 1>o admissible in ~vidence 
against the corporati011 Wider Rule 
80l(d)(2)(D), F.R.E., citing Wilkinson v, 
Carnival Cruise Line, Inc .. 920 F.2d 1560, 
1564-67 (llth Cir.l99l). following the 
standard previously discussed, therefore, 
the committee concluded that Rule 4-4.2 
apPlied regard1oss of the result.& of the 
commWiication, 1.e., whether any 
statements were actually obtained which 
oonld have been used against the 
corporation, We take the same apProach. 

While that issue is new both to this colll1 and to the 
Eleventh Cin;uit, it has been decided elsewhere on 
several occasions.FN4 The most recent opinion at 
the cir<uit level is the Tenth Circuit decision in 
United Stales v_ Ryans, 903 f.2d 731 (lOth 
Cir.l990), cert. dmied, 498 u.s. 855, Ill s.a. 
152, 112 L.Ed.2d 118 (1990). The court in Ryans 
recognized that at least three circuits-the D- C. 
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Circuit in /Jnired SrarM v. Lemonakis. 485 F.2d 
941, 955 (D.C.Cir.l973), cen denied, 415 U.S. 
989, 94 S.C!. 1586, 39 L.Ed.2d 885 (1974)" and 
United Stoles v. Sutton, 801 F2d 1346, 1366 
(D.C.Cir.l986); the Eighth Circuit in United Stares 
v. Fillerer, 71(} F.2d 1328, 1333 (8th Cir.l983), 
cert. denied, 464 U.S. 852, 104 S.Ct 165, 78 
L.Ed.2d ISO (1983); and the Ninth Circuit in 
United Srares v. Kenny. 645 F.2d 1323, 1339 (911t 
Cir.l981), cerl. denied, 451 U.S. 920, 101 S.Ct. 
3059, 69 L.Ed.2d 425 (1981)-have aU held that the 
so-called anti-contact rule simply does not apply in 
the case of a non-custodial interrogati011 which 
occurs in a criminal investigation that lias not then 
ripened into fomt~~l criminal proceedings such as 
the making of an arrest, the filing of a complaint or 
the return of an indictment. !d. at 735-736. The 
Rya,. court further noted that three other 
circuits-the Fifth, the Seventh and the Tenth-have 
all held that the rule either doe.s OT may apply to a 
custodial, pre-indictment interview of a defendant 
In the absence of and without the consent of counsel 
(United Slates v. Kil/;an. 639 F.ld 206, 210 (5th 
Cir.l98l), cert. denied 451 U.S. 1021, 101 S.Ct. 
3014, 69 L.Ed.2d 394 (1981); United States v. 
Durham, 415 F.2d 208, 211 (7th Cir.l973), and 
United Stares v. Thomas, 474 F.2d 110, 112 (lOth 
Cir.l973), cer/. tknied, 412 U.S. 932, 93 S.C!. 
2758, 37 L.Ed2d 160, {1973)); and only the 
Second Circuit has purported to apply the rule in a 
non-custodial, pre-indictment setting. United Srates 
v. Hammad, 858 F.2d 834 (2d Cir.19S8), cerl. 
denied. 498 U.S. 871, 111 S.Ct. 192, 112 L.Ed.2d 
!54 (1990). ld. at 736. The Ryans court then held 
(903 F.2d at739); 

FN4. Most of the decisions involve the 
predece .. or of Rule 4.2 of the ABA Model 
Rules of Professional conduct (1983), 
namely the cotTeSponding provisions ol 
DR 7-l04(A)(l) of the ABA Model Cede 
ofProfe .. ional Responsibility (1970). 

We must disagree with the Hammad opinion's 
interpretation of the rule. We are not convinced 
that the language of the rule calls for its application 
to the investigative phase of law enforcement. In 
contrast to DR 7-104(A)(2), which prohibits a 
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lawyer representing a client from giving advice to a 
"person" who is not represented by counsel, DR 
7-104(A)(l) prohibits comrnUilications with a " 
party." Black's Law Dictionary defines party as "a 
litigant, or a pmon directly interested in the subject 
matter of a case." Moreover, the rule ooncems a 
lawyer's conduct "[d]uring the course of his 
representation of a clien~" and is limited to 
OOmtnOIIkatioo "on the subject matter of the 
representation" with a party represented by counsel 
"in that matter.H Although the Code doe.s not 
defme these terms, the rule appe= to contemplate 
an adversarial relati011ship between ~tigants, 

whether in a criminal or a civil setting. This 
interpretation is consi.:ltent with the policies 
lliiderlying the disciplinary rule and the ethical 
canon from •z69 wbicb it derives. We agree, for 
example, with the District of Columbia Cii'<>Uit's 
conclusi011 that the contoun of the "subject matter 
of the representation" are uncertain during the 
investigative stage of the case, and therefore less 
susceptible to the damage of «artful" legal questions 
which the disciplinary rule is designed in part to 
avoid. SeeLemonaki.Y. 485 F2d at 956. 

We choose to follow the Tenth Circuit's decision in 
Ryans, as well as the other circuits that have 
reached the same result, and we hold !hat Rule 4-4.2 
does not apply to non-custodial communications 
with corporate employees during criminal 
investigations (including grand jury investigations) 
that have not become formal proceeding• initiated 
by the making of an arres~ the filing of a oomplaint 
or the return of an indictment In so holding we 
recognize, as pointed out earlier, that the Florida 
fonnulation of the ethical rule is broader than the 
ABA Model Rule 4.2 in that "person" was 
substituted for "party," and !hat the qualifYing 
phrase "or is authorized by law to do soH was 
deleted. Nevertheless, we believe that the otber 
references in the rule to "representing a client' in 
relation to communications concem_ing "the subject 
of the representation" and made "in the matter," all 
contemplate, as the colll1 held in Ryans. an 
adversarial relationship between litigants, not a 
mere investigation. As one state court bas $aid: 
The weightiest of aU arguments against the 
appellant's position [that Model Rule 4.2 applies in 
an investigative setting] is the one based upon 
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simple common sense. If the Jaw were as the 
appellant urges it upon us, thet"ll could be little 
effective investigation of any sophisticated and 
organized criminal entelprise. A successful case, 
for instance against insider trading on Wall Street 
may depend upon hundreds of confidential 
interviews of employees, many of whom will insist 
upon anonymity. It would be difficult to maintain 
anonymity if the boss's lawyer were present at the 
interview. 

In re Criminal lnvesligalion No. 13, 82 MdApp. 
609, 573 A.2d 51, 55 (1990). 

[3] We are also mindful of the fact that the 
Committee on Professional Ethics of The Florida 
Bar has isSIIed an opinion to the effect that Rule 
4-4.2 is applicable to federal prosecutors (a 
conclusion with which we agree), but other portions 

· of that opinion rnigbt be read as being inconsistent 
with the re!!Ult we reach here. See, Florida Bar 
Ethics Opinion 90-4, July 15, 1990 (199{) WI. 
446959), Specifically, that opinion states: 
The Committee acknowledges the potential 
problems raised [by the Government], but believes 
that Rule 4-4.2 can be applied in a manner that 
minimizes or eliminates those concerns. iii covert 
investigation situations, for example, applying the 
rule according to its ~xpress terms should not 
impede most covert investigations. A Justice 
Department attorney's knowledge that a person is 
represented in conneclion with a particular mauer is 
required before the rule is triggered. In the case of 
an undercover investigation, it seems unlikely that 
the typical suspect will be represented with respect 
to that particular matter because at that time he or 
sbe usually will not be aware that there is a "matter." 

The memorandum also rais<!S the concem that 
career criminals will retain "house counsel" in an 
effort to use Rule 4-4.2 to lhlstrate investigations. 
The Commiuee believes that a relatively small 
number of criminals have "house counsel" on 
pennanent retainer; with respect to those few who 
do, it can be argued tbat the rule would not be 
triggered until the suspect referred the particular 
maner in question to his or her "house counsel." 

That the rule should not impede "most" covert 
investigations, or the fact that "a reiJtively small 
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number of criminals have 'house counsel' ",is to 
us an unsatisfactory interpretation and result 
Government lawyers, and the courts and other 
lawyers for lh•t matter, need and are entitled to 
have a brigltt line in this area separating ethical 
from unethical behavior. Thus, to the e>:rent our 
holding today is inconsistent with Florida Bar 
Ethics Opinion 90-4, we choose not to follow that 
opinion.l'N5 

FN5. We do not regard the provisions of 
our Rule 2.04(c), M.D.Fla.Rul<!S, 
borrowing and adoptillg the Florida Rules 
of Professional Conduct, as an adoption 
also of the opinions of the Ethics 
Committee of The Florida Bar or even the 
decisions of the Supreme Court of Florida 
int<Ipreting those rules. While the 
opinions of the Committee and of the 
Supreme Court of the state- are highly 
pr:rsuasive, this court must retain the rigltt 
to interpret and apply the rules in the 
federal setting. That respOIIS!bility and 
authority may not be abdicated to the state 
system. C.f. in re Wilke•, 494 F.2d 472, 
474-75 (5th Cir.l974)_ 

•2711 The report of tile grievance committee in this 
instance is rejected and no further action will be 
taken by the court in this proceeding. 

DONE and ORDERED. 

M.D.Fia.,l993. 
In re Disciplinary Proceedings Regarding Doe 
876 F.Supp. 265 
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H 
Briefs and Other Related Documents 

United States District Court,N.D.UJino!s,Ea.tem 
Division. 

UNITED STATES of America, 

•• 
Barney WARD, George Lindemann, and Marion 

Hulick. 
No. 94 CR483. 

Aug. 8, 1995. 

Defendant moved to suppress certain tapes 8lld 
statements on the ground that the government 
obtained them in violation of the local rule of 
professional conduct prohibiting lawyers from 
communicating with represented parties. The 
District Court, Marovich, J., held thar: (1) 
assuming without deciding that the 8lltioontact rule 
applies to preindictment, noncustodial 
communications, government's under<over taping of 
defendant in meetin~ with another suspect fell 
within Hauthorized by law" exception to the rule; 

'(2) assuming without deciding that tbe anticontact 
mle applies to preindictment. noncustodial 
communications, meeting between Assistant United 
States Attorney, who knew that defend8llt was 
represented by counsel, and defendant to discu" 
defendant's cooperation options with the 
government violated the rule; and (3) assuming that 
the A$SiStant United States Anomey's meeting with 
defendant violated the anticontact rule, suppression 
was not tbe proper remedy. 

Motion denied. 

West Headnotes 

[1] Attnrney and Client 45 C=>32(ll) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45I(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 

Page I 

45k32 Regulation of Profe.ssional 
Conduct, in General 

45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 
Communications with Witnes.>~, Juror, Judge, or 
Oppnnent. Most Cited Cases 
Local rule of profes.>~innal conduct and its 
predecessor prohibiting contact with represented 
parties apply only In attorneys. U.S.Dist.C!.Rules 
N.D.Ill., Profe.,ional Conduct Rule 4.2; Code of 
Prof.Resp., DR 7-104(A)(l). 

fll Attnmey and Client 45 C=>32(ll) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. RclatiOJIS, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Most Cited Cases 
Broad application of local rule nf profesoional 
conduct prohibiting attorneys from communicating 
with represented partie• would have potentially 
drastic impact on legitimate 8lld necessary tactics 
involved in the inveStigatinn of crime. 
U.S.Dist.Ct.Rules N.D.III., Professional Conduct 
Rule 4.2. 

[3[ Attorney and Client 45 C=>32(12) 

45 Aoorney and Client 
4'H The Office of Attorney 

45J(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and LiabiUties 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Most Cited Cases 
Assuming without deciding that the local rule of 
professional conduct prohibiting attorneys from 
contacting represented parties applied to 
preindictment, noncustodial communication, 
governmenrs undercover taping of defendant in 
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meetings with anolher suspect was legitimate 
investigatory tactic !hat fell within lhe "aulhorized 
by lawH exception to the anti-contact rule. 
U.S.Dist.O.Rules N.D.lll., Professional Conduct 
Rule 4.2. 

[4] Attorney and Client 45 ~2(12) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Most Cited Cases 
Assuming wilhout dedding !hat lhe local rule of 
professional conduct prohibiting attorneys from 
contacting represented parties applied to 
preindicbnont, nonoustodial communication, 
meeting betwo:M Assistant United States Attorney, 
who knew that defendant was represented by 
counsel, and defendant for the purpos~ of 
confronting defendant with the evidence against him 
and discussing his cooperation options violated the 
anti-contact rule. U.S.Dist.Ct.Rules N.D.Ul., 
Professional Conduct Rule 4.2. 

[5] Criminal Law 110 £=394.1(2) 

I I 0 Criminal Law 
JJOXVII Evidence 

I JOXVU(l) Competency in General 
110k394 Evidence Wrongfully Obtained 

I !Ok394.1 Jo General 
JJOk394.1(2) k. Wrongful Mode of 

Procurement. Most Cited Cases 
Assuming that preindictment, noncustodial meeting 
between Assistant United States Attorney and 
defendant violated the local rule of professional 
conduct prohibiting attorneys from contacting 
represented parties, suppression of the evidence 
against defendant was not the appropriate remedy in 
light of the unsettled narure of the law in this area 
and the fact that defendant voluntarily chose to 
continue to speak with the attorney and the FBI 
agent who accompanied him. U.S.Dist.Ct.Rules 
N.D.lll., Professional Conduct Rule 4.2. 

rage_, 01 11 

..... 2 

[6] Attorney and Client 45 £=32(12) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabmties 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. "Most Cited Cases 
It is best to maintain narrow reading and cautious 
approach to local rule of professional conduct 
prohibiting attorneys from contacting represe~~ted 
parties. U.S.Dist.O.Rules N.D.Dl., Professional 
Conduct Rule 4.2. 

[7] Attorney and Client 45 ~32(12) 

45 Anomey and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(B) Privileges, Disabilities, and Liabilities 
45k32 Regulation of Professional 

Conduct, in General 
45k32(12) k. Relations, Dealings, or 

Communications with Witness, Juror, Judge, or 
Opponent. Most Cited C11.1es 
Local anti-contact rule or substantially similar 
proviSion is widely accepted ethical limitation on 
communications with represented parties found in 
almost aU jurisdictions. U.S.Dist.Ct.Rules N.D.IIJ., 
Professional Conduct Rule 4.2. 

*1001 James B. BnrruJ, United States Attorney, 
Steven A. Miller, Susan Cox, Assistant United 
States Attorneys, Chicago, IL, for U.S. 
Victor J. Rocco, Gordon Albnan Butowsky Weitzeo 
Sbalov & Wein, New Yolk City, Gregory C. Jone., 
Carolyn McNiven, Grippo & Elden, Chicago, IL, 
for Barney Ward. 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 
MAROVICH, District Judge. 
In tbis opinion, lhe Court addresses one of the 
remaining motions filed by Defendants in this case. 
Defendant Barney Ward has moved to •nppress 
what the Court will label the 1992 Tapes at1d the 
1994 Statements. Ward's motion is not premised 
on a violation of the Constirution. Instead, Ward 
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seeks suppression on the novel grmmd that the 
G<>vemment obtained the 1992 Tapes and the 1994 
Statements in violation of Rule 4.2 of the Rules of 
Professional Conduct for the Northern District of 
!Uinois. Rule 4.2 provides: 
During the course of representing a client a lawyer 
sbaU not communicate or cause another to 
communicate on the subject of the representation 
with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by 
another lawyer in that matter unless the l!rSt lawyer 
bas obtained the prior consent of the lawyer 
representing such other party or as may otherwise 
be authorized by law. 

. Ward's contention that Assistant United States 
At10111ey Steven Miller violated Rule 4.2 raises 
issues not yet addressed by the Seventh Circuit or 
any other court in the Circuit. For the reasons set 
forth below, the Cowt will deny the motion to 
suppress and fmds no basis to hold an evidentiary 
hearing. 

BACKGROUND 

For purp<~ses of this motion, the Court has 
considered the various affidavits tendered by the 
parties concerning the cootacts between the 
Govcrnrnen~ Ward and counsel for Ward prior to 
his indictment. The following represents a 
Slllt1mary of the facts contained within those 
affidavits. Notably, the Government argues llta~ 
even asslllt1fng the truth of the facts asserted by 
Ward, the Government has not violated Rule 4.2 
and suppression is not warranted. 

On March 4, 1992, FBI Special Agent Peter Cullen 
telephoned Barney Ward at his home in Brewster, 
New York. According to *1002 Ward, Cullen 
informed him that the United States Attorney's 
Office for the Northern District of lllinois was 
investigating an alleged scheme involving the 
deliberate killing of hofffil to defraud insurance 
companies. Cullen told Ward that an individual 
named Thomas Burru had been arrested in February 
1991 for the killing of a h<me named Streetwise. 
Cullen asked questions about Bums, also known as 
Tim Ray in the indictment. Ward answered those 
questions. Ward states that Cullen told him that he 
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was not a target of the investigation. Cullen also 
asserts that at this time Ward was not viewed as a 
suspect or target of the investigation. Agent Cullen 
asked Ward if he would speak to agents in person. 
Ward told Cullen thai he would get back to him. 
Ward states thai he intended to consult with his 
attorney before agreeing to an in-persoo interview. 

Ward asserts thai he then oonsulted with bl!i 
att0111ey, VIctor J. Rocco. Rocco agreed to contact 
Agent Cullen. Agent Cullen indicates that he 
received a call on March 4, 1992, from Andrew 
Heino wbo indicated that he represented Ward. 
Beyond this cooununication, Cullen bas no record 
of Heine ever contacting him again . 

On March 9, 1992, Rocco phoned Agent Cullen and 
informed Cullen that he represented Ward. After 
describing the nature of the investigation and noting 
that AUSA Steven Miller was super~~lsing i~ Agent 
Cullen told Rocto thai Ward was not a target of the 
investigation. According to Rocco, Cullen stated 
that the Governmenfs interest in interviewing Ward 
was to obtain corroboration of certain facts about 
Thomas Bums. Rocco roncluded the ronvenadon 
by indicating that he would talk to Ward and get 
back to Cullen. 

According to Rocco, he contacted Agent Cullen 
again on March 10, 1992. Agent Cullen do., not 
indicate in his affidavit any phone call from Rocco 
on March 10, t992. As asserted by Roe<:o, he told 
Cullen thai Ward had apparently alrendy answered 
the pertinent questions. He also told Agent Cullen 
that he W"'l unwilling to allow Ward to be 
interviewed directly by other goveouneot agents. 
Rocco suggested that the government wonld need a 
subpoena to speak with Ward. Rocto further st.ates 
that be told Agent Cullen that the Government was 
not to communicate with Ward and that any 
communicatiorts regarding the investigation should 
00 handled through him. 

According to Agent Cullen, he never infonned 
AUSA Miller about his contact with Rocco or 
Heine. Further, Cullen states that he first received 
information indicating Ward's alleged involvement 
in the crimes under investigation fn June 1992.FNI 
At this time, Paul Valliere, a target of the 
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investigation, revealed in an interview that Ward 
had arranged for him to hire Burns to kill his horse. 
III addition to Valliere and Agent Cullen, AUSA 
Miller and Anton Valukas, counsel for Valliere, 
were also present at this interview. By the time of 
Valliere's revelation, Agent Cullen indicates that he 
had forgotten about his contact with Victor Rocco 
due to the massive nature of the investigation. 
Prior to Valliere's statements implicating Ward, the 
Government contends that its investigation did not 
focus 011 Ward because their principal cooperating 
witness, Bums, had steadfastly denied that Ward 
had any involvement in the matters under 
investigation. 

FN I. In a supplemental submission to the 
Court, DefeiJdant produced an Illinois 
State Police investigative re]>Ort dated 
January 28, 1991. That report notes that a 
confidential source suspected the 
possibility of Ward's involvement in a 
horse killing for George Lindemann in 
December 1990. Defendant argued that 
this report, produced by the Government in 
discovery, indicates that Ward was a target 
long b-efore June 1992. Defendant Ward, 
however, failed to indicate when this 
report came into the Government's hands. 
In res]>OnS& to the supplemental 
submissi011, the Government bas tendered 
the affidavit of Agent Cullen who says that 
he has never read this report and that it was 
produced to the FBI in January 1995. The 
Court fmd.s no basis to conclude that this 
investigative re]>Ort has any bearing on the 
motion to suppro". 

Th• 1992 Tapes 

As part of Valliere's agreement to cooperate in the 
investigation, he agreed to slliT<ptitiously record 
conversations with Ward. On June 8, 1992, 
Valliere recorded a telephone conversation with 
Ward. Valliere also recorded lwo more 
conversations with Ward "10113 on Octob-er 5, 
1992, and November 20, 1992. Rocco maintains 
that he was never contacted by any representative of 
the Govenunent to seek his pertnission to 
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communicate with Ward. These three taped 
conversations are the 1992 Tapes Ward seeks to 
suppress. 

The 1994 Statements 

On February 16, 1994, AUSA Miller, and Spe<:ial 
Agent Cullen, accompanied by four other FBI 
agents, showed up at a trailer camp in Wellington, 
Florida, where Ward was staying while competiDg 
in a hOI"Se show in the area. According to Ward, 
AUSA MiUer informed him that be was a target of 
the investigation and told him that the Government 
planned to indict him in the immediate future. 
Ward asserts that AUSA Miller told bim that the 
Government's case was overwhebning and that the 
purpose of the meeting was for him to consider his 
cooperation options. Ward states that he told 
AUSA Miller that be was represented by counsel 
that his counsel had spoken to Agent Cullen on his 
behalf. Ward asserts that Cullen denied speaking 
to his anomey. 

Cullen states that until Ward mentioned the name, 
he had forgonen about Victor Rocco. Cullen does 
not indicate whether he told AUSA Mi!ler about his 
recollection. Agent Cullen states that after Ward 
mentioned Rocco's name, Ward was asked whether 
he wished to continue to speak with AUSA Miller 
and Cullen. Ward stated that he would talk to them 
and the interview continued. On July 26, 1994, the 
grand jury indicted Baroey Ward on charges of 
conspiracy, wire fraud, mail fraud and obstruction 
of justice. 

DISCUSSION 

The Supreme Court has recognized. albeit in a 
different context, that "[l]ederal courts have an 
independent interest in ensuring that criminal trials 
are conducted within the ethical standards of the 
profession and that legal pr<>eeedings appear fair to 
all who observe them." Wheal v Unired Sunes, 486 
U.S. 153, 160, 108 S.Ct. 1692, 1697-98, 100 
L.Ed.2d 140 (1988) (granting district courts 
sub•tantial latirude in resolving potential conflicts 
of intere•t due to multiple representation of 
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defendants in criminal proceedings). Defendant 
Ward argues that AUSA Miller orchestra!ed a 
clandestine campaign to obtain admissions from 
Ward despite knowing thot Ward was represented 
by counsel. Ward contends that the 1992 Tapes 
and the 1994 Statements must be sUppressed as a 
sanction for AUSA Miller's violation of Rule 4.2. 
The Government has taken the position that (I) the 
bulk of authority does not suPJIOII application of 
Rule 4.2 to pre-indictment investigations, (2) even 
[f Rule 4.2 applies, AUSA Miller did not violate it, 
and (3) even if AUSA Miller did violate Rule 4.2, 

. suppres•ion of the evidence is not the proper 
remedy. The precise is•ue• before this Corn1 are 
{1) whether Rule 4.2 applies to federal prosecuton 
prior to indictment in the context of non-custodial 
contacts with representW persons and, if so, (2) 
whether AUSA M!ller violated the Rule in this case 
such thot suppre.,ion is the proper remedy. 

Before we address these issues, a brief oomment on 
the bistory and purpose of Rule 4.2 is necessory. 
Rule 4.2 and its predecessors have existed since 
19{)8 but only recently bave defense attomeys urged 
that the anti-oontact rule sbould apply in criminal 
proceedings to bar certain oontacts by prosecutors. 
Gri~n~ance Comrnillee for the Southern Di.'itrict oj 
New York v. S•rnels, 48 F.3d 640,647 (2d Cir.l995) 
{considering application of Rule 4.2 to defense 
attorney's contacl witb represented co-defendant). 
Am011g the many justifications for such rules is the 
need to protect "a defendant from the danger of 
being tricked into giving his case away by opposing 
counsel's artfully crafted questions." Unired StaleJ 
v. Jamil. 707 f.2d 638, 646 {2d Cir.l983). 
Notwithstanding thi• significant policy goal, the 
S/me/s court concluded that the origin and scope of 
the anti-contact provision reveal that it is primarily 
a rule of professional courtesy. In Simds, the 
Second Circuit preceded its careful review of the 
history of OR 7-l04{AXl) with the following wise 
admonition: "The oonceded power of the federal 
district courts to supervise tbe conduct of attorneys 
Mould not be used as a means to substantially alter 
federal criminal law practice." Sirne/s, 48 F.3d at 
644. With this in mind, we proceed to analyze 
Ward's arguments. 

•t004 [I] Defendant Ward places tremendous 
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reliance on an earlier Second Circuit case, United 
SMIM v. Hammad, 858 F.ld 834 (2d Cir.i988), 
cert. denied. 498 U.S. 871, 111 S.Ct. 192, 112 
L.Ed.2d 154 (1990). As far as thi• Court'• research 
discloses, Harnmad represents one of the only 
opinions f'mding that a proseoutOT had violated OR 
7-104{A){l), predecessor of Rule 4.2. See also 
Sirnols. 48 fJd at 649 {''It is significant that since 
Hammad, neither this Court nor any reporWd 
district COurt decision considering an alleged 
violation of DR 7-104(A)(l) h"" found that the Rule 
had been violated.") Even in the Hamrnad opinion 
upon which Ward relies, the Second Circuit refused 
10 suppress the evidence obtained through thot 
violation. 

Since Hammad appears to be the only major 
opinion fmding a violation, a brief review of the 
Second Circuifs holding in that case is in order. In 
Hornrnad, the prosecutor i.'lsued a subpoena 10 an 
infonnant, "oot to secure his attendance ~fore the 
grand jury, but 10 create a pretense thot might help 
the informant elicit admissions fi'om a represented 
suspect." 858 F.2d at 840. Although both Rule 4.2 
and its predecessor DR 7-104(A)(l) apply only to 
anomeys, the Second Circuit reasoned that the 
prosecutots use of a sham subpoena rendered tbe 
informant the prosecutor's alter ego. /d. As a 
result, the Second Circuit found the 
communicatiOIJs prohibited under the Rule. 

Beforo reaching this conclusion, however, the 
Harnrnod court considered the close question of 
whether and to what extent DR 7-l04{A){l) applies 
in the investigatory stages of a criminal prosecution. 
The Government argued, as it does bere, that the 
anti-<ootact rule is coextensive with the Sixth 
Amendment and thus is not effective until initiation 
of formal advmory proceedingo-preliminory 
hearing, indictment, information or arraignment 
Several courts before and after Harnrnad have 
adopted this view. See, e.g., Uniled Slille$ v. PtJWe, 
9 F.3d 68, 69 {9th Cir.l993); United Stale• v. 
Ryans, 903 F.2d 731, 740 (lOth Cir.), cen. denied, 
498 U.S. 855, 111 S.Ct 152, 112 L.Ed.2d J\8 
(1990); United StaiM v. Sutton, 801 F.2d 1346, 
1366 (D.C.Cir.l986); United States v. Fitterer, 710 
F.2d 1328, 1333 {8th Cir.), cerl. denied. 464 U.S. 
852, 104 s.ct. 165, 78 L.Ed.2d 150 {1983); umted 
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StaJes v. Kenny. 645 F.2d 1323, 1339 (9th Cir.), 
cerl. denied. 452 U.S. 920, !01 S.Ct. 3059, 69 
L.Ed2d 425 (!981); United States v. I'![elise, 173 
F.Supp. 93,94-95 (N.D.Il1.!991) (Williams, J.).FNl 

FN2. The Seventh Circuit, however, has 
not taken a position on the application of 
Rule 4.2 or its predecessor to 
pre-iiidictment, non-custodial settings. In 
custodial seniiigs, the Seventh Circuit has 
suggested !hat a pre-indictment inteiView 
of a suspect in !he absence of retained 
oounsel "raise[s] ethical quesdonsn under 
DR 7-104{A)(l). United States v. 
Durh<~m, 475 F.2d 208, 211 {7th Cir.l973). 

[2] These courts typically base their holdiiigs on 
two major themes. First, !he courts quite correctly 
foresee the potentially drastic impact of a broad 
application of Rule 4.2 on legitimate and necessary 
tactics involved in !he investigation of crime. See, 
e.g., Ryans, 903 F.2d at 739. Second, !he courts 
often interpret the use of the term "party" in DR 
7-104(A)(l) to require formal adversary 
proceedings before th.• rule applies. FNl Jd 

FN3. DR 7-104(A)( 1) provides that: 
(A) During the course of his representation 
ofa client a lawyer shall not: 
(I) Communicate or cause another to 
communicate on !he subject of the 
representation with a party the lawyer 
knows to be represented by a lawyer in that 
matter unless he has tho prior consent of 
th.e lawyer representing such other party or 
is authorized to do so. 

In keeping with these restrictive interpretations of 
DR 7·104(A)(l), !he commentary to ABA Model 
Rule 4.2 explains !hat: 
[C]ommunications with represented criminal 
suspects prior to initiation of formal judicial 
proceedings as part of a noncustodial investigation 
by govenunent agents or with informants generally 
are not considered subject to the anticontact rule. 
The rationale is usually !hat !he rule is coextensive 
with !he accused's Sixth Amendment right to 
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counsel, and that the contact is within the " 
authorized by law" excepti011. 

Annotated Model Rules of Professional Conduct 
Rnle 4.2 cmt. (1992), Several commentators also 
have concluded that the anti-contact*l005 rule was 
not intended to apply to the investigatory activities 
of prosecutors and law enforcement officials. See 
L, Ray Patterson & Thomas B. Metzloff, Leglll 
Ethics: The L<IW if Professional Respr:m:sibility 109 
(3d ed. 1989) ("Almost surely drafters of !he Rule 
[DR 7-104(AXI) ] did not contemplate its 
application to prosecutors."); Bruce A. Green, A 
Prosecutor's Communicallonr with Defomdants: 
What are the Limit•?, 24 Crim.L.Bull. 283 (1988) 
(same); Richard Uviller, EYideJ~cefrom tlw. Mind oj 
the Criminal Suspect.' A Reconridllt"ation of tlw. 
Curren/ Rules of Access and Restraint, 87 
Colum.L.Rev. 1137, 1176-83 (1987) (arguing that 
the anti-contact rule was designed for civil-litigation 
and its adversarial setting). 

A host of questions plagues any attempt to apply 
Rule 4.2 or its predecessor to prosecutors iii the 
pre-indictment, non-custodial setting present in !his 
case. \Vho is the prosecutor's client? b the 
pro•ecutor acting as an advocate or merely a 
supervising investigator? \Vhat is the subject of the 
repre•entatlon at this stage of a criminal 
investigation? When does a person become a " 
party" under the Rule? Is it proper for a court to 
apply Rule 4.2 when the courts bave struggled to 
craft a delicate balance between the needs of law 
enforcement and th.e corutirutional protections 
afforded by the Fifth and Sixth Amendments? 
What does "authorized by law" mean? No coun 
has offered an extensive analysis of these difficult 
questions. As will become apparent, tbis Court 
need not provide all the answers to resolve 
Defendant's motion.FN4 

FN4. If there is be national uniform>ty iii 
this area, this Court believes it can only 
come through !he Supreme Court's 
exercise of its rule-makiiig power to craft a 
uniform rule for federal criminal 
prosecutions. Of comse, as !he ~ond 
Circuit pointed out in Simel<, such a rule 
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would be subject to Congressional veto 
under the Rules Enabling Act See Simel$, 
48 F.3d at 644 n. 6; 28 U.S.C. § 2074. 
A;; this Court well knows, the rule-making 
process in the area of criminal procedure is 
a long and difficult one. 

In its attempt to address a few of these difficult 
questions, the Hammad court reasoned that the " 
Constirution defines only the 'minimal historic 
safeguards' which defendants must roceive ralher 
than the outer bounds of those we may afford them." 
Hommad. 858 F.2d at 839 (quoting McNabb v. 
United Stales, 318 U.S. 332, 340, 63 S.Ct. 608, 
612-13, 87 L.Ed. 819 (1943)). While 
acknowledging the potential impact on 
iovestigadons of crime, the Second Circuit found 
nothing on the face of the Rule that constrained its 
reach to that of the Sixth Amendment right to 
counsel. ld. at 838. The court noted thai the 
Model Code of Professional Responsibility " 
enCOmpasses the anomey's duly to 'maintain the 
highest standards of ethical conduct.' " ld at 839. 
The Second Circuit thus found that the Code " 
secures protections not contemplated by the 
Constitution." /d. Of coors•, the dilemma then 
became to balance these protections with !he unique 
and well-established role of federal prosecutonl in 
the investigation of crime. 

In its resolution of this dilemma, the Hammad court 
expressed several limitations on the use of the 
disciplinary rule. The Second Circuit expressly 
noted that it "would not interpret the disciplinary 
rule as precluding undercover investigatioru." 
Hammad. 858 F.2d al 839. Furthennore, the 
Second Circuit explained that under DR 

· 7-104(A){l), "a prosecutor is 'authorized by law' 
to employ legitimate iovesligalive tochniques in 
conducting or supervising criminal investigations, 
and the use of iofonnants to gather evidence against 
a suspect will frequently fall within the ambit of 
such authorization." ld. 

The Hammad court's holding that DR 7-104(AXl) 
applies to pre-indictment, n011·custodial conta<:!S 
with represented persons has not resulted in any 
further fm<ings of a violation of the rule. Even in 
the Second Circuit, the courts have generally 
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concluded that the contact was authorized by law as 
a legitimate investigative technique. See Slmels, 48 
F.ld at 649 (citing cases). In practice, then, the 
broad exceptions to the rule noted in Hammad may 
operate to swallow the Rule itself except in perhaps 
the mD£t egregious instanoes of misconduct 
Consequently, the results in the Sewnd Circuit do 
not differ in practical tenus from the result reached 
in those circuits wbere the courts bave concluded 
thai the "no contact" rule simply was not meant 10 
apply to prosecutors *1006 in the ~indictment, 
non-custodial stage of criminal investigations. 

This Court fmds itself in substantial agreement with 
those courts fmding that the anti-contact rule was 
not meant to apply to pre-indictment non-custodial 
contacts with a represented party. While 
substantial authority supports this view, we will 
proceed to analyze Ward's arguments asswning that 
the Rulo does apply. If, opmting under this 
assumption, the Court concludes thai suppression is 
an inappropriate remedy for any asserted violation 
then w.: need not answer the more difficult 
questions presented in by the ambiguous language 
ofRule4.2. 

Rule 4.2 is not entirely identical to DR 7-104(A)(l) 
and one can argue that at least one of lhese 
differences supports a broader interpretation of 
Rule 4.2. In that regard, we note that the 
commentary to Rule 4.2 indicates that the "[t]his 
rule also coven any pers011, whether or not a pa.-ly 
to a formal proceeding, wbo is repte$Mted by 
counsel concerning the matter in question." One 
could read this statement as undennining some 
aspocts of the logic underlying the numerous court 
holdings ftnding that the rule does not apply to 
pre-indictment contacts, As stated above, these 
docisions have reasoned that fonnal proceedings 
must be initi•led in order lbr tbe predecessor to 
Rule 4.2 to come into play. This comment calls 
that assumption into question wben Rnle 42 
applies. III addition, !hi• comment weaken• the 
argument that prior to !he Initiation of formal 
proceedings, the criminal suspect is not a ''party~ 
within the meaning of the Rule. This ambiguity, 
among others, informs and supports our decision lo 
proceed on the assumption that Rule 4.2 appl!es. 
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[3] Assuming that Rule 4.2 applies in the 
pre-Indictment, non-custodial setting presented in 
this case, we must now analyze f~nt whether the 
facts indicate AUSA Mille~s awareness of Ward's 
represented status and whether the contact at issue 
falls within the u1111thorized by law" exception to 
Rule 4.2. As to the fU"St question, the record does 
not clearly indicate that AUSA MiUer knew Ward 
had retained COIIJisel in conjunction with the fraud 
investigation at the time the 1992 Tapes were made. 

Asswuing that Miller did kuow that Ward was 
represeute<l by counsel at the time of the 1992 
Tapes, the Government argues that tho undercover 
taping of Ward in meWngs with Valliere falls 
within the "authorized by law" exception to Rule 4.2 

1hls Court agrees. In reaching this cooclusion, 
this Court finds itself in accord with the cases 
recognizing that undercover taping of suspects 
during the inV<!stigatory stage of criminal 
proceedings is precisely the kind of legitimate 
inve,siigatory tactic that even the Hammad court 
found permi,ible. Hammad 858 F.2d at 839; see 
aim Unlled Srares v. De Villlo, 983 F.2d ll85, l 192 
(2d Cir.1993). While we need not rule out the 
possibility that a prosecutor could abuse this tactic 
in an attempt to interfere with a susp<ct's 
relationship with counsel, we do not lind any 
showing of such an attempt in this case with respect 
to the 1992 Tap-es. FIH 

FN5. Upon request of the Court, the 
Government tendered preliminnry 
transcripts of the challenged taped 
conversations. Having reviewed those 
transcripts, the Court fmds no suggestion 
that the Government abused its authority to 
investigate the matters charged in the 
indktmeut. 

[4) Next, we consider the 1994 Statements made by 
Ward upon AUSA Miller's visit to his tmiler a few 
months before Ward's indictment. The Court fmds 
this incideut far more troublesome. Rule 4.2 would 
appear to prohibit AUSA Miller from proceeding 
with any communication with Ward after he stated 
that he had an attorney. Given that the stated 
purpose of this meeting WM to confront Ward with 
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the allegedly overwhelming nature of the evideJioe 
against hint and to discuss hi• cooperation options, 
the danger for Ward of uncouoseled oommuoication 
with the Government is readily apparent. Couple 
this danger with the power of the prosecutor to 
control the timing of the indictmeut and the 
triggering of constitutional protections which would 
probibit such contact and the potential for prejudice 
and abuse of power increases. In contrast to the 
coven use of informants, the (hurt lmds tho 
balance of competing interests weighs in favor of 
prohibiting overt contacts with represented parties 
for the pwpose of discussing coop<ralion with the 
Government. A"uming *1007 Rule 4.2 applies, 
the Court would consider AUSA Miller's contact 
with Ward in violation of !he Rule. 

[5] Having deemed the contact a violation of the 
Rule, the Court must consider whether suppression 
is the proper remedy. The Hammad court 
considered suppression a proper remedy, but left its 
use to the discretiQn of the district oourt. AI the 
time AUSA Miller confronted Ward and to this day, 
a subst;antial body of law exists which leads to the 
conclusion that his conduct was proper. At the 
very least. no court in this cir<:uit, and few, if any, 
courts in other jurisdictions had affirmatively ruled 
that similar conduct violated any ethical prohibition. 
Considering the unsettled state of law in this area 
8lld !bat Ward voluntarily chose to continue to 
speak with AUSA Miller and Agent Cullen, the 
Court fmds suppression inappropriate in this case. 

[6) ln. reaching this conclusion, we have attempted 
to evaluote and account for the numerous competing 
policies that Rule 4.2 seeks to bal8llce. We are 
also mindful of recent holdings in other areas of the 
law that suggest that a "federal judge cannot [and 
should not) punish th~ prosecutor at tho expense of 
the law·abiding public." Unlled Stales v. Van 
Engel. 15 F.3d 623, 632 (7th Cir.l993), cerl. 
denied. Sll u.s. 1142, !14 ·s.Ct. 2163, !28 
L.Ed.2d 886 (1994). In k«ving with this view and 
the admonition of the Srmels coun, we fmd it best to 
maintain a narrow reading 8lld cautious approach to 
Rule 4.2. 

[7] Rule 4.2, or a substantially similar provisioo, is 
a widely accepted ethical limitation on 
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communications with represented parties found in 
almost all jurisdictions. Nonetheless, its impact on 
li:deral prosecutors remains unclear. If the Rule is 
to operate with any fon;e and if it is to offer any 
guidance to federal prose<:otors, a uoifonn standard 
is necessary. Notwithstanding this need, this Court 
cannot rewrite the Rule to provide the clarity and 
unifonnity that is currently absent. 

While on the subject of unifonnity, the Court notes 
that the Department of Justice has promulgated a 
regulation covering the subject of communication 
with represented parties. &e 28 C.F.R. pl. 77; 59 
Fed.Reg. 39,910 (1994). While this regulation 
represents a moderation of the views expressed by 
then Attorney General Thornburgh in his infamous 
memorandum, it still contains broad statements 
regarding the power of the Justice Depamnent to set 
ethical standards for its attorneys and to exempt 
them from application of contrary standards. The 
regulation also indicates that the Department· 
generally will ser;e as the disciplinary body and 
gives notice of the Departmenfs intent to displace 
state and federal rules of ethical conduct. The 
regulation does not apply to the conduct in this case 
because it had not yet taken effect, but we do f'md a 
few points notewotthy.PNO 

FN6. For more recent discussion of the 
conflicts inhaent in the anti-contact rule 
and divergent opinions of courts and 
commentators, see Amy R. Mashbnm, A 
Clockwork Orange Approach to Legal 
Ethic.: A Conflict-' Perspective on the 
Regulation of Lawyers by Federal Courts, 
8 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 473 (1995); 
Neals-Brik Williom Delka, Ethics and the 
Fedual Prosecutor; The Continuing 
Conflict over tM. Application of Model 
Rule 4.2 to Federal Att<Jl'ney<, 44 
Am.U.L.Rev. 855 (l99S); Roga C. 
Cramt011 & Kisa K Udel~ State Ethics 
Rules and Fedual Prosecutor.: The 
Comrov<rsies Ov..- the Anti-Coruacl and 
SubpoMa Rules, S3 U.Pin.L.Rev. 291 
(1992). 

Setting aside the debate about the impect of this 

rug" 'u m ll 
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regulation and the authority of the Justice 
Depamnent to enact it, this regulatiOJt would appear 
to probiblt AUSA Miller from communicating with 
Ward as he did in this case. Specifically, the 
commentary to the fmal rule notes that the 
Department has settled on a general policy 
(embOOied in changes to the United States 
Attorneys' Manual) of prohibiting overt contact<~ 
with represented targets of criminal investigations. 
See 59 Fed.Reg. 39927-28. The regulation itself 
states that: 
An attorney for the government may not initiate or 
engage in negotiations of a plea agreement, 
settlement, statutory or non-statutory imlnunity 
agreement, or otha disposition of actual or 
potential criminal charges ... , or sentences or 
penalties with a repr<~senred person .•. wh<> the 
attorney for the government knows is represented 
*1008 by an attorney without the coru;ent of the 
attorney representU.g such person .... 

28 C.F.R. § 77.8. While one can engage in 
word-play to argue that a discussion of cooperation 
options doos not fit precisely within t:his provision, 
it is apparent to the Court that the policies 
underlying Rule 4.2 and this new regulation would 
counsel against AUSA Miller's cootact with Ward 
as it occurred in this case. 

Jn the at:eence of Seventh Circuit authority oo this 
issue, this Court is confronted with an impressive 
number of opinions persuasively reasoning that 
Rule 4.2's substantially identical predecessor doos 
not and should not apply to pre-indictment, 
non-custodial contacts by prosecutors or onderwver 
informants. A• we have noted, those opini= ore 
not entirely satisfactory but we cannot ignore them. 
In light of this substantial body of authority, the 
limited authority supporting Defendant's position is 
insufficient to cause the Court to hold affinnatively 
that Rule 4.2 does apply to ruch contacts. In any 
event, assuming the Rule does apply in t:hi• case, the 
Court would not fmd suppressioo warranted. 
Accordingly, Defendant's motion to suppress the 
19-92 Tapes and the 1994 Statements is denied. 

CONCLUSION 
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For the re...,ons set forth above, the Court denies 
Defendant Ward's motion to suppress. 

N.D.lll.,l995. 
U.S. v. Ward 
895F.Snpp. 1000 

Briefs and Other Related Documeof.il (Back to top) 

• l;94cr{l0483 (Docket) (Jul. 26, 1994) 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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c 

Supreme Court of New Mexico. 
In the Matter of G. Paul HOWES, Esq., An 

Attorney Admitted to Practice Before the CoUlts of 
the Slate of New Mexico. 

No. 23414. 

May21, 1997. 

Attorney discipline proceeding wa. brought. The 
Sup.-eme Conn held that: (l) duty of Assistant 
United States Attorney (AUSA) to refrain from 
communicating with a represented criminal 
defendant was not subject to argument, and thus 
fmding of violruion of disciplinary rule was not 
precluded on basis of advice AUSA received from 
chief and deputy chief of felony section; (2) AUSA " 
communicated" with represented defendant by 
listening to him after defendant called; (3) 
communications were not authorized by law; {4) 
Supremacy Clause did not preclude discipline; and 
(5) appropriate sanction was public censure. 

Censured. 

West Headnotes 

[I] Attorney and Client 45 €=J7.l 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Discipline 
45k37 Grounds for Discipline 

451<37.1 k, In General. Most Cited 
Cases 
Disciplinary rule p.-ovi<ling that subordinate lawyer 
does not violate the Rules of Professional Conduct 
if that lawyer acts in accordance with a supervisory 
lawyer's rea.onable resolution of an arguable 
question of professional duty must be read in 
connection with rule wbich directs that a lawyer is 
bound by lhe Rules notwiths!Anding that the lawyer 
acted at the direction of another person, and rule is 

Pagel 

not meant to immunize attorneys from 
accountability for their misconduct. SCRA 1986, 
Rules 16·502, subds. A, B. 

[2] Attorney and Client 45 €=38 

45 Attorney and Clieru 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Discipline 
45ld7 Grounds for Discipline 

45k38 k. Character and Conduct. Mo.st 
Cited Cases 
Duty of Assistant United Slates Attorney (AUSA) 
to refrain from communicating with a represented 
crimiuol defendant was not subject to argwnent, l!lld 
thus finding of violation of disciplinary rule was not 
precluded on basis of advice AUSA received from 
chief and deputy chief of felony section, and, in any 
event such advice did not provide neuse where 
AUSA was not seeking advice as to his ethical 
obligations to defendant and to the public defender, 
and any passing consideration of these duties which 
may have arisen was secondary to the primary 
question of how to obtain admissible evidence from 
a defendant SCRA 1986, Rules 16-402, 16·502, 
subd. B. 

[3] Attorney and Client 45 €=J7.1 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(C) Discipline 
45ld7 Grounds for Discipline 

45ld7.l k. In General. Most Cited 

'"" Within rule stating that subordinate lawyer does not 
violate the Rules of Professional Conduct if that 
lawyer acts in accordance with a supervisory 
lawyer's reasonable resolution of an arguable 
question of professional duty, attorney's employer, 
even though that employer may be an attorney or an 
amt of the United States government, Ca!U!ot create 
an "arguable question of professional duty" by the 
simple mechanism of unilaterally declaring that a 
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particular rule of conduct is burdensome and should 
not apply to its employees. SCRA 1986, Rule 
16-502, subd. B. 

[4} Attorney and CUent 45 £=J8 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Discipline 
45k37 Grounds for Discipline 

45k38 k. Character and Cooduct Moot 
Cited Cases 
Withill rule providing that lawyer shall not 
oommunicate with represented party without other 
lawyer's consent, lawyer "communicatesn with a 
represented party when he willingly listens to what 
that penon has to say, and thus As.sistaDt United 
States Attorney (AUSA) violated rule when, after 
crimillal defendant initiated telephone calls to him 
and detective, AUSA did not contact defendant's 
attorney and encouraged defendant to talk to him 
and detective without advice of defendants 
attorney. SCRA 1986, Rule 16-402. 

[51 Attorney and Client45 £=J8 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Discipline 
45k37 Grounds for Discipline 

45k38 k. Character and Conduct. Most 
Cited Cases 
Even where a government attorney's actions do not 
violate constitutional standards so as to require 
suppression of evidence in crimillal case, they may 
still be in violation of disciplinary rules, such as 
rule prohibiting communication with repre.>ented 
party. SCRA 1986, Rule 16-402. 

(6] Attorney and Client 45 £=37.1 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Discipline 
45kl7 Grounds for Discipline 

4Sk37.l k. In GeneraL Most C1ted 
Cases 
Conduct of attorney could not be oxoused. for 
disciplinary puiJIOses, by rule of jurisdiction in 

which he acted, where rule was not adopted Wllil 
after the conduct in que.>tion. SCRA 1986, Rule 
Hi-805. 

[7] Attorney and Client45 £=38 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

45l(C) Discipline 
45k37 Grounds for Discipline 

451;38 k. Character and Conduct. Most 
Cited Cases 
Conununications by As.sistaot United States 
Attorney (AUSA) with represented party were not M 

authorized by lawM so ,.. to be pennissible under 
disciplinary rule on ground that Congres.s hall 
authorized the Attorney General to direct aDd 
supervise the conduct of Department of Justice 
(DOJ) prosecutors and that AUSA acted ill 
compliance with DOJ policies; general enabling 
statutes do not authorize the DOJ to is.sue policies 
or regulations that absolve its attorney> from the 
res]IOilSibility to comply with ethical regullllioos 
promulgated by the courts granting them their 
licenses and responsible for their conduct as 
officers of the court. 28 U.S.C.A. §§ SlS(a), 516, 
533, 547; SCRA 1986, Rule 16-402. 

[8! Attorney and Cllent 45 £=38 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Disciplille 
45k37 Grounds for Discipline 

45k38 k. Character and Conduct. Most 
Cited Cases 

States 360 £=t8.67 

360 States 
3601 Political Status and Rellllions 

c •• 

360l(B) Federal Supremacy; Preemption 
36()k!8.67 k. Professions. Most Cited 

Supremacy Clause of United Slates Constitution did 
not preclude New M<ll<ico Supreme Court from 
enforcing New Mexico's Rules of Professional 
Conduct concerning communication with 
represented party against AssistaDt United States 
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Attorney (AUSA) acting within his offidal duty, as 
no federal law required him to carry out bis duties 
in an unprofessional marmer. U.S.C.A. Consl Art. 
6, cl. 2; SCRA 1986, Rule 16-402. 

[9] Attorney and Client 45 €=59.8(1) 

45 Attorney and Client 
451 The Office of Attorney 

451(C) Discipline 
45k59.l Punishment; Disposition 

45k59.8 Pubtlc Reprimand; Public 
Censure; Public Admon.ition 

451:59.8(1) k. In General. Most 
Cited Cases 

(Formerly 451:58) 
Public censure was warranted for conduct of 
Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) in 
improperly communicating with represented 
defendant, though defendant initiated contact and 
despite contention that AUSA was simply caught in 
a dispute between the federal government and the 
state bar associations, where contacts occurred on 
several occasions, some of them after defendant's 
anorney bad objected, and AUSA refused to accept 
or recognize the wrongful nature of his conduct, and 
had substantial experience in the practice of law. 
SCRA 1986, Rules 16-402, 16-804, subd. A. 

**161 •313 Virginia L Ferrara, Chief Disciplinary 
Co1J11sel, Albuquerque, Ray Twohig, Special 
Assistant Bar Counsel, Albuquerque, for 
Disciplinary Board. 
Department of Justice, Eric H. Holder, Jr., Charles 
F. Flyllll, W. Mark Nebeker, Washington, DC, 
Robert J. Gorence, Albuquerque, for Respondent. 

OPINION 
PER CURIAM: 
This matter came before the Court following 
disciplinary proceedings conducted pursuant to tile 
Rules Governing Discipline, 17-101 to 17"316 
NMRA. Pursu011t to Rule 17-316, G. Paul Howes 
requested that we review the recommendation of the 
disciplinary board that be be publicly ceru;ured for 
several violations of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct, 16·!01 to 16-805 NMRA. Because of 
the significant questions of law involved and the 

"'' ' 
existence of an isoue of substantial public interest, 
we requested briefs from the pllrlies. After a 
thorough review of the record of these prooeediogs 
and the arguments and briefs submitted, we adopt 
the recommendation of the disciplinary board. 

In early August 1988, Billy Wilson (Wilson) was 
shot and killed in an apartment horu;e in 
Washington, D.C. On August 23, 1988, Darryl 
Smith (defendant) was arrestod for this murder and 
subsl:quently gave a lengthy videotaped statement 
to police, in which he admitted being at the scene of 
the murder but claimed that the murder had actually 
been committed by a Larry Epps. 

Public Defender Jaime S. Gardner was appointed to 
represent defendant, and respondent, who wos at all 
material time• an attorney licensed by this Court, 
representod the United States. At the time of the 
events giving rise to the charges in this case 
(November 1988,) respondent practicod law as an 
Assistant United States Attorney (AUSA) in the 
Superior Court of the District of Columbia pursuant 
to the authorization of the Uniwd States Attorney 
General under 28 USC § S I 7 _rn1 

FNL 28 USC § 517 directs that "the 
Solicitor General, or any other offictr of 
the Department of Justice, may be sent to 
any State or district in the United States to 
attend to the interests of the United States 
in a suit pending in a court of the United 
States, or in a court of a State, or to attend 
to any other int<rest of the United States.H 

On August 24, 1988, defendant appeared for 
presentment in the Superior Court of the District of 
Columbia and was ordered held without bond UI!til 
a preliminary hearing could be held. Oo 
September 6, 1988, respondent moved tile court to 
release defendant on his own recognizance pending 
further investigation of the case. Prior to 
defendanes release, respondent indicated to the 
public defender that he would like to speak with 
defendant ab<lut the case; however, she refused 
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permission unless respondent was willing to offer 
her client complet~ immunity, which he was not 
willing to offer. 

Between September 26 and October 5, 1988, 
defendant contacted District of Columbia 
Metropolitan PoUce Detective Donald R. Gossage 
(detective) 011 several occasions and made 
statements to him about the Wilson murder and two 
other murders. The detective told respOlldent about 
these statements. Respondent bad no personal 
experience with a defendant who contacted police 
to discuss his own c:ase, but office policy permitted 
him to deal with wl!IIesses who were represented by 
counsel in other cases without notifYing their 
auomeys. Resp011dent discussed the situation with 
the chief of the felony section, who told him to 
advise the detective that if .. 16l *314 defendant 
were to initiate further contact with the detective, 
the detective could listen but that he wa.> not to 
initiate e<.>ntact with defendant. There was no 
discussion about whether to notifY the public 
defender. Respondent relayed the message to the 
de«:ctive 110d told him as well to make notes of 
anything defendant might say, so that any 
inconsistent statements could be used for 
impeachment purposes. 

The public defender fii'St learned of these contacts 
with her client through testimony presented at his 
preliminary hearing on October 5, 1988. Probable 
cause was found to charge defendant with the 
murder of Wilson, and he was remanded to custody 
and ordered held without bond. Defendanfs 
attorney complained in open court about the 
contacts with her c!ienl made without her 
knowledge and asked the court to i""ue a directive 
that there he no furthu e<.>ntacts with defendant. 
Respondent stated that be expected no further 
contacts with defendant but added that "if he wants 
to call us, we will take his call." The court issued 
no directive but observed on the record that the 
public defender would undoubtedly instruct ber 
client that such contacts were not in his best interest. 

Between October 5 and November l, 1988, 
however, defendant continued his efforts to contact 
the detective from the jail. He left messages for the 
detective on his beeper and even spoke with him on 
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seveml occa.>ions· regarding the Wilson murder and 
the other two cases (wherein he was not cl!arged 
and, therefore, not represented by counsel.) 
Respondent was aware that defendant wa.> talking 
about the Wilson murder to the detective but did not 
notifY the public defender or obtain her permission 
for the detective to discuss the case with her client. 

On November 18, 1988, th~ detective was in 
respondent's office working with him on the Wilson 
murder case when respondent himself re<:eived a 
call from defendant on his private line. 
Respondent had never given his private number to 
defendant, olthough he had given it to tho detective. 
At respondent's request, the detective listened in on 
an extension. Although defendant was advised that 
he did not have to speak with defendant and the 
detective and th!ll his lawyer would not be happy, 
he proceeded to talk about the Wilson case for 
approximately six minutes while respondent and the 
detective listened and took notes. Defendant called 
back about ten minutes later and spoke with 
respondent and the detective fur another fifteen 
minutes, although he was again reminded that tho 
public defender would be unhappy with him. At 
the conclusion of this call, the detective agreed to 
visit defendant at the jail. Although respon<kllt's 
notes indicate that defendant now was focusing 
almost exclusively on the WilsOJt murder, the public 
defender was advioed neither of the calls nor of the 
impending visit with her client. 

The detective had been advised by respondent that 
because defendant was initiating the calls, the 
constitutionality and the voluntariness of the 
statemeota were established and th.at he should "let 
Darryl talk" but refrain from posing questions of his 
own. After the call to his own office and the 
appoinbnent for tho detective to visit personally 
with defendant, respondent consulted with the chief 
and deputy chief of the felony section, wbo advised 
him that the detective should take a partner with 
him to the jail and give defendant bis Miranda 
warnings before proceeding with the interview. 

While the deputy chief recalled that there may h.avo 
been some discussion of the ethical proprieties of 
cOIIIIIIunicating directly with defendant, the cl!ief of 
the felony section acknowledged in his testimony 
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!hat his primary concern in adviling respondent was 
whether the evidence would be constitutionally 
admissible. The deputy chief did not recollect tbat 
respondent advised eitber himself or the chief !hat 
he had personally spoken with defendant It is also 
clear from lhe record tbat tbe chiefs advice as to 
any ethical considerations was more directed at lhe 
contacts tbe detec!ive was having with delimdant 
ratber !han to any calls respondent might be 
receiving. The chief aclrnowledged that his 
understanding of tbe rules regarding professional 
responsibility would probably not have affected hi$ 
advice, because he udidn"t think the D.C. bar rules 
had much to say about how the police behaved." 

On November 21, 1988, the detective and a parmer 
visited with defendant ru the jail and .. 163 •315 
gave Miranda warnings, but defendant refused to 
sign the fonn because, he said, it would moke his 
lawyer angry. The meeting was terminated. 

On November 25 or 26, 1988, respondent received 
four more colle<:t calls from defendant from the jail, 
all of which he accepted He reminded defendant 
that hi$ attorney had already complained to tbe 
court. about his contacts with representatives of the 
government but petmiued dofondant to Clllltinue to 
speak with him nonetheless. Respondent asked no 
questions but listened to everything defendant bad 
to say. While his notes again indicate that 
defendant was now speaking only of the Wilson 
murder, respondent did not advise defendant's 
attorney of these calls. 

Defendant was indicted for the murder of Wilson on 
December 8, 1988. The public defender 
subsequently sought to have defendants statements 
to respondent and the detective suppressed and/or 
the indicnnent dismissed on the basis of 
prosecutorial misconduct The motion was denied 
by writte~ order dated July 10, 1989, bnt the judge 
referred the m>rtter of respondent's possible 
violation of DR 7-104 of the Code of Professional 
Responsibility f"Nl to the District of Columbia 
Board of Professional Responsibility. 

FN2. At 
7-104(A)(l) 

all relevant times, Rule 
of the Code of Professional 
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Responsibility in the Dirtri.ct of Columbia 
read as follows: 
"During the coul":'le of hi$ representation of 
a client a lawyer shall not communicate or 
cause another to cOQtltlunicate on the 
subject of the representation witb a plllly 
he knows to be represented by a lawyer in 
that matter unless he has the prior consent 
of the lawyer representing the other party 
or is authorized by law to do so." 
At all relevant times, Rule 16-402 of the 
Rules of Professional Conduct in New 
Mexico read as follows: 
"ln represetrting a client, a lawyer shall not 
communicate aboot the snbject of the 
representation with a party the lawyer 
lrnows to be represented by another lawyer 
in the matter, unless the lawyer has the 
consent of the other lawyer or l$ authoriud 
by law to do so ... " 
The prohibitions contained in the Rules are 
essentially identical. 

The Board of Professional Responsibility for the 
District of Columbia at tbat time had disciplinary 
jurildiction over any attorney who engaged in the 
practice of law in the District of Columbia on o pro 
hac vice basis, but in 1988 the relevant rule did not 
apply to an AUSA practicing pursuant to 28 USC § 
517. For thl$ reason, the case was referred to tbe 
office of New Mexico's disciplinary counsel in May 
1990. 

Rule 16-805, NMRA subjects a lawyer admitted to 
practice in Now Mexico to the disciplinary authority 
of this Court, even though he or she may be 
engaged in practice elsewhere. Both respondent 
and his employer, tbe United States Deparunmu of 
Justice (DOJ), filed federal suits challenging this 
Court's jurisdiction to conduct this disciplinary 
proceeding. Both suits were resolved in favor of 
this court's jurisdiction. See Jn re Doe. 801 
f.Supp. 478 (D.C.N.M.I992) and United Slates v. 
Ferrwa. 847 F.Supp. 964 (D.C.D.C.l993), ajj'd 54 
P.3d 825 (App.D.C.l995). These opinions have 
discussed some, but not all, of the legal principles 
we now address. 

The hearing committee and the disciplinary board 
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cono;luded !hat respondent had violated Rule 16-402 
by directly communicating about !he subject of the 
representation with a party he kuew to be 
represented by another lawyer in the matter without 
the consent of the other lawyer and without 
authorization of law to do so. The committe<: and 
the board paoel also concluded that respondent had 
violated Rule 16-804(A) by knowingly 
communicating with defi:ndant through the 
detective and by knowingly assisting and inducing 
the detective to communicate with defendant. 

The issues raised by respondent in his appeal are (a) 
whether be was entitled to rely on the odvice of his 
supervisor and thus should be excused for any 
violation of Rule 16-402 under !he provisions of 
Rule 16-S02(B); (b) whether he "communicated" 
with defendant within the meMing of Rule 16-402; 
{c) whether any communication that occurred was " 
authorized by Jaw;" (d) whether his actions were 
authorized under federal Constitutional principles 
that override New Mexico's Rules of Professional 
Conduct; Md (e) whether, even if a violation 
occurred, disciplinary action should be taken 
against him. 

.. 164 •Jt6 DISCUSSION 

L Tbe app!lcabillty of Rule l6-S02(D) to 
respondent's actions. 

[1][2] Respondent fm;t argues that New Mexico's 
Rule 16-502(B) should control the resolution of this 
case. This rule states that "a subordinate lawyer 
does not violate the Rules of Professional Conduct 
if that lawyer acts in accordance with a supervisory 
lawyer's reasonable resolution of an arguable 
question of professional duty'' It is respondent's 
contention that he was a "subordinate lawyer" 
within the meMing of this rule and that, as such, he 
was not only entitled but also obligated to rely upon 
the advice given to him by the chief and deputy 
chief of the felony section with respect to the calls 
generated by defendant. Consequently, he asserts, 
his actions must be excused. Respondent's position 
fails for several reasons. 

1""<1!;" I Ul J.J 
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First of all, Rule 16-S02(B) must be read in 
connection with Rule 16-502(A), which directs lhai 
"a lawyer is bound by the Rules of Professional 
Conduct notwithstanding that !he lawyer acted at 
the direction of another persoiL" The ABA 
Comment to Model Rule 5.2 makeS it clear that the 
rule, taken as a whole, is not meant to immunize 
ai!Omeys from accountability for their misconduct. 
rn; 

FN3. The ABA Comment begins with the 
admooitioo lhai "although a lawyer i• not 
relieved of resporuibillty for a violatioo by 
the fact that !he lawyer acted at the 
direction of a supervisor, that fuel may be 
relevant in detennining whether a lawyer 
had the knowledge required to render 
conduct a violatioo oftbe Rules." 

Respondent has cited no cases, Md we are aware of 
none, which bold for the proposition !hal an 
attorney may be exonerated from the coosequences 
of his or her miscooduct simply on the basis !hat !he 
unethical acts were committed upon another's 
inslnlctions or authorization. The few reponed 
cases on this topic uphold tho theory that an 
attorney is always answerable for his or her own 
actions. As one coun has noted: 
When others are involved in misconduct with 
counsel, de~ of culpability may vary, but 
ultimate responsibility does not. Counsel simply 
cannot delegate 10 others their own duty to act 
responsibly ... [in] the end, each member of the bar 
is an officer of the court. His or her fm;t duty is not 
to the client or !he senior partller, but to the 
administration of justice. 

Roberlo v. Lyons. 131 F.R.D. 75, 84 (11D.Pa.l990) 
citing Coburn Opllca/ Indus .. Inc. v. Cl/co, 6!0 
F.Supp. 656, 661 (M.D.N.C.\985); see olso 
McCurdy v. Kamas Dep'l of Tramp., 21 
KM.App.2d 262, 898 P.2d 650, 652 (1995) ('"[A] 
lawyer is not relieved of his or her responsibility for 
a violation of the rules of professional conduct just 
because be or she atted at the direction of a 
supervisor," citing the Conunent to Rule 5.2}. 

[3] Even more comJ"'lling, however, is that in this 
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instance there was no ~arguable question of 
professional dutyH needing resolution. Respondent 
has argued that various memoranda generated 
in-house at the Department of Justice prior to his 
actions took the position that federal prosecutors are 
not bound by state disciplinary rules prohibiting 
communication with represented persons and has 
submitted these documents as exhibits to the record. 
We are not persuaded that an attorney's employer, 
even though that employer may be an attorney or an 
arm of the United States government, can create an " 
arguable question of professional duty" within the 
meaning of Rule 16-S02(B) by the simple 
mechanism of onilaterally declaring that a particular 
rule of conduct is burdensome and should uot apply 
to its employees. 

In further support of his position that such an 
arguable question exists, respondent has cited 
numerous articles on the subject of whether or not 
federal prosecutors should be bound by state ethical 
rules. While we recognize that a debate currently 
rages regarding the applicability of ABA Model 
Rule 4.2 to federal prosecutors, all of the artiCles 
cited by respondent were published betwun 1990 
and 1996 and were no doubt occasioned U. part by 
fonner Attorney General Richard Thornburgh's 
Memorandum of June 8, 1989, which discussed the 
applicability of Rule 4.2 to !Weral prosecutors and 
which itself was issued after respondents octs of 
misconduct. Respondent's duty to refrain from 
communicating with a represented criminal 
defendant is not subject to argument Accor<ling to 
the ABA Comment to Model Rule 5.2, if a question 
••t65 •317 of ethical duty can be answered in only 
one way, " the duty of both lawyers is clear and 
they are equally responsible for fulfilling it_» 

Bven if one were to accept the premise that an 
arguable question of professional duty with respect 
to Rule 16-402 existed in November 1988, it is 
apparent from the rocord of these proceedings that 
the discussions respondent hed with the chief of the 
felony section regarding defendant's calls bore only 
a tangential relationship to respondent's ethical 
duties. The chief testified under oath that his " 
primary concern as a supervisor was whether dle 
evidence was constirutionally admissible" and that 
he "would have focused on the constitutional issues 

,rl1~~0UllJ 
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involved in contacts between a defendant and a law 
enforeement repreoentative; that is, I would have 
been focusing on his Fifth Amendment right ta be 
silen~ his Sixth Amendment right to COUI!sel." 
Additionally, it is not clear from the testimony of 
the chief and deputy cl!ief that !hey were even 
aware that respondent himself was communicating 
with defendant. Clearly respondent was not 
seeking edvice as to his ethical obligations to> 
defendant and to the public defender; any passing 
coru;ideration of these duties whicl! may have arisen 
was seoondary to the primary question of how to 
obtain admissible evidence from defendant 

Rule 16-502 cannot and does not excuse 
respondent's conduct 

IL Whether respondent ~oommunlcated" wilh 
defendant within the meaning of Rule 16-401. 

[4] Respondent next dispute.s the hearing 
committee's conclusion that a lawyer ucommunicates 
" with a represented party when he willingly Usten• 
to what that person bas to say. He argues that he 
did not violate Rule 16-402 because the evidence in 
the case shows that he simply listened to defendant. 
Since there was no questionU.g of defendan~ he 
reasons, he did not "communicate"' with defendant. 
We disagree. 

While certaU.ly one pwpose of Role 16-402 is to 
prevent attorneys from utilizing their legal skills to> 
gain an advantage over an unsophisticated lay 
person, an equally import8llt purpose is to protect a 
per.lOn represented by counsel "not only from the 
approach•• of his adversary's lawyer, bnt from the 
folly of his own well-meaning U.itiatives and the 
generally unfortunate consequences of his ignorance. 
" People v. Green, 405 Mich. 273, 274 N.W.2d 
448, 459 (1979) (quoting Justice Levin's dissent). 

The law and Rule 16-402 also re<:ognize that once 
an attorney has beon retained or appointed to 
represent a litigant, that attorney's responsibility is 
to act on behalf of the client and to protect the client 
from compromising his or her case by inadvertently 
waiviDg a viable defense or from disclosing 
privileged information. The attorney cannot fulfill 
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this respo!lllibility when opposing counsel freely 
oomes into oontact with the client without !he 
attorney's knowledge. 

By not contacting defendant's attorney and by 
encouraging defendant to talk to him and to the 
detective without her advice, respondent violated 
Rule 16-402 and the principles behind it. 
The principle is not so much, important ..., that is, to 
preserve the civilized decencies, but to protect the 
individual, often ignorant and uneducated, and 
always in fear, when faced with the co:>eTCive polioe 
power of the State. The right to the continued 
advioe of a lawyer, already retained or assigned, is 
his real protection against an abuse of power by the 
organized State. It is more important than the 
preinlemlgation warnings given to defendants in 
custody. These warnings often provide only a 
f~ble opportunity to obtain a lawyer, because the 
suspect or accused is required to determine his 
n~d. unadvised by anyone who has his interests at 
heart. The danger is not only the risk of unwise 
waivers of !he privilege against self-incrimination 
and of the right to counsel, but the more significant 
risk of inaccurate, sometimes false, and inevitably 
incomplete descriptions of the events described. 

People v. Hobson. 39 N.Y.2d 479, 485, 384 
. N.Y.S.2d 419,423, 348 N.E.2d 894, 899 (1976). 

To argue that one does not violate Rule 16-402 if 
one does not ask questions or impart .. l66 •318 
information borders on sophistry. People do not 
compromise their positions or waive their defenses 
by listening to an attorney; they do so by talking 
while the attorney listens. 

~communication~ and ~interrogation" are not 
synonymous, and it is ~communication"" that is 
prohibited by Rule 16-402. One can communicate 
interest and concern simply by indicating a 
willingness to listen. Since criminal defendants 
who are in custody often attempt to seek out and 
explain themselves to persons in authority under the 
generally misguided notion that they can extricote 
themselves from an unfortunate silllation, the 
apparent willingness of a detective and a prosecutor 
to consider a defendants version of the facts can l>e 
a particularly compelling message. "The influence 

"''' 

of the prosecuto~s presence is immeasurable.H 
People v. Green. 405 Micb. 273, 274 N.W.2d 448, 
456 (quoting Justie<l Moody, ooncuning in part and 
dissenting in part). Respondent and the detective 
were well aware that defendant was attempting to 
discuss the evidence in his own case in order to help 
himself and they used his faise bope to !heir 
advantage. Even if they asked no questions of 
defendan~ by granting him an audience they tacitly 
encouraged him to keep talking. 

While a lack of overreaching by a prosecutor in this 
situation may l>e a mitigating factor, it doe• not 
excuse oomplianoe with the standard prescnbed by 
Rule 16-402. In People v. Green. the prosecutor 
merely listened to and took notes on the statement 
of a murder su.spect (at the suspec!'s request) and, at 
the end of the statement, simply asked the man 
whether he had been telling the whole truth. 
Although the statement was found to be voluntary, 
the attorney's violation of Rule 7-l04(A)(l) was 
recognized by !he court. A similar violation of the 
rule occurred in Su<JI"e: v. Store, 481 So.2d 1201 
(Fla.l98S), where the pfO.'lecuting attorney udid 
little except listen to what the defendant had to say 
and take notes." Id at 1206 {quoting Greon. 274 
N.W.2d at454-455). 

We therefore reject respondent's argument that an 
attorney does not violate Rule 16-104 unless be or 
she is an active participant in a conversation with a 
represented opponent regarding the subject matter 
of the representation. 

Ill. Whether respondent communications were~ 
authorized by tawH wlthln tb~ meaning of Rule 

16-4&2. 

Respondent next contends that even if he is found to 
have "oommunicated" with defendan~ there is no 
violotion of Rule 16-402 because any 
oommunication he might have had was "authorized 
by law.H In support of this position, he asserts that 
his conduct would have been authorized under ca5e 
law, under other states' interpretations of their 
disciplinary rules, and/or under statute• delegating 
to the Attorney General the responsibility for 
conducting criminal investigations and prwecutiollll 
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(and the interpretations the DOl has placed on thes~ 
statutes.) 

The cases cited by respondent iD support of his f"li"St 
theory do little to bolster his position, as the cases 
concern the issue of whether statements made to a 
prosecutor by a represented defendant should be 
suppre.,ed rather than lhe issue of whether tho 
prosecutor violated the ethical prohibition against 
contact with a represented party. As an example, 
respondent places great reliance on the decision of 
the District of Columbia Court of Appeals in Uttlled 
Stale3 v. &rill, 518 A.2d 41)9 (D.C.App.l986), a 
case in which the chief of the felony section had 
personally participated. In Rorie, the appellate 
court overturned the trial court's exclll.'lion of 

. unsolicited statements made to a detective by a 
represented criminal defendant. The decision is 
based upon a Sixth Amendment analysis of the facts 
and make• no mention whatsoever of rule• 
governing attruney ethical oondnct. 

Additionally, many of the suppression decisions 
relied upon by respondent involve non-custodia~ 
pre-charging contacts with represented criminal 
defendanl.!l. Respondent cites United Stati!S v. 
Ryam, 903 F.2d 731 (lOth Cir.), cert donied, 498 
U.S. 855, Ill S.Ct 152, 112 L.Ed.2d 118 (1990), 
for the proposition that federal comts have declined 
to hold that otherwise legitimate law enforcement 
communications with represented persons violate 
ethical obligations. In Ryans, however, the Tenth 
Cir<:uit noted that the .. 167 •Jt'.l rule against 
WJauthorized contact would apply when one has 
been "charged, arrested or indicted or otherwise ' 
faced with the prosecutorial fortes of organized 
society, and immersed in the intricacies of 
substantive and procedunJ criminal law." " 903 
F.2~ at 740 (quoting Kirby v. 11/inoi•, 406 U.S. 682, 
689, 92 S.Ct. 1817, 1882, 32 L.Ed.2d 411 [1972) ). 
The Court explained that "when the government's 

· role shifts from investigation to accusation, 
however, then the balance of the interests at stake 
shifts. Clearly, if adversary proceedings had l>egWl 
here, this would be a different case." ld In the 
present case, at the time of respondent's 
communications with defendant, defendant had 
been arrested, a preliminary hearing had been held, 
probable cause had been foWld, and defendant wa< 

Page '.I 

in custody being beld without hood 

Respondent's reliance upon the holdings in 
suppression decisions as justification for his 
conduct is misplaced, as thi!Se cases generally do 
not defme an attorney's ethicel responsibilitie<, If 
they mention disciplinary rules at all, it is primarily 
to make clear that the rules are not ordinarily 
available to a criminal defendant in fu.<hloning a 
personal remedy for himself or herself. As rectntly 
noted by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeab in 
reversing a lower court's dismissal of an indictment 
because of a prosecutor's unauthorized contact with 
a represented defendant 
We are sensitive to the district court's concerns that 
none of the alternative sanctions available to it are 
a< certain to impress the government with our 
resoluteness in holding prosecutors to lhe ethical 
standards which regulate the profession as a whole. 
At the same time, we are confident that, when lhel'e 
is no showing of substantial prejudice to tho 
defendant, Jesser sanctions, such as holding the 
prosecutor in contempt or referral to the state bar 
for disciplinary proceedings, can l>e adeqnate to 
discipline and punish government attorneys who 
attempt to circumvent the standi!J'ds of their 
profession. 

Unired S/a/011 v. Lopez, 4 F.3d !455, 1464 (9th 
Cir.l993) (citations omined). 

[5) Respondent has chosen to ignore the body of 
case law which has held that even where an 
attorney's actions do not violate constitutional 
standards, they may Slill be in violation of Rnle 
7-W4{A) and/or Rule 16-402. The exclusiOr>ary 
rule is available to comts when a defendanrs 
constitutional rights have been trampled, but many 
oouns have recogniz~d that the public would be 
ill-served if the misconduct of an individual 
attorney permitted an otherwise guilty person to go 
free. A reversal of a defendant's oonviction for a 
prosecutors violation of Rule 7-l04(AX1) ''would 
constitute reprehensible 'overkill,' " and "bar 
disciplinary action directed against the offending 
attorney would l>e a more appropriate response and 
would serve as a more effective deterrent than lhe 
indirect sanction of the exclusionary rule.~ People 
v. Green, 405 Mich. 273, 274 N.W2d 448, 
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454-455; see also United Stales v. Partin. 601 f.2d 
1000 (9th Cir.l979); United Stales v. Dennis, 843 
F.2d 652 (2d Cir.l988). 

. [6] We disagree with respondrnfs argument that his 
tonununitations with the defendant should be 
deemed authorized Jllll'SUant to commenf.l to 
disciplinazy rules in other jurisdiction., most of 
w1tich were not even in effect at the time of his 
miscondutt. We particularly reject the suggestion 
that his actions should be viewed in light of a 
Comment to the District of Columbia's Rule 7-104 
adopted in 1991 (three years ajtu his misconduct,) 
given the fact that early in these proceedings he 
objected strenuously to disciplinary counsel's 
having charged him with a violation of that rule as 
well as ours and successfully argued to the hearing 
committee that the Board and this Court had no 
authority to enforce District of Columbia's rules and 
that those particular allegations against him should 
be dismissed He now claims to have acted in 
accordance with the District of Columbia's rule and 
the 1991 Comment thereto. 

Had the Comment to the District of Columbia's rule 
been in effect in 1988, respondent's argument might 
have some merit under our Rule 16-805. This rule 
states that a New Mexico attorney is subject to this 
Court's disciplinary authority even though engaged 
in practice elsewhere but recognizes that "if the 
rules of professional conduct in the two 
jurisdictions differ, principles of conflict**l68 *320 
of laws may apply." Since even respondent 
admits in his brief that the District of Columbia's 
rule and New Mexico's rule were " identical in all 
pertinent respecf.l" in 1988, however, we need not 
address this argument. 

[7] Respondent's third purported justification for the 
position that his communications were "authorized 
by law" is that Congress has authorized the 
Attorney General to direct and supervise the 
conduct of DOJ prose<:ntors and that he acted in 
compliance with DOJ policies. We question 
whether 28 USC §§ 516, 515(a), 533 and 541 
empower the Attorney General and/or the DOJ to 
adopt policies that are inconsistent with an 
attorney's ethical responsibilities. Consequently, 
we are not persuaded that those policies rise to the 
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level of"law" within the meaniog of Rule 16-402. 

for regulations issned by an agency to bave the 
force of law, they must be promulgated pursuant to 
sllltutmy authority. Chry$lllr Corp. v. Brown, 441 
U.S. 281, 302, 99 S.Ct 1705, 1711-1718, 60 
L.Ed.2d 208 (1979). While the grant of authority 
need not be specific, a review!ng court must " 
reasonably be able to conclude thlll the grant of 
authority contemplllles the regulations issued." ld 
at 308, 99 S.Ct. at 1121. We cwmot reasonably 
conclude that the g~oeral enabling statutes cited by 
respondent authorize the DOJ to issue policies or 
regulations that absolve if.l attorney; from the 
re.sponsibllity to comply with ethical regulations · 
promulgated by the courts granting them their 
licenses and responsible for their cooduct as 
officers of the court. 

As noted by one court: 
The Department of Justice Appropriation 
Authorization Act f'DOJ Acf') requires all 
attorneys in the Department of Justice to "l>o duly 
licensed and authorized to practice as an attorney 
under the laws of a State, territory, or the District of 
Columbia." See Pub.L. No. 96-132, 93 Stat. 1040, 
1044 (1979) (appropriation• for fiscal year 1980); 
'"" ol•o Pub.L. No. 102-395, 1(16 Stat 1828, 1838, 
§ l02(a) (1992) (appropriations for fiScal year 
1993, reenacting provisiO!Is of Pub.L. 96-132). To 
be "duly licensed and authorized to practice as an 
attomey," a member of a state bar must of necessity 
comply with that state's code of professional 
responsibility. Congress therefore clearly 
contemplated compliance with state bar ethical 
slandards by attorneys pratticing in tho Department 
of Justice. 

United StQtes v Furara, 841 F.Supp. 964, 969 
(D. CD.C 19931 aj}'d 54 F. 3d 825 (App.D.C 1'195); 
••e olso United States ex rei. O'Keefe v. 
McDonnell Douglas Corp.. 961 f.Supp. 1288, 
1293-1294 (E.D.Mo.199'7) (general enabling 
statutes do not authori..e DOJ to issue regulations 
exempting if.l attorneys from requirements of stale 
ethical rules) and U.S v. Lopez. 4 F.3d 1455, 1461 
(9th Cir.l993) (enabling statutes neither expressly 
nor impliedly authorize contacf.l with represented 
individuals.) 
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Under none of the theories adv011ced by respondent 
COil it be said that his communications with 
defendant fell within lite "authorized by law" 
exception to Rule 16-402. 

IV. Wbetber tbe Supremacy Clause of the 
United States Cons!ltutlon precludes onr 

enforcement of New Mexico's Rules of 
Profess tonal Conduct in this instance. 

(8] Respondent next raises as a defense the same 
Supremacy Clause argument that has been decided 
adversely to him aiJd his employer (DOJ) by two 
other courts of competent jurisdiction. See In re 

. Doe and U.S. v. Ferrara. While we recognize that 
these decisions are not binding on this Court, in 
view of our holding that respondent was not 
authoriu:d by any federal law to undertake the 
actions which he did, we choose to follow the 
reasoning of Judges Burciaga and Johnson in those 
cases and reject as weU the argument that the 
Supremacy Clause hats us from regulating 
respondents conduct 

At the outset of his argument, respondent claims 
d1at as a federal official bo "cannot be punished for 
actions within his official duty." We remind 
respondent that our purpose in disciplining 
attorneys for violating our Rules of Professional 
Conduct is not the punishment of the arromey but " 
the protection of the public, the profession, and the 
administration of justJce." Preface. Rules 
Governing .. 169 •321 Discipline, NMRA 17-101 
to 17-316 NMRA. Our duty to ensure that ~1e 

safety of the public, the reputation of the profession, 
and the orderly administration of justice are nO!. 
undennined by the actions of an attorney licensed 
by this Court should in no way interfere with 
respondent's duty to see that the laws of the United 
States are "faithfully executed." M noted by Judge 
Burciaga: 
Certainly, if pennitted to act unethically any 
arromey could gain advantage over his or her 
adversary. Bm to prevail in litigation by unfair 
means not only rewards the unscrupulous but 
relegates justice to a hollow victor1. This is 
exactly what the codes of ethics is designed to 
prevent ... "the United States wins its case whenever 

·-o-·-~··~ 
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justice is done one of its citizens in the courts." 

In re Doe, 801 F.Supp. at 488-489 (quoting from an 
inscription on the rotunda wall in Washington, 
D.C.). 

The conflict between our ethical rules and 
respondents federal responsibility to investigate and 
prosecute violations of the law, essential to a 
Supremacy Clause defense, is simply not present in 
this instance. Such a conflict arises if "compliance 
with both federallllld state regulations Is a physical 
impossibility" or where the state regulation "stands 
as an ob.slllc!e to the accomplishment ll!ld execution 
of the full purposes lllld objectives of Congress." 
Hillsborough County v. Automated Med. Lab., Inc., 
471 U.S. 7/YI, 713, 105 S.Ct. 2371, 2375, ss 
L.Ed.2d 714 (1985). Respondent has not cited and 
cannot point to lillY federal law which requires bim 
to carry out his duties as an AUSA in an unethical 
manner or to any inlellt of Congress that he even be 
permitted to do so. 

To the contrary, the intent of Congress still appe= 
to be that respondent and others in bis position 
should adhere to the ethical standards pre•cribed by 
their licensing courts. In !990, the House 
Subcommittee on Government lnfom1ation, JuOiico, 
ond Agriculrure conducted hearillgs on the 
innovative efforts by the DOJ to exclude its 
auomeys from the obligation to abide by state 
ethical rules. The Subcommittee concluded in its 
report: 
We disagree with the Attorney General's attempts to 
exempt departmental attorneys from compliance 
with the requirements adopted by the State b.us to 
which they belong and in the rules before the 
Federal courts before which they appear ... wo are 
not persuaded of a need to exempt Departmental 
attorneys from Model Rule 4.2 as adopted by State 
bars and Federal Courts. 

Fe<kral Pro•eoulorial Authority in a Changing 
L•gal Enwronnumt: More Attention R•quired, 
H.R.Rep. No. 986, JOist Cong., 2d. Sess. at 32 
(1990). 

While Congress unquestionably h.as the authority to 
preempt state regulations if it cbooses to do so, it 
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clearly has yet to manifest such an intent with 
respect to Rule 16-402. Respondent's Supremacy 
Clause defense therefore must fail 

V. Appropriate Suction. 

[9] Finally, respondent osserts that even if we reject 
his other arguments and fwd !hat he has in fact 
violated our Rules of Professional Conduct, which 
we have done, he should not be disciplined for his 
offenses (a) because he ''wru; simply caught in a 
dispute between the federal govenunent 011d the 
state bru: associations" and (b) because the conduct 
at issue could not recur, as the DOJ has 
promulgated a new policy which will hen.ceforth 
govern contacts between AUSAs and represented 
defendants. See28 C.F.R. Part 77. 

We have noted that there was no extant controversy 
with respect to Rule 16-402 at the time of 
respondenrs actions. The fact that fonner Attorney 
General Richard Thornburgh and his suooessorn at 
the DOJ were part of and continued to engage in 
such a dispute does not excuse respondents 
conducl While the question of whether 28 C.F.R. 
Part 71 will control full!re comacts between DOJ 

. attorneys and represented defendants is nm before 
us, we note that within the past fuw months at least 
one court has rejected this most recent effort by the 
DOJ to exempt its attorney employees from the 
requirements of Model Rule 4.2 and related rules. 
See United Stoles "" rei, O'Keefe v. McDonnell 
Douglas Corp., 961 F.Supp. 1288 .. 17(1 *322 
Thus it remains to b~ seen whether this latest DOJ" 
regulation" resolves this issue. 

The ABA Standards for lmpaslng Lawyer Sanolion 
(Standard 3.0) suggest that the following fa<tors 
shoukl be considered in detennining wha! sanction 
should be imposed after a fmding of attorney 
misconduct: (I) the duty violated: (2) the lawyer's 
mental state; (3) the actual or potential injury 
caused by the lawyer's misconduct; Md (4) the 
existence of aggravating or mitigating factors. 

The duty violated in this instance involves an 
attorney's duty to the legal system not to 
communicate improperly with those who are 
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represented by other attorneys, one of the most 
elementary premises of the adversary system. 
Respondent had inappropriate contacts with the 
defendant directly on at least six (6) separate 
occasions and on numerous other occasions throngh 
an intermodiAry (the detective). Although 
defendant initiated the contllCis, respondenfs 
repeated willingness Ill accept defendant's calls and 
his statement in open court (after defendanfs 
attorney had objected 1<> contllCis between defendant· 
and the detective outside of her presence) 1<> the 
effect that ulf he (defendant] wants to call us, we 
will take his call" indicate that lu: encouraged and 
perpetuated the communications and that his actions 
were intentional rather than the result of negligence 
or ignorance. 

There is no evidence that the contacts resnl!od in 
actual injwy to either defendant or the legal ~" 
in general. Tho potential fur injwy, however, is 
obvious. As Judge Burciaga observed: 
When a government lawyer, with enormous 
resources at his or her disposal, abuse• this poww 
and ignores ethical standards, he or she not only 
undennine.s the public trus~ but inflicts damage 
beyond calculation to our system of justice. This 
olone compels the rreponsible and ethical exercise 
of this power. 

In re Doe, 801 F.Supp. at 480. 

While the fact that respondent does not have a prior 
disciplinary record may be considered as a 
mitigating factor (ABA Standard 9.32[a] ), there are 
several fa<tors in aggravation of his misconduct. 
Most notable is the fact that he refuses to thi• day I<> 
accept or even recognize the WI'OJI.gful nature of his 
conduct. (ABA Standard 922[g] ). When asked at 
one point whether, if put in the same positi011 again 
be would do tho some thing, respondent replied in 
the negative. His answer, however, appears to have 
been based more upon his annoyance at having 
become the subject of disciplinary charges than 
upon any remorse for his actions, as he went 011 10 
say: 
I would never put myself in a position again to be a 
guinea pig, a test case, whether or not [the chief of 
the felony section] gave me the right directions, 
whether or not the Attorney General or the 
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Thomburgh Memorandum, whether or not the 
District of Colwnbia Court of Appeals two years 
later said what happaned was-if it was 
corutitutional, it was proper. l would never again 
put myself in a position where so many authorities 
would second-goes• what I thought I had done 
reas011ably and within the bounds of my 
professi011al responsibilities. 

Respondent then proceeded 10 remove any 
remaining doubt about whether or not he 
acknowledges that his actions were improper: 
[W)hen you asked me if I would ever do this again, 
my aDswer was not to say that what I did then was 
wrong. I believe I was ethical and proper under 
those circwnstances. And I would, given the same 
circumstaDces today, without any other changes, if 
this happenod again, I would do the same thing. I 
wouldn't change. 

We believe respondent's comments indicate a lack 
of appreciation for the importance of the duty at 
issue. We are not persuaded that he "was simply 
caught in a dispute." · 

A second aggravating factor is that at the time of 
this incident, resp011dent had substantial experience 
in the practice of law. (ABA Standard 9.22[i] ). 
He had graduated from the University of Virginia 
School of Law in 1978 and had clerked for two 
Federal judges before joining the U.S. Attorney's 
Office in 1984. Both the hearing committee and 
the disciplinary b-oard found that at the time of these 
actions respoodeot was "an accomplished, 
seasonod, aDd sophlstiCIIted attorney." His 
vio!ati011s of Rules 16-402 and *"171 •323 
16-804(A) were due neither to ignofliDce nor 
incompetence. 

The ABA Standards suggest that (absent 
aggravating Of mitigating circwnstances) " 
[r]eprimand is generally appropriate when a lawyer 
is negligent in determining whether it is pmper to 
engage in communication with an individual in the 
legal system, and causes injury Of potential injury to 
a party or interference or potential interference with 
the outcome of a legal proceeding." ABA 
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Standards [w Imposing La>ryel" Sane/ian (Standard 
6.33). 

Standard 2.5 notes that "reprimand" is "also known 
as censure or public censureri aDd defines it as "a 
fonn of public discipline which declares the 
conduct of the lawyer improper, but does not limit 
the lawyer's right to practice." The "CommentAry" 
to Standard 2.5 point.'l out that this sanction " 
emphasizes the concern of the court with all lawyer 
misconduct" and "serves the useful purpose of 
identifYing Jawyer:s who bave violated ethical 
standards and, if accompanied by a published 
opinion, educates members of the bar as to those 
standards." 

We hope that membor:s of the New Mexico bar 
alre~~dy appreciate the importance of their 
professional obligations under Rules 16-402 aDd 
16·804(A) NMRA. We tru.st that for most, if not 
all, New Mexico lawyer:s, this opinion discusses oo 
new legal principle. Nonetheless, this opinion will 
serve 10 affinn that our roles apply to all New 
Mexico lawyers, wherever they practice, and tbat 
we intend to continue to enforce our rules. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that G. Paul 
Howes be, and he hereby is, publicly censured 
pursuant to Rule 17-206(A)(4) NMRA for his 
nurMrous and intentional violations of Rules )6-402 
and 16·SIJ4(A). 

JT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Howes shaU 
reimbur:se the disciplinary board the costs of this 
disciplinaty proceeding in the amount of $8,663.52 
on or before November 19, 1997, with interest 
accruing thereafter on any balance due at a rate of S 
3/4 % per annum. Additionally, Howes is assessed 
the board's costs and attorney fees on appeal in an 
amount to be determined by this Court after 
reviewing a statement of fees and costs 011 appeal to 
be submitted by disciplinary counsel on or before 
June 1~, 1997. All coots assessed in this lllatter 
shall be reduced to a transcript ofjudgmeot. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

McKINNON, J., not participating. 
N.M.,l997. 
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END OF DOCUMENT 
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American Bar Association 

COMMUNICATIONS WITH REPREsENTED PERSONS 

July 28, 1995 

Copyright (c) 1995 by the American Bar Association 

Rule 4.2 prohibits a lawyer from knowingly oommumcating with a represented person aOOut the subject mauer 
of the rep~entation without the consent of that person's lawyer. This prohibition applies ro the conduct of 
lawyers in OOd1 civil and criminal mauers, aru:l covers ~ny person known to be represented by a lawyer with 
respect to the matter ro l>e discussed. 

In the context of criminal investigations, nonetheless, 1t must be recognized that the Rule bas been interpreted 
by some courts not to prohibit contacts by investigative agents acting under the general direction of a lawyer, with 
a person known to be represented in the mauer being mvestlgated, pnor to arrest or the institution of formal 
charges. 

The communicating lawyer is not barred from communicating with the rep~enred person absent actual 
knowledge of the representation. Such knowledge may, however, be inferred from the circumstances: thus, a 
lawyer may not avoid the need to secure consent of counsel by closing her eyes ro circumstances that make it 
obvious !hat the person to be communicated with is represented with respeot to the matter in que.tion. 

The communicating lawyer'' not barred from communicating with a represented person about topics that are 
not the subject of the representation. 

When a cmporation or odter organization " known to be represented with respect to a particular matter, the bar 
applies only to communications with those employees who have managerial responsibility, those whose act or 
omission may be imputed to the organization, and those whose statements may constitute admissions by the 
organization with respect to the matter in que.tion. Thus, a lawyer representing the organization cannot insulate 
all employees from contacts with opposing lawyers by assening a blanket representation of the organization. 

The faot that !he represented person is !he one who initiates a communication does not render inapplicable the 
prohibition on communicating about the subject matter ot the representation. 

When a person known t<J have been represented initiates contact with a lawyer and declares that she bas 
terminated or mtends to tenninate !he representation, the lawyer should obtain reasonable assurance that the 
representation has in fact been lerminated before engaging in substantive discussion-of the subject of the 
representation. 

A lawyer may not direct an investigative agent to communicate with a represented (>CfSOn m cucumstances 
where the lawyer herself would be prohibited from doing so. Whether in a civil or a crimmal matter, if the 
investigator acts as the lawyer's "alter ego." !he lawyer " ethically responsible for the investiga!Or's conduct. 

The bar against contacts with represented persons applies to all communications relating to the subject matter of 
the representation e><eept those !hat faU within the narrow category of being '"authorized by law." Communications 
"authorized by law" include communications that are constitutionally protected, and in addition, communications 
that 3re specifically authorized by statute, court rule, coun order, statutorily authorized regulation or judicial 
decismnal precedent. 

Recent controversy ooncermng Rule 4.2 of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct (1983, as amended) has 
prompted this Committee to undertake a comprehensive consideration of !he proper scope of the Rule. [FNJ] The 
Rule as it now stands provides: 
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Communication with Person Represented by Counsel 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject matter of the representation with 
a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of 
the other lawyer or is authonzed by law to do so. [FN2] 

The quesnons framing this e~amination of the Rule are these: (I) Does Rule 4.2 apply to the conduct of 
lawyers in criminal as well as civil matters? (2) Does a represented "party, • under the Rule, mean only a person 
who is a formally designated party to an adjudicative proceeding. contract or negotiation. or does it apply more 
broadly to any person who is represented by counsel w1th respect to the matter that is the subject of the 
communication? (3) In the context of criminal investigations, does the proh1bltion apply differently before arrest 
or the filing of formal charges than it does after those events? (4) Does the prohibition apply if the comnumicating 
lawyer does not have defmite knowledge that the person with whom she wishes to communicate is represented in 
the matter to be discussed? (5) Wbat is the scope of the subject matter about which communication is prohibtted0 

(6) May a lawyer representing a corporation or other organization bar communication with aU employees of the 
organization by declanng a blanket representation of the organiution and its employees? (7) May a lawyer 
communicate wtth a represented person absent consent of that person's lawyer if that person initiates the contact? 
(8) May a lawyer conununicate with a pe111on known to have been represented in the matter to be discussed who 
states that she has tenninated or intends to tenninate the representation? (9) To what extent does the prohibition on 
a lawyer's communicating with a represented person apply also to investigative agents acting under the direction 
of a lawyer? (10) What communications with represented persons fall within the "authorized by law" exception in 
Rule 4.2? 

The Background and Purposes of the Anti-Contact Rule 

While the debate abolll the scope and applicatiOn of Rule 4.2's proh1b1tion on contacts with represented parties 
has been heated, tlte controversy appea111 to be of relatively recent vmtage. The ethical prohibition against such 
contacts has enjoyed a long history and broad acceptance. Its origin appears to be tound in Hoffman's treause. in 
1836: 

l witt never enter into any conversallon W1th my opponent's client. relative to his claim or defence, except 
wtth the consent. and in the presence of his counsel. [FN3] 

Every ethical code promulgated by the American Bar Associallon has contained an anti-contact provision. 
Thus. the Canons of Protesstonat Ethics, promulgated in 1908. included the followmg provision in Canon 9o 

A lawyer should not in any way communicate upon the subject of controversy with a party represented by 
counsel; much less should he undertake to negotiate or compromise the matter with him, but should deal only W!th 
his counsel. 
Since that time. rules embodymg this fundamental ethical precept. usually following one or another of the models 
offered by the AllA. have been adopted in every sl<lte. [FN4] 

In DR 7-104(A)(l) of the ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility. whicb superseded the 1908 Canons 
and in turn anteceded the Model Rules. Ute language closely resembles what is now found in Rule 4.2: 

Commumcatmg With One of Adverse Interest. 
(A) During the course of his representation of a client a lawyer sball not: 

( t) Communicate or cause another to commumcatc on the subject of the representation with a party he 
knows to be represented by a lawyer in the matter unless he has the prior consent of the lawyer representing such 
other party or is authorized by law to do so. 

In addition, EC 7-18 of the Model Code set out Ute central proposition on which allot the anti-contact rules 
have rested: 

The legal system in its broadest sense functions best when persons in need of legal advice or assistance are 
represented by their own counsel. 
Implementing thl8 fundamental premiSe. the anti-<:ontact rules provide protection of the represented person against 
overreaching by adverse counsel. safeguard the dient-lawy~"' relationship from interference by adverse counsel, 
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and reduce the likelihood that clients will disclose privileged or other infonnation that might harm their interests. 
[FN5) 

l. The Bar Against ComrnUJiication With Represented Parties Applies to Criminal 
As Well As Civil Matters 

Model Rule 4.2, like its predecessors, seeks to mamlain a real barrier between !he opposing lawyer and d~e 
represented person. ln the context of a civil matter, the rule has been described as perhaps the sole barrier 
between the client and an overreaching opponent. [FN6) Similarly, the prohibition against communications wilh 
represented persons operates in a criminal mauer to protect a represented person agamst harmful admisswns and 
waivers of privilege that may result from interference with the client-lawyer relationship. Recognizing that 
communications in a cnminal case may entail significant consequences for the represented person, the Department 
of Justice has noted that the reasons for an anti--cootact rule apply to criminal proceedings, "perhaps with more 
force than 10 the civil context.· [FN7] 

Although there have been holdings to the contrary, [FN8] the Committee believes it is dear that R\lle 4.2 
applies to the conduct of lawyers in cnminal as well as civil matters, mcluding both federal and state prosecutors. 
It has been argued that, because the Rule applies to a lawyer only "[i]n representing a clieot," the Rule dCJes not 
reach the conduct of a prosecutor since she does not represent a "client" in the ordinary sense. [FN9] However, 
the history of the Rule and its predecessors offers no support for any assertion that it was intended to exempt 
prooecutors. Moreover, a majority of court decistons have concluded that Rule 4.2 and its predecessor anti-conwct 
rules apply to both federal and state prosecutors; [FNIO] even though, as discussed in part lll below, some 
decisions have also limited the Rule's application in the context of criminal investigations prior to arrest or 
indictment. 

Defense counsel in criminal cases of course are also subject to the provisions of Rule 4.2. For example, 
suppose that co-Defendants Able and Baker are charged with a crime, and Lawyer representing Defendant Able 
wishes to communicate with Defendant Baker because she has reason to beheve that he may be able to exculpate 
her client. If Lawyer knows that Defendant Baker is represented in that matter, sbe may not engage in any 
communications with Baker without the consent of Baker's lawyer. [FNJ I] 

lL The Bar Applies to Communications Not Only with Formal "Parties" but Also 
wilh Any Person Known to Be Represented with Respect to the Matter to Be 

Discussed 

Although most frequently encountered in the context of litigation, Rule 4.2 applies (as have its predecessor 
anti-contact rules) in transactional circumstances as welL For example, suppose Buyer and Seller in a real estate 
transaction are each represented by counseL The lawyer who represents Seller contacts Buyer, without leave of 
Buyer's lawyer, to suggest postponement of the closmg. That communication would be prohibited under Rule 4.2 
absent the consent of Buyer's lawyer. The same would of course apply to separately represented parties to 
negotiations leading to a clollng, or to any other transaction or potential transactwn. 

Moreover, even in a litigation conteAI, the application of the Rule does not depend on a proceedmg having 
actually commenced, so that those involved in a dispute have become fonnal "parties." The Comment to Rule 4.2 
makes plain that "the rule covers any person, whether or not a party to a fonnal proceeding, who is represented 
by counsel concerning the matter in question." [FN12] 

Much of the controversy regarding the scope of Rule 4 2 has turned on its use of the term "party." There is 
case law holding that m order for a person to be deemed a "party" under the Rule or Jls predecessors, at least in 
the criminal context, formal proceedings must have been 1mtiated in which that person is named as a party. 
[FN!3] A majority of the Committee believe, however, that the tenn "party," as used in RuJe 4.2, should not be 
given so narrow a meaning. As pointed out above, the Comment to the Rule states that it applies to "any person, 
whether or not a party to a fonnal proceedmg." And the word "party" has a broad as well as a narrow sense. 
[FN!4] 
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The Conunitlee re<:ognizes that, as just indicated, the word "parly" as used in the Rule is ambiguOIIS -- an 
ambiguity compounded by the fact that the caption of the Rule refers to a "person" represented by counsel. 
[FN15] The key ro resolving this ambiguity. the Committee believes, is consideration of the purposes intended lO 
be served by the Rule. In this light, the broader sense of the word "pany," taking it as equivalent to "person," is 
clearly the appropriate one. [FN 16] The reasons for protecting uncounsclled persom against overreaching by 
adverse counsel, proleeting the client-lawyer relationship from interference by such counsel. and protecting clients 
from disclosing privileged information that might bann their interests, are not limited to circumstances where the 
represented person is a party to an adjudicative or other formal proceeding. The interest& that the Rule seeks to 
protect are engaged when litigation is simply under consideration, even though it has not ac!llally \>eeu instituted, 
and the persons who are potentially panies to the lttigauon have retained counsel with respect to the matter in 
dispute. [FN 17] 

The harms that may flow from the disparity in sophistication and skill between a lay person and a lawyer are as 
likely to occur prior to the initiation of fonnal proceedings as they are following the filing of papers. Indeed, the 
critical phase in the representation of a client may be precisely the period when a lawyer, using her professional 
skills and training, attempes to avoid the filing of a suit entirely or to shape prospective htigation. ln such 
circumstances, a lawyer may, iritentionally or otherwise, take advantage of unsophisticated persons who are 
represented by counsel and thereby cirwmvent the client-lawyer relationship. Rule 4.2 should, therefore, operate 
to prevent a lawyer from adversely affecting the relationship between a client and her lawyer even in the absence 
of a formal proceeding. [FN18] 

If the Rule is to serve its mtended purpose, it should have broad coverage, protecting not only parties to a 
negotiation and parties to formal adjudicative proceedings, but any person who has retained counsel m a matter 
and whose interests are potentially distinct from those of the client on wbose behalf the communicating lawyer is 
acting. Such persons would include targets of criminal invesllgations, [FN19] potential parties to civil litigation, 
[FN20] and witnesses who have hired counsel in the matter. [FN2l]ln sum, the Rule's coverage should extend to 
any represented person who has an interestlll the matter to be discussed, who is represented with respect to that 
interest, and who is sought to be communicated with by a lawyer representing another party. [FN22] 

!II. The Bar May Have More Limited Application to Criminalluvestigations Prior 
to Arrest or the Ftling of Criminal Charges 

As has been noted, the reasons for the probibttion on contacts with represented persons apply at least as 
forcefully in the criminal as in the civil context; and in both contexts they apply before formal proceedings have 
been initiated as well as afterward. Nonetheless, a number of court de.:isions, mainly involving the conduct of 
undercover investigators or informants acting m concen with prosecutors, have limited the applicability of the 
Rule or its predecessor anti-contact rules m the crirnmal context, either holding the prohibition wholly inapphcable 
to all pre-indictment non-custodial contacts, [FN23] or holding it inapplicable to some such contacts by informants 
or undercover agents. [FN24] Some cases note that the Rule would apply if the conununication had \>een made by 
the prooecutor himself, or at his specific direction. [FN25] Some courts have spoecifically relied upon the Rule's 
use of the word "party"(as opposed to "person") to reach the conclusion that the Rule was not intended to apply to 
non-custodial pre-indictment communicallons with represented persons m the criminal context. [FN26] But at least 
one court has held th>t an anti-contact rule using the term "person" rother than "party" has no application to pre
indicunent non-custodial investigations. [FN27] Some courts have appeared to take the view that smce non
custodial pre-indictment connnunications with persons known to be represented would not violate the Sixth 
Amendment, such contacts should not be considered violative of anti-contact rules. [FN28] And some conrls have 
expressed the view that applying a no--contact rule before indictment would unduly limit the government's ability 
to investigate suspected criminal activity_ [FN29] 

The Committee believes that to the extent those decisions suggest tha! the Rule has no application at all in the 
criminal context, or that it does not come into play until Sixth Amendmem rights attach, they are not sound. 
[FN30] As one coun has noted, since prosecutor,~ have substantial control over the timing of an indtctment, 
limiting the Rule to post-indicunent communications could allow the government to "manipulate grand JU<"Y 
proceedings to avoid i(S encumbrances." [FN3l] Moreover, applying the Rule to prohibit only post-indictment 
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conununications would render !he rule of little use in the criminal context. [FN32] 

The Committee also llelieves that. in criminal cases, Rule 4.2 is not simply coexlell.Sive with the Fifth and Sixth 
Amendments. While the Fifth and Sixth Amendments provide prote<:tions to individuals in the context of a 
criminal case, !he Constitution establishes only the "minimal historic safeguards" that defendants must receive 
rather than the outer limits of those they may be afforded. (FN33] Ethics rules, on the other hand, seek to regulate 
tbe conduct of lawyers according to the standards of the profession quite apart from other laws or rules that may 
also govern a lawyer's actions. Consequently, by delineating a lawyer's duties to maintain standards of ethical 
conduct, ethical rules like Rule 4_2 may offer protections beyond those provided by the Constitution. (FN34] 

The Conunittee recognizes that prohibitions against communications with a represented person can be an 
obstacle to mvestigation, but the search for truth is not the only value to which lawyers, including government 
lawyers, must respond. Indeed, the Sixth Amendment right to counsel puts limits on the goverruneot's 
investigatory efforts. The filing of an indictment, which triggers that constitutional right, may mean that the 
government can establish a prima facie case against the person charged, but more 10vestigation is generally 
required ultimately to prove the person's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, it could be argued that but for the 
attachment of the right to counsel, lawyers could arrange for undercover investigations involving contacts with the 
charged person. However. despite the resulting investigatory problems, the Sixth Amendment bars lawyers from 
"'deliberately eliciting" infonnation from a person who is represented unless her counsel is present or she 
expressly waives her right to counsel. [FN35] There are also statutory JimitatioiiS on investigative techniques, 
which go beyond constitutional requirements_ [I'N36] And other ethical prohibitions indubitably restrict 
prosecutors" activities. [FN37] Similarly, Rule 4 2 imposes an additional burden on the oppo.sing counsel to use 
investigatory means other than direct contact with a represented person. 

Ali this sa1d, the Committee recognizes that there is a body of decisional Jaw that in effect concludes that the 
public interest in investigating crime may outweigh the interests sef'!ed by the Rule in the criminal oonte~t. at 
least where the contacts are made with represented persons who have been neither arrested nor fonnalty charged, 
and the contacts are made by undercover agents or informants and not by the government lawyers themselves (or 
by agents acting so closely under the lawyers" direction as to be theu ""alter egos"'). Accordingly, the Committee 
believes that so tong as this body of precedent remains good law, it is appropriate to treat contacts that are 
recognized as proper by such decisional authonty as bemg ""authorized by law" within the meaning of that 
e~ception stated in the Rule. [I'N38] 

IV_ The tlar Applies Only if the Comrnnmcating Lawyer Knows That the Person 
Sougbt To Be Conununicated With Is Represented By Counsel in the Matter To Be 

Discussed~ But Snch Knowledge May Be Inferred from the Circumstances 

The Rule's requirement of securing permission of counsel is limited to those circmnstances where the inquiring 
lawyer "knows"' that the person to whom he wants to speak is represented by counsel with respect to the subject of 
the communication. [FN39] 

The term "knows" is defined in the Tenninology section of the Model Rules as follows: 
"Knowingly," "known,"' or "'knows" denotes actual knowledge of the fact m question. A person's 

knowledge may be inferred from the circumstances. 
"Know"" does not mean '"reasonably should know," which is also a defined term in the rules that does not appear 
in the text of Rule 4.2 although it does appear in Rule 4.3, "Dealing with Unrepresented Person" (which applies to 
the communication if the lawyer does not know that the person contacted is represented by counsel). [FN40] The 
Terminology provides that 

"Should have known," when used in rcfereuce to a lawyer denotes that a lawyer of reasonable prudence 
and competence would as<:enain the matter in question. 
Thus, in the Committee's view, Rule 4.2 does not, like Rule 4.3. imply a duty to mqu1re. Nonetheless, 11 bears 
emphasis that. as stated in the definition of "knows" (set out above), actual knowledge may be inferred from the 
circumstances. It follows, therefore, that a lawyer may not avoid Rule 4.2's bar against communication with a 
represented person simply by closing her eyes to the obvious. [FN41] 
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V. The Bar Is Limited w Corrununications Related to the Subject Maner of Both 
Representanons 

Page 6 

Rule 4.2 makes reference w the subject mauer of two representations, and requires a link between them. Thus. 
it provides that "in representing a client," a lawyer sball not corrununicate "about the subject of the representation" 
--referring to the lawyer's representation of her clicnL It goes on to refer to communications with one whom the 
lawyer knows to be "represented in the mauer" --requiring that the second representation be within the compass 
of the inquiring lawyer's representation. This required cmmectwn between the two representations. imparted by 
the phrase "in the matter,'" significantly hmits the scope of the prohibttion. 

If a person is represented by counsel on a particular mauer. that representation does not bar corrununicatlons on 
other, unrelated mailers. For example, suppose a lawyer represents Defendant on a charge involving crime A. 
Under Rule 4.2. another lawyer may not, pursuam to a representation, either as prosecutor or as counsel for a co
defendant involving crime A, corrununicate with Defendant about that enme witl1outleave of Defendant's lawyer. 
However, if the communicating lawyer represents a client with respect to a separate and distinct crime B and 
wishes to contact Defendant regarding that crime, the representation by counsel in crime A does not bar 
communicatioos about crime B. Similarly. the fact that Defendant had been indicted on crime A would not 
prevent the prosecutor from communicating with Defendant, d~tectly or through investigative agents, regarding 
crime B. [FN42] 

Questioos regarding the scope of representation "in the matter" have arisen in tlle comext of investigations of 
ongoiog criminal enterprises. Can a lawyer representing persons believed to be involved in organized crime bar 
communications with her clients by advising the prosecutor that she represents these clients in all matters, without 
specification of what the matters are? Or may an individual insulate herself from undercover investigation in a 
criminal matter by ret3lfllflg "house counsel?"' The Committee believes tltat in both sitUfltioos, and quite apan from 
the latitude that, as explained in part Ill at>ove. tlte courts have allowed for undercover investigative contacts 
before arrest or indictment. the prosecutor is not barred from communicating under the Rule. 

By prohibiting communication at>out the subJeCt maucr of the representatiOn. the Rule contemplates that the 
maller is defined and spcc,fic, such that the communicating lawyer can be placed on notice of tile subject of 
representation. Thus, if the representation i~ focused on a given matter, such as one mvolvmg past conduct, and 
the communicating law)'cc is aware of tllis representation, she may not conummicate with the represented person 
absent consent of the representing lawyer. However, where the representation is general .. such as where the 
client indicates that the lawyer will represent her in all matters-- the subject mauer lacks sufficient specificity to 
trigger tlte operation of Rule 4.2. 

Similarly, retaining counsel for "all" matters that might arise would not be sufficiently specific to bring the rule 
into play. In order for the prohibition to apply, the subject matter of the representation needs to have crystallized 
between the client and the lawyer. Therefore. a client or her lawyer cannot simply claim blanket, inchoate 
representation for all furure conduct whatever it may prove to be, and expect tl1e prohibition on communications to 
apply. Indeed. m those circumstances, the corrununicating lawyer could engage in communications with the 
represented person Without violating the rule. 

In the civil conte~t also, the '"matter"' with whJCh the representation is concerned must have been concretely 
identified. For example. suppose that Corporation A wishes to purchase a subsidiary of Corporation ll. 
Corporatwn B has an on-going relationship with outside counsel, law firm XYZ, such that the firm represents the 
corporation on all of its legal mauers. In addition, Corporation A knows that XYZ law firm always represents 
Corporation B in its legal matters. However. Corporation A has not broached with Corporation B the possible 
purchase of Corporation B 's subsidiary, and thus tl1e general cournel for Corporation A has no reason to believe, 
let alone to know. that Corporation B has consulted its coun•el regarding such an acquisttion. In such 
cucum.s\lmces. because the representation by outstde counsel JS not specifically focused on the mauer, the general 
counsel for Corporation A is not barred by Rule 4.2 from contacting the president of Corporation B to initiate 
discussions without asking law firm XYZ for its consent. Correspondingly, the XYZ fmn cannot preclude such a 
communication by announcing that it represents CorporatiOn B for all purposes. A similar analysis applies as 
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respects in-bouse general counsel, who represent the corporation for all purposes. [FN43] 

VL Representation of an Organization Does Not Bar Communications w1th AU 
Employees of the Organization 

Page? 

Questions arise as to the manner in which the Rule applies when the represented party is a collective entity, 
such as a corporation, rather than an individual. Specifically, the Comminee has considered whether a lawyer's 
representation of an organization e~tends the Rule's prohibition, either automatically or upon the declaration of the 
organization's lawyer, to cover communications with all employees or members of that organization. 

Some courts addressing this issue have found that the represented party is limited to corporate employees who 
fall within the "control group": those employees who manage and speak for the corporation. [FN44] The 
Comment to Rule 4.2, however, makes plain that the term represented pany refers not only to those with 
managerial responsibilities but to anyone who may legally bind the organization with respect to. the matter in 
question. [FN45] Consequently, when the parry is an organization, the bar against communication covers not only 
the control group but in addition anyone "whose act or omission in ronnection with that matter may be imputed to 
the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability or whose statement may conslltute an admission on the 
part of the organization." [FN46] 

Expansive though the Rule's coverage" with respect to officers and employees of a represented organization, 
the Rule does not contemplate that a lawyer representing the entity can invoke the rule's prohibii!On to cover all 
employees of the enl!ty, by assertmg a blanket representation of an of them. So, for example, ifin-house counsel 
for the XYZ corporation announces that no one may talk to any XYZ employee without obtaming in·housc 
counsel's permission, the communicating lawyer is not barred from communicating with all employees. If an 
employee cannot by statement, act or omission bmd the orgamzation with respect to the particular maner, then 
that employee may ethically be contacted by opposmg counsel without the consent of in-house counsel. Of course, 
if individual employees have their own counsel in the matter, then the bar against communication would apply 
absent consem of that separate counsel. But the fact that an entity is represented by coun•el doe• not prevent 
commumcation with all current employees of the represented corporation. [FN47] 

VJL Initiation ol the Contact by the Represented Person Does Not Remove the 

"" 
Another issue arising under the Rule is whether the prohibiuon agamst comrnumcarwns with represented 

persons applies if the represented person imtiates contact with the communicating lawyer. Rule 4.2 exempts 
communications if d1e lawyer representing the contacted person consents; but the Rule says nothing about 
pennitllng the represented person to forego the protection accorded h1m by the ethical re5ponsibihlies of U1e 
commumcating lawyer. ThlS Committee concluded in Formal Opinion 108 {1934) that the anti-contact rule does 
not contemplate such a waiver. 

Since then, a number of courts have similarly found that because the ethical prohibitiOn is designed, in part, to 
protect the effectiveness of the lawyer's representation, the represented person may not waive it. [FN48] 

While the Committee recognizes that not allowing the represented person to waive the Rule's pro!ection may be 
seen as paternalistic, it beheves that Rule 4.2 requires that result. Refle<ting the concem that the represented 
person may not be in a posillon to make an in!imned waiver of the presence of counsel, the Rule operates to 
reduce the likelihood of the represented person engaging in conununicadons that might ultimately prove harmful 
to her cause by imposing a strict ethical obligation on the communicanng lawyer. [FN49] 

VIII. When Comacr Is Initiated by a Person Who Is Known to Have Been 
Represented by Counsel in the Mauer But Who Declares That the Representation 

Has Been or Will Be Terminated, the Communicating lawyer Should Not Proceed 
Without Reasonable Assurance thar the Representation Has in Fact Been 

Terminated 
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Of course, any represented person retains the right w temrinate the representation. In the event that such a 
termination has occurred, the communicating lawyer is free to communicate with, and to respond to 
communications from, the fanner represented person. The communicating lawyer's conduct would then be 
governed by Rule 4.3, Communications with Unrepresented Persons. [FN50] 

As a practical matter, a sensible course for the communicating lawyer would generally be to confirm whether 
in fact the representing lawyer has been effectively discharged. For example, !he lawyer might ask the person to 
provide evidence that !he lawyer has been dismissed. The communicating lawyer can also contact the representing 
lawyer directly to determine whe!her she has been informed of the discharge. The communicating lawyer may 
aloo choose to inform the person !hat she does not w!Sh to communicate further until he gets another lawyer. 

There are some circumstances where the communicating lawyer may need to go beyond determining that the 
person has discharged her lawyer. One is that in a criminal case where the Court has appointed a lawyer to 
represent the client, the lawyer is not relieved as counsel of record until the court grants her leave to withdraw. 
Consequently, even if the contacted person tells the communicating lawyer that she has fired her lawyer, the 
communicating lawyer may not proceed wtthout reasonable assnrance that the court has granted the lawyer leave 
to withdraw. Similarly, if retained counsel has entered an appearance in a matter, whether civil or criminal, and 
remains counsel of record, with corresponding responsibilities, the communicating lawyer may not communicate 
with the person until the lawyer has withdrawn her appearance. In addition. if a communicating lawyer knows that 
the represented person is incompetent, that person's statement regarding the starus of her representation may not 
\>e sufficiently reliable to allow the communicating lawyer to assnme that she'" free to engage in communications 
with the person. 

On the other hand, there may be situations, particularly in the criminal context, in which the represented 
person is reluctant to tenninate her relationship with counsel, or wishes to negotiate with the prosecutor without 
the knowledge of her counse~ because of doubt as to whether the lawyer representmg her is in fact co!lCerned 
with protecting her interests as distinct from protecting the interests of others who may have arranged for her 
representation_ Even in such circumstances, the prohtbition of Rule 4.2 against communications with the 
represented party applies, at least until the lawyer seeking to communicate with that person has assurance tltat tlte 
representation that the person 11 seeking to disclaim has been eith~"T terminated or superseded by a new 
representation. A useful course of action in such cucumstances may be to request a court (if there is one with 
jurisdiction) to hold an ex parte hearing to appoint new counsel or give approval to th~ communication witltout 
counsel. [FN5l] While arranging for such a hearing, the communicating lawyer should refrain from offering 
at! vice or engaging in other substantive discussions witlt the person in question until the court has acted. [FN52] 

IX. A Lawyer Is Ethically Responsible for Contacts by Investigators Acting 
Under Her Instructions That Would Violate the Bar if Made by a Lawyer 

The next issue the Committee has undertaken to address concerns the applicability of Rule 4.2 to the aoti>·ities 
of mvestigato" workmg with lawyers; and in particular, the circumstances where a lawyer may be held 
vicariously responsible if an investigator collaboratmg with her comumnicates with a represented person without 
the consent of the representing lav.')'er. 

There is no doubt that the nse of investigators in civil and cnrninal matters is normal and proper. Particularly 
in the criminal context, there are legitimate reasons not only for the use of undercover agents to conduct 
investigations, but for lawyers w supCn-"iSC the acts of those agents. [FN53] And the investigators themselves are 
not dtrectly subject to Rule 4.2, even if they happen w be admitted to the Bar (as many FBI agents are), because 
they are not, in their investigative activities, acting as lawyers: they are not "representing a client." [FN54] 
However, when the investigators are directed by lawyers, the lawyers may bave ethical responsibility for the 
investigators' conduct. 

Such responsibility will ordinarily arise under Rule 5 .3, which provides m part: 
Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants 
With respect to a nonlawyer employed or retained by or associated with a lawyer: 
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... 
{b) a lawyer having direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 

ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer; and 
{c) a lawyer shall be responsible for conduct of such a person that would be a violation of the Rules of 

Professional Conduct if engaged in by a lawyer if: 
(1) the lawyer orders or, with the knowledge of the specific conduct, ratifies the conduct involved; or 
(2) the lawyer is a partner in d1e law firm in which the person is employed, or has direct supervisory 

authority over the person, and knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided or mitigated 
but fails to take reasonable remedial action. 
Under these provisions, if the lawyer has dire<! supervisory authority over ilie investigator. then in the conle~t of 
contacts with represeoted persons, the lawyer would be eiliically reo[>Onsible for such contacts made by the 
investigator if she had not made reasonable efforts to prevent them (Rule 5. 3(b)); if she instrocted the investigator 
to make iliem {Rule 5.3(C)(l)); or if. specifically knowing ilia! the investigator planned to make such contacts she 
failed to instruct the investigator not to do so (Rule 5.3(c)(2)). 

The Committee believes, however, that if, desp1te mstruction to ilie contrary, an investigator under her direct 
supervisory authonty (or one not under such authority) made such contacts, she would not be prohibited by Rule 
53 from making use of the result of the contact. [FN55] Rule 8.4(a) unposes similar, albeit narrower, ethical 
limits on what a lawyer can direct an investigator to do. Rule 8.4(a) provides; 

Misconduct 

It is professional· misconduct for a lawyer to: 
(a) violate or attempt to vwlate the Rules of Professional Conduct, knowingly asS!St or induce another to 

do so. or do so through the acts of another. 
Since a lawyer is baned under Rule 4.2 from communicating with a represented party about the snbject matter of 
the representation, she Jnay not circumvent the Rule by sending an Investigator to do on her behalf that wh1ch she 
is herself forbrdden to do. [FN56] Whether in a civil or a criminal matter, if the investrgator acts as the lawyer's 
"alter-ego," the lawyer is ethically reo[><>nsible for the investigator's conducr. 

X. There Are Several Categories of Conununicat,ons That Are "Authorired by Law"" 

The final issue the Committee has undertaken to address is the scope of the exception in Rule 4.2 pemutting 
otherwise prohibited communications if they are "authorized by taw ""That exception first appeared in the black 
letter le~t of DR 7-104(A)(l). but had been found to be 1mplied in Canon 9, [FN57] and is now to be foWld in the 
anti-contact rule of every jurisdiction but one. (FN58] 

The Comment to Rule 4.2 idenufies. as an e~ample of a communication authorized by law. "the right of a 
party to a controversy with a government agency to speak with government officials about the matter" -·the right 
in question being First Amendment right of petition. [FN59] The "authorized by law" e~ception to the Rule is also 
satisfied by a con>tituMnaJ provJS\On. statute or court rule, having the fon;e and effect of law, that expressly 
allows a particular communication to occur in the absence of counsel-· such as court rules providing for service 
of process on a party, (FNGO] or a statute authorizing a government agency to inspect certain regulated premises. 
[FN61] Further, in appropriate circumstances, a court order could provide the necessary authorizanoo. [FN62] 

As has been eAplained in part Ill above. an additional category of circumstanCes that appear to be fairly treated 
as ""authorized by law'" are those where courts have held that certain criminal mvcstigabve activities prior to arrest 
or the filing of formal charges, such as the use of undercover agents or infonners not acting as the prosecutor's 
"alter ego."" are not prohibited by the Rule. 

A more difficult issue is raised by the Department of Justice regulauons on Communications with Represented 
Persons, [FN63] which are evidently intended to rest squarely on the "'authorized hy law" e~ception in Rule 4.2. 
That Jssue is what, if any, directives by a governmental department or agency purporting to permit contacts with 
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represenred parties fall within the "authorized by Jaw" exception? The Committee believes that sucl! directives will 
qualify as "law" for purposes of the Rule only when embodied in fonnaJ regulations that have been properly 
promulgated pursuant to statutory authority that contemplates regulation of the character in question. Were any 
other regulation or fiat by an agency head to be considered an authorization by Jaw, any government agency could 
"authorize" its lawyers to engage in conduct expressly pwhibited by ethical codes •imply by promulgating a 
regulation or policy. [FN64] 

The Committee's view finds support in Chrysler v. Brown. 441 U.S. 281, 198 (1979), where the Supreme 
Court rejected the view that any agency conduct that has been directed or approved by an agency head is 
"authorized by law," within the meamng of a statute prohibiting such conduct eKcept where "authorized by law." 
Rather, the Court held that K>r a government agency's regulation to have the force and effect of law, it must be a 
snbstami>·e regulation, which has been adopted in accordance wid1 the procedural requuements imposed by 
Congress, and also rooted in a Congressional grant of authority. Chrysler v _ Brown teaches that when an agency 
promulgates regulations purponing to authorize conduct in derogation of other law, those regulationll must be 
grounded in a statute which contemplates regulations of the kind ISsued. A general grant of regulatory authority to 
an agency is not sufficient to supporl the ISsuance ofregulations that permit what other law forbids. Although in 
Chrysler v. Brown the federal agency reguMion.< in issue would have overridden requirements of a federal 
statute. Ute Conunittee believes the same result should be reached if the other law involved were rules of 
professional conduct adopted by state couns --or, for that matter, federal courts. [FN65] 

CONCURRENCE 

This lS an tmportant opimon addressing critical issues arising under Model Rule 4.2 and puning to rest a series 
of misguided notions that have been assened by those who seek to undermine the sanctity of the lawyer-diem 
relationship embodied in the proviswns of Model Rule 4.2. There is nothing more central to what it means to be a 
client in the American system ot JUstice than to know that, having hired a lawyer. the client need not worry about 
bcmg taken advaut.age of by lawyers, with special skills and trammg. Who represeut others. Once the chent"s 
representation is disclosed, all lawyers are on nonce that they must deal with the client's lawyer on at! matters, 
unless the represented person's lawyer provides otherwise. Whether the maner is civil, criminal or transactional, 
whether a complaint has been filed, an wd1ctment hmugbt, a tax audit commenced or an agreement of sale signed, 
whether an adverse party, a co-defendant or plamtiff, a wimcss or a participant in a transaction, all clients who 
have h1red lawyers should benefit from the protection of Rule 4.2. Nor may a lawyer avoid the rule by using non
lawyer agems to undertake what the lawyer is prohib1ted from doing, by maintaining srudied ignorance of the 
representation, or by claiming the represented person mitiated the contract. 

This concurrence lS filed to address several Jl<)ints on which the author believes the majority opinion and the 
dissents do not have it quite right. First, the Committee observes in the headnote that "the Rule has been 
interpreted by some courts not to proh1b1t contacts by mvestigative agents acting under the general direction of a 
lawyer with a person known to be represented . . " White this statement is correct, it doesn't explain to the 
unsuspecting, who might only read the syllabus, that almost all of those cases rely on reasoning which this opinion 
rejects. reasonmg which this Comm1Uee, in issuing this Opinion describing what 1t believes to be the correct 
interpretation of the Rule, hopes coons in the future will also reject. 

For too long, the mere repehtion of the words "legitimate needs of prosecutors"' has been used by the 
opponents of the principles of Model Rule 4.2 to undermine tbe protections the Rule is intended to provide. ln 
responding to this litany, some of these courts, quite incorrectly, have eviscerated the Rule in the very situations 
where it is most needed: to protect from improper contacts those represented persons who face the awesome 
Jl<)Wer of the govenunent. Once a person h"' retained a lawyer in a matter, as this Opinion so carefully reasons, 
then all contacts are to be through that lawyer, and any contacts that are made on any baStS other than through the 
lawyer, are in violation of the Rule. 

Second, the majority opinion addresses by indirection the Department of Justice regulations on 
Communications with Represented Persons, regulations which by their terms are prermsed on so·called principles 
that are rejected out-of-hand in th!S opinion. More imporlant, those regulations at:e clearly not autboriud by law. 
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There is no Congressional grant of authority to the Justice Depar(lnent w issue regulations undermining the 
fundamental rights of clients w t>e represemed by counsel. Moreover, regulation of lawyers, including Justice 
Department lawyers. has been traditionally and quite properly left to the states. Indeed, in !he author"s view, there 
could never be a delegation to the Justice Deparunent or other law enforcement agency to set its own ethics rules 
unilaterally. When the drafters of Model Rule 4.2 insetted the words "authorized by law" they must have had in 
mind law established by either the courts or the legislature. 

The Department of lu.stice regulations demonstrate the evil of having one party w disputed matters have that 
power. The regulations provide for loopholes so large that in some contexts they render the protections of Model 
Rule 4.2 meaningless. To ever permit a lillgant (particularly one as powerful and capable of threatening 
represented parties as the Justice Department) ro dec ide wbat rules will govern its own lawyers unbalances the 
judicial process in a fundamental, unfortunate and inequitable way. 

Third. addressing Mr. Elliot's dissent. its flawed interpretation of Model Rule 4.2 as limited to "parties,· not 
"persons," becomes apparent tf one analyzes one o( his opinion's examples. In trying to explain how. oo the basis 
of priociple, he is able 10 decide who is a pany (and therefore entitled to the protection of the rule) and who lS a 
peiSQn (and therefore not), Mr. Elliot e~plalns that "[i]n a real estate tnmsaction, the buyer and seller would be 
'parties,' and, if represented. could not contacted by the other's attorney absent consent of their own attorney. 
The buyer's mortgagee bank and the seller's bank whose mortgage the buyer would have to pay off would not be 
'parties.· even if represented." This result will come as a great surprise w those in our profession who represent 
lenders. underwriters and other key "'players" in transactions; in those situations, when it is made known that the 
bank or investmem company will be represented by counsel, there should be every expectation. based on Model 
Rule 4.2, that lawyers for the buyer and seller would not be contacting the bank or investment company directly. 
lf Mr. Elliot thinks otherwise, then that is but one more reason w conclude that Model Rule 4.2 was intended to 
reacll these '"persons"" as well as the buyer and seller "parties." The buyer. the seller. the bank, the title company. 
the investment banker, the auditor and any other represented persom to a transaction, by the sole fact they choose 
to be represented by counsel. are entitled w the full protecllon of Model Rule 4.2. whether they meet Mr. Elliot"s 
stramed interpretation of party or not. 

Finally, addressing Mr. Amster"s dissent. while l share !tis view that the protections of Model Rule 4.2 are 
even more important in the criminal context, this does not mean that those protecuons should not t>e avallabte to 
att clients, including organizations. The Rule recognizes, quite properly it seerns, tlta! the lawyer who represents 
an organization should not be able to prevent unsupervised contacts with all organization employees. By !he same 
token, it recognizes that in order for an organtzation 's lawyer w provtdc ctfective represemation. contacts with 
employees having managenal responsibility. and any person whose act or omission in connection with the matter 
ma1· be imputed to the organization or whose statement may constitute an omission mu.st be prohibited. Any other 
rule would make it impossible for orgamzai\On clients to receive the same level and quality of representation 
accorded to iudividuals. This may, as Mr. Amster notes. interfere wtth informal fact gathering but the need to 
resort to formal fact gathering is a very small price to pay for the important protections Model Ru!e 4.2 provides. 

Lawrence J. Fox 

Kim Taylor· Thompson 

DISSENTS 

I cannot go along with this opinion. It" overbroad and obstrucl8 tho legttimate search for the facts and the 
truth in civil litigation. In concentratmg upon the applicability of Rule 4 2 in the criminal context where the 
constraint upon communica•ion with represented persons is based upon the conslltution and concern for the rights 
of criminal defendants wbich might be overwhelmed by d~e resources of law enforcement agencies. this 
committee bas overlooked its impact upon the pursuit of the tru!h and facts in civillitigauon. The opinion provides 
counsel for organizations wtth even broader power to isolate potential adverse wimesses than presently exists 
under Rule 4.2. [FN66] By erecting !his wall blocking the facHeeker from persons who may have knowledge of 
the matter in both criminal and civil li\Jgation, the committee has thrown out the baby with the bath water. This 
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opinion in the civil context protects lawyers and their clients rather than individuals who might shed light on the 
factual basis of civtl litigation. 

Some members of the majority have asserted that !he above-died comment to Rule 4.2 fixed the direction of 
this opinion and that this dissent should have been directed at the rule rather than the opinion. If that is so, 
somewhere in this opinion the committee should have suggested modifications to the rule which would have made 
it less onerous to a fact-seeker m civil litigation. especially one with limited resources. Not only dtd they not do 
so. but they compounded the problem by opining that even if the contact is initiated by a low-level employee of a 
represented organization. the rule bars any contact. This means that in the run-of-the-mill civil case, where a 
lawyer announces that he represents the organization in all personal injury mauers, it will be more time
consuming and expensive to marshall filets from persons who in many cases will be best situated to witness lhe 
event which resulted in the litigation, i.e., low-level employees of a represented organization who may be willing 
to tell what they know about the incident. 

During the commiUee"s lengthy discussions, a paragraph was suggested which would exempt communication 
initiated by a whistle-blower for the purpose of dioclosing wrongdoing on the part of a corporation. Such a 
provision to this writer made common sense, but a majority of the committee voted to delete the paragraph. The 
opinion also fails to take into account the endless variety of factual situations where a noncontrol employee far 
down on the food cham might provide relevant infonna\lOn in civil litigation and makes it almost impossible to 
develop the facts without the oversight of lawyer! thus making the search for the uuth an obstacle course. 

Jn addition to my substantive concern about !his opinion, its length and complexity requires some comment. 
Several members of this committee tried !heir hand at writing an opinion upon which a majority of the committee 
might agree, and it is fair to say that the opinion ultimately took on a life of its own. The end result is a protracted 
and global interpretahOn of Rule 4.2 which is so convoluted and complex that it provides little comfort for the 
lawyer seeking facts to suppon his cliwt"s case as to precisely what conduct is permis51ble. 

1 env15age that the role of this committee is to furnish all members of the legal profession with guidelines 
which if followed would aid the ordmary practicing lawyer to comply with !ho.>e ethical standards embodied m the 
Model Rules. This opinion is more appropriate for a learned legal periodical and does not take into account the 
real wo;ld where individual lawyers are confronted with time constraints in malnng bard decisions in the field of 
ethics. It just does not show them d1e way; to the contrary. it will add to their confusion. 

The committee might have been better off had it abandoned its efforts and not written this opinion once the 
problems which gave rise to our interminable discussions and revisions surfaced. Unfortunately, it did not do so. 
and we are now issuing this massive work product which. in this writer's opinion. creates more problems for the 
avcragc practicing attorney than it solves. 

In light of the foregoing, 1 dissent. 

Richard L. Amster 

••• 

The fundamental premise of much. if not most. of the Committee's opinion is the proposition that when Rule 
4.2 uses the word ""party"". it really means "any person". The distinguished American writer, thinker and 
phtlosopher. Johnny Carson. was wont to observe: '"You buy the premise, you buy the joke." I do not buy the 
premise. Accordmgly. (dissent. 

My dissent, however. ts hmited to the premise. ! have no quarrel with the reasoning of the Committee on those 
pomts that do not require its latitudinarian interpretation of the word "party". !ndeed. if I were to accede to that 
defrnitional view. l would have no quarrel with the elaboration of tho.>e pomts that do depend upon that premise. 
My dissent is simply based upon the fact that despite best efforts at textual archeology, the COJrnmttee can find no 
basis whatsoever in legislative history fur it.! conclusion; the oonclusiOu it reaches violates basic and nnivers.Uy
applied canons of statutory construction that govern the interpretatiOn of these Rules; other jurisdictions have, by 
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their actions on the Rules of Professional Conduct, recognized that "party" does not mean "any person"; and the 
conclusion itself is reduced in the end w a desrerate exercise in wish fulfillment. The Model Rules, for betrer or 
worse, are not and never bave been a wishing well. 

Ugislative History 

The Committee concedes, as it must, that it hasn't a clue as to why Rule 4.2 uses the word "party" mstead of 
"person" when describing the protected communicatee. It recognizes that Canon 9 of the 1908 Canons of 
Professional Ethics used the word "party", and did so in a context clearly disclosing that the "party" was one with 
whom a dispute or transaction was involved. That same word "party" "'""repeated in DR 7-l04(A)(l) under ilie 
title "Communicating With One of Adverse Interest". The word "pany" again was employed in Model Rule 4.2, 
this time under the title "Communicating With Person Represented by Counsel". The CornmiUee can find no 
discussion in the legislative history as to the meaning of "pany" in any of these iterations of the rule. 

Canons Of Constructions 

In light of the fact that throughout the Model Rules the word "person" is frequently used, but the word "party" 
is used in Rule 4.2, canons of statutory construction, universally apphed as well in constrUing court rules like the 
Model Rule• of Professional Conduct, compel the conclusion that "party" means something different from 
"person"_ 

There is a pre•umptlon of purpose behmd every sentence, clause or phrase of a rule, and no word in a rule is 
to be treated as superfl~ous. DeSis.to College, Inc. v. Town of Howey-in-the-Hills, 706 F. Supp. 1479, 1495 
(M.D. Fla. 1989), affirmed 888 F 2d 766; Fox-Knapp, Inc. v. Employees Mutual Casualty Co., 725 F. Supp. 
706, 709 (S.D.N.Y. 1989), affirmed 893 F.2d 14; Peck v. Jacquemin, 196 Conn. 53, 64, 491 A.2d 1043 (1985). 
The use of d1fferent words in the same Rules must indicate a difference in legislative intent. EFP Resolution Trust 
Corp., 114 S. Ct. 1757, 1761 (1994), Lankford v_ Law Enforceme!U Assistance Administration, 620 F.2d 35, 36 
(4 Cu.; 1980); Tafoya v. u_s_ Dept. of Justice, LEAA, 748 F.2d 1389, 1392 (10 Cu.; 1984). Fritz v, Madow, 
179 Conn. 269,272,426 A.2d 268 (1979); Hinchcliffe v. American Motors Corporal!On, JS4 Conn. 607, 613, 
440 A.2d 810 (1981); Farricidti v. Personnel Appeal Board, 186 Conn. 198, 203, 440 A.2d 286 (1982). 

We are not permitted to "torture words to import ambiguity where the ordinary meaning leaves no room for 
it." Mingachos v. CBS, Inc., 196 Conn. 91, 98, 481 A.2d 368 (1985). A rule does not become ambiguous solely 
because people disagree as to its meaning. As much as we may think a rule should have meant •omething else, its 
intent is to be found not m what its enactors meant to say, but in the meaning of what they did say_ We are not 
permitted to read into the terms of a rule something which manifestly is not d1ere in order to reacb what we think 
would be a just result. In re Pederson, 875 F.2d 781, 784 (9 Cir. 1989). Connnissioner v. Freedom of 
Information Comrrussion, 204 Conn. 609, 620, 529 A.2d 692 (1987). Ne1ther does a rule become ambiguous 
simply because different court• might have interpreted it d1ff~,-endy _ Jones v _ Brown, 41 F .3d 634, 639 (Fed. Cir. 
1994)_ 

FJdchty to the canons of constrUction which govern courts in mwrpreting the Model Rules, and therefore ought 
to govern this Committee, compels the conduswn that this Committee cannot impasc upon the word "party" the 
meaning of "any person". 

As a Simple matter of logic, the Committee caanot, by the ipse dixit of an opinion, ignore the fact that for 
almost 90 years a different word-- "party"-- has been used in Rule 4.2 and its antecedents at the same tune that 
the Committee's favored word-- "person"-- has been used elsewhere in the same Canons, Code and Rules by the 
same authors. To 1mport synonymy where the drafters used different words is resolutely to close one's eyes to the 
obvious, and to flout the canons of construction that govern our dehberatwns. 

What Other Juri«lictions Have Done 

That "party" does not mean "any person" i• demonstrated as well by the understanding of the jurisdictions --
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now, some 40 --which have adopted the Model Rules or variants of them. Simply pot, when these jurisdictions 
wanted Rule 4.2 to protect more than just parties, they amended Rule 4.2 to "'Y so. Thus. Alaska RuJe 4.2 ("party 
or person"); Texas Rule 4.2 ("person, organization or entity of government"); Rorida Rule 4-4.2 ("person"); and 
see Oregon DR 7-104(A)(l) ("person"). This Committee itself has-- in what one presumes is not an act of 
supererogation -- proposed to the House of Delegates in August, 1995 changing the word "party" to "person" in 
Model Rule 4.2. 

Presumably, the 40 or so jurisdictions that have adopted the Model Rules -- indeed those still operating under 
the Code of Professional Responsibility-- have long understoC>d that "party" is a subset, and not a synonym, of 
"person"_ Thooe who wamed a more expansive protection have amended the rule. Amendment. not wish-fulfilling 
interpretation, is the way to pour the ne" wme of "person" into the old OOttle of "party " 

Unambiguous Meaning 

The Committee for some reason (probably because it wants an excuse to construe it so that it can then apply 11 
as it does in the Opinion) and contrary to universally-applied canons of construction. supra, purports to find the 
word "party" ambiguous, and finds the ambtguuy "compounded" by use of the word "person" in the tWe to the 
Rule. But that latter fact should not affect the meaning of "pany" in the Rule. All parties are persons, but not all 
persons are parties. The overall title to the section comprising Model Rules 4.1 - 4.4 is "Transactions With 
Persons Other Than Clients." 

The Comrmtree chooses to treat "party" as meaning "person" despite the fact that the drafters knew full welt 
how to employ the broader "person" when they meant "person"-- they used that word in Rules. 4.1. 4.3 and 4.4 
--but avoided using it m Rule 4.2. The Committee, seeking to buttress the logic of interpreting "party" to mean 
"person", notes that the word "party" is used as a synonym for "person" in the phrase "third party discovery". In 
the Model Rules, however, when "third person" is meant, "third person" is the pbrase the drafters use. See, e.g., 
Model Rules 4.l(a) and (b) and 4.4. 

Seeking sup[>Ort for its expansive mterpretatwn, the Committee cites part, but not all, of the Black's Law 
Dictionary definition of "party". A more instructive citation would have included the entire defmition: 

Party, n. A person concerned or having or taking part in any affair, matter, transaction, or proceeding, 
considered individuatly. A "party" to an action is a person whose name is designated on rerord as plaintiff or 
defendant. M & A Elec. Power Co-op v. True. Mo. App , 480 S.W.2d, 310. 314. Term, in general, means one 
having right to control proceedings, to make defense, to adduce and cross-examine witnesses, and to appeal from 
judgment. City of Chattanooga v. Swifl, 223 Tenn. 46, 442 S.W.2d 257, 258. 

"Party" is a technical word having a precise meaning in legal parlance; it refers to those by or against 
whom a legal suit is brought, whether in law or in equity, the party plaintiff or defendant, whether composed of 
one or more individuals and whether natural or legal persons; alt others who may be affected by the suit, 
indirectly or consequently, are persons mterest by not parties. Golatte v. Mathews, D.C. Ala. 394 F. Supp. 1203, 
1207' 

Sec also Nominal defendant; Parties: Prevailing party. 
Black's Law Dictionary (5th ed.) 

When we accept the lexicographers' invitation to see related words and turn to "parties" we frnd a definition 
which, quite rightly, takes the word beyond the confrnes ofhtigation: 

Parties. The persons who take part in tbe performance of any act, or who are directly interested in any 
affair, comract. or conveyance, or who are actively concerned in the prosecution and defense of any legal 
proceeding. Green v. Bogue, 158 U.S. 478, 15 S. Ct. 975, 39 L.Ed. 1061 See also Party. 

Indeed, in light of the dearly limited meaning of "party" as a common law term, the Committee's diktat that 
"party" means "any person" contravenes yet another canou of statutory construction: that unless those 
promulgating a rule make mantfest an intent to the contrary, a presumption obtams that when they use a common 
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law term, they intend to use it in its common law sense. United States v. Shabani, 115 S.Ct. 381, 385 {1994); 
Resolutlon Trust Corp. v. Diamond, 45 F.3d 665; 6?2 (2 Cir. 1995); Citizens Action L<:ague v. Kizer, 887 F.2d 
1003. 1006 (9 Cir. 1989), cert. den. Deparuneru of Health Services of California v. Citizens Action L<:ague, 110 
S. Ct. 1524; U.S. v. Patterson. 882 F.2d 595, 603 (1 Cir. 1989), cert. den. 110 S. Ct. 737; and see Gilbert v. 
United States, 370 U.S. 650. 655 (J%2). 

The Committee's discussion is also un[>ersuas1ve because the Comrruttee appears constantly to be shifting 
ground in identifying the concept against which 1t is ftgbting. Too often the Connninee seeks to justify its 
"r>erson" choice by arguing that for policY reasons the communicat~ need not be a "party to an adjudicative or 
other fonnal proceeding." But the Comment already says that. TI1e issue, with which the Committee never comes 
to grips, is whether by using the word "party" the drafters intended to mean a person who had an interest in the 
matter-· be it a lawsuit. a contract negotiation, a real estate closmg. or whatever-- which it was the purpose and 
foreseeable outcome of the matter significantly and directly to affect. Such persons would have an int=t 
qualitatively different from others in the matter, a qualitative difference signified by the word "party". The 
Committee neither acknowledges nor addresses this natural -- and in mY view, correct -- rationale for the use 
coruJistentlY since 1908 of the word "partY" instead of the word "person". Such an interpretation, however, is 
exactly what "parties" supra, is defmed as meaning. 

In this scenario, for instance, a plaintiff and deffndant in a lawsuit would be "parties", because the purpose and 
foreseeable outcome would directly affect their interests. The fact or expert witness would not be a "party", even 
if for whatever re~son be had retained a lawyer to advise bim m his capacity as a witness. In a matrimonial case, 
where custody. visitation rights or support are issues, the represented children of d1e marriage would be parties 
because of the centrality of their interests to the matter, even though they are not formal parries to the litigation. 

In a real estate transaction, the buyer and seller would be "panies", and, if represented, could not be contacted 
by the other's attorney absent consent of their own attorney. The buyer's mortgagee bank and the seller's bank 
wllooe mortgage d1e buyer would have to pay off would not be "parties", even 1f represented; so that the buyer's 
lawyer could contact directly the seller's mortgage officer to find out the precise amount of the pay-off figure 
without the intermediation of the bank's lawyer. While both bank& have an inrerest in the transaction, the inrerest 
is qualitatively ancillary !o the central interest of the buyer and the seller. 

As a policy matter, of course, it might concei,·ably be better if the word "person" were used in Rule 4.2 
inslfad of "party"_ It certainly would be easier to apply the Rule (though the consequences of sucb a bro.ad 
applicability have only begun 1.0 be discerned in the Comrniuee's opinion). Indeed. the Committee has proposed 
changing the Rule to substitme "person" for "party"; and if that change is adopted, this discussion will be moot 
for the Model Rule, thougb still relevant in the vast majority of jurisdictions which have adopted Rule 4.2 using 
"party". 

But ease of application and logkal consistency cannot effect a ~hange m the meaning of a word used 
consistently since 1908 in this partic~l..- rule. especially where, as here, there is a perftttly normal, natural 
meaning to be accorded to the word "party" that acknowledges 1!S more limited ambit as a subset, instead of a 
synonym, of "person"_ 

Conclusion 

If the Committee's expansive reading of "party" to mean "person" is correct, there is no need for the House of 
Delegates in August of 1995 to change the text of M(>del Rule 4.2, as proposed by the Conunittee. If the 
Committee's reading is correct. the Judges of Oregon, Alaska and Te,as d1d not know what they were doing when 
they amended their rules, thinking they were eApandmg "party". If the Committee's reading is correct, the ABA 
House of Delegates st-ands accused of bizarre and irrational behavior for using the word "party" in Rule 4.2 to 
mean the same thing as that for which everywhere else it had used "person" (and so do the Houses that adopted 
the Model Code and the Canons). 

Of course, this is not so. This Committee, in proposing the rule change, understood that it was proposing just 
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that a change in the rule. The Judges of Alaska, Oregon and Texas did not engage in futile gestures of rule
making. The House of Delegates in adopting Model Rule 4.2 and deliberately using the word "party" where 
everywhere else it had used the word "person" clearly intended a difference in meaning. 

If my colleagues want Model Rule 4.2 to protect "any person", their remedy is not to imagine ambiguity in the 
current term "party" and then through constructwn transform it into lite broader term "person". Their remedy is 
to proselytize the members of the House !0 change the words as the Conunittee has proposed. Theirs must be the 
route of legislation, not interpretation_ 

Ralph G. Elliot 

FNl. This opullon w., prompted in part by the dialogue between the Amer1can Bar AssociatLon arid the United States 
Department ofJustice in CO!Uloction with the promulgatwn of the Department's regulatio"" on Communioatio"" with 
Represented Perwns, 28 C.F.R_ Part 77_ 

FN2_ Thls Committee has proposed an amendment 10 the Rule, to subslitute "person" for "party" in the text of the 
Rule. ll!at proposal will be submitted to the Hou.se of Delogatos for consideration in August 1995. The change would 
rew1ve the ambtgmly 10 the present Ruk that is discu.sscd in Part !! of tlus Opinion. The Committee's proposal W<lllld 
also amend the Comment to the Rule to clanfy certain llllltters regardlng i" proper scope as diSCUSSed in lhis Opimon 1n 
the te<t accompanying notes 36 and 38. 

FN3. 2 DaVId Hoffman, A Cou,-,e of Legal Study Addressed to Students and the Prufes:,ron Gooeral!y 771 (ld ed. 
Ballimore 1836). quoted m John Lrub.sdorf, Communicating with Another Lawyer's Client: the Lawyer's Veta •nd the 

Client's lmerem, 127 U. Pa. L. Rev. 683, 684 n.6 (1979). 

FN4 See Roger C. Cramton & Lt'-' K. Udell, State Elh1cs Rules and federal Prosecu!Ors; The Comrovetstes Over ltle 

Anti-Con"'-ct and Subpoena Rules. 53 U. Pttt. L- Re». 291. 292 n.l (1992)-

FN5 Cromton & Udell, supra llote 4 at 325. 

FN6. !d. See also Pol yeast Technology Corp. v Untroyal, Inc .. 1291'.R D 621, 625 (S.D. N.Y. 1990) (Slating"'"' 
the anti..;ontact rule prevents lawyers from using ouporior >kills and tra~ning to obtain ""unwise statementS" from an 
oppo.<ing party, prolec" pril"ileged infonnatiun. and aids in sotikments by allowing lawyerS skilled in negotiating to 
co!lduct discussions about the mlltter). 

FN7_ 4 Op. Off Legal Couns<J 576, 5$4 (1980) (concluding, however, lhal DR 7-104 did not prohibll federal criminal 

inve>tigativc activities becau<e such aotivtties are "aulbori>«< by Jaw")-

FNS_ $ee, e.g .. Stilte v, R1chrnond, 560 P .2d 41, 46 (Ariz 1976), e<rt denied, 433 U_S_ 915 (1977); Stilt< v 

N1chohon, 463 P 2d 633, 636 (Wash. 1%9). 

FN9. Sec F Dennis Saylor, IV & J. Dougl" Wilson, Puttmg a Squar< Peg'", Round Hok. The Appl1catJon of 

Model Rule 4.2 to Federal Pru>ecutors. 53 U_ PitL L 1-\el'. 459 (1992). 

FNIO. Se< generally, United Stil!es v. Hammad, 858 F.ld 834 (2<1 C1r. 1988), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 871 (1990). 
United States v_ Thomas, 474 f.2d 110 (lOth C<r.), cert denied, 412 U.S. 932 (1973); In rc Doc, 801 f_ Supp. 478 
(D_N M. 1992); United States v, Lopez. 765 F_ Supp. 1433 (N_D_ Cal 1991), rev"d on other grounds, 4 F_Jd 1455 

(9th CJr_ 1993); Suarez v, Stille, 481 So.2d 1201 (Fla. 1985), cert. denied, 476 U.S. I 178 (1986); People v_ Groen, 

274 N.W.2d 448 (Mich. 19"19). 

FNJL See Urnted State< v_ Santiago·Lugo, Crim. No. 95-{129 (D. P.R. June 6, 1995), II ABA Law. 1\-lan. Prof. 
Conduct 192 (criminal defense coun'lel wOo conduoted ex pane mterviews wtth oo-defendants of !heir cliem censured 
for VIOlating Rule 4.2); but cf Grievance Comm for the Soulhern Di81nct of New York v. Sinleis, 48 F.Jd 640 (2d 
Cir. !995) (hold1ng that the lawyer for a criminal defendant was not barred from interviewing, without consent of his 
lawyer. a p<llent\31 witn= against his client in one matter. w~o was also a potential codefendant ofbi' clienl 10 '"'"h<" 
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matter, since in neither case was !his individual a "party" in the same "matter" as !he lawyer'• diem wi!hin the meaning 
of DR 7-104(A)). 

FNI2. Rule 4.2 cmt. [3]. 

FNJ3. See Uru!OO States v. Ryans, 903 F .2d 73 1 , 7.l9 (JIJth CO".), cert. denind, 498 U.S. 855 (I 990) ('We are not 
convitJCed that lh< language of [DR 7-104(A)(I)) callS for its opplication to the in\'eS<!gO!lYe phase of law enforcement" 
because "the rule '!'Pears to contemplate an adversarial relauonship bctwe<n litigams, whetber in • criminal or a ClYil 

se<ting".) But see United States v, !Jamntad, 858 F 2d 834 (2d Cir. 1988), cw. denind, 498 U.S. 371 (1990) (DR 

7-104(A)(l) apph"" prior to ftling of fornoal charges). 

FN14. Th"", !he term "party" is commonly usetl lo refer lo parsons beyond the technical parties involved in a mOlter. 
F<lr example, "thu-d party discovery· is frequently used wi!h the same oneaourog as "non party disoovery," Moreover, 
the definition of "party" appea" in Black's Law Dictionary (6!h ed. 1990) as "[a] person ronrerned or haYing or taking 
part in any affair, matter, trans.1ction, or proceedmg, considered indivodually." 
See also Charles W. Wolfram, Modem Legal Etllics 61 J (19ll6) (obsorving that "party" " a Jawycrism that is intended 
to refer broadly to any "person" represented by a lawyer 'tn • maner, and suggesting EM! while DR 7·1M(A)(l) of the 
Model Code of Professiornl Rcsponsibility "probably" prohibi!OO contact Wllh any repre=ted peroon, Model Rult 4.2 
clearly does); N.Y. suue Bar Assoc Corum. on Prot!. E!hks, Op. 656 (1993) (tn<erpreting N.Y. Dis:dplinary Rule 
7- J04(A)(I) as applying to communications between lawyer representing parent in cllild custody proceeding and child 
for whom a law guardlan had been appointed even though !he child is oot a "party" to the procttding); NY. State Bar 
Ass'n Comm. on Prof. Ethics Op. 463 (1977) (descnbing DR 7-lM(A)(l) " an absolute proscription against 
oommunicallons wi!h a repre.sen!OO person, oot merely a technical party). 

FNJ5. The cornpreherul\·e rewrd of the deliberations of the Kutak Contrnis.sion casts oo ltgb! on the r..,.,n why !he 

word "pcroon" was used m the caption of the Rule while "pa11y" w"' used ut its text. 

FN16 In order to elimirutte the ambtguuy arising from use of the term "p.lrty ," described in the acoomp.lnying text, 
the Comrnmee has proposed that the Rule be amended to subsutute Uoe word "parson" for "party" in the body of the 
Rule. See note 2, supra. 

FNJ7. See, e.g., United State.s v, Jamtl, 546 F. Supp. 646, 654 (E.D.N. Y. !982), re1•'d on other grounds, 707 F.2d 
638 (1d Cu. 1983) (stating that DR 7-104(A)(l) prmects • person who is a potentoalliltgant); Florida State Bar Assoc. 
Comm. on Prof. Ethics, Op. 78-<l (1978) (>tating that DR 7 l04(A)(l) applies "whenever an altorncy-client relationship 
has been established ... regardless of whether or not httgaoion h., commenced."); MlSSlSSippi State Bar. Op. 141 
(198&) ("'/lie OC!ual filing of a lawsutt or intent to file a laWSUit '-' melevant to the question of whether tho lawyer may 
oommunicate with the adver"' party."); Texaa State Bar l'rof. Etlucs Corum .. Op. 492 (1994) (proh!l>itions of the Texas 
anti-COntact rule, Whtch i> aimilar to l(ule 4.2, apply "despite tlle facttha! lioigation is neither m progress nor 
contemplated."). 

FNJS. Sec G<offrey C. HozorJ, Jr. & W, Willtam Hodes, The Law of Lawyenng: A Handbook on the Model Rules of 
Profe>aional Conduct 730 (1993 SuPJ).). See, e.g , Comm. on Prof. Elhies and Cond110t of the Iowa Stote Bar A,,()C_ v, 
Shepler, 519 N. W .2d 92 (Iowa 1994) (altorney'• violation of DR 7- J04(A}(l) resulted in disbJrment when he obtained 
personal gatn in a direct tran8ac<ton ~-,than elderly wonun af1er beingtrutructed to contact eitber her family or 
attorneY regarding business mallerS). 

FNI9 See, e.g., Umted Sntte> v, Jacobs, 547 F.2d 772 (2<1 Cit. 1976), celt. dismissed as omprovtdently gran!OO, 436 
U.S 31 (1978). But see the discu,Ston in Part lJJ intra, regarding decisional aulho!lly limtltng the Rule's application in 
crim1nal inve,.igatioru prior to arrest or the filing of formal cl\arges. 

FNW. Sa:, e.g., Tnple A Machioc Shop, Inc. v. State, 261 Cal. Rptr. 493, 498 (CLApp 1989)(Caltfornia anti· 
contact rule's proh!bitions "attached once an attomey knew that an oppcatng p.lrty was representetl hy coun""l even 
where no formal action had been filetl. "), See also demion.< cited in oote 17, supra. 

FN21. See, e.g .• United States v. Pinto, 850 F.Zd 927 (2d Cir.), celt. denied, 488 U.S. 867 (1988) (holding !hal DR 
7-104 applied where the proseoutor '"'"'iewed a represented witness who was a potential defendant), ABA Formal Op. 
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187 (1938) (holding that the prohibition in Canon 9 covers a par1y 1n a cwil caoe wbo also is a prospectiY< witness in 

the m>lter). 

FN':l2. In !he Committee's vtew, !lie decision in the Simels c.1se, supra note 11. lOOk an unduly narrow view of the 
anti-<;ontac! rule U>ere involved, DR 7·104, in <leclming to OOid tho rule applicable to contact with a represenred :ulvorsc 

wit""'' and potential oo-defeOO>nt 

FN23. &e Untted Stotts v. Ryans, 903 F.2d 131. 740 (lOth Cir ), cert_ denied, 498 U.S. 855 (l990)(DR 7-104(A)(I) 
does no! apply "during tl>e mvestigation proce" b<fore tOe mitiarwn of criminal proceedings '); United States v_ Heinz, 

983 F 2d 609, 613 (5th Cir 1993) (following Ryaru) 

FN24. See United States v. Jamil, 7fYI F .2d 638, 645-46 (2d C"- 1983) (communiClltion by undercover tnforonant in 
p,..,.indiotment non-custodial seuing did not viola« DR 7-104{A)(l) where tnfurmant was not acting"' "alter ego" of 

prosecmor), Untted StateS v. Lernonak!S, 485 P.2d 941. 954--56 (D.C. Cir 1973) cer1. derued. 415 U.S. 989 (1974) 
(DR 7-104 did not prohibit usc of undercover informant in • pre-indictment, no=todial cirrurnstaru:e because llle 
informant's in."ruction.< from the prooecutor were oot ruch as to make him the prosecutor's alter ego). 

PN2S. See Untted States v. Hammad, 858 F.2d 834, 838-40 (2d Cir. 1988), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 871 (1990) (DR 
7-104(A)(1) appli<s prior to filing of formal charges, and undercover inform>nt's use of sltant subpoena, under specific 
direction of prosecutor, to trick '"'pect oontnbuted to the informant's becoming the prosecutor's alter ego); Urutod 
States v Jamil, 5415 F Supp 646, 654 (E D_N_Y 1982), rcv'd on other grounds, 707 F_2d 638 (2d Cir. 1983) ("Any 
direct oommunication between the A,.i.,ant United Stares Attorney, or a representative of his office, and the deftiidant 
occurring after the government became awaro that he was represented by counsel would con<titute a violation of DR 
7-104(A)(l)_ "); People'· Whito, 567 N.E.2<!1368, 1386-87 (!II. App.) appeal denied, 575 N.E.2d 922 (Ill. 1991) 
(holding. following Hamrnad, that DR 7-104 applies prior to ftltng of furmal cO.rges, but " only VtOia!ed by use of an 
tnformer in such ciroummnoes when tile attor"eylprosecutor is "intimately involved in Ute mvesttgation", oo as to make 
tile informer h1S alter ego). See also Unired States v_ Heinz, 983 F_2d 4t 615 (Parker, J .. concurring in part m:! 
drssett!ing in part) (prosecutor's use of lawyer as undercover informant violated DR 7-104 because he was able to act as 
• "prosecutomt atter ego" fo< tl>e govettunem)_ 

PN26. See, e.g .. Umted SWt<> v, Ryans, 900 f.2d"' 739 ("We are not oonvinccd that tho language of [DR 
7- ]1}4(A)(l)) calls for it.<; applie>lton to tile investigattve phaS< oflaw enfurccmcnt" b<cau" the t\lle's we of U>e word 
"party" "appea"' "'contemplate •n odver,.rial r<l.,ioruhip botv.een ILttgan!s, whether in a criminal or a civil setting."). 

PN27. Set In re Dtsctplinatj' Proceedings regarding John Doe, 876 F Supp. 265 (M.D. Fla. 1993) (Florida ver.lion of 
Model Rule 4.2 should be torerpre<ed cor~tstently with lltat Rule'" other cirruits, notwithstanding the fact that H u.ses 
the word "person" rather tlun "pany".). 

FN28 Sec. e.g , United State-1 v. Dobb>, 7 JJ P.2d 84 (8th C1r. 1983); Uni!<d ~Wes v _ Kenny, 645 F.2d 1323 (9th 

C"ir.), cert. denied, 452 u.s. no (1981), Uruted States v. H••nz, 981 f_2d 609 (5th Cir. 1993). 

FN29. See. e.g., Umted S"tes '. Ryans. 903 F .2d at 739-40; UMed States v _ Jamil, 7fYI F.2d at 745. 

PN30. Actxlrd ABA !nfurm•l Op. 1373 (1976) (finding that Canon 9 barS a prosecutor from sending a letter cont•ming 

a plea offer to a repr<oented person, even though the comrnumuuion was pre-todiC!tnell!). 

PN3L Umted State> v _ Ham mad. 858 F.2d at 839. 

PN32_ Sre Alafair S_R_ Burke. Reconciling Professiofl>l Ethics and ProsccutOr1ill Power· The Non-Contact Rule 
Dcl>ate, 46 Stan_ L Rev_ 1635, 1642-45 (1994)_ 

II should be tooted !Ita< the D<partmenl of Justice's regula<ions on Cotnmurucations with Reprrscnted Pcr..ons recogmte 
that'" limited mrum•"nccs, an anti-oontact prohibition applies pre--Lndoctment. Spec!ftcally, although the regulations 
"kc a c"egoric>l position that no one i< a "party" until there is a formal procot:dmg in which lie is named as such, 28 
C.P.R. § 77.3(a), they pruhibLt negoti.,ion of a plea agrcemeru, settlement, immunity •greement and other di•pooition 

of potential oriminol chatges with a represented per.;on unle>s th< communication was intti<Ued by that peroon arulthe 
procedure referred to in the rext, infra at oote 51, has b<en followed, 28 C.P.R. ~ 77.3. It! add!lton, the ocoompanying 
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amendments !o lhe Umtod Stat<$ Attorneys' Manual forbid ex parte contacts with representod "targets" of investiga!ioru; 
in all bur exceptional ciroumsl:mces. U.S.A.M. 9- 13.240 Overt Commumoatoons with Represented Targets. The 

manual defines a target as a perSon agai"" whom the lawyer for lhe governmem "(a) has substantial evidence linking 
that perSon to the commission oh crime or to other wrongtill oon<luct; an<l (b) anticipates seeking an UKhotmenl or 

naming as a defendam in a civil law onfum:mcnt proceeding." 

FN33_ United States v. Hammad, 858 F.2d at 839 (quoting McNabb v. United States. 318 u.s_ 332, J-40 (1943)) 

FN34. ld_ See also 4 Op Off_ leg•l Counsel 576, 5S1 (1980) (stating thot "DR 7-104. as generally interpreted. 

provtdes <US]>ttts ond dofondants with protections that the Constitution does oot. ")-

FNJ5. Sec Mamc ;-_Moulton, 474 U.S. 159 (]985); Brewer v. Williams. 430 U.'S. 387 (1977); Massiah v. United 

States. 377 US 201 (1964)-

FN36. E.g., 18 U.S.C. § 2511 (prohibiting wiretapping without a wmant); 12 U S.C. § 3402 (limiting governmental 

aoceS< to financial records of cUSiomers of financial irultitutiorul). 

FN37. E.g., Model Rule 3.8 (Special Respot!>LNlities of • Prosecutor); Model Rule 4.1 (a) (Truthfulness in Statements 

to OI!Jers); Model Rule 4.3 (Doiiling with Unrepresented Perwns); Model Rule 4.4 (R.,vect fur Rights of Third 
PerSons). 

FN38. The Committee's proposal for amendment of Role 4.2, discosst:d in note 2, >Upra, includes a proposed 
amendntent to Comment j2] to th< Role. to reoogmze as "authorized by law" goverrunental mvestLgative activLUes prior 
to the commence111<nt of criminal proceedings and m adduion CLVil enfurcemem procet:dings when they have been held 
p<:rmissible by such judicial ao!ltority. 

FNJ9. The purpo;es of the Rule, which is to "Y lite reasOL1S tor requiring consent of counsel represenung the perwn 
wttll whom communication is •ought, clearly •pply whether or not the inquiring lawyer ts a wore of the representatoon. 
Thus, the requirement th>t that lawyer know of the representatoon se"·es not to tmplemem the purposes of the Rule but 
only to frome a rule of conduct that can a< a practical mallet reasonably be Lmposeti. It would not, from sucll a praotical 
point ofv1cw, be reo.•on•~le to requ<re a lawyer in oil circum>Oanc<> where the lawyer wishes to speak to a third person 
in the cout"8e of hi' r4>rO>entation of a client fir<t to mquire whether the person LS represented by counsel: among other 
thmgs, such a routine mqmry would uruJeCessanly complicate perli:ctly routine fact-finding, and might well 

u"""""sarily ob<truct such fact-finding by conveying a •uggestion th>t there w" a ne<d for counsel in circumstances 
where thoro was none, thus di,couraging witnesses from talking. 

FN40_ Rule 4 3 prO\' ides: 

Deali"ll with Unrepresented Person 

ln <lealmg on behalf of a client with a person w~o is""' represented by counsel, a lawyer >0.11 not "'te or imply that 
the lawyer is disinterested. When the lawyer koowo or reasonably should know that the unrepre>cnted p<:n;on 
m"uoder,.ands tbe lawyer's role in the matter. tlie lawyer Mull make reasonable effuru to currec1 the 
misuntkrstandmg. 

FN41. Tile Commmoe's propo<ed amendntent to Rule 4.2 to subsmute "perSon" for "party," discussed tn note 2, 
supra, would >lsu amend the Comment to deal more cteorty wLth tbc requiremem tl1atthe oommuntcatLng lawyer know 
of the representatLnn_ 

FN42_ 1\s a pracLLcal matter. in th< course of contact wah • person represented by counsel in another matter, the 
oommunicating lawyer would be well advJ5ed to take care t10t to eltcit oomments ur attempt to communicate about 
crirnc A_ However, Rule 4.2 does not preclude di«:ussio"' of orime B. 

FN43. As a practical !llllttor. to be sure, a lawyer WLSiting to open a dialogue wuh a perSon or ontuy known to be 
generally reprcsrnted by • particu1or firm or by Ln-hou;o oounsel may find it more e'peditiou.< aod les.' likely to 
generate dtspute to commumcate through counseL 
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FN44. See, e.g., Wright ex rei. Wright v_ Groop Health !losp .. 691 P.2d 564 (Wash. 1984) (appl~tng Model COOe of 

Prof=ional ResponstbJiity DR 7-104(A)). 

FN4.'i. Comment [2] provides: 

In the case of an organization, tlus Rule prohibit< communicalions by a lawyer for one party concerning the maner in 
representation with persons having a manag.,.ial responsibility on behalf of the organization, and with any other person 
whose act or omission in connection with that maner may be 1mpwed to the orgamzation for purpo;ses of civil or 
crimu"l hability or whose .<I:Uemem may constilulo an admission on 1ho part of lhe organization_ If an agent or 
employee of the organization is represemed in lite matter by his or her own counsel, the consem by that counsel to a 
oommunicalion Will be sufficJtnt for purpo«' of lhis Rule. Con1pare Rule 3.4(!). 

FN46 Accord, UpJOhn Co v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (19SI), Chancellor v. Boeing Co .. 678 F. Supp 2>0. 2S1 
(D. Kan. 1988), St.e.lrwn lehman Bros .. !nc. v. Wasawh Bank, !39 F.R.D. 412 (D. Ulllh 1991); Morrison v. 
Brandeis Umvmity, 125 F R.D. 14, 16-17 (D. Mass. 1989); Niesig v. Team I, 76 N Y.2d 363 (1990)- See ABA 
lnformol Op 1410 (197B) (stating thai DR7-104(A)(I) bars communication with an officer or employee of a corporation 
in a particular situatiOn unlo" the communicating lawyer has the prior consem of the lawy.,. representing tho 
corporation). 

FN47. !t should be noted that Rule 4.2 does ool prohibu contacts wtlh former officer.; or employe<s of a represented 
corporation, even if they were in one of the categories with which communication was probibitod while they were 
employed. This Committee so concluded m ABA Formal Op. 91-3';9 (1991)_ 

FN48_ See, e.g .. United States v. Lopez. 4 F.ld 14>5, 1459 (!fth Cir. 1993) ("the trust necessacy for a suc=sful 
otklrney·clicnt relationship is eviscerated whon the client is lured into clandestine meetings widt tbe lawyer for tho 
opposition. As a result, uncurbed commumca11ons with reprarnted partios could have deleterious effects well beyond 
the context of the individual"""'--··"); People v. Green, 274 N.W. 2<1448, 453 (Mich. 199!) (defendant's willingness 
to speak doos "not excuse oompl!an<e Wllh the Slllndard of professional conduct prescribed by DR 7·104(A)(l)"); 
United Stales v. Thomas, 474 F_2d 110, Ill (lOth Ctr.), cert. denied, 412 U.S. 932 (1973); United Stotes v. Batchelor, 
41!4 F. Supp. 812 (E. D- Pa. 1980), State v. Morgan, 646 P 2d !CI64, 1068-70 (K;m. !982): State v, Ford, 793 P .2d 
397,401 n.4 (Utah App. 1990)_ 

FN49 See Lop,.., 4 F.3d .t 1462 (finding that "[tjhe rule agamst commuOlcaling with represented parties is 
1\lndamentally ooncomed wtth the dulles of atlomeys, oot with the right> of parties_") 

FN50. See note 40, supra 

FN5l. The Dep;trtrnonl of Justice regulations on Communications with Reproscn<ed Persons contemplate suciL a 

procedure. 28 C.F.R. § 77 6(c) 

FN52. Accord, Mioh. State Bar Comm. on Prof andJud'L Et~ics, Op. 202 (Aprtl 5, 1965). 

FN53. Lawyer >upe"i.lion of dte actiVtlles of HL'<>tigator:s ;, likely to make their "'ork product more useful, a tid to 

provide a."lurance agatnst the commission of improprteties by the mvesttgaoo,;. 

FN54 Alt~ough there appear• to be no dectStooal authority on the pOint. 11 seems clear, and widciy understood, !hat 

the fact that an investigator is al«> a member of the bar dlle> not render him, in his activities as an investigator, sttb)<>Cl 
to thooe ethical rules -- tho overwhelming majority of the provLSions of the Modd Rules .. that apply only to a lawyer 
"representing a client." Such an investigator would oonetl\eless be subject 10 those few prov~>Loru< of the Model Rules, 
'uoh as portions of Rule 8.4 (Misconduct) tbat apply to lawyer:; even when they are not acting as >uch. See, o.g., Rule 
SA(b)· "It is professional rmscondut:t for a lawyer to .. , conuntt a ctlmUlal ac!tbat renects advo,-,dy on tho lawyer's 
honesty, trustworthmess or filne" " a lawyer in other respects.' 

Thu.!., the [)q>artmem of /usuce regul.tions on Communications wtth Repre..,nted Persons exclude /rom the defined 
term "attorney for the government" (w!lh whose activtties the regulation< arc priocipolly concerned), "any allorney 
employed by the Department of Justtce as an inv<>ttgator or other law enfore<ment agent who is not aut~ome<i to 
represem the United Stotes in criminal or civ!llaw enforcement litigation or to supervise such proceedings "28 C.F R_ 

§77.2(a) 
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FN55. Although Ole que&ion is a close one, lhe Commit<ee dooo not believe that a lawyer's making""" of evidence 
offered by an investigative ageot by means that would have been forbidden to lhe lawyer herself but in which .tie was 
not complidtous would con>titule "r.utfioation" utlder Rule 5.3(c)(1 )_ 
"Rattfy" is defined by Black's Law Dictionary (6th 0<1. 1990) as; 

To approve aOO sanction; to make valid; to confirm; to give sanctwn m. To authorize or otherwise approve, 

retroaerively, an agreement or conduct either expressly or by imphciUion. 

FN56. S<e ABA Informal Op. 663 (finding that Canon 9 prohibits employment of investigator in delimse of 
malpractiO< suH to commun.cate with plaintiff who was represented by counsel); ABA Formal Op. 95 (!933) (fiOOing 
that it i< impropet under Canon 9 for a municipal lawyer to permit police oflice!s to obtain written statements from 
pmon< having pe"onal tnjury clam,; •gairut the municipality when the lawyer knows that the claimants are represented 
by counsel). See, e.g., Shantz v. Eyman, 418 F.2d 11. 13 (9th Cir. 1969); cett. denied, 397 U.S. 1021 (1970) (findtng 
that a prosecutor acted unetluoally by ;ending a psychiatrist to .<peak with a represented d<fetldant wtthout counsel's 
knowledge)_ 

FN57. See ABA Informal Op. 985 (1967) (opining that a formal offer of judgment could, OOIL<istcntly with Canon 9, 

be served directly upon a represented opposmg party, but only if this wos <peeifioally authorized by statutc, and if a 
copy w" sirnultallO<Jusly served on counsel). 

FN58. The single e•ception is Florida_ See florida Rules of Prof. Conduct, Rule 4-4.2. See abo In re D"ciplinary 

Proceedings regar<littg John Doe, 876 F. Supp 265 (M.D. Fla. 1991), discu""'d in note 27 supra. 

FN:i9. Rule 4.2 cmt. !2]_ S«: alro Wolfram, supra note 14, at 614-15. 

FN60_ See !Iazard & Hodes, supra note 18, at § 4 2. ]1)9 (1994 Supp.) 

FN61. See ABA Informal Op. 14% (]983) (an agency lawyer may conduct an inspection of regulated bu.«ness 

premiSes WLlhout ftrst contoctmg the l•wyer fur the bu<tness). 

FN62. See United States v_ Lopez, 939 F.2<11032. 1099 •mendr:d, 4 F.2d 14SS (9th Cir. 1993) (noting that a court 
or~or, if it is to autltome an excej'lttoo to tho Rule's prohibition, mus< be based UJ>On accurate, and oot misleadmg, 
information)_ 

FN63_ 28 C.P.R. Part77. 

FN64. Ash" been noted above, ethical rules prohibning oomrnuntcatLons w1th represented pcrsoru have been adopted 
in every state as a part of comprehensive ethics regulation<. Lawyets representing the federal govcrmncnt are governed 
by these rub as a result of the spectflc req""'""<nt by Congr<" th.<t !«.!oral attorneys he "duly licen><d aOO authorized 
to practice as an attorney under tho: law; of a Stat<, tcflltory, or the Distrtct of ('otumbta- • Deportment of Justtoe 
Appropnation Authorization Act, FIScal Year 1980, Pult L No_ 96-132, p(a), 93 Stat. 1044, "carried forward in 

Pub L No. JOJ-317,§ 102, l08StaL 1734{1994). 

FN6S. Although the Committee believes, "' state.l, that the Chrysler y, Brown test is an appropriate ono fur 
interpreting the term "authomed by law" in Rul< 4 2. we express no view as to whether the Department of Justtoe 
regulations have suffiCient statutory authorization to me<t that test. 

FN66. Comment to Rule 4 2 provtdes that tn lhe case of a rcproseoted organization, communication< are prohibited 
wtth "persons havittg managerial respon<lbility on lteltalt of the organizatton and with any other person whose act or 
omission in connection with this matter may be imputed to !110 organization for put'J)<>S<s of cil·ll or cnminal1iabtlity or 
whose statement may corL"itute an admiSston on the pan of the org•mzotion." 
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